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PHOT03W1S5IVS SURFACES 

Part II of Final Report. p 

SU>«ARY:  ORGANIZATION uF HS PORT 

The present report constitutes Part II of a compre- 
hensive final report on the infrared-sensitive Ajjj-0-ös 
photocathode. The initial step in the ^reparation of 
such a photocathode involves oxidation of the silver base 
in a *?low discharge. The technique of oxidation and the 
products formed have been discussed In Part I. The nresent 
report deals, therefore, with the suhseouent processing 
steps and with investigation of the finished photocathode. j 

A brief uescriotion of the manner in which the j 
experiments developed has already been fiven in the Intro - j 
duct ion to Part I and need not. be repeated here. In view, 
however, of the length of the present Part (II) it seems I 
advisable for the sake of clarity to state the objectives | 
of the research and to indicate the manner of organisation 
of this report. Some of the most important results are 
also mentioned in the remainder of the introduction. 

In the literature on infrared-sensitive photocathode« 
there is a notable variability of snectral responses of 
phototubes prepared by different investigators. We also 
have had difficulty in reproducibility preparing photo- 
cathodes. Because of this experience a systematic study 
of the process of preparation has been undertaken,  ünrohasis        ' 
has been placed on the investigation of chemical chants \ 
which occur during th? various stages of preparation.  In 
order to make progress it has been necessary to concentrate 
on  the chemical aspect of the problem to the exclusion of 
such questions as particle sise and si?e distribution, 
Some qualitative information on particle si^ea has been ! 
obtained, not sufficient, however, to provide a detailed j 
picture, ; 

Several types of information on chemical composition ' 
have been obtained. The amount of oxygen deposited during 
silver oxidation was measured by means of measuring the 
change in oxygen pressure. The total cesium entering the 
phototube envelope was measured with some accuracy by 
employing capillaries of known dime»3lons to limit the 
flow of cesium vapor. The amount of cesium on the cathode 
waa measured usinp; a radioactive cesium tracer. The solid 
phases in the photocathode were studied by means of x-ray 
powder diffraction photographs of powder saraoles scraoed' I 
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iü -y&cuo, fro» the photocathorte. Finally, the amount of 
cesium deposited on glas» was determined by ^asurin* the 
radioactivity of a glass disc, of exactly the ^ame size 
as the cathode, jsftich was placed at the back of the cathode 
durimr fabrication. The combination of all these measure- 
ments provides a fairly eoaplßte picture of the distribution 
of cesium, in; a 'pnotot^#;&r'-/..-• :'if: '   • h. 

'     •'• - 'v':Är':: l  • 
Three taain eerles of experimental studies w»re carried 

out. In one of these-the thermionic and photoelectric 
emissions were followed continuously as cesium was added 
through a fin« capillary to a phctoeathode oxidized to an 
accurately known extent. No radioactive cesium tracer was 
employed in these experiments and no x-ray study was performed 
on the ohotoeathode.  In order to minimize the reaction of 
cesium with glass a comparatively large ratio of cathode area 
to tube area was used.  In some experiments of this series, 
cesium was permitted to flow without interruption, the 
thermionic and photoelectric emissions being raaasured either 
continuously or at intervals.  In other experiments the cesium 
flow was halted at certain stages and the thermionic and photo- 
electric omissions were followed with the tube maintained at 
temperature. Three terape atures were studied, 190°C, 150°C, 
and room temperature. From those experiments it was found 
that the reaction by which ceeium affects thermionic and 
photoelectric emission is slow even at 190°C and has a negli- 
gibly small rate at room temperature. Utilising the work of 
others in conjunction with our own, it is inferred that the 
slow step is not that which removes cesium from the vapor 
phase but is a subsequent solid phase transformation. Once 
a stable infrared-sensitive photocathode is formed the photo- 
electric yield goes up as the temperature decreases. Very 
slight excesses of cesium greatly '"•educe pho-ccelectric yield 
in the infrared. Numerous other facts of considerable practi- 
cal interest have also been established as indicated in subse- 
quent sections of the report. 

In the second of the three serie.* of experiments, 
mentioned in the proceeding paraprnob, r,he cathode composition 
vas determined usin;1: a radioactive cerium tracer. The accu- 
rate determination of cathode activity by means of a Geiger 
counter, required the ;;,se of a small cathode of accurately 
reproducible area.  Hence the ratio of cathode area to tube 
area was considerably smaller than in the experiments of the 
first series and a larger proportion of cesium reacted with 
the tube envelope» Cesium flow was also United by a capil- 
lary in most of the experiments and both thermionic end 
r-hctoelectric emission were followed during the intermediate 
stages. Cathode composition could not he continuously 
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followed, however, hut was det*rained only fct the end. 
Photocathodes which were continued onlv to maximum 
photoelectric emission were found to contain variable a- 
mounts of cesium relativ? to oxygen, the rati s of the 
number of cesium atoms to exv^en atoms (Cs/O) being 
considerably less than 2. It was also found at 190°C that 
when (Cs/O) exceeds 2 on the cathode a volatile oxide 
of cesium is formed which reacts either with the glass wall 
of the tube or with some other tube element. The intro- 
duction of even large excesses of cesium into the tube 
did not increase the cathode ratio (Cs/O) above 2 and in 
fact caused this ratio to fall well below 2, This fact 
has nraetical importance because in some preparative methods 
rather large excesses of cesium are initially added and 
subsequently re-noved either by pumning or  bv means of a 
"Cesium Getter". This results in the removal of both 

rind oxygen from the photoeathode.  Because the 
reactions are alow, too rapid addition of cesium 

can result in the pile-up of cesium at the interface, thus 
orodueinr: a l^cal excess and resulting in the formation of 
a volatile comoound» Other results are discussed in subse- 
quent sections. 

Th? third series of exoerimants involved an x-ray 
study of the photocathode. A different tube desitm was 
again used to facilitate collecting the x-ray powder sample 
in vacuo, Cesium was again introduced through a caoillarv 
,ind both thermionic and ohotoelectric emission were followed, 
Photocat hodes carried to maximum photoelectric emission were 
found to contain Cs^O and Ag.  Although no other solids were 
detected by x-ray analysis in these tubes (maximum photo- 
electric emission), it is known from the tracer studies that 
an f v r oxide i3 present, either unreduced silver oxide or 
a higher oxide of cesium (Ca^CH?) or both. The proportion 
was too low to detect by x-räy diffraction, however. X-ray 
diffraction studies were also carried out on tubes deficient 
in cesium and on others containing a considerable excess of 
cesium.  In the cesium-deficient tubes^ unreduced silver 
o>-ide ond Csr-O-j were found SO well as UsvO, The tubes 
cc-«>t lining excess cesium were of particular interest for 
the following reason. In the first series of  experiments 
ix   «a found v.n-.--, when cesium was added without interruption 
tho rshotce lee trie emission passed through a maximum at 
(Cs/0}Ä1«7 and then decreased u^til at (Cs/0)s2 and bevond 
the infrared sensitivitv was verv small. If, however, the 
addition o"^ ce«iur:i was discontinued well beyond (Ca/0;si2 
and the tube was baked for a considerable period the infra- 
red sensitivity could be largely recovered.  This ml^ht be 
due ~ it her to the fact that Cg-^O is an infrared emitter or 



t'i th»f  rÄct tVt alov reaction with  fhe ffl&.-ia'envelope 
r^'Sffred eno'irft cesium  (ae  $ volatile oxide)   to re-tore 
ths cathode -opposition to Cr^O.    It was important» 
therefore,   to  prepare a tub<-  for x-ray analysis which 
eouJ'1 V"  bahsä for  a "a.'spi'o'rie  period  of time and wfifeh 
contained,   after häkln»,.the compound Cs-jö.'.;.By careful 
rloßnir.r of th«. tube  envelope before  fabrication this was 
finally accomplished.     The  presence of both Ca20 and Cs^O 
was ert,aKlish«d  from tho x-ray diffraction photoprraohs 
far a *ube   ••< V   (CQ/0)T.? tf,.     this tube had,   however,   no 
infrared  ram- itivity  at live  time the x-ray sample vms taken,- 
although   it  passed through  an  intermediate stape r-V hir*h 
(l.««   "no-rial")   infrared  sensitivity before an excels tr? 
CSftl'iM hac1 been  arid- d,     3-tn.ce  the  ma-ner of Preparation 
w.~s  such  that  Cs^O constituted ts.be outer layer  '(i.e.  the 
lav?r at  the  cathode-vacuum interface) ,   thin conclusive!v 
e^tahlirhep that Gg->0 is not. mi  infrared  emitter»     All 
evidence   'Yon x-rav diffraction»   radioactive cerium tracer 
«•turtles,   and  cross composition studies poinvr, to  crystalline 
C'Spf   (pmbablv eontpihlnp traces of iwniritv,   i.e.  either 
Imöur"' ty  centers or F-oenters)   as the   infrared  emitter. 
1'hf-se  ~nd other results are  riiscussed in subsequent  Beetle-"»«« 

In addition to the three  series of svateiatle experiments, 
brief].v mentioned above,   other exoeriments of an exploratory 
and  somewhat  fragmentarv nature have been  carried out partly 
to  riev-^l >P the teehnicua  or photoeathode preparation end 
nnrtly to answer euestions of a practical nature v/hich  arose 
durir."  the  course  of the   research.     These  exoeriments  usually 
involved  the  preparation of phototube? by raeano of a process 
of a  standard   sort with one or no  e variations.     I-'*r».ny or 

these *«fere  carrier, ou*   nrior to  the  three  systematic expori- 
rjental  series  and vrere  frepuentlv not well understood at the 
tine the  experiments were performed»    The  result« have been 
included  in  nrorrre-.r  reports,   sometimes without  interpretation 
.-•pi on occasion with interpretation which in hind  sif:ht. 
seems  erroneous.     In order  to   -et the  record straight   the 
results of a number of these  experiments are also discussed 
in  f-onr i^ersbla  riet nil  in  the llfht of our present knowledge. 
Ir.  th -  maioritv  o" rnp.es  the  results  are  readily understand- 
able     nd  thn major  inconr'   \r:ncies  a*~o  removed.     In o*'v->r 
cas-'S,   h^'-iev****,   unanew»red  questions re-iyin which require 
furth': r ir.vor t i -ntion. 

"i\\ •   a'-cv*  explanation  indicates  the manner  in wiich 
the  exT-rl:;i''.r.ts  have  been conducted«    The  or<?ani Potion  oC 
the a—?>,t   c "*r  best \:f:   i *»ni catf-ri   yv sinena^inK ^rl-'.flv the 
contends  a? --ach  roc*!'"» . 
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$ac*icn 1 of the  r'-crt  ir.  <!«voted primarily to  a 
review of the previous work  of other Investigators en the 
photeenthorit».    Thi^  revie-••  Is not  comprehensive,    Only 
those  few paocrs which we hove  found particularly heln^ul 
are discussed.    Section 1»1  contains a  review of the 
chnis« ry of the cesiu,m oxides,     This  section war* written 
'••-%* Ur. Khi~Hu**v Tsai and contains  a review not   only of 
previous work but- also of son*? results obtained bv 'dn 
during the course  of an x-rav  studv of SsoO and CsjO 
(sae  Pftrts III  and IV   (of this   final  report series/   for 
•m account, of the  structural study).    X-ray powder 
diffraction SDecirn are  rivon,  wherti knovjn,   for the 
oxi'^s of oesiun,   ~nd n ru*Ama**y of their nhyeicnl and 
ahcmical   properties  is also  included.    The x-rnv powder 
diffraction  spectra  are  essential  for the   identification 
of -?olid  phases in the  photoeäthode  and are  nnh3eque.itly 
used  for this purpose  (see ejection hi*    fkmernl  properties 
of the opines  are discussed as well as certain specific 
properties which are o? particular Interest in. photoc-thode 
preparation»    Section 1.2  is  largely historical,   the 
purposo ^einp; to provide references to the oririnal works 
in which  important contributions are made  to the art of 
photocethod« fabrication,    Section 1.3 contains a review 
of previous work on the  deter: linatijn of photocathorte 
composition.    This  is follovred by a brief sura-nary which 
outlines the status of the  probiert at the be^inninr of the 
o^es'-nt vrork.    Sections l.L,  1.5 and 1.6 contain a review 
of some  previous vrork which must be taken  into account  in 
nny  nronosed riec -,ani3m for the  photoelectric  effect  in these 
cathodes.    Some work  is  also  reviewed in Section  ltL »fhich 
indicates  the role of silver in  influencing nhotoseositlvitv« 
In some  instances we have  studied  further the  phenomena 
reviewed  in these  sections but in  others we hove nott   so th« 
material  is  in considerable  measure cuoolem ,ntar,-r to  the 
present research  and is  included for th"  sa'-e o^ Providing 
a conmlet«  picture rather than as background to cur own 
work.    Several of the  researches described  are  so thorough 
that there  seeincd to be no point to extending or reo^atinrr 
then, 

For convenience of reference all of the experiment"'! 
techniques used  ir  the «resent  research are described  in 
f-eetion 2.    This avoids the necessity for repetition in 
the  description of experiments in  subsequent sections. 
(There  is  some unavoidable overlapping between this Section 
and the experimental section of Part I.)     In Section 2 the 
enuipraer.t  used  is described  in some detail.    Moreover, 
complete details of the tube designs and all steps us°d 
in the  fabrication of each type of experimental  phototube 
are  *»iven.     Experimental details of the x-ray methods 
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us*-d  \v,  ii»-s:.j ifvi?,-» <=•*••! ;d   V;;i••?>>?,  .in the  ohotocnthode   Te 
-v'v''   "'• '  *'i  t ec ir'iTir s   -,r r.n-io e preparation are kiccussedi 
Tho   :VJ.1 i-ra'.^n  ~"   "'v-illari.es   for lira'-tin? cer.lura  flow rate 
is  .•']:•.:•  '!i'•:••:'i  sod.     In  i*«n«ral  th•••   .v/vriment.-J  technioues 
*xre   «•*••»-,• «s-j   in  eomiderahl.?  -let,nil. 

In Section 3  the  development of thermion!^  and  photo- 
»" ectric emission during cesium «v».lit ion is disc. "sed. 
^elected exa-mles of experimental  data  ^re jprivon  üO illus- 
trate +b<* h**'lävlor of both  thermionic  and   photoelectric 
»•ni«~ion at various c.hemli -1 compositions«    Tin* effect of 
arVin<r exoes -   cesium  :&. -r^'--** temperature  is pointed out 
and  1'--!'?  ch^n^ea accomnanyine heat treatment   at  various 
t»»inrti-oiturein  are described.     Phototubes prepared in such 
•a wnv fln to contain Cs20 are  described.    Tit«» influence of 
th*  silver hap« on ohoto^lectric  and thermior        emission  is 
oointed  out,  with  supporting ^vperinental evi-..,:   ;e.    Much 
or t hie «Section is devoted to ren:»rtinp; facf •*. Information 
which h"5 been »-atihlished to b^ of general \ali*»ity.    The 
rerults  _.r    interpreted  in  chemical terms where possible. 

In  Section  U  th':   results of cathode  composition  studies 
hy x-ray  analysis  and by  radioactive cerium  lrrcer analysis 
are   'iscur-sed. 

In Section 5 the  nrobable mechanism of photoelectric 
emission  is  discussed   insofar as  possible   in the  present 
st -te of ''evelonriient. 



1.  REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 

1*1 Chemistry vf the Cesium-Oxygen Syetesa 
1.2 Preparation of Ag-0-£s Photocathodea 
1.3 Coapoaitlon of Photecathode 
1.4 Role of Silver in Photocathode 

1.1*1 Phctosurface Classification 
1.U2 Sffect of Silver Addition 
1.43 Sffect of Silver Base on Cathode 

1.5 Role of Cesiuo; Oxide in Photocathode 
1*6 Optical Properties of Photocathodes 
1.7 Structural Studies of Photocathodes 
ImB   Miscellaneous Experiments 
1.9 Discussion 
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1. R.ivi-;; .;? i>:.-;/lout; WOHK I 

As stated sarlier, the following review is not 1 
comprehensive. Those papers which provide necessary 
h^K^round for the present work aro included and a. fe1» j 
others which are of particular importance in indicating i 
the mechanism of photoelectric emission are also included, 
tfe are indebted to Dr. Khi-Huoy Tsai for writing Section 
1.1. 

Some attempt has been made to evaluate the work in 
terms of our own experience with the photocathode. This 
is admittedly incomplete since the process of photoelectric 
emission is still not compj.<rtely understood. A serious 
obstacle tp a coordinated review is the vagueness «hown : 
by many authors in describing the preparation of photo- 
cathodes. Thero is no assurance that the rjh'" sccatWoded 
3tudied by different, workers are comparable. This makes 
it -difficult, or impossible, to arrive at general conclusions. 
In several instances excesses of cesium beyond C«2^ ar® re~ 
ported although usually without accurately stating the i 
analytical method used in determining the excess« Our own 
experiments strongly indicate that an excess o** cesium in. 
the cathode results in a narkod reduction in infrared 
sensitivity.  Despite these difficulties a nvxr^r-  of cathodes 
have be^n thoroughly studied and the results a-j of consider- 
able interest. 

1.1 The Chemistry of the 
Cesium-Oxygen System 
(Khi-Ruey Tsai) 

The binary system of cesium and oxygen ranks perhaps 
only next in complexity to the alkali-sulphur systems. 
Altogether nine compounds have been reported namely, four 
suloxides, Cs«0, Cg^O, Cs^Ü2, Ge^Q; one normal oxide, Gs;>0; 
three higher oxides. CS2O2, ^8?0-<t CsO^; and ona 

vo zonal.«' > 
Cs03.  (See Tables I and tl.) 

Cesium Suboxides GS7O, C^,0f C5?QT. CS^G 

The existence o£  the four suboxides of cesium was 
first, discovered by HengadexU through study of  the temper a tur«~ 
oomnosition diagrams (Fig* 1)* A part of the phase diagram, 
ranging fro;rä pure cesium to GsO.^r, has recently been 
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substantiated by Brauer by means of x-rav diffraction 
oowder iiaerrams and maastirement of the resistivity- 
tempern*ure coefficients of the suboxido systam at 
various comoositions. 

The usual wav of preparing cesium suboxides is by 
direct combination of pure cesium with the calculated  ' • 
amount of pure oxygen admitted in small portions. This 
works smoothly with the lower -me It in g suboxides. In the 
case of the hieher-meltinc? suboxides, Cs^Og and CsiO, 
however, it becomes necessary, according to our experiments, 
to conduct the oxidation in the presence of a email amount 
of inert sag (argon); this prevents excessive volatilisation 
of the alkali metal at the higher reaction temperature 
necessary for maintain in .«• the reaction oroducts in the molten 
state« Crystalline C33O can also be oreoared by distilling 
a lower ruboxide (Ca^G?) in a pyrex capillary at 120 - 130^0, 
although some CS2O (yellowish film on toD of the dark-greenish 
Cs-jQ crystals) is also formed in this process, indicttin? that 
CS3O has appreciable dissociation pressure at 120 - 130°C* 

The nhyaical properties of the cesium suboxides are 
summarized in Table I. It is interesting to note that all 
the suboxides of cesium exhibit metallic properties, Many 
attempt3 to c^et a ?;ood nowder pattern of the suboxide, 
CST02S have failed because of the difficulty to identify 

i   * and eliminate any foreipTi phases.  The oowder lines shown 
in Table I are those which consistently apneared in samples 
of the suboxide. There xfere weak lines at d/n= 6th,   5.3, 
5.3, 5.0, 'i.7, k.3, U*l  from one sample but not from the 
other, These might be suoerlattice lines or lin^s due to 
higher oxides. According to x-rav single-crystal and- 
powder d;'ta obtained in this laboratory, C336 has a Dg^ 
*^fx/mcm}  structure, with two molecules per unit~eell, in 
which the Cs-0 has an ionic bond distance (2.&9A as eorrmared 
with C|-0c 2.Ö6A in Gs?0 crystal) end the Cs-Cs has a 
metallic bond distance {5.«0A as compared with Cs-Cs»5.36A 
in metallic cesium).  Probably all the suboxides of cesium 
possess oartial metallic structures as indicated by their 
metallic prODerties.  It is to be noted that silver 
subfluoride, Ag2F (anti-Cdlj structure), has also been 
found"*-* to possess metallic prooerties and partial metallic 
structure in which the Ae-F distance is about the same as 
that in silver fluoride, Af*F, crystals and the Ap-Ag distance 
the same as that in metallic silver.  Thus the metal suborides 
and subhalides probably belong to th° same class as fer as 
structural chemistry is concerned. 
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It has not been established whether Cs->0 has a true 
melting-point or peritectic temperature around 165 C, 
nor whether it forms a limited range of solid solution with 
CS2O, However, according to the x-ray powder diagrams of 
partially oxidized CS3O, of dark-colored CggQ known to 
contain a slight excess of cesium, and of a binary system 
corresponding to the composition *s? <0, no other suboxides 
appear to exist in the composition range between Gs-sO and 
C8-r. 

By heating above their melting-point or peritectic 
temperatures, all the suboxides of cesium appear to be 
converted into solutions of cesium monoxide in liquid 
casiuaij the color of the melt varying* from yellow to orange 
to dark red as the oxygen content or the Cs^O concentration 
increases. By maintaining the temperature »bore l£Q°C, all 
the excess cesium can be distilled off and agglomerates of 
laminated red crystals of CgjO ar* left behind» 

The suboxides of cesium are decomposed by water to 
form cesium hydroxide with evolution of hydrogen; thus 
chemically they react like a mixture of CBOO and metallic 
cesium. 

Cesium Monoxide, CS2O. 

Orange crystals of CS2O can be conveniently prepared 
bv distilling off the excess cesium from a lower suboxide 
(CsyO?)   in a pyrex tube at 180 - 200°C. The distillation 
usually takes about two days, the last traces of excess 
cesium coming off very «lowly. 

Attempts to prepare CsjO by direct combination of 
equivalent amounts of pure cesium and oxygen have failed 
owiner to the high melting-point of the desired product 
and the tendency to form a surface coating; of high-melting 
higher oxides of cesium. 

Oxidation of a dilute cesium amalgam with gaseous 
oxyeren leads to the formation of dark-colored, complicated 
reaction products containing divalent mercury. 

According to Bcraisk , a yellow film havinsr the 
comnosition of Cg^O, with pronounced photoelectric sensi- 
tivity, can be obtained by treating a transparent to 
whit iah CgOg film with cesium vapor at 150 - 180°C. 
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Continued exposure of this yellow 'Cs-^O' film to a little 
more cesium vapor at 2O0°C transforms"it into a red »CssO* 
film with much lower photoelectric sensitivity. 

rtt roan]  tssmperaturet  cesium monoxide exists as orange, 
laminated pJ^ates with more or less perfect bas*l cleavage, 
soft and friählei eÄ^iiy pulverieed by shaking with glass 
beads. It has an antl^dCfcp laver structure*"'in .which the 
charge distributions of the cesium ions appear to be 
highly polarized. 

At the temperature of dry ice acetone, the color of 
the :aon ixide becomes pale yellow, there beinf no change in 
the structure as shown by the low-temperature x-ray powder 
diagram obtained in this laboratory. #hen heated above 
180 - 2Q°2C» tne monoxide becomes dark red. According to 
Ren^ade-» , it turns black at 250°G, and is slightly 
volatile at this temperature. The monoxide also becomes 
darkened on exposure to cesium vapor at room temoerature. 

~rauer'- reported that the outermost layer of the 
monoxide readily changed to dark brown and dirty tan durine 
storage in a closed tube, and that color chances could also 
be brourrht about by irradiation with sunlight or x-rays, 
or even by mechanical agitation. However, this was not 
substantiated by our experiments. 

According to Hcngade/»°, cesium monoxide melts at 
350 - hOO°C  with decomposition into a higher oxide {CS2O0?) 
and cesiura vapor {?); it reacts with hydrogen atl60 - 180°C 
to form CsOH and CsK; with oxyeen at 170°C to form a 
mixture of hip-her oxides; and uith molten sulphur to form 
a mixture of sulfate, sulfid«.or polysulfide. The monoxide 
reacts violently with water to form the hydroride, and with 
liquid ammonia slowly to form a mixture of amide and 
hydroxide. In contact with oxygen at room temperature, the 
orange powder of cesium monoxide rapidly becomes dirty tan 
according to our experiments; but further absorption of 
oxypen smears to be slow, although on prolonged exposure 
to oxygen a thin layer of Cs-0 can be converted into the 
yellow CsOg» 

Cesium Peroxide, CS2O2 

Imoure cesium peroxide containing; small amounts of 
amide and hydroxide has been prepared by Hengade^ by the 
oxidation o** cesium in liquid ammonia with the calculated 
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amount of oxygen. It has also bean nrenared''* by 
direct combination of cesium and oxyK«*n followed by rapid 
fusion of the reaction mixture in an aluminum vesselj 
however, the molten oxide and peroxides of cesium have 
been found to attack all glass and metal containers | 
vigorously. According to Rengade , Gs2^2 is "^n^ish i 
to pale yellow, melts at 400 - 450°C into a dark colored ! 
liquid, and reacts with water to <r;ive CsOH and HpOol'5}» . !' 
However, Contnerswer and Blumenthal-* gave th*-» raeltlng- 
point of the peroxide as 59J+°C. 

No x-ray data for this peroxide hav9 been recorded i 
in the literature•  However, the extra powder lines from 
partially oxidized CsjO powder samples DreDared in this 
laboratory (se^ report on the structure of CS2O, Part III 
of this final report) strongly suggest the Dresence of 
this peroxide as a orir.cioal oxidation product when cesium 
monoxide is exposed to a limited amount of oxygen. 

Cesium Sasquioxide, C320T(?) 

The dark brown cesium sesauioxide, CsoO^t?), appears 
to ertst as an intermediate oxidation oroduct when a 
solution of cesium in liquid ammonia is treated with 
oxygen^.  According to Centnerswer and Blumenthal-', the 
existence of the sesqAioxide is indicated hv the oxyg°n 
dissociation pressure of a sample preoared by prolonged 
oxidation of cesium with the requisite amount of oxygen. 
However, most of the dissociation prassure data appeared 
to be taken above a molten phase; furthermore, they also 
renort^d the dissociation pressure of potassium sesnui- 
oxide, i>20jC?) i   the existence of which was not substanti- 
ated by x-ray analysis". 

Nonstoirhiometric samples of the sesquioxide (CsO^ -jg, 
CsOi^^) have been prepared by Helms and Klernm^ by the 
oxidärion of cesium monoxide with oxygen at 20üoC The 
same investigators reported that the absorntion of oxygen 
by cesium monoxide appeared to be slow below 15C°Ce On 
further heating to about 200°C, the absorption became 
vigorous with evolution of heat and local glowing and 
melting. However, the absorption of oxygon stopned at 
about CsCh ^. Attempts by the same investie-ators" to 
Drepore the sesouioxide by direct combination of cesium 
and oxygen were unsuccessful because of incomplete reaction. 
A dark brown sample of approximate composition CsO^ ;4 was 
preoared in this laboratory by direct combination of the 
elements. The difficulty of obtaining a stoichiometric 
product see^.s to arise from the premature caking of 
the reaction mixture caused by the formation of an 
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impervious crust of the higher oxides, C^CM?) or CsOj, 
which prevents further oxidation o** the occluded lower 
oxide3, laoid fusion of the incomplete reaction pro*uct 
in tho remaining o-fygen fails to Increase the oxygen 
absorption, orobably because of the low rate of diffusion 
of the oxy?en through n WDlten layer of the lighter, 

Ä^--^--. :    :•• hiMiej-.,oxid©afc^A,/•-•-:••.    -^^-^ • .-:..: 
*'.>•.-•• • ..„• t^je •-••••^w*-'.- /• 

According to Heins *nd Klemm0, x-ray powder data. 
indicate a Th^Po structure (Tg) for both cesium and 
rebidium sesquioxides. Hence the two sesquioxides .probab- 
ly should be written as "s^OoK and 8^(62)3; the three 
02-^roupa probably exist as 2ö*40p>; the dark color of the 
sesquioxides can be ascribed to the sharing of one set of 
lattice sites by the Op  and Q\  ions. However, the . 
structure can not be regarded as being established since 
the x-ray oowder data were taken with nonstoichiometric 
samples, £s0^^ and ^bO^^. 

Cesium Superoxide, CsOj 

Cesium Superoxide, CsOo, can be oreoared by prolonged 
oxidation of cesium in liquid am-nonia with excess oxygen »'# 
The yellow superoxide is also obtained when cesium vapor is 
alllowed to diffuse into excess oxygen (see Part III of this 

t finaljreport series, on the preparation, properties, and 
structure of Cs^G), or when a thin film of cesium, or lower 
oxide$ of cesium, is vxpoRfid  to excess oxygen over a pro- 
longed oeriod at room tamoerature. The superoxide begin» 
to lose oxygen at 350°CS. 

i 

The presence of the superoxide ion5, 0^, in the crystal 
is indicated bv the CaCp-tvpe structure, by the observed 
paraisagnetic susceptibility, and by the analogy with 
potassium and rubidium Superoxides, KO2 and UbO?« Cesium 
superoxide is expected to be a colored compound because of 
the presence of an unpaired electron in the 0^ ion« 
However, a sufficiently thin.film of the yellow superoxide 
might, appear to be colorless-1'. 

The physical and chemical properties of the «onoxide 
and higher oxides of cesium are sanmarized in Table II, 
The peroxide, £320?, apnears to be the most stable of the 
four compounds at higher temperature, whereas at roon 
temperature Cs?0, C82C>2, and Cs2CM'>) are all unstable 
towards oxygen. The peroxides are, however, unstable 
towards cesium vapors, although the reaction appears to be 
very slow at room temperature. Thin films of the higher 
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oxides, formed during the preparation of Cs^O (see Part 
ill of this final report series), gradually'turned red 
upon continued exix>sure to cesium v.inor; and when a 
small amount of the vellow suoeroxids was digested with 
a molten suboxide (037-0? or C33O) at 150 - 170°C, the 
Superoxide was readily decomposed. The monoxide, G32Ü, 
itself also dissolves slowly in exces- cesium to form 
fie suboxide. It remains to be established, however, 
whether Cg^Oo and C320T(?) can be obtained from Cs02 
by the addition of cesium. Otherwise the whole range 
of the ohase diagram fron Cs to Cs02 can he regarded as 
reversible in the sense that under suitable conditions 
a hig.ner oxide can be obtained from a lower oxide by the 
addition of oxypen, and a lower oxide can be obtained 
from a higher oxide or peroxide by the addition of cesium. 

Oxidation, of Cesium with Silver Oxide 

When now^'ered silver oxide was added to molten cesium 
(initial comnosition of the system: 2Ag20+?Cs), a vigorous 
reaction took nlace. X-ray powder photograohs of the 
reaction mixture showed Ag lines, 0a702 lines (d/nt^,3, 
3.9, 3.2, 2.7), but. no Ag20 lines. 

V/hen cesium was slowlv distilled onto a thin laver of 
powdered AgoO, a thin coating of the higher oxides was soon 
formed which prevents further reduction of the unchanged 
Aj^O bv the excess cesium. By digesting the reaction 
mixture at 130°C for # hours, however, some of  the powder 
lines apparently due to higher oxides of cesium appeared 
to decrease in intensity.  The difficulty of identifying 
the reaction oroducts with the higher oxides of cesium lies 
in the fact that the powder patterns of CS2O2 and Cs2Ci(?) 
have not been definitely established; both compounds might 
have some powder lines above d/n~«.l, as the cells are 
exoected to be large. 

Cesium Oaonate, CSO3 

AccoraiiU' to Whalev and Klcinber.";'-'", the formation of 
cesium oyonate when fir. anhydrous powder sample of cesium 
hydroxide is heated *with ozonized air is indicated hv the 
orange-red color of the sample, the amount of oxygen 
liberated upon decomposition with water, and the observed 
paramagnetic susceptibility. The sample when freshly 
preoared gives no peroxide test; the orange-red product 
is soluble in liquid ammonia and decomoosed at 170°C into 
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a mixture of white and yellow solid (CsO??) which cives 
positive peroxide test. However, the ammonia extract 
appears to contain more than one substance. 

1.2 Preparation of Ag-O-Cs 
Photocathodes 

Since the original surface development by Koller^-* 
in 1929, nu-nerous different preparative procedures have 
been reported leading to surfaces havin^ verv different 
spectral responses and sensitivities. In  relationship 
to investieret ions described later, two typos of preparative 
procedures are of interest; na sely, the massive cathode 
and the semitransparent cathode surf-ices.  It is to be 
noted that the «rood infrared-sensitive surfaces prepared 
by the different methods have similar r>pectral resoonse 
characteriseics and therefore common structure and 
chemical characteristics. 

The massive cathode Ag-O-Cs surface is primarily of 
interest neeause of the relative simplicity of preparation. 
The following procedure is.commonly used for the preparation 
of a massive cathode tube  ..  A massive silver sheet 
cathode is formed into a s^micylindrical shaoe and is 
mounted on a wire through a press seal in a ^lass tube 
envelope.  The anode is formed by a second wire through 
the prOHr- seal. Commonly, a nickel cup containing a pellet 
formed from a mixture of cerium chromate and silicon is 
mounted within the tube envelope in such a position as to 
be readily accessibl« for induction heating» The tube, 
beinp; sealed to a vacuum system, is thoroughly cutlassed 
in a high vacuum at an elevated temperature (300 - ii.00oC). 
Subsequently,, cyyrren is in* x>duced into the system to a 
pressure of the order of 1mm Hg and the r.ilver is oxidized 
by a slow discharge.  The extent of oxidation is generally 
controlled by the color of the cxide surface. After 
oxidation the tuba is evacuated to less than 10 mm H^, the 
cesium pallet is fired, and the tube is baked at. 1KG - 200°C 
for a period of time.  The time of bake may be controlled by 
observing the color of the cathode or by measuring the 
thermionic emission« The maxiirum infrared sensitivity is 
related to a maximum thermionic emission,  &t the end of the 
bake the tube is sealed off. It has been reported that the 
photosensitivity lost due to excessive baking may be 
recovered, by bombardment of  the surface with an arjron plow 
discharge1 *,   but spectral response data are not. reported. 

The semitransparent cathode may be prepared usinr a 
variety of procedures to enhance the photosensitivity. The 
procedure described by Zworyfcin and Ratnberg (see ref. lht 
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p» 95) is as follows. The tube consists of a silver bead 
evaporator unit mounted in a class tube envelops with a 
metal photosurface contact lead sealed through the tube 
wall at the ed^e of the photosurface area. The periphery 
of the area on which the photosurface is to bo formed is 
usually coated with a conductinr film of eold or platinum 
wnich makes contact between the photosurface and the 
metal lead-in wire.  After evacuation and out^arsin«?:, a 
50 percent transmission silver film is evaporated on the 
elass surf act: by electrical heating of the silver bead 
or wire in the evaoorator unit. The surface is then fully 
oxidised by a p;low discharge in oxygen, and a seconci silver 
film is eva-^or-nted to reduce the transmission to 50>. 
After hcatinf* the evacu^+en tube to 1#Q - 200°C, cesium is 
carefully aided from an auxiliary source until a maximum 
in thermionic emission is observed.  At this point the 
cesium addition is discontinued, and after the surface has 
cisvlooed maximum thermionic emission, the tube is cooled 
and sealed off. The deposition of the second silver laver 
is related to the formation of a conductine surface from 
which thermionic emission may occur^-". 

The sensitivitv of the cathode may be increased further 
after the initial fabrication by the careful evaporation of 
additional silver or <*old on the surface to givo a maximum 
phctosensitivity*•'. This process has tan net effect of 
increasing ohotosensitivity and decreasing thermionic 
emission without changing the thermionic work function. 
The phenomena involved are discussed further in the follow- 
ing section. 

It is fre'cueritly observed that, after fabrication, 
the spectral response of a tube changes with time at room 
temperature-^* Consequently, the tubes are frequently 
fiver. * stabilising bake at elevated 'temperatures (100 - 
50°") for varying periods of time.  In later portions of 

this report this variation in tube characteristics is 
shown to be related to the equilibration of the gross 
chemical composition of the tube. 

A good review of tfhe methods of preparing photo- 
cathodes has been published by Hartmaru;~°a. 

1.3  Fho'-osurface Composition 

Since 1*529 several experiments have been performed 
in an effort to establish the composition of the cesium 
cxide ir.vnived in the photosensitivity of the silver- 
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o.^r-r^n-cooium nhotocatho-'e* Precision was net. hi«*h in 
thef1 exmri'vtitß because of the snail quantitiers 
involved ana  the fact that aonreeiable cesium is 
deposited >n  other surfaces than the photocathode, 

utjo o** th£ rirct coiinositiaii studies was performed 
>>y l.-L.  Ko;ler•.  In this investigation the cesium 
released h" firing a Cs^CrO^-Si nellet was deposited on 
a cathode surface and tfie photoemission of the surface 
followed during the reaction of this cesium with oxvgeß 
introduced nt. a fixed rate» the composition of the 
".ur^-ics was calculated fron the amount of oxygen 
re-Mired to reach maximum nhotosensitivity and assuming 
a 100$ cesium yield from the peilet,  Frdm such 
experiments Koller concluded that the surface consisted 
if a thin rilm of cesium on a surface consisting of the 
pu'^oxides of cesium. Since subsequent experiments have 
sho<m that the cerium yield from Cs2CrO^-3i pellets is 
usually loss than 100%, these conclusions are not Accurate- 
ly valid„ Koller*» work is, however, of considerable • 
interest ror other reasons. 

In 1^31 U.R. "ampbell20 reported the results of a 
rather careful invest ifration of the photosurf ace composition» 
In then© ayperi-nents the amount of oxygen denosited during 
the flow discharge oxidation of sliver was measured direct- 
ly by the nressure charge in the static system, Cesium 
obtained by the thermal dscomoosltion of cesium aside was 
introduced into the tube using a capillary to control the 
flow rate. The caoillery was calibrated by a direct 
analytical determination of the cesium flow rate per unit 
time.  It was found that the Cs/0 ratio for the sensitive 
surface was 2,0 and Campbell concluded that the oxide was 
CS2O.  It is to be noted that these results refer to the 
quantities of cesium and oxygen in the phototube and not 
to the amounts on the photocathode itself. Significant 
quantities of cesium also react with the glass wall of the 
onototube. 

Prescott and K'-jllyl^ performed an analysis of the 
photosurface in the following manner. The oxidation was 
performed by repeated discharge of a high-voltage condenser 
across the tube. The amount of oxygon deposited per 
discharge was determined in an auxiliary experiment. After 
the silver was oxidized to a known extent, the cesium was 
introduced and the tube fabricated.  Mierochemical analyses 
of the tube demonstrated that 68$ of the Initial cesium was 
on tri»  cathode and 32fo  on the inner surfaces of the glass 
envelope. The initial cesium was recovered to a 3/^ accuracy« 
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AasuRjtnR that tht oxygen deposited durin*- oxidation 
remained on the cathode, they arrived at the photo- 
aurfaee composition Ca?.!^ tn<* concluded that the 
active species was C32o* They al*o report that the 
microanalysia indicated the presence of 0.13 mg of 
imreacted Ag20 on the cathode. This result ie 
surprising considering that the tubes were fabricated 
at 200 - 225°C. Assuming the oxide was Ag20 this would 
correspond to 5*38x10"*' moles of Ag20 or the equivalent 
of 605 condenser discharges. Detailed data are not 
presented for the tabes which were analyzed; however, it 
was stated that the most satisfactory surfaces ware 
obtained using approximately 100 discharges. In this 
experiment the question of the oxidation of tube elements 
or possible loss of oxygen from the surface was not 
considered. 

In 19'f6 Sayama reported the results of an investigation 
of the vapor pressure of the cesium oxide photocathode**» 
The cesium flow rate into the experimental tube was 
controlled by the rate of effusion of cesium through a hole 
bored in a platinum plate which was mounted in a side tube. 
The amount of cesium introduced was calculated using the 
known vapor pressure of cesium and Knudsen*s equation for 
flow through an orifice. The cesium pressure in the tube 
was measured with an ionitatlon gauge using Langmuir's method 
which depends on the fact that a cesium ion is produced in 
every collision of a cesium atom with a hot tungsten 
filiament, The thermionic emission and white light photo- 
aensitlvity were measured periodically during the cesium 
addition. 

In the experiments it was observed that very shortly 
after the maximum thermionic emission and white light 
sensitivityj the vapor pressure of cesium increased very 
rapidly, Since this was observed at 2.0 (Cs/0), Sayama 
concluded that during continuous cesium addition the 
maximum thermionic and photoelectric emissions are 
associated with the formation of Cs20. At cesium compo- 
sitions p;re~?.ter than CsoO, Sayama noted that the thermionic 
and photoelectric emissions returned to their maximal 
values on cooling the cesium source. This was interpreted 
as being caused by the effusion of cesium back into the' 
cesium source, and consequently as indicating that the 
process was fully reversible! It is to be noted that the 
cesium partial pressure in the tube was not constant during 
the cesium addition, as would be anticipated if eouilibrium 
had been established during the process of addition. During 
the cesium addition the partial pressure of cesium was less 
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than lxlO""10nsa Hg for Ce/OCL.k, approximately 
6xl0-i"mra Hg at C/O=.2.0, and increased rapidly beyond 
2.0 Ca/0 to approximately 4xl0-6mra Hg at C3/0s2,5. The 
sudden increase in pressure at Cs/0*2«0 was regarded as 
resulting froa the deposition of a layer of excess cesium 
on the surface of CB20, 

Sayaraa also prepared a series of cathodes with 
variable composition which were sealed off from the cesium 
saures and given a stabilizing bake. For these tubes the 
form of the spectral response curves did not vary significant- 
ly for 2<Cs/o<3. The absolute yield of the photoelectric 
and thermionic emissions al3o remained nearly at the same 
values for this composition range. Sayama therefore con- 
cluded that the greater part of the excess cesium was 
nresent as the suboxide, Ca-^Q.  (See Section k  for further 
discussion of this point.) In addition, Sayama found that 
in the composition range Ca/0>2.6 the ion gauge did not 
behave as expected for pure cesium. He suggests that the 
results are interpretable on the assumption that cesium 
xsxide molecules, possibly C63Q, are present in the gas phase. 
Further confirmation for the formation of a volatile compound 
has been obtained during the course of the present investi- 
gation (see Section h). 

Although Sayama concluded that Cs20 is the species 
responsible for photoelectric emission in the infrared, and 
although our results, to be described later, are compatible 
with this conclusion, nevertheless we do not believe that 
his results lead unambiguously to this conclusion. Reaction 
with the tube envelope is important. This is indicated by 
the work of Prescott and Kelly and has been confirmed in our 
work. No correction for this factor was made by Sayama. 
Moreover, hia conclusion that recovery of photoemission on 
cooling the cesium source to 0°C is due to the diffusion of 
cesium back from the photocathodo to the source it not correct« 
At a cesium-oxygen ratio of 2.0 the pressure of cesium is 
below 10"*"m;n Hg above the photocathode while the equilibrium 
vapor pressure of cesium is 10"'mm Hg at 0°C> Ja  have found, 
in addition, that infrared sensitivity i^crsases on cooling 
a cesiura source both before and af^ey the maximum emission 
(see Section 3)» 

The published results of Campbell, Prescott and Kelly, 
and Sayama agree in that CS2O is indicated as the active 
ingredient. There seems to be some question, however, aa 
to why they should agree since neither Campbell nor Sayama 
took into account the reaction of cesiura with the tube walls, 
while Prescott and Kelly did take this factor into account. 
Our own decision to reinvestierte the question arose for 
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several reasons. The apparent contradiction mentioned ] 
above wai one reason. Another reason arose during the 
cMrr-c» of ;n invectiflration of semitransparent cathode" . 
prepared in such a manner as-to contain CsjO, The 
preparative method was patterned after experiments on I 
bulk quantities of cesium suboxideä which showed i 
conclusively that GsgO "is- the' end Product when a cesium        V ;'I 
suboxide is heated to 190^6 in vaeuo {See Section 1.1). '"•[ 
The nhotocsthodes prepared in this way were not, however,  '.      ij* 
highly infrared-sensitive. The composition was therefore i 
reinvest ijrnted in the manner already indicated In the 
introduction. \ 

l*h    Role of Silver in , 
the Photocathode 

'•'•'e have not systematically studied the influence of 
silver on the phot .-cathode, although in one instance an 

origin of photo-^lectrons must take this factor into account, 
In this section, therefore, some previous work which hears 
on this matter is reviewed. The work of Asao^3 ±$  summarised 
in considerable detail both because of its bearing on the 
role of silver in the photocathode and also because of the 
iinnort.^nt auxiliary experiments which were performed.. 

1«kl Photosur/ace__cla33ification 

De Boer has developed a clas^i^jcation for the 
photosurfaces formed by the reaction of cesium with orv^en 
on a silver base. The classification is based in part on 
the photoelectric response, the conditions of preparation, 
and ä rvhysical model of the photosurface2*^. Tho classifi- 
cation serves to indicate in a connact way the importance 
of silver distribution and serves as a useful introduction. 
The classification data are given in Table III. 

The above classification is.based on the method of 
preparation. The methods are so selected, however, as to 
suggest the distribution of constituents, particularly 
silver, in the photocathode. The deposition of Cs20 on 
a layer of silver does not produce a cathode with as hifth 
relative infrared sensitivity as does the addition of cesium 
to oxidi"ed silver.  The latter process no doubt results in 
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TABLä III.    Ag-O-Cs PHQTuSURFÄGES 

Cathode Photoelectric 
Threshold 

Longest Wavelength 
Photoeraissian 

Maxima 
iry4 

(Agj -Cs20-Ca 
AgUC9?rv^-.Gs 

<Ag)-Cs?0.   Äff-Cs with 
extra Ag(Me) 

(ARKJSOO, GS.   Ag-C« 
UgVCs^O, Ca,  Ag~C8 

with" extra Ag(Me) 

Ö00 
^1150 
~1200 

~1200 
to    ~ 1U>0 

to    «N. 1700 

350 
610 

700 to 000 

750 to £00 . 
?50 to above 800 

75Ö to a50 

* The conditions for the 
follows: 

(Ag)-0,.Cs 

(Ag)-Cs2G-Cs 

(Ag)^Cs20rAg-Cs 

(Ag)-CaoO, Ag-Cs 
with extra Ag (Me) 

preparation of tha cathodss«rare as 

Heat a clean silver surface in oxygen 
at 360°C, cool,, evacuate» heat treat 
at 300°C In the presence of cesium* 
(Corresponds presumably to thin CsjO 
layer)• 

deposit a thin layer of cesium on silver» 
oxidise the cesium, treat oxide with 
cesium.'" 
(Corresponds presumably to thick C»20 
laver)• 

Oxidise silver in a glow discharge, 
introduce cesium, and react by heating 
to 250°C. 
(Corresponds presumably to Ag base with 
an intermediate laver of CsoO and Ag, f and an adsorbed laver of Cs) 

Above surface with silver added by 
evaporation from an auxiliary source» 
(Ag layer added to above surface! 
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TABLE III.    (Continued) 

, -; 'V- * The conditions for the preparation of the cathodes were aa 
followsi 

(Ag)~Ce?G,Cs,   Ag-Cs 

UE)-CS20,  C8|   A^-Cs 
with extra Ag  (He   ) 

Heat treat  (AgJ-Cg^O,   Ag-Cs surface 
in excess Cs vapor for some time at 
20OOC. 
(Same as (Ae)-CsoO, Ag-Cs but 
additional Cs introduced into C82O). 

Add Ag to previous surface by 
evaporation from a source. 
(Ag layer added to above surface). 
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a more Intimate mixing of silver with Cs-?0 in the 
finished cathode. According: to de Boer's model of 
the photocathode the photoeleetrons originate from 
cesium atoms adsorbed on the surface of Cg20«, The 
first cesium atoms to be adsorbed go to "active" 
spot3 wher« the atoms are most finnly bound. . On 
irradiation,, photo ioniaation occurs. The shift in 
lor.fi? wave limit for adsorbed cesium atoms as compared 
with isolated cesium at.oma is attributed to the fact 
that in the former case the positive ion produced is 
very strongly bound to the lattice surface.  (See Fig;, 
7# of ref. ?2 where the case of Cs on CaF? is illus- 
trated. Ca on Cs2° is presumed to be similar. See 
also Fig. #6 of ref. 22 where the adsorption of cesium 
on  CaF?, BaFg, etc. is illustrated.)  A distinction 
has been made by de Boer between photocathodes with 
thin and thick intermediate layers {i.e., C92O between 
metal base and a surface photosensitive layer). In the 
former case (thin layer) a very high electrostatic field 
is produced by positive ions formed in photoionization 
and hence electrons are pulled out of the base metal to 
replace those removed by photoionization.  In the case 
of thick layers, on the other hand, the electrostatic 
field at the metal base is reduced because the positive 
ions at the surface are new further removed from the 
base. Electrons lost on photoionization are therefore 
replaced much more slowly when the intermediate layer is 
thick. This results, according to de Boer, in a photo- 
electric current which does not reach saturation until 
very high potentials are applied between cathode and 
collector plate. In order to increase the conductivity 
of the intermediate layer it ia important that it should 
be mixed with a finely dispersed metal. When this is 
done the photoelectric current saturates at much lower 
collector voltages (see Fig. 134 of ref. 22 for an examole 
in which cesium is added respectively to BaFo and to Ba^2 
mixed with tungsten and barium. Saturation is reached at 
much lower voltages in the latter case. Ce on Ca20 is 
presumably similar.) In accordance with this conception 
a good deal of work has been cone in which photocathodes 
are prepared in such a way that it might be reasonably 
assumed that finely dispersed metal is added to the inter- 
mediate layer. Thi5 might be done by evaporating metals 
onto the chotocathode after preparation by partially reducing 
the silver oxide before adding cesium, by bombarding a 
cathode with positive Ions in a discharge, etc. Not onlv 
silver bur also alkali metals, oartlcularly cesium, -nay be 
added to the intermediate layer and have a marked influence 
on the ohotocathode. One method of adding cesium to the 
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interne-Uate layer is to heat a photoeathode in cesium 
v&por at 20C°C,~ It Is interesting to note ©«Boer's 
statement that this achieves the desired effect much 
more easily when foreign atoms (e.g. silver) are already 
present (see page 322 of ref. 2.2)," The examples of 
table III provide a summary showing the effect of several 
methods of oreoaration designed to add finely dispersed 
metal or metal atoms to the Intermediate layer* The 
subject is discussed at length "*ith references to the 
literature in Chapter XIII of de Boer's book. It is of 
more interest here to discuss in some detail the thorough 
and systematic study by Asao, of the addition of one 
constituent (silver; to the photocathode, 

I»**2 Effect of sliver addition 

The increase in photo sensitivity caused by 
evaporating eilver-Qnto the photosurfaee has been extensive- 
ly studied by Asao^, During the course of this work, which 
is unusually thorough and complete, a considerable amount of 
fundamental factual information has been established. On 
this account s-id because of the intrinsic interest in the 
effect of added silver this work is reviewed in detail. 

The investigation may be conveniently considered in 
two parts; namely, the evaporation of silver onto the surface 
formed by the reaction of cesium with oxidised silver and the 
evaporation of silver onto a surface formed by reacting cesium 
with a layer of Cs02 prepared on a quartz or silver substrate, 

'"h* silver oxide cathodes were prepared by the evaporation 
of a silver surface onto the phototube wall, oxidising in a 
glow discharge to the desired extent, evacuating, and reacting 
the oxide surface with c.esj,Uig aj: jLSCftC to promote the formation 
of the cesium oxide and to remove excess cesium. The silver 
evaporator was so constructed that before evaporation of 
silver onto the surface it could be heated to remove con- 
taminant 3 from the surface of the evaporator. If, as a 
result of  this preliminary heating of the silver evaporator, 
there was a change in the photosurface characteristics, the 
phototube was ^iven a stabilizing bake at 130°C before the 
silver evaporation» The surfaces before the evaporated 
silver activation exhibited, at most, only a slight ohoto- 
resoonse maximum in the range from 500 - #00 mß*. and had a 
thermionic work function of 0.&9 ev. The thermionic work 
function was obtained from the lope of a log i versus l/T 
olot.  Asao states that the cesium oxide surface contained 
annroxim'.tely 5 to 10 excess cesium atoms per 100 Cs?0 
molecules. 
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The cesium oxide phototube was formed by the 
deposition on a substrata at -130°C of a surface cesium 
layer on and between two evar>orated silver contact 
surfaces deposited on the quartz tube» wall, The cesium 
was then oxidir-ed to Cs02 with oxygen, followed apoarent- 
ly by the addition of excess cesium to the oxide a£ rooga 
temperature to convert the C9O2 into Cs20 and thus form 
a^Tjotosensitive surface. The excess cesium introduced 
during this process was absorbed by colloidal graphite In 
a side tube.  The layer had a thickness of the order of 
1000A and an^eared to have a very faint vellow color. 
From the ÜscuflSion it is not clear wh#th?r or not the 
surface was piven n bake at a hip-h temnarstura to establish 
phase equilibrium. This surface exhibited a hip;h electrical 
resistance and the conductivity v-as characteristic of a 
semiconductor (decreased resistance with increased temper- 
ature).  During the conductivity measurements (at 100, 50, 
20, and -180°C) the concuetivity decreased duriner the course 
of each measurement.     The room temperature resistance of, 
one c©|ium ovide surfe-ce, for example, changed from i*xl0ö to 
1.5x10° ohms during the conductivity measurement. It is then 
clear that these stirfaces do not represent an equilibrium 
state for the distribution of cesium. This surface had (1) 
no selective maximum between 500 and #00 nyt, (2) e long 
wavelength limit somewhat beyond 1000 mf%   and (3) a low 
photosensltivity as compared'to the surfrce formed with 
silver oxide. 

In parsing, it. IK worthwhile to note that these photo- 
surfaces studied by Asao apparently correspond to the 
surfaces, described later, which were prepared by introducing 
excess cesium. At 150°C it is verv difficult to modify the 
composition by distillation of excesr  cesium away from the 
photosurface to produce a surface with hirh infrared sensi- 
tivity (see Section 3.32), 

It is convenient to summarise Asao's results in outline 
form as follows! 

1. The photosensitivity of a thin oxide film photo- 
surface (50 - 100 molecular layers) may be increased 
several fold by the evaporation of a limited amount 
of silver on the surface at room temperature or 
hirher (100°C).  A further increase mav be obtained 
by baking the surface at an elevated temperature. 

2, The evaporation of silver onto a thick oxide ohoto- 
surface does not increase the photoemission except 
for special procersinf*: conditions. The surface 
obtained under the special, though unstated, 
conditions exhibits hi^h sensitivity in the range 
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from 600 - 800 mjt» but. aruch less in the reunion 
beyond Ö5Ö «is» than a Rood infrared -sensitive 
thick oxide T5hoto.->irfac*? (IOISF: wavelength limit 
r-1100 m/&.cornered to 13".0 ay*», Sse Section 3). 

3, The evaporation Of  silver onto a thin oxide 
sur^e* at liquid air temperature results in an 
immediate decrease In sensitivity no matter how 
small the amount deposited. 

i». Thiricp:  the evaporation of silver to obtain 
•naximuo photoemission, the thermionic emission 
decreases exponentially without a change in the 
thermionic work function (0.#9 ev). 

5. For a thin oride layr the maximum sensitivity 
is obtained when the amount of silver added is 
equivalent to 2  atoms of added Ag per CajO 
molecule present as defined by the original 
amount of oxygon deposited during silver oxidation. 

6» The evaporation of silver results in the formation 
of a selective maximum in the range 600 - 900 raM- 
and the long wavelength limit mav increase or 
decrease depending upon the conditions of the 
experiment. With sufficient silver, and before 
maximum photoemission is obtained, there appears 
to be a definite decrease in the long wavelength 
limit. 

7. The electrical conductivity of the silver-oxygen- 
cesium cathode is metallic in character and is 
increased durinjr silyer^ex'anoration (resistance 
changes from 120 ohm/cm^ to 60 ohm/cn»/""} s  (The 
resistance unit refers resistance between two 
contact strips at opposite edges of a square 1 cm 
on each edge. Current flow is parallel to the 
s\irface.) Metallographic examination demonstrates 
the presence of rather coarse silver grains in the 
surface. 

£. The de oo sit ion of copper on a Cs-CspO-fjg Ou(Cu) 
cathode oroduces a marked increase in the integral 
ohotoeroission and the development of a maximum in 
the 600 - 700 raj», range. 

9.  Deoosition of copper on the Cs-CsoO-Cs. Ag(Ag) 
cathode produces an increase in trie emission 
between 500 - flOOmikbut a decrease at longer 
wavelenths so that t-he integral sensitivity remains 
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er» -©ntially const ant. 

10. The evaporation of silver modifies the 
transmission and reflection characteristics of 
the photcsurface as a function of wavelength. 
In »articular, the reflecting powder from 500 
to 900 nu*r is markedly increased.  This is shown 
in Fig, ^ which is a copy of Fir. 16 in Part I 
of Asao'3 report. 

11. Syaporation o*  silver onto n cesium oxide 
quartz base and a cesium oxide silver base 
photosurfnee re suite in some twenty fold increase 
in photosensitivity, and the development of a 
selective maximum in the wavelength range 600 - 
750 my*»  In addition, the observed larfce photo- 
emission at X<350 alibis  markedly reduced by the 
addition of silver atoms. 

1?. For wavelengths greater than 500 ny»vthe cesium 
oxide cruart* surface is verv transparent, ab- 
sorption occurring primarily at wavelengths 
shorter than 500 mv*.     This" is illustrator, in 
Fig. 3, a nouy of Asao's Fir. 2 in Part 13 of 
his report (ref. 23). 

13. The evaporation of silver on the cesium oxide 
quartz surface results, in contrast to the 
previous cell containing reduced silver, in the 
production of selective maxima in the reflecting 
power of the surface in the range 600 - #00 m«, 
and a high transmission region near 300 ny*/ ' 
which is related to the selective transmission 
maxJ.-av •  of silver at these wavelengths.  These 
da* a are also illustrated in Fig, 3. 

1/»..  On coolinr* both types of cathodes (quart?, and 
silver oxide silver base) to liquid air 
temperatures, a marked increase in the photo- 
omission occurred ovzr  the entire wavelength 
range from 500 to 1200 rry»% 

From the experimental data Asao draws several 
interesting conclusions relating to the role of silver in 
increasing the photoenisoion.  Ho considers a model for 
the cathode consisting of an intermediata layer of cerium 
oxide containing adsorbed (internal and surface) cesium 
atoms and reduced (i.e., resulting from the reaction 
between cesium and silver oxide) silver atoms. 
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FIO. 2.    SPECTRAL TRAHSMIS8I0H Of Cs-C»20, C»,Ag (QUARTZ) BEFORE (a) 
AHD AFTf» (a') C0aDBB3ATI08 0? SILVER ATOMB.    SPECTRAL 
REFLECTIVITY FOR Cs-CSoO, Q«, Ag (QUARTZ) äSFÖRE    (b) AHD 
AFTER (b') CONDENSATION 0? SH.VS8 AS0M3 (ASAO'S FIO. 16, 
PART I 07 RE*. 23). 

 L_ 1 A L :  
230  300 kOO      500  60G  TOO 800  900 1000 

Wavelength m 
FIG. 3. SFECTBAL TRASSMIS9XCK AND REFLECTIVITY 0? TUB FILM Ca-C«gO, C« 

(QUARTZ) BEFORE ABU AFTS3 BSPOSITIOS OF SILVER ATOMS.  (ASAO'S FIO. 2, 
PART II OF RSF. 23). , 

(a) SPECTRAL TBAM8MISSI0B 01s FILM Ca-CflgO, Ca (QUARTZ) 
(b) SPECTRAL TRANSMISSION OF THE FILM Cs-CßpO, CtS  (QUARTS) 

WITH -CONDENSED SILVER ATOMS 
(c) SPECTRAL REFLECTIVITY OF Cs-CsgO, C-? (QUARTZ; 

WITH CONDENSED SILVER ATOMS 
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The reduced silver atoms are assumed to be present in j 
the ratio of 2 Ag/CspO nolecule. (This proportion ie 
not accurate since tho e^l'jw discharge oxide phase | 
is not solely Ag2u. 3ee Part I of this final report ' 
series), However, Asao considers that the reduced j 
silver is dir.tributed as (l) colloidal silver grains 
and {?.)   atoms in tho cesium oxide, i.e. a solid solution 
or compound. Electrical conductivity in the silver oxide 
cathode is assumed to result from overlapping of silver 
grains. 

The silver atoms deposited during the activation 
are assumed to (1) agrreprate with the reduced silver 
particles and (2) diffuse into the intermediate C32O 
layer. This latter deduction is based upon the observation 
that evaooratlon of a thin film of silver on the CB2O- 
quart* surface does not changa the conduction to metallic 
conduction (i.e., the r.arface remains a semiconductor) 
and that evaporation of a 2 - 3 atom lavar of silver onto 
the surfaces maintained at -180°C results in s  decrease 
in sensitivity but warming to room temperature results in 
an Increase. The evaporation onto a surface at ~1#0°C 
presumably prevents diffusion into the interior, but such 
diffusion occurs in the subsequent warming and is accompanied 
by increased photosensit i.vity. These observations are 
certainly compatible with the idea that diffusion of silver 
into Cs?0 contributes to the increased ohotosensit.lvitv. 
In view, however, of the marked tendency of thin silver 
films to aggregate into clusters of isolated grainss with 
the resulting film havin» high resistance, we wonder whether 
grain contact would bo established in these experiments 
even if no diffusion took place. This question is certain- 
ly pertinent in view of the recent work of Sennett and 
3cott3* which so clearly shows the isolation of silver 
grains in thin films on a forravar substrate*  In spite of 
this unanswered question these observations of Asao are 
of great interest and are, as stated earlier, compatible 
with the diffusion hypothesis. 

The work of Asao shows conclusively that added silver 
has an important influence or,  photoelectric yield.  Asao 
proposed that the added silver, in some unexplained way, 
increased the probability of  ejection of photoelectrons 
fron adjacent cerium atoms. Sayama-** has considered 
another, and more obvious, explanation, i.e., that the 
finely dispersed silver in the photocathode constitutes 
the source of photoelectrons.  Sayama's work is more fully 
reviewed in Section 1,6.  It has been found that the 
evaporation of other metals than silver onto a photocathode 
also increased the photosensitivity (see ref. 22). The 
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«ff*ot in not, therefor-", snecific. *»*« shall return 
again to t-he diseur.sicn -.:•:* the effect of sili'er £** the 
nhotocsthode in Sect, ion 1,6»  It if: els*Ar .fro.-a the 
preceedin.": cnTT^'r"' that As*oT3 work also contributes 
somethin? to t*i« understanding of the role or Ss,oO in 
the photor'jth.od*.  This is further discussed in Section 
1.5 m4  ^ain, briefly, in Section 1.6. 

1.A3 Kffect of silver 
Fase op ^hotocathode 

It. has already been pointed out in Part I of 
the pre-T.t report neries th-t the silver ease has an 
important influence on infrared sensitivity of g photo- 
cathode.  The evaluation of thi" factor in an old problem 
because of the industrial importance of two types of 
photocthodes, one prenared on a massive silver base and 
the other on a semitrnrsparent silver Film. Gome practical 
devices employed to improve sen^itivitv of the latter 
cathode 'iave elreadv been mentioned in Section 1.2, and the 
work of Asao provides a very detailed systematic stu';y of 
the effect of additional 3ilver on photocathode properties. 
A svstenrtic study of * he effect of the silver base hen 
recently be^n mod«? by Morozov and Butslov'^ and it seems 
worthwhile to brieflv describe the results. 

In or-'er to ci udy the influence of 3ilver filr.. 
thickness on Photoelectric resnonse, tubes were prepared 
on an evaporated silver ^ase of varyinr thickness.  After 
oxlration and cesium addition the spectral yield v/as 
determined nt  each of several positions of different 
thicknesses,  Trans*»-. r "i->n as a function of thickness was 
also determined on the original silver film.  (In actual 
fact the variable parameter used to characterize the film 
is the number of micrcrams (jU^) per square centimeter 
rather than thickness.)  Five spectral yield <~urves are 

t*iven covering the ranc;e fron  7 to 11+ Altf/cm .  If the void 
volume wore zero thi^ would correspond to a thickness 
ranpe from W  to litOA.  In passing from the thin tn the 
thick section the spectral yield undergoes s.  marked change. 
in which infrared sensitivity increases considerably. 
At 7 Uejcri    t#»e spectral yield has a rli^t nro-inum at 
about /.50 mW-'-'av1 length while at Ik jLg, 'cm*- the maximum 
is at 750 mi/L  These -:-ata refer to experiments in which 
the ohotocaVao^e is illuminated on the name side as that, 
from which electron ejection takes place.  At cr?ntor 
thicknear'V than th-^t corresponding to 1/ M*?/cm    no further 
chan^p in soec^ral resnonse was found. 
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?rom the -.ata on percent transmission and electrical 
conductivity of <;ilver films, given by Moro?ov and Butslov, 
it appears that t.he region of thicknesses from ? to 
l/»Ug/cm is that in which "grain morning" is taking place, 
i.e., the region marking the transition from a condition 
in which very small silver grains rest on tVn substrata 
in isolation from each other to that condition in which 
the grain? merfto to form a continuous film with little, \ 
if any, void volume.  (This transition has been be.  ifully 
illustrated in the recent work of Gannett and Scot.  !• 
Thin is confirmed iy the ract, as pointed out by Moroso*.» 
and Butsl"»v4 that the film resistance drops from 10-*-2 to 
10-* onmsAjm*- on passing through the transition region. 
Although the evaporation time was not n;ivf?n, it appears 
from comparison of^the transmission data with that of 
Gannett and Scott'0 that a "fast" evaporation is indicnted 
W2 sec) . 

In the light of our own work on the effect of silver 
film thickness it, seems worthwhile to interpose a few 
remarks at this point, concerning the above work.  It is 
not particularly surprising that a marked change in 
snectrnl resnor.se should accompany the "grain merging" 
process described above merely on the basis of establishing 
electrical contact between various sections of the photo- 
cathode, although it is good to have the specific nature 
of the change clearly illustrated. Morozov and Butslov 
found, however, that further increase in the film thickness 
did not alter the spectral response,  itesults obtained in 
the »resent work show that this is not always the case.  In 
a series of photocathodes prepared on a base consisting of 
an evaporated silver ^ilm 10,QOOA thick a pi^nounred effect 
of silver base wa3 found. Either by increasing the thickness 
to 30,000A or by reducing the evaooration rate, a marked 
increase in infrared sensitivity could be broupjit a1 out. 
It is of inierest to note that the snectr~l response obtained 
with IO,CX)OA films, evaporated rapidly, were in manv cases 
rather similar to those obtained bv Mororav and Butslov on 
films containing li^j&g/cm2 of silver.  Spectral responses 
obtained on increasing the thickness to 30,00(H had maxima 
at about 900 m<*and the cathodes were in general much more 
sensitive in the infrared« In brief, the structure of the 
silver base may affect spectral re."po?Be up to thicknesses 
as p-reat as 1G,000A, much beyond the thickness at which 
silver "grain merging" takes place.  If, however, the 
silver base has been erooerly oreoared, the increase in 
infrared sensitivity can be brought about at thicknesses 
less than IO,O0OA, although the lower limit has not b.^en 
determined.  These remarks do not imply that the work of 
Morozov and Butslov is in error; in fact, we have performed 
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experiments similar to theirs with perhaps less care 
and obtained similar results, but it is evidently true 
that two different effects can occur, one related to 
grain merging which set3 in at around 100A and another, 
whose cause is unknown, which operates at much ereater 
thicknesses. The laf-er is erratic in the sense that 
it depends sensitively on film preparation. Our results 
are discussed in Sections 3«51 and «.«12 of this report. 
A brief suromarv has been ffivan in Part I of the present 
report series.  In that report (Part I) it is also 
shown that the cbemlcai Products of silver oxidation 
change abruntly in passing through the region in which 
crain merging takes place.0 This corresponds to the 
region from 7 to H /U>g/em*- in Moro*ov and Butslovfs 
experiments. 

Moro70v and Butslov also studied the effect of the 
extent of oxidation on photoelectric yield. Cathodes 
prepared hv oxidation to a blue color had higher infra- 
red sensitivity than t>io3e less oxidized.  The maximum 
in spectral response shifted to shorter wavelength with 
decreased extent, of oxidation.  O-chera have also observed 
this although the data are less extensively reported (see 
e.g. Ivee and Olpin, ref. 29; also ref. 30).  During the 
course of the present research an example has al3o been 
encountered in which markedly different spectral responses 
were encountered dn tubes oxidised to different decrees. 
(See Section 3.16 for an example.} 

In describing their results I-iorosov and Butslov gave 
no detail concerning; the method of preparation, and hence 
we are unable to comoare closely their results with our 
own at least net beyond the above general comments. 

Trum the discussion of Sections l.U. and i.i-2 it is 
evident that the silver* base may affect photocathode 
properti'-rs i-„»cause tho addition of cesium to oxidised silver 
results in the displacement of silver from the oxi^e.  The 
resulting metal collects in part as fairly laree metal 
grains and in oart as verv finely dispersed metal scattered 
through the photocathede»  In Part I of this report series 
evidence is brought forward that the oxide produced on 
oxidation of silver in a e;low discharge, is not merely A^O, 
but is a complex mixture of Ag20 with other silver oxides 
containing more oxygen (perhaps Ag2Ö-j). The proportion of 
Ag?0 compared to higher oxides is markedly dependent on 
sliver base thickness and, in addition, the proportions 
may even vary in the incomplete oxidation of massive silver 
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samples (eee Section U  of this report) e This constitutes 
a potential variable which may affect photosenaitivity. 
For if the oxide were ourel/ Ag2^» then on reduction with 
cesium two silver atoms are produced for each oxygen, 
while if the oxide were entirely Ag^^O}, then only two- 
thirds of a silver atom is released for each oxvgen atom. 
For a fixed extent of oxidation, therefore, the amount of* 
finely dispersed silver which is released within the 
photocathode will depend on the compound of silver formed 
in oxidation and the compound formed is known to depend on 
the condition of the base. This constitutes only»the most 
obvious manner in which the cathode can be affected, 
indirectly, bv the silver base. The subsequent effect of 
different silver oxides on the reaction with cesium remains 
entirely unknown. 

in silver have been studied.  In 
*  the spectral sensitivities were 

Other base metals tha 
an investigation by Klusre' _...._.-. 
reported for photocathodes fabricated using copper snd fold, 
as well as other metals, as the base. The cathode fabricated 
on a silver base has, however, much the highest infrared 
sensitivity. The fact that the Ion? wavelength maximum is 
markedly dependent on the base metal used shows that this 
maximum is not due entirely to Cs^O and adsorbed cesium 
atoms,  Th3 pronounced effect of base metal shows that it 
is also involved, probably in the form of finely divided 
metal released on adding cesium to the base metal oxide 
and scattered through the CssO layer. 

It was also found by Kluge that the substitution of a 
roughened silver base for a specular reflecting silver base 
considerably increased infrared sensitivity20«  In an 
example given by Kluge the long wavelength maximum shifted 
from 750 to Ö75 mAkon substituting a rough silver base for 
a specular base. This may be connected with uniformity of 
oxidation (see Part I of this .series) although Kluge 
interpreted it as due to an increase in the number of 
active centers available for adsorption of cesium atoms, 
in line with de Boer's theory. On this view the Increase 
arises, of course, from the increased surface area for 
adsorption brought about by roughening the surface. Since 
such n  process may well change the chemical products of 
oxidation we doubt that the situation is as simple as this. 

1.5 Sole of Cesium Oxide 
in the Photocathode 

From the results of Section 1*4 it is evident that 
finely dispersed silver scattered through the photocathode 
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has an important Influence on photosansitivity, This 
le attributed by de Boer, to the increased electrical 

£ ) conductivity of the Cs^O matrix containing embedded 
metal particles and nerhaps metal atoms dissolved in 
C«2Ö. There regains novf the question as to the function 
of Cs20 in the photocathode» Some pertinent observations 
on this point are discussed in the present section. 

It has alreadv been pointed out that Asao studied 
the transmission and reflection coefficients for thin 
Ce?ß  films on quart* (see Fig. 3). The observations 
3how that these thin films are quite transparent at long 
wavelengths. Aaao concludes, therefore, that the selective 
maximum in Photoelectric yield, for Ag-O-Os ohotoeathodes, 
does not arise as the result of a selective adsorption in 
C©20. This matter hes been further studied in more recent 
work described below.  It is incidentally of interest that, 
the CsoO films oreoared by Asao had a faint yellow color. 

In a recent experiment Borziak-*- has reinvest- ipated 
the transmission of cesium-oxygen films. In this work 
a cesium film of graded thickness was evaoorated onto a 
glas« base at liquid air temperature using a molecular 
beam technique. Cesium was then complwtely oxidised to 
CsO?» forming a transparent, colorless film.  (The substance 
formed va? identified as C3O2 bv means of a separate 
experiment in which the combining weights of cesium and 
oxygen were determined using; a sensitive spiral spring 
balance). When the transparent film of CsOg was treated 
with cesium at 150 - 160°C an external photoelectric effect 
developed while the film was still colorless. As the cesium 
addition was continued the film ultimately became yellow and 
the ohotosensitivity (external photoelectrons) became greater. 
Borziek remarks that the color of Cs2,0  is reported as red 
on the basis of chemical investigation. Moreover, he was 
able to obtain a red crystalline material by treating the 
C3O2 film with cesium at temperatures above 200°C.  The red 
material so obtained had, however, a much lower photo- 
sensitivity than did the yellow film. Borziik concluded that 
the nhotosensitivitv of cesium-oxygen ohotoeathodes (without 
silver) is either not due to Cs2Ö or the reoorted color of 
C32O is wrong;.  Borziak did not establish by analvsis that 
the*yellow compound, described above, had the composition of 
the compound CsoO. Nevertheless, from the description riven 
of the method of preparation, we believe that C82O would 
result. 

Borziak also studied the transmission of the yellow 
(Cs21^) film described above. Only relative transmissions 
were reoorted 30 the results cannot be quantitatively 
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coraoared with the work of Asao, although the shape of the 
transmission curve closely resembles that of Asao. Photo- 
currant as a function of wavelsn<rth was also determined 
at the same point as the transmission. A maximum in 
photoelectric yield wo.3 found at 5<50 aß,wavelength, >>ut 
no selective maximum in absorotion was indicated at the 
same wavelenprth in the transmission measurements. The 
results indicate, in agreement with Asao, no selective 
maximum in absorption which could account for the selective 
maximum in photoelectric currente The photoelectric yield 
as a function of wavelength obtained by Borsiak for Cs20 is 
not in very good agreement with that of Asao since the 
latter found either no selective maximum or a very small one. 
Since photoelectric yield is very sensitive to th« method of 
preparation this is perhaps not surprising» 

There is one remaining point of some interest« The 
absence of an absolution band, in GsjO is somewhat surprising. 
*'e have repeatedly found that Cs20 is colorad (see Section 
1*1). The tyoical pale orange color has been reported by 
others and is observed not only in polycrystalline samples 
but also in the microscopic examination of single crystals. 
The color varies with temperature (3S3 Section 1,1) from a 
faint yellow at liquid air temperature to red at 20O°C. 
The source of color is unknown« The crystal structure of 
CsgO is unusual for oxides of type M?0 but a crystal structure 
determination (sac Part III of this aeries) has confirmed the 
layer type anti-CdClt^ arrangement. Moreover, lattice energy 
calculations based on the assumption that the crystal contains 
C£T and 0s ions leads to rather close agreement with the 
observed lattice energy provided the high poiarisabillty of 
Cs is taken into account. The crystal seems, in brief, to be 
a normal ionic crystal which has the unusual (for alkali 

ling 
colored. *e believe it to be possible, ever, probable, that 
impurities are responsible for the color, although a elearcut 
proof is not available,  If this is true then a nonätolchi- 
ometric compound might be indicated. However, analysis for 
excess cesium in one typically colored sample indicated an 
excess of only one-tenth atomic percent. Although this 
mischt be sufficient to account for the color it would 
nevertheless be of considerable interest either to orove 
or disprove it. The point is emphasised here because the 
color of CS2O is temperature dependent and so is the photo- 
electric yield from a Ag-O-Cs photocathode. Until this 
point is cleared up, the possibility will remain that the 
color of C32O may be connected with the mechanism of the 
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nhoto^iertrir effect, ^e parallel withF-centera in the 
alkali halides is certainly surr~est iv'«,.  

im W*P*&4  abova, the v.-ork of Asao and that of Borsiak 
do not reveal any selective maximum in adsorption which-; -: 

could account for the selective maximum • in photoelectric 
yield in the Ä£~Q-Cs photocathode. This observation ia 
brought Into nore accurate perspective when we consider 
the quantum vield of nhotoslectrons *Yom a photocethode« 
It has he'->n found thnt Isi* than one percent of absorbed 
litfht ?*.s effective in producing yhotoelectrons**. This 
aoplies to iipr'vt in the vraveleneith region 500 to 1000 ra*» 
It is ouite cl°ar that the determinations of percent a??e 
transmission are not accurate enour.h to detect an absorption 
band contributing less than one percent to a general 
absorption which does n >k  produce uxtemal nhotoelectrons. 
This was clearly roeorrisad Is» Borsiak, 

fh*« role of CsoO 3n the nhotoeatbo^e is far from 
clear.  -Whether the' «ubstnnce has a sr-eciric. function in 
the cothode has not Hp»n sstablishod.  In on« theorv of 
tle nhatocnthode It is i<"n^red entirely (see Section Ü ,6) , 
whereas in tfa*.  theorv of de Eoer it merely Provides a 
medium ^or the *t:vpxyr  aä"->rption of cesium atoms.  Desnite 
the experimental work mentioned in Section 1.3, Borziak 
has raised the question o+~' whether Qagjö is ä cathode 
constituent and at one •-tare of our own investigation the 
same quart ion arose in our minds, '•»'e have, however, 
conclusively identified the substance in infrared-sensitive 
nhotocsthodes (see Section k)   and it constitutes the 
Dredominant constituent.  It seems nrooahle, however, that 
itnnurities are essential in order that ohotoelectrons 
should h« produced.  Further comment on the role of Gs20 
in the photoenthode is made in Section 1.6. The matter is 
considered arnin in Section 5* 

The work of Klu^e*2? illustrates verv well the 
differences between nhotoolectric yield obtained wh^n other 
alkali metals UP*, ®*   Hb) are substituted for cesium.  The 
cathodes orepared usin^ cesium h%d loo? wave maxima furthest 
in the inrrsr*d.  Insider*ally, Zlnv<*2'&  found that the long 
wavs maxima disao^oo-ed when small a-nounts of or.'<">n were 
admitted to the ~hctocathO''e,  These experiments have be°n 
further discussed by de Boer".  The latter experiments have 
been widely interoreted as suonortin<» de Boer's theory which 
attributes the lornr wave maxima to adsorbed cesium atoms. 



1«6 Optical Properties 
of Photocathodes 

In order to fully convey the significance of the 
optical investigations which have been made on photo- 
cathodes It sesms necessary to discuss briefly the sali- 
ent factors which contribute to photoelectric yield. For 
the purposes of this discussion it is useful to consider 
the contribution to photoelectric current, produced 1« a 
small volume element of the photocathode, as proportional 
to the product of four factors:  (1) the enerey density 
of the electromagnetic field averaged over one cycle, (2) 
the probability of electronic excitation {p^r unit energy 
density) by radiation absorption, (3) the probability that 
a photoelectron produced in step ^ will reach the vaccum- 
cathode interface with enough energy to escape, and Ik) 
the probability that the photoelectron of step 3 on ap- 
proaching the harrier at the interface will escape into 
the vacuum, the electronic excitation probability of step 
2 above is presumed to be that for the production of a oq- 
frent;iftl external photoelectron, i.e., ens which has the~" 
proper energy etc. so that it could escape into the vacuum 
if the factors (3? and (u)  are favorable. The theoretical 
expression of photoelectric current'as a product of factors 
is no doubt too simple to be rigorously valid for the over- 
all proc«8s8 To ha more accurate the excitation probability 
should be to a state with momentum components in a specified 
range and similarly for the other steps. The total photo- 
current would then bs obtained as a multiple integral over 
all momentum components. In this case each elementary 
process contributes to the photoctirrent to & despise ex- 
pressible as a product of factors and the total current is 
the sum of «11 such elementary'contributions, For the quali- 
tative ourpoBce which we have in Kind the total current cass 
be eonsid«r«d proportional to the product of four terms, 
each being an appropriate average over all possibilities* 

Before passing on to a discussion of experimental re- 
gulta we note first, the distinction between surface and 
läjAgSg photoelectric effects. If the second factor- abov-3, 
excitation probability, Las a significant value only in the 
immediate vicinity (a few atomic layers) of the cathode-vacu- 
um interface then a surface, photoelectric effect prevails. 
If, on the other hand/ the excitation probability has a sub* 
sL&nti&i nonvaniahing value throughout the internal volume 
of the photocathode, then we are dealing with a volume, 
photoelectric effect-, It must be emphasized that svsn in 
the case of a volume photoelectric effect the actual photo- 
sensitive volume which contributes to the production of 
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external photoeleetrons may be a thin layer near the 
«nrface. For the third .factor above may Unit the 
effective range which an electron may traverse and 
«till escape. 

With these explanations out of the way we now 
oroceed to a discussion of the experimental work. 
All of the effect of light interference is coneen- 
trated in the first factor above, i.e. the electro- 
magnetic field energy density. This factor (the 
optical factor) is also sensitive to the angle of 
incidence of the incident light and to ita state of 
polarisation» This fact has been used with great 
effectiveness by H.E, Ivee and collaborators in the 
study of composite photocathodes. The photocathode« 
studied most extensively were those in which a this 
layer of an alkali metal was deposited on u  b&ae metal 
(silver or platinum)* As the result of this study it 
is established that photoeleetrons come, in ail cases, 
from a thin layer near the cathode vacuum interface. 
By "thin" is meant a layer whose thickness is small in 
comparison to the wavelength of light. Tha layer might 
well have a thickness much larger than a molecular layer 
and still be small compared to the wavelength of light• 
Specifies instances are given in a paper by Ives and 
Briggs26. References to earlier work, in which important 
results are obtained, are also given in this paper. For 
our purposes the method used is the important consider*» 
ation. The field energy change with angle in a highly 
characteristic way which tends usually to overshadow the 
slow change of tha remaining factors. If, therefore, 
the photoeurrent is measured as a function of angle ana 
compared with fch« energy density at the surface computed 
from known optical constants, then at a given wavelength, 
a very clear parallel between the dependence of these 
two quantities {photoeurrent and energy density) can 
frequently be found. For example, the hypothesis of a 
thin photQsens.itive layer was established by comparing 
the trend with angle of energy density and photoeurrent 
,for a composite catnode using light polarised parallel 
to the plane of incidence in one series of experiments 
and perpendicular to the plane of incidence in another. 
In order to obtain ensr^ densities which parallel 
photoeurrent with aporoximately the correct ratio {for 
parallel and perpendicular polarisation) it is necessary 
to compute the energy density just above the base metal 
(and hence within the alkali metal film). Very poor 
agreement is obtained when the total energy density, 
throughout: the depth of light penetration, is computed» 
The success achieved by this attack has led to its 



application to Ag-O-Gs photocathodee.. 

It WRS proposed by de Boer and Teves (see ref. 22) 
that the source of photoeleetrone in the Ag-O-Cs cathod« 
is cesiuiaatoms adsorbed on the surface of CaaO. This 
suggests, as an approximation, that the system be con- 
sidered as consisting of a thin layer of sensitive ma- 
terial separated from the base metal by a dielectric j 
layer. Ires and Olpin " performed experiments desired 
to test this model. Calculations were first made of 
the energy density just above the dielectric layer 
since this was the presumed position of the photosensitive 
layer, Energy density was computed, at each of several 
wavelengths, as a function of angle and thickness of 
dielectric layer for light polarised, respectively, 
parallel and pernendicular to the plane of incidence. 
Calculations were performed usinr optical constants for 
quarts (the dielectrie layer) and those of silver and 
platinum respectively for the metal base. The inter* 
ference patterns obtained In this way are very compli- 
cated. There" is, in addition, a marked difference between 
the patterns calculated for a thick dielectric layer and 
those computed for a layer of zero thickness. It seemed 
reasonable to supoose, therefore, that the characteristic 
changes In interference pattern with angle of Incidence 
could be recognised in the experimentally determined 
photccurrents r 

Experiments were then performed, by Ivee susd Olpin, 
on phctoeat.hodes in which photoelectric yield was measured 
as a function of angle of incidence for both perpendicular 
and parallel polarised lip;ht at a number of wavelengths. 
If the 1 sickneas of dielectric layer is properly selected 
then ct'.e variation in energy density, calculated for ouart» 
on platinum, does indeed show a trend with angle (at 
constant wavelength) which is very closely similar to that 
found >>y experiment for the photocurrent. The calculated 
curves or  energy density vs.. angle for parallel and perpen- 
dicular t>olftrized light cross each other in a highly 
complice«d way and the same behavior i3 also observed for 
the photocurrent8« Moreover, the whole character of the 
angular trend undergoes a change when the thickness of the 
layer is reduced. Photocathodes having thin layers wexe 
also prepared by reducing the extent of silver oxidation 
and again the trend in photocurrent Daralleled the calcu- 
lated trend of energy density« The agreement is impressive. 
On the other hand, this close parallel is not found between 
photocorrent and energy density when wavelength, rather 
than angle, is the variable. Hence the spectral response 
is not determined by interference of light, although this 
factor no doubt has an influence.  Instead, the electronic 
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excitation probability, factor 2 of the first paragraph, 
is apparently strongly dependent on wavelength. In 
particular, the rcaximum in spectral response is not due 
to an interference phenomenon but to factor 2 (and k) 
discussed above. Although the optical constants used 
by Ives and Olpin are now known to be far from accurate, 
nevertheless this conclusion seems to be verified in 
subsequent work. 

In all of the calculations the photocathodes used 
were assumed to be specular reflectors. In order to 
achieve this the photocathodes were prepared on specular 
silver baseo. The cathodes were tested, by observing 
interference fringes both after oxidation and after cesium 
addition, in order to verify that at least an approximation 
to specular reflection was obtained. 

Ives and Olpin conclude that their experiments provide 
clear evidence that photcelentrons originate in a thin 
layer raised above the metal base and separated from it by 
a thin layer, presumably dielectric.  Thev also point out 
that the thin active layer is not necessarily a monolayer. 
It is only necessary that thickness be smaller than the 
wavelength of light.  It wan in fact, pointed out that a 
considerable thickness of GsjO layer is necessary in order 
to obtain a high photoelectric yield. This faet seems to 
point toward a layer of substantial thickness. The 
"dielectric" layer is, in fact, CS2O containing colloidal 
metal particles, and perhaps other impurities, and the 
photosensitive laver may be a slice of this sane "dielectric 
situated adjacent to the cathode-vacuum interface. None 
of this has, however, any effect on the Ives and Olpin 
hypothesis that the electromagnetic field which is effective 
in producing photoelectrons is the field In a thin layer 
near the cathode surface. In fact, subsequent work supports 
this hypothesis. The assumption of a nonabsorbing dielectric 
laver is nor. however, supported by subsequent work. 

The most obvious weakness of the Ivea and Ololn theory 
lies in r,he very rough approximations to optical constants. 
Their work serves chiefly to show that by vrcr.ibrly  selecting; 
optical constants the observed trends with angle can be 
accounted for«  They did not show, however, that those 
constants eonform to the optical constants of the actual 
cathode material.  This matter has been further studied in 
recent work which is considered later. 

An interesting and definitive research, using nolariaed 
lightj has  been renorted by Kluge^. In this work, photo« 
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eathodes were prepared on bases consisting of specular 
reflecting silver mirrors prepared by evaporating silver 
on gla3~. Results are reported for two silver-oxygen- 
cesium photocathodes, one containing a Cs20 layer 50 wte* 
thick and another 20 my, thick. The spectral yield <-urve 
for the former has a maximum et  800 mjk> (hifdi infrared 
sensitivity) while the latter has no maximum at this 
flravelenirth \low infrared sensitivity). The photocathodes 
were tested for specular reflection by replacing the 
light detector by a photographic plate and comparing the 
image of the monochromator exit slit with the image 
obtoined in the same way but with 1 he cathode replaced by 
an unoxldized r.ilvor mirror. The results clearly show 
that, diffusely scattered lifrht is negligible (see Figs. 
k&  and J*b of Kluge's paper), since the slit images are 
as clear and sharp on reflection from a cathode as from 
a silver mirror. With an angle of incidence of 55°, 
for lipht on the photocathode, spectral yield curves are 
obtained in three cases, (a) unpolarized light, (b) lieht 
oolarlzed with electric vector oarallei to the plane of 
incidence, and (c) light polarised with electric vector 
perpendicular to the plane of incidence. For the 50 ny& 
thick photocathodes the selective maximum at 800 iuytj»was 
oh+ainoa in all three cases while for the thin (20 rr^u» 
ratnode the selective maximum was absent in all three 
cases.  Moreover, since tho cathodes were specular 
reflectors, measurement of the intensity of reflected 
li^ht provides a direct measurement of light absorbed hy 
the r>hotoeatho<50. The percentage of incident light w:,ieh 
is reflected is given under each of the above experimental 
condition«. For the thick (50 m.4^ cathode 95$ of tho 
incident light is absorbed at 60'0 mi* wavelength anc^ #0% 
is absorbed at SOD mi*.     At 1200 ay* only 10%_ is absorbed, 
In the same wavelength range i 500 - 1200 m/c) a silver 
mirror absorbs only about 5$ of the incident light. 
These figures apply to unoolarized light. It is found 
?ov  Tha thick cathode (50 xsM ,  which exhibits a tynical 
selective maximum at #00 ra-u*, that the light absorption 
does not parallel the photocurrent. This applies whether 
the light is poTärTzed or unpolarized. Moreover, the 
spectral yield at th« selective maximum (#öö mte>]   is 
at>nroximately 2.2xlG~:> coulombs/calorie of incident 
radiation (unpolarised). Hence 0.81x10""-' external photo- 
electrons are produced per quantum (800 myU-') of Incident 
light and. since 00$ of the light is absorbed, 1x10""^ 
electrons are oroduced oer quantum absorbed,  This 
establishes that onr; quantum por  thousand absorbed is 
effective in ejecting a ohotoelectron *"rois the photocnthode. 
in view of this fact it is hcrdly surprising that no 
selective maximum in absorption can he found w'nich narallels 
the maximum in ohotocurrent.  For a photoelectrically active 
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absorption superimposed on a general absorption a 
thousand tin»s preater would not be detected in these 
experiment,?*, 

In order to orient ourselves it is useful to 
compare the layer thickness of Kluge's cathodes with 
layer thicknesses for tyoical cathodes. A massive 
cathode, prepared by oxidizing silver to the second 
order yellow color, contains 4.6x10-7 gram atoms 
oxygen per square centimeter. A typical semitransparent 
photocathode contains 1x10•' gram atoms of oxygen per 
square centimeter.  Assuming that all oxygen ultimately 
ends in C82O and using the volume per molecule for Os^O 
(93.7 cubic Angstroms) we find for the thicknesses 270 ra/A» 
and 59 «^respectively in the above two cases. The thick 
cathode used by Kluge has a CS2O layer whose thickness is 
comparable with that for a semitransparent cathode. 
Kluge's crithode was, of course, not eemitransparent 
because a thick silver base was used. The thin cathode 
is mueh thinner than that normally used in a semitraneparent 
commercial c-athodc. His success in obtaining specular 
reflecting catt-m^»* was riUee as he stated, to the fact that 
a thin Cs20 layer was used. The thickness being; about one- 
tenth the wavelength of lieht, large particles could not 
develop and hence scattering is at a minimum. Specular 
reflection occurs because the base is specular. At the same 
time the cathodes do not "have maximum infrared sensitivity, 
For Kluge--' has reported that replacement of the specular 
base by a roughened base leads to a long wave maximum at 
longer wavelengths, and to higher sensitivity. 

One fact arising from Kluge's work is of some interest. 
It is obvious that tha cathode absorbs strongly. - Hence 
the Ivfcs and Olpin assumption of optical constants for 
quart* is "»naccurate since ouartz does not, absorb strongly 
in the infrared. The thin f20 m^} cathode absorbed 40% 
of the incident radiation at SOG' tn/& wavelength.  It is 
obvious from theoa fl wires that a thick film such as that 
encountered in massive cathodes will absorb the incident 
radiation almost completely before it penetrates to the 
ctSc HOl-ai ~ » 

Klu£e found that parallel polarized light gives 
higher photoelectric vield than does oernendicular 
polarised liwjht at wavelengths greater than 500 mi^for 
both the thin nr.c.  thick cathodes. The ratio is roughly 
two to one. In addition, the results of two runs are 
given in which the an«?:la of incidence is varied. Here 
again the photoelectric yields are in the same order and 
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the ratio has a maximum of about 2 to 1 at 55°. Those 
results hare been interpreted by de Boer (ref. 22} as 
favoring his theory which attrlbites the production of 
photoelectrone to photolonization of adsorbed cesium 
atoms. This apparently assumes, however, that ionization 
probability is strongly dependent on the direction of the 
electric vector• It seems much more likely, however, 
that the differences between phojtoelectrl- rield observed 
by Kluge, using parallel and perVendicul.  olerissed light, 
are due largely to the fact that energy densities for 
parallel and perpendicular polarized lisrht are different 
at 50 ml*above the base metal because of interference. 
This agrees well with figures given in Ives and Qlpin's 
paner and with earlier calculations by Ives of the energy 
densities just above a metal surface. Ives and Olpin point 
OUT that a photoelectric absorption seems indicated which 
is not strongly dependent on the plane of polarisation of 
incident light (factor 2 of the first paragraph of this 
Section). This seems quite reasonable and, in our opinion, 
can be sore raadiiy understood if a volume photoelectric 
effect is involved. 

From the above work of Kluge it is evident that only 
a small fraction of the absorbed radiation is effective 
in producing photoelectrons. We now pass on to the con- 
sideration of some theoretical and experimental work in 
which Attempts are m&d^  to locate the absorption which is 
responsible for photoelectron production, 

Sayama^I has developed a theory of photoelectric e- 
mission which is essentially an extension of that of Ivea. 
The theory is, however, developed for a se.'uitransparent 
rather than a massive cathode and the cathode is assumed 
to be homogeneous. This theory is based on Asao's obser- 
vation that the reflection and transmission coefficients 
for a Cs^O film with added, evaporated, silver are very 
similar to those for a pure silver film of -„separable 
thickness. Sayama has therefore performed calculations in 
whl«h the optical constants of the photocathode are re- 
placed by those of thin silver films, i.e.. the contribution 
of CsjO is neglected entirely. The work function is assumed 
to be lowered, in some mannir,  to that observed for the actu- 
al photocathode. & volume photoelectric effect is assumed 
with the photoelectrons originating in silver. The photo- 
electric yield is then proportional to the radiation ab- 
sorption ner unit field energy multiplied by the energy 
density of the electromagnetic field in a layer, near the 
surface, thin enough for the electrons to escape. Computa- 
tions were made of photoelectric yield vs. wavelength for 
several sets of optical constants appropriate to various 
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silver "lira thicknesses. If the option! const nnts of 
bulk silver are used then the calculated vialn kjis no 
maximum at any wuvsl<->.nM;h. If, however, t'h# optical 
constants for a thin film are use'1., then a selective 
maxi*finm Is found. *?hn  maximum does not coma vt ouite 
the proper waveler.rrth, but In view of the very roup-h 
nnnroximot Ions involved this is hardly surprising. 
The --."hols theory is rd&Ha but. it does illustrst * one 
important noint. The selective maximum in ohoiooleotric 
yield in ap;ain not due to the very complicated inter- 
ference of lirkt, which aonenrs in the enerrsy -'".ensity 
tern, but is Hue to ra^ia*ion absorption by the silver 
nirtieles.     i 

It is i well known fact, that selective absorption 
occurs in thin silver films because f e f^-Xn consists of 
smell •~>">rticles. ^his is conclusively t&\*y>m  b*¥ tho '-/ork 
of Sen nett end Scott^" who measured the absorption 
coefficients fo^ stiver films and, at the same time, 
determined the oartiele 3izes in *tH films by m3nrs of 
nr.  electron microscopic invertination.  Thi°. "ork shows 
th~-t absorption is a maximum at si7,es just ^el ow *-%^f 
at which rrair  con t.-et is established.  Talc in ^ this into 
account '-re can then interpret Sayama's theory in slightly 
more realistic terms.  The theory oronosT- essentially 
that ohotoelectrons are pror,uc3d in colloidal silver 
particles embedded in a ln^ar of G32Ü»  It must be 
emphasize«* th.~-t *he nresent paragraph constitutes our ovm 
interpretation C*f the significance of Sayaina's theory and 
is not a quotation fron the author. 

It was pointed out earlier, in discussing Asaofs 
work, ufofi*.  C82Ö films are transparent in the infrared, 
and h°nce Asao concluded that selective absorption in 
G5.3C was not responsible for the selective maximum In 
Photoelectric yield. Excess silver, according to Asao, 
is essential. The theory of Sayama puts these ideas into 
semiquantitative form. Tbe theory has obvious weaknesses, 
but also undeniable merit.  In the first nl^ce it focusses 
attention on the fact th^t imnucities play m  important 
role.  *@ are not dealing with pure, oerfectly oroored Cs^O 
crystals. Second, it suggests that othar motile finely 
-'iso^rsed in CsjO may nls'o play a role, es is  observed to 
be the ^i^.e (see -ef. 22).  The Mr-rest, weaknesses -ores 
(a) the reason why C32O is essential is not indicated, (b) 
the assumntionsfconcerning optical corst-^ts ere too ap- 
proximate, and (c) the reasons for ? low work function are 
not «rivan. 

We note finally that Say&aa assumes a volume Photo- 
electric effect.  Sayama gave no justification for th:i.3 
hypothesis« Vie have already pointed out, however, that the 
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fisbise'rvat 5one- 3f Ives and. 01 Pin se-pyjv tö 'j? to support 
this' vim-/ although, .öf e-öüits^.,.the- interpretation is 
only oual: tet h.ve. '.,'•    /' ';.:•"-''.-..;:;.--,:   ^: ••"1'. -•.•..:„ 

••'.'. ooorae inter?stirs? err>fvri ^ntr^/'fiif^h beer on the 
above wor^,   nave  recently been don« by Borxiak  and 
vlnreuiis^--'  and by nor^-iak^,   -Th^se inventip-ators have 
-attempted to determine the refraction one-  ibstorptaofi 
indices,   for semitrancparent   cathodes,   as  functions of 
t h e Wav e1 e n ~t!- s,    !••?o reo v e r,  the ph o to e 1 e c 1r i c emi s s i on 
'30n been  correlated with re flection, and  transmission   - 
coefficients of thin   films by ,&ean? oT direct observation« 

3orsiak and biarfulis studiert  interference patterns 
in  a thin wodre-shaoed .ohotocathode.    The cathode was 
nreP"r"?d  '-y  evaporating' a thin  silver  Pi 1 /n of ^.rvded 

»»lass substrate bounded by two parallel 
strips which rv'ero also  covered *rr the 
The  substrate was maintained  at   Ijauid 
This   "ilm vas then made th*?  cathode  in 

through oxvsren»    Ac the  film warmed up 
proceeded  slowly until a colorless  film 

interference  pattern was obtained.    The 
reflection coefficient   'nr the oxidised   "il-n was then 
dete^r.-ned«    Cesium was then  added to  produce a  ohoto- 
cathode.     The  reflection coefficient as a  function of 
position  alont t'1." wed ^e  ar.d  t^p  Photoelectric  current 
were  simultaneously* determined usin/* monochromatic lißbt. 
Direct illumination was used  in the  first experiment 
(i.e.   illumination  fr^m the vacuum side of the  cathode). 
In the thick sections of the film the direct photocurrent 
is found to  be a periodic  function of the thickness  and 
is opposite  in  phase  to the  reflection  coefficient.     This 
means,   accor-Jinr* to Borziak  and f^arptulis,   that the  electro- 
magnetic  field near the electron emittin» surface is that 
responsible   ror production of  ohotoelectric  current..    This 
agrees wits  * he  conclusion of Ives and Olnin.     In the thin 
sections of the   films  a share • •taxlmitm in Photocurrent  is 
**inallv  peached  and beyond,   i.e.   toward thinner sections, 
the photocurrent falls raoidly to  zero.    Bor^.iak  ••rid 
Kor^ulis ooint out that  the maximum occurs at  the point 
wnere  the thickness  o^ the  active laver,   i.e,5   the  laver 
from v/Vieh  ohotoelectrons  can  escape,  becomes comparable 
with the  film thickness,     Thi?  interpretation is  confirmed 
bv further investigation of the reverse photocurrent  and 
the  transmission  of the  film.     It is  important to note 
that  the sharp maximum in the  thin  rilm sections  is not an 
interference naximura.bovond which the enorrv den^itv of 
t.he.^^ectro^a.^retic   field  TOes down.     The  situation is the 
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reverse.     The  fiel^  er.erpy  rises  stoadilv a-3 the ! 
thickness decreases,  hercc  the only explanation ia 
that  t'-» volume of the active layer is  decreasing. I 
This assumes,  of course,  that the v/edpe is homo- > 
aeneous,  a questionable point. i 

"he  thicknesses   (dm)   at   the  Tiaxlrrrara,  which are 
rourh measures of the thickness of the  active  layer, 
are  P^iven  at  various wavelengths  in the  follow-in?* 
table. 

JL* JBfr <fo., WJit 

500 L? 
600 55 
700 62 
j?00 67 
900 62 
looo art 
1100 97 

These figures indicate a volume photoelectric effect 
.since r,rn 1" in all cases much larger than atomic 
dimensions. 

In a later oaner borriak^ continues the above 
Invent lent ion bv determininc the refractive index, n, 
and the HI-- •rptior. annex, k, £i.e. the real and 
imaginary parts of the so-called "complex refractive 
index") *  Tn°se values for the samitransnarent photo- 
cathode arc sriven in the following table. 

__n_ „ k_ 
2,20' 2.0 0.8 
500 1.9 1.0 
600 1,7 0.8 
700 1.8 0,6 
800 1.9 C.t 
"00 2.0 0,3 

1100 2.2 0.1 
1200 2.3 0.1 

From these constants 3or7iak concludes that, the course of 
the ohoto^lectric yield as a function of wavelength does 
not  oarallel the total li^ht abnomtion within the film. 
Since the quantum vield is low (about 0.1$) he concludes 
that only a s-iall oronortion of the li^ht ah r. or or ion is 
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affective in the production of photoelectrons. As has 
W been previously pointed out in Section 1.43, Bortiak also 

studied wedges* of Cs2Ü on glass without silver. In this 
case also the absorption of light by the film did not 
parallel the photoelectric current as a function of wave- 
length.  The situation can best be summarised in the 
words of the author (in translation), "From this (the 
above) It follows that the basic optical absorption, 
determined by optical constants» is not photoelectric in 
the given cases« On it is imposed a photoelectric ab- 
sorption, indirectly shown through the photoeffect, which 
is considerably smaller in intensity. Consequently the 
concentration of centers, nhotoelettrleally absorbing 
light, which, are probably of an admixture nature, are 
email, while for the oxygen-cesium photocathodes (without 
silver) the photoelectric absorption at the spectral 
maximum is the natural absorption of the basic substance 
of the film"« The similarity to the work of Klu?e is 
evident. 

The implication that impurities constitute the source 
of photoelectric absorption in silver-oxygen-cesium photo- 
cathodes i*; certainly plausible and agrees with much indi- 
rect evidence« The implication that photoelectric ab- 
sorption in CSJJO ie an intrinsic property of the perfectly 
pure and well-ordered solid seems to us to be far from 
oroven. 

so 6: 
Bon 
proof, that the cesiius oxides are the same in the two 
types of cathodes.  (In Section k  of the present report an 
unambiguous procf is given that a silver-oxygen-cesium 
photocathode contains 0s20 as the major constituent.) 

In view of the work of Borsiak and Margulis it seems 
obvious that the theory of Sayama needs revision. The 
optical constants for semitransparent cathodes are not, 
the same as for silver»  Nevertheless it is possible that 
Sayama"s proposal that colloidal silver grains constitute 
a source of nhotoelectrons may be correct» Isolated 
silver atoms distributed through the lattice might consti- 
tute another such source, and other imourities or electrons 
trapoed at lattice defects may constitute still another* 
The precise source is still unknown. Sorr.e  reasonable 
explanation of the low work function is still reouired. 
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Ths optical constants of the seniitr«nsParent photo- 
csthode are far from those of quart» and hence the 
assumption of Ivee and Cl» In is, in this re?pect, wonfr. 
In view, however, of the fact that th« thicknes"- used in 
calculation wa3 adjusted to provide the best agreement 
wtth experiment, it seems possible that this factor is 
not öf decisive importance. The principal conclusions 
of Ivas and Olpin are, in fact, rather well substantiated 
despite the rough approximations involved. 

From the- above work the following conclusions are 
reached t 

1, Thin film photocathodes of graded thickness can 
be prepared ^hich behave like homogeneous films 
with respect to the reflection and transmission 
of lieht'. 

2» The electromagnetic field in a thin layer at 
the cathode surface is responsible for the 
production of photoelectrons. 

3.  The thickness of the layer from which photo- 
electrons ar? produced is roup-bly 9$ of the wave- 
length of the illuminating radiation. 

h»    The radiation absorption which is responsible for 
photoelectron Droduction is such a small nronortion 
of the total radiation absorption that it is not 
clearly marked in transmission curves determined 
for semitransparent cathodes. 

$.  The photoelectric yield from CsgO films has a 
soectral sensitivity quite different fron that of 
semitransparent photocathodes and hence silver is 
involved in the process of photoelectron production. 
The silver referred to is that which is finely 
dispersed through the photocathode.  Other impuri- 
ties, including cesium, may also be involved.  The 
experiments do not establish that silver is the 
source of photoelectrons but it affects the process 
in some way. 

It is difficult to appraise critically the above work. 
Sever«'*! quori ions do arise, however, which it seems worth- 
while to mention. The first of these concerns the thickness, 
dm> below which the photoelectric yi^ld begins to falj. The 
evident assumption is made by Borziak and Margulis that the 
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film remains homopenaous below this thickness.  Is It 
established that the decline in yield is not due to 
the same cause as that discussed bv Moroiov and 
Butslov, i.e. particle isolation at small thicknesses? 
Data on silver film thickness are not. »riven by Borslak 
and Mar^ulis. However, soectral sensitivities of 
cathode» 62 «1^thick were measured and were found to 
be normal (i/3. normal in their work» Cathodes with 
the lone wave maximum further in the infrared can be, 
and commonly are, prepared. These cathodes are not, 
however, specular reflectors.). Since the silver films 
were deposited at liquid air temperature, epod electrical 
contact is to be expected even in the thinnest sections. 
The subsequent, oxidation apparently took place at temper- 
atures below room temperature and this may result in a 
homogeneous film. Cesium addition was conducted in the 
"usual" way which presumably means that the film was 
heated. This ie a step which is likely to cause the 
thinnest film sections to break up into isolated grains. 
Due to the nrevious treatment, at low temperature this 
mip'ht, howevör, be less sipnificant than in a normal 
prenaraticn.  On the whole it seems possible that the 
rather unusual method of nreparation might result in 
homogeneous films down to lower thicknesses than in the 
experiments of Morozov and Butslov. It would be more 
convincing, however, if the method of preoaring the 
cathode had been discussed in more detail and this point 
made specifically clear. 

In conclusion one other comment on the work of 
Borriak and Marguiis seems of interest. It is essential 
that the wedg©-3hapeä nhotocathod^s should b© snecular 
reflectors. The.only nroof which thev offer is that the 
theory fits the observations although the fit is not 
perfect. They say that, the particle sise must be small 
in comparison with the wavelength of lipht.  At one «tage 
in our own investipotion we also considered the use of 
wedge photoeathodes and a few were wepared.  The oxidised 
wedges described in Part I were prepared as a preliminary 
to a more systematic study. We were discouraged from 
m&kinp an optical study, however, for the following" reasons» 
A silver wedge was oxidised in ozone at room temperature, 
and on removal from the owns atmosphere it exhibited (in 
reflection) what, seemed to be interference colors which 
followed the exoected lines of equal thickness.  Transmission 
measurements were made on the film and several maxima and 
minima were found-  However, a microscopic examination of 
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of t.he filra clearly showed that it contained large 
particles. These were of sufficient size to be 
clearly visible at LUOS-,   the sixes and chapes being 
clearly defined. The oarticla sises varied regularly 
from one end of the film to the other. Another silver j i 
film was evaporated tauch more raoidly than that described 
above and was oxidized in the same way« The thickness | 
range was the same as before, but after oxidation no 
interference colors were observable on superficial 
examination and the transmission was entirely different. 
This film also contained particles invisible to the 
naked eye but readily visible with a microscope at U-.OX. 
In another experiment a film of graded thickness was 
deposited on th"' vail of a cylindrical tube and oxidised 
in an rf glow discharge.  In reflected light it also 
showed what seemed to be interference colors following; 
lines of equal thickness. Again on microscopic examination 
particles were readily visible. On the other hand, after 
dc glow discharge oxidation of thin silver wedges to a 
limited decree, much less than the above films, no parti- 
cles could be detected 3t LLOK.     In view, however, of the 
high temperature (150 to 190°C) to which the oxidized 
films are heated on cesium addition, we were not by any 
means certain that truly specular reflectors could be 
prepared. Henco the projected optical investigation was 
abandoned. Borziak and I-1argulis do not state whether any 
microscopic examination was made to establish the absence 
of nartirles whose si?es exceed the wavelength of the 
light. It is again possible that deposition of the silver 
film at liquid air temperature followed by a low temperature 
oxidation might produce a film with vyry small particle 
size even though the film was heated during cesium addition. 
This was not specifically examined, however, or at lesst 
not stated and hence the question remains. That the 
question is pertinent is clearly demonstrated by the work 
of Asao who gives In his paper a onofcograph of a semi- 
transoarent photocathode taken at kkh  magnification {see 
ref. 23, ?ig. 12}. Particles are clearly visible in the 
photo^ra^h. The questions as to particle sizes In the 
Dhotocathodes apnly, of course, not only to the work of 
Borziak and Margulis but also to other work in which 
specular reflection is assumed. The work of Kluge is 
probably an exception because very thin films on a thick 
silver base were used, ^.oreover, as we stated earlier, 
a pr~of o^ soecular reflection was given by Kluge. There 
still remains a question in our minds as to whether the 
films were truly snecular reflectors or whether they 
Simulate specular reflectors as the result of a compli- 
cated 'interference phenomenon resulting from particles 
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whose sizes are comparable with or greater (in the thick 
sections) than th» wavelength of lieht and which vary in 
size from the thick to the thin sections of the films. 
If this is the case, the ortic^l constants obtained are 
averages or some type, ^ven if this is the case, the 
work is still of value but its force is somewhat reduced. 
In any case the work seems to be the best available on 
the optical properties of the photocathode.  in view of 
the complexity of tho system it is perhaps surprising 
that the interference pattern can be fitted even approxi- 
mately over  a wedge-shaned cathode with one set of 
ootical constants. The technical difficulties involved 
in such experiments are obviously very great, 

1.7 Structural Studies 
of P^otocathodes 

The problem of defining the structural features of 
a Cs-O-Afr cathode by physical methods Presents some 
serious obstacles becmre of the chemical reactivity of 
the cesium oxides • »resent. In the following pararrs^hs 
the re*:ultr> reported for electron diffraction, electron 
emission microscopy, and electron microrraohic investi- 
gations are very briefly mentioned- 

Uyeda, Asao, Sayama, and Kohay.-jshi have reoorted the 
results of an electron diffraction investigation of the 
uhotocai hode^= Using a specially designed electron 
diffraci ion unit, they investigated the electron 
diffraction pattern for a silver oxide photocathode 
activated by cesium.  Thev rerx>rt that tho oxidized 
surface gave a oattem consisting of broad rings due to 
\g;?0» on  reaction with cesium and before photoemisnion 
was observed, a very comolex pattern of rings was 
obtained which on reaction with cesium became very diffuse. 
After striding for a shore while the photoemiscion 
disappeared and the sharv pattern previously obtained 
reappeared.  The spectral response of the photocathode as 
a function of wavelength was not reoorted and the results 
are considered only as indicative of the feasibility of 
an electron difrraction study. They renort a plan to 
redesign the apparatus for a aaore definitive invest! prat ion, 

Woriya-  has investigated the "hotoemission of the 
surface formed by the reaction of cesium with an oxidized 
silver cathode, using the surface in an electron emir-rion 
microscope with hi#h light intensities incident on the 
photocathode. The nensitivity of the cathode was low, 
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naraoty l#5^Ha/lujnan  for white lifrht.  fro.« a source at 
270C°K.     U: in.T a 2JX taagnif ication,   photographs of 
the electron i:aasroa  ror white li?ht,  light of 3,000 - 
i*,00OA,  iltcht   of >6000A,  and polariaed white lischt 
'-.•ere nrenared,     Tie  photo»raphs demonstrated the 
following! 

1. For light of 3000 - ^OOOA the electrons,are 
emitted uniformly over the entire surface. " 

2, For white light the emission occurs 
predominantly from minute areas. 

j. 'vor lisht of rreater than 6000A the electron 
omission arises Prom select sites of varying 
r.iro ore son t on the photo surface. 

k,    The emission for polarized licht was inde- 
pendent or the orientation of the electric 
vector. The wavelength range for the 
polarized li^ht was not specified. 

The results clearly demonstra+e that the photo- 
emission in the ranf.-;« of wavelengths greater than 600 uyw, 
:s the result of the presence of a polypatch surface 
havinp; a low work function.  A detailed study with the 
emission electron microscope of surfaces as a function 
of wavelength arid conditions of preparation would 
cert.: inly bo of value in establishing the structure to 
be associated with various surfaces. 

Friner and ojnitskaya-'? have rooorted nreliminarv 
result.-, for an electron microscopic study of the structure 
of the Ag-O-Cs cathode»  Ir. this investigation the surface 
structure of Ag-O-Cs cathodes with a sensitivity of 
20^a lumen was examined usinf* an evaporated quartz reoiica 
technique,  in every cathode having a hifh sensitivity 
a r'evelonad relief prevails, with dimensions of uneveness 
of th- order of 200 - 600A, ;mc\  a greater uniformity than 
in a less sensitive cathode» Together with the developed 
relief there exists in individual sections a grainy 
structure which to a  deg; ae resembles the backing structures 
The developed relief in the case of the Cs-Q-Ag cathode 
was observed only after treating the oxide surface with 
cesium vaoor and i~ t;l(. silver lace has been appreciably 
oxidised. 
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It is evident ?rom the above discussion that defini- 
tive results have not been obtained in the structural in- 
vestigations. This nay bo du« to the fact that it is not 
particularly easy to prenara highly infrared-sensitive j 
photocathodes even under the most favorable conditions. j 
When this preparation is combined with a highly compll- ' 
cated technique, such as electron diffraction, in e- 
qulpment for which there is little background experience, 
then the difficulties are greatly multinlied. As the re- " 
suit of these considerations we have decided to apnroaeh 
the problem in a different way. The use of x-rays for 
the stud1»- of the cathode seemed at fir^t to be unsatis- 
factory, Illumination, at normal incidence, of semitrans- 
parent cathodes prepared on a thin nlasr. base was not very 
successful hecause the amount of material in the x-ray 
be^m it? too small to ^ive a satisfactory diffraction 
pattern. This defect was overcome, however, by sealing a 
piece o-f razor blade into a phototube which had attached 
t.<*> i.t  p>  thin walled capillary of small bore. After the 
photocathode had been prepared a samnle could be scraped 
from its surface into the capillary >>y manipulating the 
raror blade with a permanent mapnot.  The nhototube was 
then Placed in an x-rav powder diffraction camera in such 
a way that the x-ray beam struck only the protruding capil- 
lary containing the -powder sample. Fairly good powder dif- 
fraction photographs could thereby be obtained (see Section 
L). This method has the following; advantages: (l) the 
method of tube preparation does not have to be changed, (2) 
by scraping a considerable area of surface an adeouate 
sample can be otalned without bracking the vacuum, (3) a 
well-developed technicuG (x-ray diffraction) can be used 
without modification of equipment-. This method has wet 
with some success (see Section 4). 

1.Ö Miscellaneous Experiments 

w'e not«, in passing, a few fragmentary pieces of work 
on the electrical conductivity of photocathodes and alr>o 
some researches ba silver films. 

The electrical conductivity of silver flits has been 
studied by Moro*ov and Butslov***. They found that silver 
films deposited on 9 substrate at liquid air temoera+ures 
wer--5 highly cor.ductinp even when very thin, 98-95$ trans- 
mission (0.5 - I.O^/cni2), When evaporated onto a 
substrate at 300°^ however, films of considerably creator 
thickness (25 - 30 Äg/ca2 at white li<rht transmissions 
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of If »  5#)  were required in order to establish electrical 
conductivity. It was also noted that silver filme 
evaporated at rooa temperature may change rapidly in ,1 
conductivity, sometimes by several orders of magnitude 
within a few seconds« Moro?ov and Butslov also measured 
the electrical conductivity of r>hotocathodes at various 
stapes of proc*eslng.  The following firm^es for the 
resistances s.t various stapes are of soms interest! 

orinin-^l silver film ^5*5 ohms/en^ 
after oxidation >108 ohias/cm^ 
after cesium addition #6,5 ohms/cm^ 
after evaporating addition''! Ap    /-3.5 ohms/cm* 
after heat treatment to 
maximum ernirsdon 29.2 ohms/cm^. 

They note that resistance after cesium addition is variable 
and may be ten times as great a? that of the original 
silver film.  They infer, in agreement with Asao, that 
CgoO is a semiconductor. 

_ °»«" "ias studied the conductivity of Cs20 
films and also of photocnthodea activated with Sb, Bi. 
Cu, and Ag.  In the former case a very peculiar behavior 
was observed which sugt^sts that phase transitions 
accomnanied changes in temperature.  The results are 
difficult to interpret. 

By far the most extensive and definitive work on 
thin silver films is that of Sennett and Scott3^. By 
electron microscopic examination of films of graded 
thickness they were able to show beautifully the grain 
merging which occurs as the film thickness increases. 
The effects of evaporation ra^e and of temperature of the 
substrate were also treated. Tra-s-nlesion and absorption 
by silver films was .^Iso studied as a function of wave- 
length« This extends the original work by Hass-^ who was 
apparently the first to demonstrate by electron micro- 
scopic examination that the optical and electrical 
anomalies of thin silver filri; ->re probably due to the 
unusual state of aggregation. 

In a more -recent study MacLauchlan, Sennett, and 
Scott^O have demonstrated the merging of grains in 
evaporated silver films by making; observations on the 
same film section at each of several stages in the 
evaporation. 

The work of Sennett and Scott has already been 
referred to at some length in Fart I of this report 
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series» so it »fill not be further discussed her«. 

1.9 Discussion 

It is evident from the foregoing sections that 
considerable evidence has built up which favors n volume 
rather than (or, oerhaos, in addition to) a surface 
photoelectric effect, although he precise? source of 
nhotoelectrorr. ii.  not definit«   established.  This 
accumulation of  evidence tends to cast some doubt on 
de Boer's hypothesis that surfnee absorbed cesium atoms 
constitute the source of ohotoelectrons.  It is true. 
however, th^t photoelectric yield is affected markedly 
by small amounts of excess cesium added at room temperature« 
The amounts involved are onuivalent to only a fraction of 
a monolayer.  Hence the photocathode is very likely surface 
sensitive (see Section 3.41).  The matter is furthv-r dis- 
cussed in 3©ation 5, although definitive results have not 
yet. been obtained. 

Although marked progress has been made in the study 
of the cesium-oxycen-silver photocathode there is never- 
theless disagreement about many vital ooints. &ven the 
r^res°nce of CajsO in the photocathode has been questioned. 
It seemed important, therefore, to conclusively settle 
the cathode composition if possible, and hence experiments 
directed toward this en^ have been undertaken as outlined 
in the summary of this report. These are described in 
Section L. 

Many excellent experimental studies, 3orae of which are 
described in foregoing sections, have been made which are 
d.efinil ive as far ag the particular cathode studied is 
concerned.  The very noor renroducibility in manufacture 
has, however, already been emphasized, and clearly shows 
that the process is only vaguely understood.  In order to 
illustrate the point, we have compiled Table IV showing 
the nosi+ion of the longwave maximum obtained by each of 
several investigators previously referred to. The long- 
wave maxima lie,constently between 700 and ÖüO »nJ*V> 
However, Kluge*® has shown that by usine a roughened 
silver sheet the long wavelength maximum con be moved into 
the infrared by more than 100 ny*.  Hence tYie  ohotocftthodea 
referred to in Table IV do not constitute the most infrared« 
sensitive cathodes available.  Arsao^-* also rives a yield 
curv? ror on« cathode in which the long wavelength maximum 
lie? further in the infrared than those listed in Table T?„ 
Such cathodes have also been diseu-^cd by de Boer # 
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TABLE IV.    LONG WAVELENGTH MAXIMA 

Authors Reference Location of 
long Javalength 

Maximum 

Tear 

Koller 13 750 ray*. 1929 

Preacott and Kelly 10 <v750 a/). 1932 

Asao 23 rv700 ffiM« (semi- 
transparent ) 1940 

Morosov and Butslor 24 750 myu, 1944 

Klu^e 25 750 rayu. 1935 

Klu^e 27 750 try*. 1933 

Ivss and Olpin 29 600 ra^U 1934 

Borsiak and Margulis 32 ?30 m^ 194* 

Koller 19 ners ISM' 1930 

Kluppe 30 Ö00 mU. 1933 

Note 2 The above values have all been corrected for laasp 
eriHr.tr/ distribution. 
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IH»rin$ the course of our work we have found reason for " 
believing that more than on« type of emitting center 
axists in properly vrQvzreA  photocathodes. Una type 
of c«nter ^ives rise to long wavelength maxima similar 
to thoae of Tahle IT» but others produce sensitivity 
considerably further in the infrared (see Sections 3 
and 1») ,  In view of this fact we might well question 
the av5o?Licability of much of the fore rain,ft work to 
highly infrared-sensitive photocathodes.  A thorough 
and systematic study of the photocathode with emphasis 
on chemical composition determinations if. clearly called 
for. The exoer'Jmcnts now described were conducted for 
this nurpose. 
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2. EQUIPMENT AND TUBS FABRICATION 

Aa stated in the introduction, the experimental 
studies can be divided into four groups, vl) A system- 
atic study of the development of thermionic and photo- 
electric emission as cesium is continuously added to photo- 
tubes.  (2) Cathode composition determination» by means of 
a radloaotive cesium tracer.  (3) Identification of cathode 
constituents by x-ray diffraction. (U A considerable 
group of miscellaneous experiments undertaken to (a) gain 
experience in cathode preparation., tb) answer specific 
questions relating to cathode preparation, and Xc)  test- 
out ideas arising from '1), (2)3   (3) above. It seems more 
pertinent in a final report to organize the discussion in 
terms of the phenomena encountered rather than in terms of 
specific experiments. Hence the various methods of cathode 
preparation and testing are described in the present section 
so aa to avoid needless repitition in subsequent sections. 

The discussion of tub* preparation is organised as 
follows, Sactlon 2*1 is dsvütfd to a description of the 
general equipment used to prepare and characterise the 
photosurface. Section 2.2 includes a discussion of the tech- 
niques by which the cesium for the photosurface was prepared 
as wall as a discussion of the cesium flow rate through 
small bore caplll&iiae. In Seetion 2.3 the methods used for 
the preparation and eharacterlsation of the nonradloactive 
cesium phototubes ar$ discussed* The preparation of radio- 
active cesium tracer photocathodes is discussed in Section 
2*4. 

2»I General Equipment 

The apparatus and techniques which have been largely 
used in the preparation and characterization of experimental 
tubes are considered in this section. Furthermore, at ap- 
propriate places, the conditions used to soeeifv the emission 
characteristics of photosurface«, discussed in the following 
sections, sr© defined« The discussion has been organised 
usin^ the following sequence of topless (1) Vacuum systems, 
(2) «van system of tube fabrication, and (3) spectral re- 
sponse measurement. 

2.11 Vacuum systems 

As described in *he silver oxidation report (Part 
I of thi3 seriaa), two differently designed high vacuum 
systems have been'used in the preparation of the experimental 
phototubes« System I ha-ä been used in *vhe preparation of 
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nonradioactive cesium massiv» and seraitransparent cathodes 
(experimental groups 1, 3, h  above), and was consequently 
designed for convenient and rapid preparation of exceri« 
mental tubes. System II has oeen used to study the gross 
composition of the surface with radioactive cesium and 
consequently was desired for the precision raaasurement of 
the oxygen deposited during; the glow discharge oxidation. 

Vacuum system I consists of a 26-ms» diameter pyrex 
glass manifold to which are attached by means of stopcocks 
the following units: a DPI GF 25* triple-stage oil diffusion 
pump backed by a Welch Duoseal purap, a Welch Duoseal roughing 
pump, a potassium permanganate pellet oxygen source, and a 
Drierite tower exit to the atmosphere. * Three vacuum gauges 
were used to measure the pressure in the systemj namely, a 
calibrated micro Pirani srauge for oxygen pressures in the 
range 1.0 to 0»!*mm rig, a Cenco thermocouple gauge unit for 
the range U00  to 1 micron, and a DPI-VöiA Ionisation gauge 
unit for the pressure range below 6xl0**ham Hg. The total 
volume of the system.was 1.0 liter. 

The white light transmission values of semitrausparen! 
cathodes prepared on vacuum system I were measured using an 
S-k photosuri>ce and A  G3.Ö2 6CP bulb light source operated 
at 6.0 volts. The current from the photocell was passed 
through an Ayrton shunt and measured with a No.3W)2 HH 
Rubicon galvanometer with a sensitivity of ö,OQfy*a/msu. This 
shunt-galvanometer combination was also used to measure the 
thermionic erlcslon and white light sensitivity of experi- 
mental tubes fabricated on the manifold, in this case, a 
collecting voltage of 1Ö0 volts */as used. It was not possible 
with this unit to establish during tube fabrication the 
voltage dependence of the observed emission currents. 

Vacuum system II consisted of an lö-mm diameter pyrex 
glas*5 manifold to which were attached by means of stopcocks 
the following units: a triple-effect liquid air trap which 
was connected to a two-stage mercury diffusion pump backed 
by a Welch Duoseal puap, a micro Pirani calibration bulb 
which formed & shunt across the vacuum stopcock to the 
liouid air trap, a sealed end mercury^manometer in series 
with a calibrated bulb used to determine the volume of the 
system by a gas expansion method, a two-liter flask used in 
the calibration of the micro Pirani gauge%  a Welch Duoseal 
roughing puaro, an oxygen reservoir which was connected to 
the oxygen tank through a Drierite tower, and an exit tube 
to the atmosphere, h  schematic drawing of the vacuum system 
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is given in Fig, 22 of the silver oxidation report {Part 
I). The pressure in the system was measured using (1) a 
micro Piranl gauge for the range 0»4 to l.Qae Hg^ (2) a 
DPI Pirani gauge for the range from 400 to 1 micro*, &r.d 
the 70 1A DPI Ionisation sauge for pressures below 
oxlO~*haa Hg. The characteristics of this micro Pirani 
gauge as well as of the one used on system I are discussed 
in considerable detail in Appendix 1 of the silver oxi- 
dation report (Part I of this Series). During tube fabri- 
cation on vactnua system II the determination of the voluae 
of the systea a« well as a reealibration of the ralsro Pirani 
gauge were performed for each tube, The degrees of 
precision of these calibrations were such that the total 
volume was known to better than IS» and the pressure change 
during oxidation was determined to 1 micron. For the 
latter measurement the micro Pirani gauge was useu in all 
cases. 

Outgassing of £he tubes attached to the vacuum systems 
was performed using a three-inch bore quart» tube resistance 
furnace. The tubes in general were outgassed at 375 «• 150^0 
for at least two hours or until the pressure in the system 
was less than JxlO'^mrn Hg as measured with the VO 1A Ioni- 
sation gauge. 

The silver oxidations were performed in system I using 
oxygen from the thermal decomposition of KMrO^ and in system 
II using commercial tank oxygen, For the dc glow discharge 
oxidations a nonregulated dc power supply with the output 
voltage continuously variable from 0 to 1§00 volts was used* 
For the rf glow discharge oxidation a BC-375E Signal Corps 
transmitter was used as a source of radiofrequency power. 
The oxidation techniques are described in Part I of this 
series, 

2,12 Oven system of tube fabrication 

It was of interest to follow both photoelectric 
and thermionic emission during the continuous addition of 
cesium to an oxidized silver cathode. For this purpose 
the cesium source, a He^CrO^-Sl pellet, is placed in a 
side tube attached to trie nhototube through* a fine capillary 
which limits the rate of flow of cesium to the oxidised 
silver cathode. The side tubs and its attached phototube 
are then olaced in an oven maintained at the desired 
temperature, and both photoelectric and thermionic emission 
are measured as a function of time. The precise experi- 
mental arrangement is as follows. 
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The thermionic emission is followed continuously 
by means of a vibrating reed amplifier, to be described 
later, and a Brown recorder* In order to measure the 
photoelectric emission a hole was drilled through the 
front door of the oven and a length of 2 inch i.d. brass 
pipe inserted through the opening. The phototube is 
placed near one end of the brass pipe at the approximate 
center ©f the oven interior. At the other end of the 
brans pipe, outside the oven, is placed a tungsten 
filiament incandescent lamp, and a series of infrared 
filters. The filters are mounted on a brass plate, k 
inch thick, 2^ inches wide and Ihh  Inches Ion*?, The 
filters are circular discs of 2-inch diameter mounted in 
2-inch holes bored in the brass plate. By means of brass 
prides the plate containing the filters can be moved 
perpendicular to the axis of the 2-inch bras?; ripe in such 
a way that any filter can be interposed between the light 
source »rxd  the nhototube. Six holes are drilled in the 
brass nlate and five filters are mounted in it. The sixth 
hole is blocked off bv a brass sheet so that in the sixth 
position the cathode is shielded from the light soure«. 
In order to better concentrate the light beam on the cathode 
a lens is nlaced between filters and cathode« A sketch 
which shows the mountine; of the phototube, and attached side 
tube containing cesium, relative to the oven door is shown 
in Pig. h*    The lamp and filter mounting are also shown. 
The filters ar* designated by F^, F2, F3, ?i t  F$, whl?«.e the 
blank position is cross hatched. A"*thermometer is inserted 
through the top of thi> oven so that, with the door closed, 
the thermometer bulb is immediately adjacent to the cathode 
and the temperature in the immediate vicinity of the cathode 
is determined. The oven used is a Cenco #95050 and the 
temperature is thermostatically controlled. The light source 
is a OS #31 bulb operated at 6.0 volt« and 0.25 amps. 
Further details concerning the filters and current measure- 
ments are given later. The decomposition of silver oxide 
at 190°C has been reported previously (Part 1} and found to 
occur at a very small rate at 190°C. Fcr many purposes the 
decomposition can be ignored, Cas'ttm vapor pressure of th*. 
cathode during tube fabrication has been studied by Say«ma * 
and found to be rep;lifitly small compared to the vapor 
pressure in the cesium source bulb, at least when the ratio 
of cesium atoms to oxygen atoms (Cs/O) is less than 2.6.. 

The experimental tube, while mounted on the vacuum 
system and before placing in the oven, is thoroughly out- 
gassed, the silver is oxidised to the desired extent, and 
the tube evacuated to less than lQ-5aas Hg, The cesium 
chroraate-silieon pellet mounted in a side tube which is 
connected to the phototube by a capillary of known eiee, 
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is then fired by high frequency induction heating. After 
the exrv^rimental phototube is sealed off the vacuum system, 
it is mounted in the oven as shown in Pig, L,    The flow 
rate of cesium into the tuv>e is nredetermlned by the capil- 
lary ai'/e and the partial Dressur« of cesium at the 
temperature of the oven. This experimental arrangement ia 
particularly convenient since the cesium addition can be 
effectively stopped by placing a piece of moist cotton on 
the cesium bulb» This operation reduces the vapor pressure 
of cesium to a low value and the resultant flow rate for 
the capillaries used was less than a monolayer of cesium on 
the cathode everv five minutes. In the? discussion of 
experimental results the designation "CO cool*5 is used to 
describe this operation.  It is obvious that temperature 
control is impaired if the cesium source is cooled frequent- 
ly, Nevertheless, this procedure has been of considerable 
value in the study of photocathodes, and as long aa allowance 
is made for temperature chants, useful information has 
resulted. 

For the measurement of the thermionic and photoelectric, 
emission during the fabrication step the vibratinr;~reeä 
amplifier Brown recorder unit used in the spectral response 
measurements was utilized. 

A switching unit, was constructed Eo that the innut 
resistance to £he vlhrating-reed electrometer is variable 
from 10-> to 10° ohms. This arrangement permits direct 
recording of currents from./... 55x10-9 to 1.2x30-^ amperes 
full scale recorder deflection. TVie standard convention 
adopted for recording the emission data is in"units of 
millimeters of recorder deTIoctTön op. the lt55 oHJn^Tnput 
re s 1 st or "ran ge 'for which the sensitTyltj is Ö+ÄT^^/mm 
deflection. in"terms of the 105 range" units the röTTBwing 
current ranges are available; X 0,001, X 0,01, X 0.1, 
X 0.5, X 1.0. X 2.0, X 5.0, X 10.0, X 50.0, and X 100. 
These are the factors bv which a recorder deflection On a 

I iyen scale, must be multiplied in order to convert to the 0* ranee. 

Initially the experimental tube voltage supply was 
restricted to the values 67.5, 135, 202.5, 270, and 337.5 
volts. After a short, period of operation it became apparent 
that this set of voltages was too limited. To more fully 
establish the emission characteristics during processing it 
is desirable to measure the emission at both higher and 
lower voltages, Conseauently a two selector switch voltage 
supply unit was constructed. With this unit the emission 
current can be measured at 0.0, 7.5, 15*0, 22,5, k5t  67,5, 
and 120 volts with one set of selector switch positions, 
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and with the eecond selector switch voltage from 0 to 
607.5 volts in 67.5 volts et*Pe can be added. The total 
voltage range for emission Measurements thus available 
is froa 0 to 712.5 vnlts. With the variable voltage     - 
supoly it lr> readily po<-s5.ble to establish whether the 
observed current is a thermionic emission or merely a 
conduction leakage current between the electrodes. The 
voltage deoendence of thermionic and photoelectric 
emission can also be studied. From the variation of 
the photoelectric emission with voltage it is readily 
nossible to establish whether or not the tube is "gassy". 
In addition, with a reversing switch in the inout line 
circuit from the experimental tube it is possible to 
study photoelectric and thermionic emission by the anode 
during fabrication, 3y n.(?ans of reversing the oolarity, 
i.e. maVin^ the photosurface the anode, it is easy to 
distinguish between an ohmic conduction current, arising 
^rom a conducting film on the tube envelope, and a genuine 
thermionic emission. 

The photoelectric emission of the cathode during 
cesium addition is measured by illuminating the cathode 
with the lierht from a OE #31, 6.2-volt bulb, oasssd through 
a seouence of filters as oreviously explained (see Fig, I*), 
During cesium addition the tube is periodically illuminated 
by the light transmitted through the filters, and the photo- 
electric current is measured on  the Brown recorder with the 
thermionic emission as the base line. With the light source 
used, the photoelectric response is always sufficiently 
large to be readily measured. 

The live filters used in the investigatior. are as 
follows: 

F]_ - ei^&r glass 
F2 - Polaroid XRX-60 X>775 n/v 
Fn  - Polaroid XRH-3OX>Ö30 m>u 
FV   - Coming    2540-  x>Ö00 mu. 
F5 - oolarold XRN-UX>£S0 m)v 

The  photonnrr^r.tö obtained by illumination through these 
filters *re designated in the following text as F^,  F2«.. 
resnor.s^s respectively. 

The  soyctrai  response of a 1?25 tube determined by 
oar.3ing the light beam from the Beckman DU spectrophoto- 
meter through the various filters is shown in  Fig.   5.     In 
this  figure it  is worth noting that the F2  filter increases 
the  infrared response beyond  775 x&* without  introducing a 
large absorption  correction beyond^ 900'm^«*    In addition,   a 
cathode which has  an appreciable resnotise beyond 900 HIM. 
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ssusfc have a fairly lar^e ?c  response. The diffarenee 
{?! - ?<?)  is ,i rather direct measure of the response of 

photosurface for wavelength appreciably shorter than 
5>u mifc Thi:; if» illustrated by the dotted curve in Fig. 
5. The *"ransmi-~ion curves for the filters calculated 
from the spectral response data are shown in Pig. 6« 

the 
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2.13 Soect  _re sponse 
measurement 

In order to characterise the experimental photo- 
surfaces it is necessary to measure the spectral response 
after each processing operation. This requires a convenient 
and rapid method of recording the response curves. 

The annaratus used in the measurement of the spectral 
response of phototubes is illustrated in Fig. 7. A Beckman 
DU spectrophotoraeter is used as a source of monochromatic 
radiation. The sample holder and tube housing on the 
Backman were replaced by a special design phototube housing 
which could accomodate a wide variety of tube designs.  In 
order to reproduce the tungsten lis^it source operating 
condition« a precision voltage divider ".-.-as mounted across 
the lamp terminals, and the voltage drop across the lamp 
measured with a Rubicon potentiometer. The input voltage 
to the lamp is adjusted so that the voltage drop across the 
lamp is 5«00 volts. Under these conditions the unconnected 
color temperature of the lamp is approximately 2J+~0°K as 
determined with a Leeds and Northrup optical pyrometer» 
This figure is the average of four readings taken at the 
interior of the filiament coils. The temperature is ap- 
proximate since the filiament supoorts cool the ends at«. 

The output from the ohototube is measured using a high 
innut impedance vibrating reed electrometer similar to that 
described by Palevsky, Swank, and Shull . This unit 
consists of a vacuum tube oscillator driven dynamic con- 
denser coupled to a tuned amplifier and detector circuit. 
The output from the electrometer is coupled to a Brown 
recorder for recording the phototube current as a function 
of wavelength» The wavelength drum of tne spectrophoto- 
meter is driven with a h  rph synchronous motor. The electro» 
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In order to provide a basin for the of  <oarison of 
the spectral responses a set of standard measurement 
conditions was f'ir.&lly adopted. The conditions apply- 
ing to the majority of the spectral response data re- 
ported in the following sections are as follows: 

1. Light source voltage - 5.00 volts. 
2. Beckraan spectrophotometer slit width • 0,150®m. 
3. PhotoeraiEsion collector voltage - 202.5 volts. 
km Slectrometer sensitivity - low. 
5. Photocurrent expressed in ma. Recorder 

deflection with the 10° ohm input resistor.. 

For the low sensitivity range on t-'ne vibrating reed 
electrometer the sensitivity is 1.6x10"^ amperes per 
millimeter. In Fig. 9 is shown a typical resoonse curve 
for a comriercial tube (1P25) measured using the standard 
conditions quoted. The commercial tubes were character- 
ised bv a maximum between #90 - 9J+0 mit and a long wave- 
length limit from 1200 to 1350 ny*% 

It is interesting to com are Fig. 9 with the spectral 
response obtained (on a different, phototube of a somewhat 
similar type) by Gibson and Balcorrr*2 using a Beckman DU 
spectrot>hotometer.  The response curve obtained by them 
has almost exactly the sane shape as that of Fig. 6. 

Since we were ch44fly interested in comparing cathodes 
prepared under different conditions we have not corrected 
the soectral responses for dispersion of the monochromster 
nor for lamp energy distribution except, approximately- in 
a few instances, Such correction has a considerable influ- 
ence or. the shane of a spectral response curve.  It proves 
to be the ease, however, that the position of the long- wave 
maximum usually does not change very much and the long wave 
limit does not, of course, change at all.  The effect of 
lamp energy distribution on spectral resoonse has been 
discused by Koller*»-?. In an example given by Koller the 
position of a long wave maximum at 800 r^J*.is not shifted 
on correction for lamrs energy distribution of an incandescant 
source at 2!*00°K, which is close to the f 11 lament te.merature 
in our own source.  Approximate calculations {see Section 
3.2) of our own, using the lamp energy distributions re- 
sorted by others, indicate that maxima in the vicinity of 
900 ma? may be shifted to shorter wavelengths by about 30 mJ*» 
and rrfexima at 800 ay* are also shifted to shorter wavelengths 
by about the same amount. Similar results for the latter 
ease have been obtained by Ballard*^. These remarks acoly 
only to spectral response curves of "normal" shape, i.e» 
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those which do not depart too widely from that of Fig. 
o. Abnormal spectral response curve» may, of course, 
violate the above generalizations. Since, however, we 
»re dealing always with closely related photocathodes 
the above general remarks, are usually applicable and' 
are of some use in comparing the data reported here 
with those of other investigators who have usually 
corrected for lamp energy distributions. It is worth- 
while to note that on correcting for lamp energy 
distribution the short, wavelength side of a curve such 
as that of Fig. 9 tends to be raised relatively more 
than the long wavelength region.  It will be evident 

, from the subsequent discussion that these points are 
not of major importance in the interpretation of results. 

2.2 Cesium Preparation and 
Flow Rate Measurements 

In order to prepare the Ag-O-Cs cathode it is neces- 
sary to have a convenient source of cesium as well as a 
method for controlling the rate of cesium addition to the 
tube. The methods used to obtain the cesium and to con- 
trol its flow rat.« into a phototube are discussed in this 
section. 

2.21 Cesium preparation 

For the nonradioactive cesium phototubes, cesium 
was obtained by firing commercial Ca^rO^-Si pellets (RCA 
code FZ60?S), mounted in tantalum or nickel eupss using 
induction heating» The yield of cesium obtained from the 
pellets for the actual degassing and firing conditions used 
was li.3£0«lt og Cs/pellet. 

For the investigation of the gross composition of the 
photo surface it was necessary to use Cs2Cr04~3i pellets 
containing radioactive cesium. The following procedure 
was used to prepare these pellets. 

The cesium isotope used is Cg1^ which has a half life 
of 2.3t0.3 years^5. The dseay scheme for Cs1^ is shown in 
Fig. 8. The isotope was obtained from the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory as a G.2m& solution of the chloride in 
water. The spectroscopic analyses given on the shipping 
list &r« as follows: 

Beron-Iron   - faint trace 
Aluminum    - trace 
Silicon      « very weak 
Magnesium    - moderate 
Calcium     - very strong, 
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The 0«2 mJ solution was diluted with 15 »& of 0.1 
normal HC1 and 1 at of the resulting solution was re- 
moved and diluted with 100 ml of 0.01 normal HC1. The 
activity of the solution was then measured by removing 
25 lambda (0.025 mi) of this solution and evaporating 
on a microscope cover "lass under a heat lamp» This 
sample gave 14,000 counts per minute with the sample 
geometry described later in the section on the prepa- 
ration of radioactive Cs tube«. A 25 mit sample of the 
above solution was then diluted to 100 mt> to ?ive a 
solution having about WOO C/M per 25 lambda. 

A sample of stable (i.e. nonradioaetive) CsCt wea 
weighed by difference and transferred to a 50 m% weighing 
bottle and 20 mjl of the dilute tracer solution added to 
give a solution with 1»000 C/M/25 lambda. After stirring, 
standard samples were removed for calibrating subsequent 
samples of anknown easiura concentration. 

Solid silver chromate was now added to the solution 
and the solution stirred thoroughly while heating with an 
infrared lamp. The solution was cooled in an ice bath 
and centrifu^ed to precipitate the silver chloride and 
excess silver chromate. The supernatant liquor was re- 
moved and svaoorated to 10 mt and again cooled and centrl- 
fuged» The supernatant liquor was then placed in a weighed 
centrifuge tube and the CsjfcrO^ orecioitated with acetone. 
The cesium chromate was washed with acetone, dried at 110°C 
for about five hours, and finally cooled in a desiccator. 

After weithin*, the cesium chromate was mixed thorough- 
ly with an equal weight of silicon powder fine enough to 
pass through a 200 mesh screen. Portions of the resulting 
nixture were pressed into tantalum cups to form the Cs2Cr0^- 
31 pellets for the tube preparation. 

The yield of cesium from the pellets, on firing by 
induction hunting, was quite variable and depended upon the 
dsg-roe of preliminary degassing; a nor. degassed pellet 
riving the highest, yield. Yield studies for seven pellets 
prepared by the above procedure, but without radioactive 
cesium tracer, »ave the following results: 32, 21, 20, 10, 
7, t».5, and 0.1.'» yield. The r-ellets containing radioactive 
cesium were fired under those conditions which gave a yield 
of aooroximately 203&. No difficulties associated with the 
production of insufficient cesium were encountered in the 
tracer investigations. 
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2.2?    Cesium f%a\* rate •. 
measurement 

Two methods have been used to determine during 
processing the chemical composition of the experimental 
surfaces; namely, (1) the addition of excess cesium 
followed by a dirtillation technique to remove the excess,       j 
and (2) deposition of a known amount of oxygen on the 
cathode followed bv controlled cesium addition through a 
capillary tube connecting the cesium source to trie tube. 
In order to calculate the cesium flow rate into the tube 
it is necer.^arv to know the vaoor pressure of the cesium 
and the capillary dimensions, as wall ar. the nature of 
the cesium flov?, 

The vapor pressure of cesium as determined by the 
pos-tiva Ion method i?  fiven b" the equation'*^ 

log P«9.«6- ^7jt  . 

where P is the pressure in mic-ons and T is the absolute 
temoerature.  Prom this equation the vanor pressure of 
ce3ium is calculated to be S»ll»3tl0*"2mm Ms; at. 190°C, 
Ö.725clO-3mm H* at 150°C, 1.7kcl0-°ram Hg at 25°C, and 
3*OxlO"1<-mm Hg at. ..6#°C,  It is to bo noted that this 
pressure is in terms of cesium atoms, the possible presence 
of C32 molecules is not considered« 

It is well known that the dependence of the rat,e o'f flsw 
of a gas through a caoillarv on the canillarv dimensions de- 
pends on the ratio of mean free path to cpillarv diameter« If 
this ratio is large, the Knudsen eouation applies while if 
the ratio is small the Foiaseullle equation applies. The 
equation describing the flow in the first case will be 
referred to as the molecular flow equation in the following 
text» When the m«»an free path and the capillary diameter 
are nearly equal neither of these equations is accurate. 
In this case another relation, referred to hereafter as the 
intermediate pressure flow equation, must be used. Using 
the data of Estermann, Forier and Stern**' the mean free 
path for cesium in the saturated vanor at 190°C has been 
calculated and found to be approximately 0.06 mm. This is 
not large in comparison to the carillarv diameters vbich 
have been used and hence the flow equation valid at inter- 
mediate pressures should apparently be used in the calcu- 
lation of flow rates. For future reference we note that 
the mean free paths at one micron pressure are 0,266 cm 
and 0.290 err at 150°C and 190°C respectively. 
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Although the Knudsen equation may not be accurately 
apolicable it has nevertheless been used for «noroximate 
calculations. A form of this equation suitable for 
numerical calculation is as follows {see ref. 46 p.96). 

ns 3.630x10-3 K A |(|L ^moles/sec.       (1) 

The symbols are defined as follows: 

K- 1/(1* 3i/Sa) 
£ * canillary length in cm 
a= canillary radius in cm 

AP» oressure drop alonp: canillary in microns 
A«7Ta2 

Ms molecular weight of gas     , 
R« 62.36 (mm)(liter)(deg-1)(mol"1) 
7* temperature in degrees absolute 
n- flow rate in moles per second. 

When the atomic weight of cesium and the gas constant, R, 
are substituted into this equation we obtain for the flow 
rate of cesium in moles per second 

n s 15.90x10-6 a2KAP (?) 

It is to be noted thnt the abotfe equation diffsr-s from 
the usual Knudsen equation because of an end correction. 
When 4l/a is large the equation reduces to the Knudsen 
equation.  In our exoeriments £/a is large enough so that 
the end correction is actually negligible. 

In the intermediate pressure region where the mean 
free path is comparable with the capillary diameter the 
equation which aonlies is as follows (see ref. i-6 p. 112): 

n s J^^|0^p6 ^ +3.046x10^ (3) 

where    u - flow rate in moles per second 
Pas average pressure (microns) alon^ canillary. 

This is equal to § &P if the downstream 
pressure is negligible as is the case in 
our experiments. 

Z= {l+2.507(aPaAi)}/ U+3.095aPaAi!5 
L-j^ s mean free path at one micron pressure. 
*  s viscosity of gas, poise. 
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The remaining symbols are the same as in the previous 
equation. All pressures are in microns. Kote that 
Jt/&  is assumed to be so large in comparison to unity 
that the end correction can be neglected. 

As stated above, the molecular flow equation (1) 
is only applicable when the mean free path is large in 
comparison to the capillary diameter, ^ince this \ 
condition is not satisfied at 1?00C the intermediate 
pressure flow eouation (3) should actually be used. 
This reouire3, however, a value for the viscosity which 
is not. known with any assurance. Moreover, the proportion 
of Cs? in the vapor is also unknown. On this account it 
seemed essor.tial to determine by direct experiment the 
amount of cesium flowing; through the caoillary oer unit 
time. In this undertaking we wers assisted because in 
the experiments at 190°C the same caoillary was used over 
and over in a number of experiments. The sane was true 
of another capillary used at 150°C. Hence the flow rates were 
determined by experiment for two capillaries of the sane 
bore as the above two. It was desirable to conduct ther.e 
experiments in a manner as nearly similar as possible to 
that In which the canill&ries were used. Hence the photo- 
tube envelopes were reolaced by glass bulbs containing 
glass cooling coils through which cooling water could be 
circulated. These bulbs were sealed to the capillaries 
through lengths of irlass tuhimr, of large bore, which were 
long enough so that the bulbs with eoolinp coils projected 
outside the oven when the capillary and its attached tube 
containing CspCr-O^-Si pellets ware inside the oven at, the 
sane position as in actual experiments. The bulb and capil- 
lai/ were then evacuated in the usual way and the Cs2CrO^-3i 
pellet fired with an induction heater just as in the prepa- 
ration of a phototube« The capillary with its attached bulb 
containing cesium was then placed in the oven in its usual 
position with the cooling bulb projecting out of the oven 
through the hole in the door.  The oven was heated in the 
same manner as in the preparation of a phototube and the 
cesium which passed the capillary condensed on the cooling 
coils outside the oven.  The flow was continued for a 
sufficiently Ion?; period to collect a samnle large enourh 
for analysis. *t the end of the experiment the capillary 
was sealed off from the cooling bulb.  The latter was then 
cracked open and distilled water added to it. Chemical 
reaction occurs at this step, cesium bein<» converted to 
cesium hydroxide quantitatively. The quantity of cesium, 
was then determined by titration using a standard solution 
of hydrochloric acid.  The normal error in such an analysis 
is about 0.2%. The results obtained in two such experiments, 
using the two capillaries mentioned above, are summarized 
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in Table V» It is found that the flow calculated by 
the molecular flow equation at 190°C is 13$ greater 
than the observed, and at 150°C is 6,6£ higher. 
To compute a value for the flow rate by the inter- 
mediate pressure eouation, the 19G°C data were first 
used to compute the viscosity of ce3ium at 190°C. 
The viscosity at 190°C was corrected to 150°C assuming 
the viscosity to be proportional to the square root of 
the absolute temperature. This value of the viscosity 
was then used to calculate the cesium flow rate atd150°0. 
The result in«; value for the flow rate was 8.5#xlö"8 

moles/min, which is 0.95& less than the observed value. 
Tne coefficient of viscosity calculated at 190 C is 
51.5x10-5 poise and at 150°C 49.2x10-5 poise. These 
values are, of course, not highly accurate. 

The results of these experiments suggest that, for 
the capillaries used, the cesium flow rate is best de- 
termined by the Intermediate pressure flow equation (3)» 
The calculated coefficients of viscosity are of the 
order of mapnitude to be anticipated for an atomic species 
such as cesium.  It is interesting that it is not neces- 
sary to suppose that £33 molecules are present in the 
vapor in order to account for the observed flow rates. 

A number of experiments on photoeathodes were 
?erformed before the calibration described above was aade. 
n these cases the molecular flow equation was used to 
compute the amount of cesium entering the tube envelope 
per unit time. Where high accuracy is not required these 
calculations have not been corrected. Unless the contrary 
is explicitly stated these approximate values are used in 
the following text.  It is to be noted that the Ca/0 ratios 
obtained in this way are too hi^h by the amounts indicated 
in Table V. 

2.3 Tube Fabrication. 
Non-Sadio«etive Tubes. 

The design, fabrication methods, and characterisation 
of experimental tubea are conveniently considered under 
two headings; namely, radioactive and a©n«-radio*ctive photo» 
tube fabrication. The discussion of the non-radioactive 
tubes may be further subdivided into the following tube 
types:  (1) Massive cathodes, (2} Sealtransparent evaporated 
silver film cathodes, (3) cathodes for use in phase identi- 
fication by x-ray diffraction. The methods which have been 
used to prepare and characterize these cathodes are diseussed 
in the following subsections. 
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TABLE ?,     CESIUM FLOW RATS THROUGH CAPILLARIES 

Capillary    Radius    Length    Observed Flow Calculated 
es em raolas/min Molecular Flow 

moles/sain 

A (190°C) 0.0501» 5.01   1.342xlQ~7        1.51x10-7 

B (150°C) 0.0573 2.051  3.66x10-0        9.23x10-3 
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2.31 ffa a s i ve_ cat horieg 

Three tync3 of massive cathodes have been usad 
for the following three nurposes.  (A) One type of massive 
cathode has been used in the study of photosurfaces 
containing: Cs^O.  It is known (see Section 1.1) that if 
excess cesium "is added to silver oxide a suboxide of cesium 
is formed. On heating this suboxide at 190°C for long 
Periode of time cesium can be distilled out of it and Cs2G 
forms as the end oroduct.  This procedure has been used in 
the preparation of cathodes containing CS2O, the excess 
cesium being distilled into a rold trap.  An example of a 
tube, PT2/*c, orerared in this wav is given in Section 3.2. 
(B) Other massiv«, cathodes have been preoared by intro- 
ducing- cesium into a tube containing- oxidized silver while 
the tube is still attached to the vacuum line.  Some cesium 
is, of course, oumoed out during this nroce^s.  Since, how- 
ever, the measured thermionic emission serves AS a control 
it is nevertheless no3sible to continue this nrocess until 
maximum thermionic emission is obtained and thereby to 
Drenare an infrared-sensitive cathode.  A nrocedure similar 
to this is used in the manufacture of semitronsparent nhoto- 
cathodes and we have tasted the procedure using- massive 
cathodes.  The results obtained for several oathodes are 
g-iven in Section 3.42.  The method of tube ^reparation is 
given below*  (C) In the third series of experiments (see 
Section 3*1) a third type of cathode was used in the study 
of both thermionic and Photoelectric emission during the 
addition of  cesium to an oxidized silver sheet.  In these 
experiments the cesium flow rate was limited by fine capil- 
laries as described in the previous section. The tube 
designs and the details of the preparation methods are 
described below for each of the above types A, B, C. 

The tube design used in series (A) above is shown in 
Fig;. 10.  The tube consists of a semicylindrical silver 
sheet cathode with a concentric anode lead wire.  The 
Cs2^r0^-Si pellet is mounted in the end of the tube containing 
the anode lead wire so that it can be conveniently fired by 
induction heating.  A cold trap is mounted in the exhaust 
line to the vacuum system.  The fabrication procedure for 
tube PT2I4.C, which Is discussed in Section 3.2, is as follows: 
1. Etch Ag cathode with 1:1 nitric acid, rinse with 

distilled water, dry at 130°C. 
2. Assemble tube and eeal to vacuum system, 
3. Degas at 300°C to a pressure of ls5xl0"9mm Hg. 
L.  Oxidise with a glow discharge in oxygen to the first 

order grun metal blue color.  Pressure chancre s 40 mm 
(in a liter system) at 27ÖC. 

5,  Bvacuate tube to P^ lxi0~^mm Hg. 
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6. Degas and fire Cs^CrO^-Sl pellet using induction 
heating« 

7* Tip off tube from the vacuum system. 
' 8. Bake at 1Ö0 - 200°C in quarts tube furnace for 

definite time with the trap cooled by a dry ice- 
acetone mixture. The tube temperature was measured 
with a thermometer placed in contact with the tube 
opposite the cathode. Thermionic emission was 
measured with a Rubicon galvanometer with Bp*29 volts. 
(See Section 3.2 for results.) Cesium distilled from 
the cathode during baking, collects in the cold trap. 
The vapor pressure of cesium in the trap is 10-**rm* 

9« Measure spectral response of the tube at room temperature 
using the Beckman DU spectrophotometer under the follow- 
ing conditions: Bp*65 volts, Beckman slit width =0.32 mm, 
lamp voltage 4.97 - 4*99 volts, and the vibrating reed at 
low sensitivity. 

10. Repeat 8 and 9 above for several cycles as discussed 
in Section 3.2. 

In experiments of type (B), described above, the tube 
design was modified. The 3emlcylindrical cathode was re- 
placed by a 2*5x5 cm plane silver sheet mounted in a 
tantalum wire frame. The CsgCrO^-Si pellet is mounted in 
a side tube rather than in the tube envelope. The cesium 
flow rate into the tube is, in part, controlled by placing 
a short section of approximately 1 mm caoillary in the line 
connecting the trap of the tube* The exhaust tubs is sealed 
directly into the tube envelope. 

The' procedure used in the fabrication of these tubes 
(type B) is as fellows (see Section 3*42 for results): 
1. Lightly etch Ag cathode with nitric acid, rinse with 

distilled water, dry at 130°C. 
2. Assemble tube and seal to vacuum system» 
3. Oxidize cathode with dc glow discharge in oxygen at 

.«0.7mm Hg to establish conditions for uniform oxidation. 
4„ Degas tube at 375 - 400°C for at least 1 hour,, Final 

pressure<2xl0"°mm Hg. This decomposes the oxide formed 
in step 3. 

5. Oxidize surface to desired color with dc glow discharge 
in oxygen at 0,7mm Hg. 

6. Evacuate tube to <lxlO"5nBn Hg» 
7. heat tube to 180 - 190°C. 
8. Fire C82CrO^-Si pellet in side tube. 
9. Heat cesium side tube and capillary to desired temperature 

using snail tube furnace. By controlling the temperature 
of the side tube the cesium flow rate can be controlled 
at least approximately, 



XO. Discontinue cesium addition shortly beyond maximum 
thermionic emission. 

11. After discontinuing cesium addition the theraionic 
emission rises to a maximum and then falls. Cool 
tub® after thermionic emission nasses this second 
maximum. 

12. Seal off cesium source if it is not to be used as 
a tran for excess cesium. 

13. Soal tube off vacuum system. 
li». Measure spectral response using standard conditions: 

3o*202.5 volts, lamp*5.00 volts, slit width» 0.150 mm, 
and viVrating roed amplifier at low sensitivity. 

The procedure described above is very similar to the 
usual nrocedure for the preparation of somitransparent 
cathodes. Vt\e  major difference is the replacement or the 
thin silver ^iim by a silver sheet.  The massive cathode 
procedure has bean extensively used tc studv the Ag-0-Cs 
surface because of the relative simplicity of the procedure 
end the ready renroducihllity of general cathode character- 
istics. 

For the experiments of type 0, described above, the 
ma-sive cathode desiro was only silently altered» The 
cesium tr^p was replaced by &  bulb containing a Cs2Cr0^-Si 
pellet mounted in ä tantalum or nickel cup. The large 
caoillary previously used to control the cesium flow rate 
was replaced bv a section of caoillary having an accurate- 
ly measured bore and length. The dimensions of the capil- 
lary were so chosen that the tube gross composition would 
reach a 2,0 (Cs/0)  mole ratio after a predetermined period 
of time, st the fabrication temperature%  with a given 
amount of oxygen deposited on the cathode during R;1OW 
discharge oxidation. To simplify the process of choosing 
a caoillary for a particular experiment, the bore for several 
lengths of different size pyrex capillary was carefully 
measured^ and a large scale jrraph was prepared giving the 
cesium flow rate calculated from the molecular flow equation 
(2) as a function of the fabrication temperature and the 
lenrrth of the caoill-iry. The measured diameters of the 
capillaries used were a» follows* 2.0k9t0.00ii. mm, l.U3t0.002 
rrrjBs 0.915IO.OO? nsa, and 0.6^70*0,0007 mm. 

The procedure used in the Dreoaration and characteri- 
zation of these type C cathodes (see Section 3,1) is as 
follows: 
1«,  Lightly etch Ag cathode with nitric acid, rinse wit;h 

distilled water, dry at 130<>C. 
2,  Assemble tubo and seal to vacuum system. 
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3. Oxidize cathode with dc plow dischnrc^e in oxvren at 
•' **0.7 tm Hz  to establish conditions for uniform 

oxidation.  If oxidation is non-uniform, oxidise 
eytt en lively,   decomnose oxide by heating in hij*h 
vacuum at LuO°C  and re-oxidire.     ßen^at until uniform 
oxidation  is obtained. 

L.     i^e^as tube  at kQO°C   for* several hours,    Final pressure 
less than lxlO~°mn Kp,. 

5»    Oxidize surface  in hi*-h voltage  R;1OW discharge to  pive 
the de;;ired  amount  of deoosited  ooevfren» 

6.     3vacnate  tub*  to  less than  IXIC-TSU Hg,     Actual  final 
oresrure usually ~lxlO"*°. 

?.     pire CsoCrCji -Si  nallet  mounted in  side tuba. 
Ö.    Seal tube off vacuum system, 
9.     Mount tube   in oven door bracket  and  attach leads  fron 

vibrating r<*ed amplifier unit. 
10. Close oven door, start timer and recorder. 
11. Measure thermionic emission continuously and photo» 

* emission periodically.  Periodically determine emission 
I current as a function of voltage.  (See Section 3.1 for 

results.) 

2,12 Sen i t ran a r> a r en t eat ho d e s 

Semitransoarent cathodes of two types have been 
studied. Cathodes of the first-type are prepared on bases 
consisting of silver films of graded thickness (wedges). 
Cathodes of the second type are oreoared on h«s«« con^i^ting 
of silver- rilms o^ uniform thickness.  Evaporation of silver 
is continued, for cathodes of the second type, until the 
white lifcht transmission is reduced to 50Jf. The v,'*?dp;e type 
cathodes uere oxidised usir.g a dc p;lo*r discharge, as described 
in Part 1 of this re-oort. aeries,  to such a decree that the 
portion of the wed^e having 50% transmission initially had 
9Q"C transmission after oxidation.  Cathodes of the second 
type were studied chiefly in the early stages of the project 
and oxidations "?ors perro^med using a radio frequency (rf) 
glow discharge. Transmission after oxidation was usually 
13S3 than yC%  since, as explained In Part I, transmission 
passes through s maximum as oxidation proceeds an^ the rf 
discharge oxidizes so raoidiy that the maximum la nassed 
before its Dreser.ce is even suspected» Tube designs and 
preparation methods are siven below for cathode« of these 
two types, '** 

To study the effect of the silver film base thickness 
the tube Hesi»ji shown in Fig. 11 was developed. In this 
tube a silver film of traded thickness (wedge) car. be evapo- 
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rated and It Is also possible from the ^linear" evaporator 
to deposit additional silver layers which approximate to a 
uniform thickness. The contact strip (1 of Fig, 11) is 
formed by evaoorating a rrold film in the form of a U which 
makes contact to the outside by means of <* tungsten wire 
sealed through the glass envelope, 

The fabrication procedure for tubes PT31W and PT32W, 
which are of the wedge type, is as follows: 
PJ3J.W (see Section 3.52 for results) 
**TV*~Assemble tube and seal to vacuum system» 
2, Degas at 390°C} 1.5 hours. Final pressure s 2xl0~7mm Hg. 
3. Evaporate silver wedge to pive 50$ transmission at 2.0 

cm down from top of ecold strip. Syanoration time 1 
minute. 

4« Oxidise 505* transmission silver to maximum transmission, 
83$ T. 

5. Evacuate. 
6. Fire Cs pellet in side tube using induction heating. 
?. Heat tube to 130°C (13 minutes) using hot air oven. 
8.  Distill in cesium from trap using auxiliary furnace. 

Pass maximum thermionic emission and introduce some 
excess cesium into the tube« Bake tube 4 minutes after 
cooling cesiu» source* 

9„ Seal phototube off from vacuum system and measure 
spectral response using standard conditions. Cesium 
trap cooled with drv ice-acetone mixture. 

10« Bake Moa 1 at 160°C" for 1 hour. Tran cold. 
11. Measure spectral response. Trap cold. 
12. Bake Ko9 2 at  14Q°C i~or 1 hour. Trap cold. 
13. Measure spectral response. Trap cold. 
14. Bake No* 3 at 130<>C for 10 minute», add cesium.  (Entire 

tube heated). 
15. Measure spectral response» 
16. Bake Wo. 4 at 130°C for 15 minutes. Cesium addition. 

(Entire tube haatedj. 
17„ Measure spectral respons®. 
1Ö. Bake No. 5 at 160°C for 7ß minutes. Trap cold. 
19«. Measure spectral response. 

I222W (see Section 3.^2 for results) 
"TT "Degas at 350°C to 2x10-?mm Hg. 
2. Svaoorate Ag wed^e to ."ive 33> T at 1*3 cm from gold 

strip tip. Add Ag From,  "linear* evaporator to rrive 
50$ T at 1.3 cm.  (Ag bead in wedge evaporator too 
small). 

3. Oxidise 50$ transmission region beyond peak transmission 
to give 64$ final transmission using dc glow discharge. 

4. Evacuate tube. 
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5. Fire Ca2CrO,-Si pellet in side tube» 
6. Heat tube to IfiQMC  for 17 minutes. 
7. Distill in cesium from side tube at 130°C. Paso 

maximum thermionic emission and introduce sucht 
cesluis excesr.. Cool Cs source and bake tube 3 
minutes. 

Ö. Cool tube and tip off from vacuum system. 
9. Measure snectril response. Tran cold. 

10. Bake No. 1 at 125°C, 25 minutes, measure final 
respons». Trap cooled» 

11. Bake Mo» 2 nt  X?5°C, 25 minutes. Measure final spectral 
response. Trap cold.- 

12. Bvaoorate Ag from "linear" evaporator oast peak photo- 
emission. Measure response. Trap cold. 

13. Bake No. 3 at 125°C, 75 minutes* Trap cold. Measure 
spectral response. 

14. Bake No. k  at 152°C, 200 minutes. Trap cold but at 
room temperature several hours prior to spectral response 
measurement. 

15. Redetermlne response J+# hours later with trap at room 
temperature during entire time. 

The semit ransparent 50$ transmission silver film tubes 
tohieh have been prepared differ from the wedge tubes described 
above in the following manner. The silver evaporator unit 
consisted of a sawnle hvaä  silver source mounted is an evapo- 
rator unit similar to that for the wedges and located direct- 
ly opposite the central cathode area. Gontact with the 
tungsten lead-in wire was made by the overlapping of the 
evaporated silver film onto a chemically deposited platinum 
ring contact surface formed on the p;lass surface. The cesium 
addition was performed by either (1) heating a tantalum 
channel containing C^CrO^-Si and mounted within the tube or 
(2) heating a side tubs cesium source similar to that used in 
the massive cathode tubes.  In the ca3® of the semitransparent 
cathodes prepared during the early phases of the photosurface 
studies it was not recognized that a maximum existed in the 
percent transmission versus oxidation time curve. Consequent- 
ly for the surfaqes of this type discussed in the following 
chapter the silver was, for all practical purposes, completely 
oxidised. 

The general procedtire for the preparation of the semi- 
transparent 50?6 transmission cathodes (aee «Section 3*31) is as 
follows: 
1. Assemble tube and seal to vacuum system, 
2. Degas several hours at 375 - J*00°C. 
3. Eyaoorate silver film to 50^ transmission. 
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ü» Oxidize to n&ximum transmission vising rf or high j 
voltage frlow discharge« { 

5» Evaporate second silver layer to rive 50$ transmission.        • 
6. Heat tube to 1Ö0 - 190°C. 
7» Add cesium to maximum th^nnionic emission« I 
8. Cool cesium source to produce second maximum thermionic        j 

emission. 
9. Cool tube and tin off from vacuum system. 

10. Bake at 130°C for 3 hours, 
11. Svanorat« silver to maximum white light phofcoemission. 
12. Bake at 130°C. 
13. Determine spectral response. 

2.33 X-ray diffraction phase 
1 ^entification "cathodes 

To determine the chemical species responsible for 
the infrared sensitivity of the Ag~0»Cs cathode a series of 
massive cathode tubes were prepared which permitted the 
x-ray diffraction determination of the phases present. 

The design of the x-ray ^hase identification tube is 
shown in Fig. 12* The desired photosurface is prepared on 
the massive"silver c&thodo using the technique described in 
Section 2.31« After determining the spectral response of 
the finished cathode, a samr-lo of the ohotosurface is removed 
bv scraping with a razor blade which is mounted in the tube* 
The raaor blade is manipulated in the evacuated tube by means 
of a large permanent magnet.  After scraping, the sample is 
shaken into the small capillary sealed to the end of the tube, 
and the spectral response reneanured to establish whether or 
not the photoemission changed during this operation. 
The top portion of the protective sleeve surrounding the 
capillary is then removed and an x-ray diffraction photograph 
of the sample in the capillary is prepared. The caoillary is 
not, removed from the tube. Thus, by remeasuremant of the 
spectral response after the x-ray photographs are prepared. 
it is possible to establish whether any significant changes 
have occurred within the tube during the processing* 

The x-rav diffraction photographs were prepared using a 
flat film cassette camera with a 5-cm sample to film distance 
in conjunction with a copoer target x-ray tube. To reduce 
the required exposure time, unfiltered copper radiation was 
us*d.  In order to definitely identify the lines resulting 
from the eopoer K|& radiation a \  inch wide nickel filter 
strip was placed across the central section of the film« 
Thus, from'the variation in the intensity of the lines ap- 
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pearine in the two regions It was readily possible to 
identify the lines produced by the K^ and K^g radiation. 
In the preparation of *-he samnles it was necessary to 
use considerable rare in scraping to obtain the maximum 
concentration of ceaiusi oxides relative to silver» In 
general, the silver lines were veiy intense and were 
used to calculate an accurate value for the. filn to 
sample distance. In the case of several tubes the razor 
blade was aporeeiably oxidized during the degassing 
operation. When this oxide film reacted with cesium, the 
iron formsd did not adhere well to the b&kde and consequent- 
ly contaminated the ohotosurface sample* These cathodes 
were not considered satisfactory for the phase identification 
study since the final cesium oxide concentration was too low 
to perrait definite phase identification. This difficulty 
was overcome by mountirc the silver 3heet cathode tightly 
against the tube envelope with the razor blade behind it 
during oxidation. Oxidation of the blade was thus elimi- 
nated ~nd satisfactory samples obtained. 

2.4 Tube Fabrication. 
Radioactive Tracer Tubes, 

To determine the ohotosurface exoss composition it was 
necessary to first establish that during e;low discharge 
oxidation only a negligible fraction of the oxysren is de- 
posited on the auxiliary tube elements. For the oxidation 
conditions used, it was found that tantalum did not oxidise 
to an aporeciable extent (see Part I). To define the tube 
fabrication conditions it was also necessary to establish 
that, at 190°C, the silver oxide (AgxOy) decomposition rate 
'.fas nep;lipible for the period of time required to orepare 
the surface (see Part I).  A third requirement was imoosed 
by the problem of determining the concentration cf radioactive 
cesium on the finished photocathode. The photooathode shape 
and area had to be accurately reproducible and suitable for 
activity measurements with a Geifer Counter. 

After considerable preliminary work the final tube 
design shown in Fig» 14 was developed.  In this tube the 
cathode surface consists of an evaporated silver film de- 
posited on a 22 mm dianoter microscope cover glass which is 
mounted in a tantalum clip cathode support* Electrical contact 
with the silver suoport is formed by a small tongue of evapo- 
rated silver which is inserted in the lower tantalum clip. 
During »»low discharge oxidation the silver tongue was not 
visibly oxidized and thus the cathode area \2.tt6cnj2) is well 
defined. To eliminate cesium deposition on the back of the 
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cathode cover glass, a second cover glass was mounted in 
back to form a unit. This permitted the determination 
of the cesium concentration on the backing surface. The 
preparation of the radioactive Ca2erOi-Si pellet was 
discussed in Section 2.2* Vacuum system II (see Fig. 22 
of Part I) was used in the preparation of these cathodes. 

The procedure used to prepare the silver surface 
proved to be important. It was found, that the conditions 
used for evaporation heat treatment, and oxidation 
could exert a profound effect unon the photoelectric and 
thermionic emission of the final surface. The following 
general procedure ia used to prepare tha cathode. After 
thorough cleaning the microscope cover »lass is mounted 
in a stainless steel holder^vihich accurately defines the 
silver cathode area (2#$6cm

Ä). This unit, is placed in a 
definite sosition over a tantalum flliaaent mounted in a 
DPI vacu*mi evaporator unit, After evacuation and a glow 
discharge boabsrdraent, nearly spectroscopically pure 
silver is evaporated onto the cover glass« After mounting 
the combined cathode disc and the backing; disc In the 
tantalum clip cathode supoort» the surface is given a 
?reliminary oxidation in an auxiliary high vacuum system, 
he oxide is then decomposed by heating. This step is 

necessary in order to obtain uniform glow discharge 
oxidation and to reduce the possibility of silver sputtering 
in the experimental tube» The tube as finally assembled is 
shown in Fig. Ik* The approximate area of the whole glass 
«mvslopa is £üca • 

The procedure involved in the preparation of an experi- 
mental tube is as follows» (Method D) 
1. Define tube fabrication conditions: the amount of oxygen 

to be deposited, the final gross composition Cs/O mole 
ratio, nnd the cesium flow rate. 

2. Construct capillary and cesium source unit and mount 
Cs2CrQ4~Si pellet. 

3. Evaoorate silver on glass disc under specified 
conditions.  (Amount of silver deposited was determined 
by weighing the cover glass (on a raicrobalance) before 
and after evaporation of silver layer.) 

U«    Assemble tube and seal to vacuum system II, 
(Note: In some of the later experiments this step was 
preeeeded by repeated oxidation and thermal decompo- 
sition in an auxiliary vacuum system to assure uniform 
oxidation. The oxide was completely decomposed .just 
before step h*    This procedure serves, perhans, in some 
measure to replace the nitric acid etch of methods A 
and B, for ^roughening" the silver base.) 
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5» Determine volume of vacuum ays tea with attached tube 
using gas expansion technique. 
Calibrate micro Pirani gauge. 
Oxidize cathode to determine whether or not the 
surface oxidises uniformly and to aid in cleaning 
up the tube envelope, 

Ö. Degas $ube for approximately l£ hours at approximate« 

6, 

9. 

10. 
11, 

12. 
13. 

14. 

15. 
16. 
17. 
1«. 

19. 
20. 

21. 

22, 

ly 390°C This also completely decomoeses the oxide 
forced in 7 above and leaves a" clean silver surface. 
Oxidize c?.t.hode to desired extent using; dc glow 
discharge in oxygen. 
Evacuate tub*, 
Degas cesium pellet and then fire it using induction 
heatine. 
Seal tube off vacuum svstem. 
Add cesium, using the oven system of tube fabrication, 
to the desired extent then cool to room temperature. 
Measure spectral response with Beeknan DU spectrophoto- 
meter under standard conditions. 
Seal off cesium source. 
Rebake cathode. 
Remeasure spectral response, 
Puncture tube envelope with hot tungsten rod and crack 
envelope as shown in Pig. 14. 
Remove cathode discs from tuba envelope. 
Determine concentration of cesium on the cathode surface 
and also on the backing disc using the procedure 
described In the following paragraphs* 
Calculate photocathoda Cs/o raole ratio from the measured 
activity and the amount of oxygen deposited during 
„xidation and designate this quantity by (Cs/0) count. 
Calculate phototube Ca/0 mole ratio using the capillary 
flo'-y equation and the amount of oxygen deposited during 
oxidation and designate this quantity by (Cs/0) flow. 

Prior to discussing the determination of the cesium 
concent-rat-'on it is worthwhile to note that the tube design 
used is..primarily determined by the problem of determining 
the Cü*"***  concentration on the finished cathode surface. A 
suitable semitransparent cathode tube in which the cathode 
geometry is fixed and reproducible and the silver oxide 
distribution is uniquely defined is difficult to prepare, 

The cesium determination involves the comparison of 
the cathode activitv to the activity of a set of standard 
samples«, The actual counting of the cathodes, the backing 
disc, and standards, 13 performed usine; the Gel^er-Nailler 
tube-sample geometry shown in Fig, 13. The active glass 
disc is mounted in a recess in a brass plate. Since the brass 
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plate Is tlrhtly pressed against the Geiger tube, the 
cathode is very close to the mica counter window. More- 
over, In different exoeriments the positioning; of the - 
cathode could be accurately reproduced. A nucleometer 
eerier was used to measure the counting rate. 

The standard discs used to relate the cathode 
activSfcy to actual cesium concentration are prepared in 
the following manner. Silver films are evaporated onto 
several cover .glasses and partially oxidized in the 
auxiliary vacuum system. The oxidation of the surface 
nrovides a substrste on which a drop of solution tends 
to spread rather uniformly over the surface.  Durine the 
radioactive pellet preparation a 0.025 mf. standard sample 
is removed from the solution containing a known concen- 
tration of added CgCjfc and is deposited on the surface of 
the oxidized silver described above. Several standard 
samples are prepared in this manner for every batch of 
tracer Cs^CrO^ prepared. The standards, having an activity 
of approximately 5,000 counts per minute, are measured each 
time a cathode is counted to eliminate possible errors 
associated with the reproducibility of the Ooiger-Muller 
counter-tube. Th^s rathar elaborate proeess for orenaration 
of standards is used in order that the environment of radio- 
active cesium in the standards be as nearly as possible like 
that in an actual cathode. Thus the radioactive samples are 
distributed in the sane way with respect to the Geifer tube 
and countinp; errors minimized. At the same time the stopping 
oower of the cathodes for f  particles must be closely similar 
to that for the standards although the thinness of the 
oxidized layer Drobahly makes the error due to the latter 
factor small in. any case. Thickness of the oxidized layer 
{•*2000A at most) is snail in comparison to the mica window 
of the counter tube (2$ at most). 

In counting the cathode and standards sufficiently 
long counting tiroes are used to assure an accuracy of 1%  in 
the number of counts. The cathode backing disc activity is 
normally measured for a period of time corresponding to a 
probable error of 10)6. After correcting the observed counts 
for the background and counter dead time the cesium concen- 
tration is calculated. 

The above procedure can best be illustrated by means of 
an exanole.  The cesium chloride solution for oellet batch 
#1 was made up by adding 19.936 mfi. of tracer solution to 
0.1Ö15 grams of non-radioactive CsCJt to form a solution con- 
taining 7.1^3 mg cesium per m%*     (The amount of cesium in 
the tracer is negligible compared to the amount of non-radio- 
active cesium in CeCt). Since 0,025 ml  are placed on each 
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standard ifc follows that each standard contains Q.1Ä0 rag 
Cs. #e now consider the experimental data on phototube 
659-33. The cathode activity was 15,265150 counts/saixu 
While the activity of the standard measured simultaneous- 
ly was 2t.293£246 counts oer minute the background being 
62 c/a» The deviation shown for the standard is the 

counting rates for five discs 
to correct for counter dead time 

evarage deviation of the 
from the mean. In order 
we use the formula 

R 
"liPt 

whero R* is the observed count, t is the counter dead 
time (200 micro sec) and H is the corrected count. Thus 
we find for the corrected counting rates {subtracting 
background) cathode 16,009 c/m, standard ^,278 e/a. The 
counting rate per  rag cesium is i.270.'.160«23,766.and hence 
the cathode contains 0.6736 mg Cs or 5.072 xiO"*b gm atom3 
Cs. 

tho data 
call 
from 
same 

The uncorreeted counting data for all tho tubes con- 
taining radioactive cesium are given in Table VI. The 
preparation of these tubes and the significance of 
are fully discussed in Section k.    tte wish here to 
attention to the behavior of the standards. Tubes 
659-^2 to 153Ö-165 inclusive were made up from the 
batch of 3i»C32^1*0^ oelleta. The same standards were used 
in all of these cases and hence the counting rates for 
standards of this series given in Table VI reoresent re- 
counts on the same set of discs. In the 105 days which 
elapsed between the pre oar at ion of 659-42 and 15ÖÖ-rl65 the 
counting rate of the standards decreased by about twice as 
much as would be anticipated from the reported half life 
of Cs1-'**, This might bo due to an error in the reported 
half life.  It is more probably due, however, to some 
systematic change in measuring technique such e.g. as the 
Geierer tube.  It is for precisely this reason that standards 
are  re-counted at the same time as a cathode activity is 
measured. In all cases the amount of cesium in a cathode is 
calculated by comparison of cathode activity to the activity 
of the standard measured at the .aagg time« Thus systematic 
changes in the Geiger tube are correctecT~for.  There is 
another possibility, however, which must be mentioned. It 
is possible» although unlikely, that the counting rates for 
the standards decreased more rapidly than expected because 
of loss of active material.  The question is raised not 
because of the behavior of standards but because of the 
behavior of the cathodes«  It was found that cathodes which 
had been standing in the laboratory (after removal from the 
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TABLE ¥1.     RADIOACTIVE  PHOTOCATHODSS 

Tub© No. B^ütdarüs 
Counts per Minute     _• t 

"Uäthoäe •—   Backing"' BacKgrouim 
Disc 

659*16] 
659-19' 
659*28 
659-33 

659-42 
659*46 

i5&a~m 
158£~122 
1583*130 
153**137 
158**145 
1500*165 

1588*18(71 
15$8~186 
1500*192» 
15*3~198 
1588-200 

4653*69(4) 
4533t23 3) 
4771t43 (3) 
42934246(5) 

8135*76(4) 
8442*70(4) 
8441* 170(4) 
7644*37(4) 
7681*157(3) 
?820+7*H3l 
7574t40(3) 
6960+87(2} 

7506+129(6) 
7563*119(6) 
7429*121(6) 
7305*116(6) 
7300+135(6) 

1269!22 
1924U 

10644t2 
15265+58 

2486+ 20 
1312*9 
2126122 
4489+16 
6754+44 
5054125 
2080+25 

15331*96 

15000*35 
9122+65 
5415131 
#277+3 
4627*20 

450+9 
lÖ3tl 
370112 
350+2 

50011 
293+5 
159+2 
171*2 
303*7 
187+10 
3821.12 
164 *4 

237*7 
2Ö6+2 
122+4 
202 
179 

59 
57 
67 
62 

63 
90 
86 
36 
80 
87 
96 
86 

79 
71 
81 
74 
68 

Xl    PeTlet batch $\l  Each standard contains G.ÜcF mg. cesiuia. 
2, Pellet batch #2: Each Standard contains 0«471 mg. cesium» 
3. Pellet batch #3: Sach standard contains 0.320 rag, cesium* 

No$e£ Th« deviations given for the standards are mean 
deviations of the average counting rates for the 
various dises from the average of all discs. 
These deviations therefore give a measure of the 
scatter among various discs. Tha remaining 
deviations arise as the result of several measure- 
ment« on the same jsawpjle and hence indicate the   , 
deviation in counting rate measurement« 
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©hototube) tended to lose activity much more rapidly than 
the standards. This behavior was finally traced to the 
transfer of active material from the cathodes to the 
surrounding containers in which they were stored« We can 
only attribute this to the fact that cesium oxides in the 
cathode are gradually converted to cesium hydroxide in 
air and the latter substance is deliquescent. On absorbing 
moisture crystal fracture and spattering occurs which 
distributes material through the surroundings. This is 
less likely with the standards since they contain CßCÄ. 
which is not deliquescent. Moreover, very little activity 
could be detected in the surroundings in this case so the 
error introduced is probably small. Even if we attribute 
the whole difference between the measured activity of the 
standards and that computed from the half life to loss of 
active material it would amount to only about 6£ and we 
are inclined to think that the actual error from this 
source is very much less than this maximum estimate es- 
pecially since there is no reason to think that a Geiger 
tube gives reproducible results over an extended period of 
time» One final point must be noted» In the second column 
of Table VI the number in parenthoses gives the number of 
standard discs counted.  It will be ncted that for tubes 
156Ö-13Ö, 137» and 145» only three were counted and for 
15ÖS-165 only two. This arises because one disc and then 
another departed so widely from a regular trend that the 
results were considered unreliable and were omitted from 
the average.  These changes took place abruptly and rather 
strongly suggest that some active material was accidently > 
removed from.these two standard discs, perhaps in handling. 
If all standard discs had been included in the average the 
counting rates for the 15$8-130, 137» and 145, standards 
would decrease by less than 53» b#low the figures given in 
the table. In the case of tube 15Ö8-165, however, a 
decrease of 10$ would occur. It is believed that the 
results included in the table are correct but there is an 
element of judgement involved in the case of the four tubes 
mentioned which is significant in the case of 158Ö-165. In 
the remaining cases no question arises» It will be evident 
from the discussion of Section k  that even the largest of 
the above errors does not influence the interpretation of 
the data« 

It is of interest to have some estimate of orror 
involved in the determinations. Talcing into account all 
factor» including errors in pressure measurement, loss of 
oxygen on heating, errors in counting rate measurement etc» 
we ha*e estimated 15$ as the maximug error in a single 
observation of the (Cs/0) ratio ana the probable error as 

JV \.- rf£ 
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about 5#« The results of these experiments are discussed 
In detail in Section U. 

It must finally be .-»ot&d that the loss 1st activity 
of the cathodes mentioned above has no influence on the 
accuracy of measurement. For the change in activity was 
measured after the cathode had been reaaoved from the 
phototube envelop« and was exposed to air« If a graph 
is constructed of loss in activity as a function of time 
and a straight line drawn through the somewhat scattered 
points tben the slope of the line indicates a loss of 
about U» per day. The cathode count, used in the compo- 
sition measurement, was, however» taken not more than 
twenty minutes after fracturing the phototube envelope 
and hence the loss in activity is negligible. 
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3,  PHOTOELECTRIC AND THERMIONIC EMISSION 

It has previously been pointed out several times 
that the Ag-O-Cs photoeathode is difficult to prepare 
reproducibiy• On Account of this variability It was 
aeceasary to conduct a good deal of essentially explora- 
tory work so as to establish the most suitable con- 
ditions for cathode preparation in our own work. Much 
of this work is described in the present section and is 
organised in such a way as to indicate the effect of 
various proeesa variables which have been studied. 
Along with this work experiments have been conducted in 
which the photoelectric and thermionic emission are con- 
tinuously followed as cesium Is slowly added to an 
oxidized silver cathode (see Section 3.1). These Ex- 
periments showed immediately that the cathode reactions 
are slow. This fact and others inferred from the ex- 
periments on slow cesium addition have been very useful 
in interpreting the observations made during the course 
of the exploratory experiments described above. For 
this reason these experiments are discussed first, in 
Sectioa 3•!* 

3»! Development of Thermionic 
and Photoelectric Emission 

The development of photoelectric and thermionic •- 
mission during the formation of a photosurface has been 
extensively studied. In this Investigation, to avoid 
complications associated with the structure of thin 
silver films, a series of massive silver cathodes were 
prspared at 150° and 190°C using the apoaratus described 
in Section 2.12. Since the products of oxidation of 
silver sheet under controlled conditions are relatively 
reproducible we are able to study the effect of various 
variables on the reaction between cesium and silver oxide. 
Thus the effect of varying the ratio of the number of 
cesium atoms to the number of oxygen atoms can be studied 
without the introduction of extraneous factors connected 
with the silver base. 

To make the results accurately comparable the same 
cathode and capillary were used to prepare several tubes. 
This was possible because, after the preparation of one 
cathode, the oxides could be removed by rinsing the tube 
with dilute nitric acid. This did not introduce any 
additional contamination since, in any case, it is the 
practice to roughen the silver surface by means of etchinp 
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with nitric acid. This is followed of course, by j 
thoroughly rinsing with distilled water and drying. 
It mi#ht seem at first sirtfit, as it seemed to us, . J 
that the studv of scms variable, such as thermionic 
emission, as a function of eosium content would J 
clearly indicate the appearance of a new solid phase. 
For the appearance of a new Phase would be attended j 
by an abrupt change in slope of a curve of thermionic 
emission as a function of anourrt of cesium. Since the 
phase equilibrium diagram is known (see Fl#. 1) this 
would locate the point at which a phase boundary is 
crossed. This program does not work out well in 
practice becnu.ie the cathode reactions take place slow- 
ly. It is nevertheless useful to consider the «olid 
phases expected (at equilibrium) at each (Cs/O) mole 
ratio since this provides a prediction which can be 
compared with the experiment. We consider the two 
temperatures, 150° and 190°C, at which photocathodes are 
commonly prepared. 

Accordlr.fr to the phase diagram, the addition of 
cesium to oxygen (from oxidised silver) at 190°C resvilts 
in the formation of the following species if equilibrium 
is establishedJ 

 Composition „ Phase  
i.     o<(Cs/o)<ö7?~    tisb2(aj 

2. 0.5<( Cs/O )< 0.66 Cs02(8)+Cs2°3(g) 

3a. 0.66<(Cs/0)<1.00 Ca2°3(s)+Cs2°2(s) 

h. 1.00<(Ca/0)<2.00 Cs202( g)tCs20(a) 

or 4. 0.66<(C8/0')<2.00 CB2Ö3(g)+Cs20(s) 

5. 2.00<(Cs/0}<2.91    cB2°(s)+Cs(£) containing 
dissolved 
oxygon. 

Thus at 190°C solid cesium oxide phases richer in cesium 
than Cs20 may not be formed. The sequence of step J or U 
is in doubt since at the time of writing it had not been 
unequivocally established whether the oxide Dhas® Cs202 
may be formed by direct reactions, i.e. whether it could 
be a possible metastable phase. At. 150°G the following 
additional phases must be addad to the sequence 

6. 2.0<(Cs/0k3.0   Cs20{s)-VG830(a) 

7. 3.0«CB/0}<3.29  C.3o{,,vo.(-ü containing di.- 
solved oxygen. 
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Say&ma has reported that equally good photoaurfeces 
may be formed in • the composition range 2.(XJCs/£K3«0. 
Consequently it i« of interest to establish whether 
or not the phase C33O is in reality a good infrared 
photoemitter. In addition it is of interest to 
establish the «ff«c£ nfb  the verv slow decomposition of 
silver oxide at 19CrO  on the emission characteristics. 
At 150°C the rate of decomposition would be negligible, 

3.11 Continuous cesium 
addition 

To investigate the development of photoelectric 
and thermionic emission during continuous cesium addition 
two tubes, PTMt and PTI^ö were prepared at 190°C, and 
tube PT52 at 150°C. During the oxidation step, 13 rnicro- 
gr'ara atoms of oxygen were deposited on the cathode of 
FThh  and 13.5 on PTk6t while 9-S raicrogran» atoms wer© de- 
posited in PT52« these amounts are sufficient for 
oxidation of the cathodes to the second order yellow color. 
The corrssoonding molecular flow equation cesium flow 
rates are ks follows: PT4Z*. - lS.lxlO*"8, ?TU6  - 7*2xl0-8, 
and PT52 - 9.Öi»xl0-6 moles/min.  It is to be noted that 
the cesium flow rate for PT1+6 is approximately half the 
rate for FTtk and corresponds to the deposition at 190°C 
of a cesium monolayer on the cathode every 0.1 minutes« 

The tube PHhk was the first cathode preparsd using 
the oven system of fabrication (see Section 2.12) to study 
the development of thermionic emission during cesium ad- 
dition. The thermionic emission as a function of time is 
shown in Fig» 15» The character of the tube current, 
conduction or thermionic, was established by determining 
the variation of current with the applied voltage. During 
the first #0 minutes and beyond 200 minutes the current was 
proportioned to voltage and thus was an ohraic conduction 
current arising from a conducting film on the tube envelope. 
In the region between 90 and 190 minutes the voltage~ 
current relationship exhibited a saturation effect typical 
of thermionic emission.  In Fig. 15 the points corresponding 
to CS2^3 an(i ^B2®  gross composition were computed using the 
intermediate pressure flow equation and correcting for the 
oven warm up time. This gives the ratio of total cesium 
entering the tube to total oxygen (gross composition) with 
an error not exceeding 5$. 

The thermionic emission curve has two maxima, one at 
12*1 minutes corresponding to (Cs/6)«1«5 and one at 164 
minutes corresponding to (C»/0)sl.7. The rapid decrease 
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iR thermionic «Mission between 1ÖÜ and 3 90 minutes 
extrapolates to a»ro thermionic emission at a gross 
composition of nearly Cs20»  As discussed later, the 
two maxima in thermionic emission arise due to the fact 
that not only the front hut also, to some extent, the 
hack surface of the cathode was oxidised during the 
plow discharge oxidation, ünlv one maximum is observed 
on cathodes with the back suz'faces shielded. 

The above experiment is essentially a repetition 
with some variation in.arrangement, of the work of 
Campbell20 and Savana^1. The0rasuits differ from those 
of both Campbell^ and Say ana*"1" in one important respect. 
Whereas they found that, a maximum in-thermionic emission 
coincides rather accurately with the composition (Cs/0)«2, 
we do not find such coincidence.  -in fact both maxima of 
Fig. 15 occur at (Cs/O) ratios sie?iif*icantly less than 2. 
The difference between this experiment and those of 
Campbell and Savama is probably due to two factors? (1) 
the differing proportions of cesium on the tube envelopes 
and (2) variations from uniform cathode coverage by cesium. 
Reaction of cesium with the glass envelope was reported by 
Prescott and Kelly^° and has been amply confirmed in our 
own work (see Section 4.1).  This factor tends to make the 
(Ce/0) ratio of Fig. 15 larger than the (Ce/0) ratio for 
the cathode itself. It is not easy to see hoxv the non- 
uniform distribution of casiui» over the cathode would affect 
thermionic emission.  If the front o+' the cathode received 
more ce«ium than the back, '\$  seems probable, then the 
thermionic emission mifdvt reach a maximum before the back 
(which in somewhat oxidised) had reacted completely.  Thi3 
would shift the maximum to lower (Cs/O) ratios.  It is 
found, however, that even wit.h the back cf the cathode 
shielded the thermionic emission maximum doe^y not come at 
(Cs/O) ratios of 2 (see Section 4.1).  It, is found in general 
thnt the position of the highest maximum (see Fipr. 15) csn be 
reproduced in experiments which involve the same ratio of 
cathode area to tuba envelope area arid in which the cathode 
is placed in the same viay with resoeet. to the canillarv inlet. 
When, however, the experiments1 photocell is drastically 
changed there is a change in position of the maximum (see 
Sections 3«17 and 4,1 fnr  examples). 

It is evident from these considerations that the (Cs/O) 
ratios based or» total cecium entering •'•he photocell cannot 
be asstsaed equal to the (C3/0) ratios on the photo cathode. 
The radiotracer experiments described in Section 4,1 are 
necessary in order to establish the (Cg/0) ratio for the 
cathode, ^e shall anticipate the results of Section 4.1« 
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however, by reinarkinp that the photocells of this section j 
apparently are lean affected by the two factors mentioned 
earlier than ar.y others which we have studied. For the I 
(Cs/f) ratios at maximum thermionic emission are closer 
to those for the cathode, Presented in Section l»,l. than | 
for cells of any other type» This remark also anpiies to . 
the cells of the next section (3.12). ' 

Inspection of Fig. 15 immediately shows that thermionic 
emission does not accord well with the hypothesis that 
chemical phase equilibrium is established in the photo- 
cathode.  For i.f ohase equilibrium were established then a 
sharp change in slope is to be expected when phase bounda- 
ries are crosped.  This should occur at (Cs/O) ratios of 
0.6? and 2 since ne»; compounds (Cs20^ and CS2O) would be 
formed at thesr comoositlons if equilibrium prevailed* This 
is clearly not the case.  It is evident, however, that 
thermionic emission is somehow related to the pha^e equi- 
librium diagram. For thermionic emission exhibits a tendency 
to rise beyond (CB/0)SC,67 and falls nearly to zero just 
beyond (Cs/0)»2, The question of phase eouilibrium is a2ain 
discus-sad below, 

The development, of photoelectric as well as thermionic 
emission during continuous cesium addition at 190°C was 
investigated with tube PTI4.6. Since the data obtained during 
the oreparation of PTLU  suggested that with a cesium flow 
rate of 16 monolayers per minute the rate of reaction was 
slower than the rate of addition, the cesium flow rate was 
halved.  The thermionic and photoelectric emission for PT46 
as a function of tim«^ are shown in Pig. 16. The thermionic 
emission curve is very similar to that, for PTW*. The photo- » 
electric emission, for each of the series of filters, 
exhibits two maxima conciding with the armearance of the 
thermionic emission maxima.  From the fibres it is evident 
that, the thermionic and photoelectric emissions during cesium 
addition do not exhibit a 1:1 correlation. The second thermionic 
maximum at 395 minutes is twice as high as the first maximum. 
The F,- infrared responses at t*te two peaks, hovvever, are 
equal;  The Fj_ and Fj responses at the second maximum are 
slightly greater than at the first maximum, 

Durinp the nreoaration of this cathode, the cesium source 
was cooled from 3^5 to 355 minutso by placing moistened cotton 
on the cesium source bulb.  This reduces the vapor pressure of 
cesium ~t\c\  effectively halts the addition. The thermionic 
emission increased immediately to a maximum and then decreased 
as indicated by the dotted curve in Pig. 16A,  The photo 
response also exhibits a marked increase as shown bv the 
dotted curve in Fig. 16B,' In fact, cooling the cesium source 
doubles the F5 infrared response corresponding to a very 
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large increase in the response beyond £$0 mjfa,    This 
behavior on coolinp- t.he cesium source strongly suggests 
that, rates of the reactions at the nhotosurface actual- j 
ly are slower than the rat'3 of cesium deposition. This ' 
is true despite the reduction in cesium flow rate to j 
one half that for TTLU. 

„The cesium addition was continued until the thermionic 
emission had decreased from 675 to 0.91 mm (10? range). 
•*s cesium is added beyond the second maximum, the infrared 
sensitivity steadily decreases while the visible (F^-F^) 
rasooneo steadily increases. Cooling the cathode to room 
temperature results in an increase in the Pi response 
without significantly changing Fj. This indicates that 
the soectral response is increasing; at wavelengths shorter 
than 775 raj*«. It is worthwhile to note that during the 
cooling or the tube with a gross composition 2*(Cs/G)<3 
the equilibrium phases formed would be CsgOjs) and Cs-*0(8). 

The development of ohotoeleetrie and thermionic 
etais • ion during continuous cesium addition at 150°C was 
investißjat.ed with tube PT52.  In this case the cesium 
addition rate is intermediate between that of PT1+L  and PT46. 
The thermionic and photoelectric emission data for PT52 are 
sh vm in Fig. 1?A and B respectively. From a comparison 
of this figure to Fig. 16 for Wh6  it ir- evident that the 
general features of the emission are ouite similar in the 
two cases. 

fT-, he maximum photoemi3Sion is obtained ax the gross 
composition (Ca/0)«1.5 whereas the maximum thermionic e- 
mission ar>oear3 at (Cg/d*l,6e  During the processing- it was 
observed that at (Cs/0)*1.5t0.2 there was a marked photc- 
activation of the thermionic emission which increased the 
thermionic emission after illumination to a value higher 
than if there had been no illumination.  The sharp peak in 
thermionic emission is produced by photo-activation.  The 
maximum emissions actually occur at approximately the same 
gross composition at 150° and I90°C. The absence of a 
marked first thermionic emission maximum at 150°C is 
probably related to a slight difference in tube geometry 
compared to the 190°C tubes. 

From the appearance of the photoemiseicn curves it 
seems that three different types of photosurfaces are 
formed durin? continuous cesium addition»  In the vicinity 
of maximum thermionic emission the surface having maximum 
infrared sensitivity is formed. As the cesium addition is 
continued, at 190° and 150°C, beyond maximum thermionic 
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emission the nhotoeraission rapidly decreases to a 
second state characterized by a low F^ response.  At 
150°C the resultant surface, on the basis of the filter 
response, is characterized by long wavelength limit 
gr-.'-.tar than 530 ry*»but less than 1000 nyfc. Further 
addition of cesium at 150°C results in a surface without 
appreciable F-a response, and a very low F2 response 
corresponding; to a lone; wavelength limit in the vicinity 
of #00 is/»*» These surfaces at 15C°C are also character» 
ized by a very low thermionic emission. It is observed 
at 150"0 that snortly before the gross composition Cs->,0 
is reached the emission starts to change from a thermionic 
emission to a conduction current. This is Indicated by 
the **act that the tube current becomes directly oro^ortional 
to the applied voltage and the reverse polarity current 
equals the correct polarity curx-ent. At this point, for 
the tube design used, the equivalent resistance is of the 
order of 1x10^° ohms. Cooling a cathode with only a 
slight excess of cesium results in a marked decrease in 
the conduction current, suggesting the presence of a 
surface se miconducting film. 

Despite the fact that, phase equilibrium is not exact- 
ly established it is interesting that the appearance of a 
conduction current can be roughly correlated with the 
phase equilibrium diagram. Reference to the phase 
equilibrium diagram shows that at i°0°C a liquid solution 
of oxygen in cesium is not expected until the press tube 
composition Cs^O is exceeded, whereas at ]50°C tüis 
solution is not expected until the comoositi.cn CS3O is 
exceeded.  The fact that very rapid increase in conduction 
current takes place soon after these compositions are 
exceeded (see Figs. 15 and 17&) suggests that a film ^f 
conducting liquid is forming on the tube envelope -ird, 
moreover, that the system is not too far removed fron 
phase equilibrium. 

Tho results indicated by Fig3. 15, 16, 17 sug-est that 
thermionic emission, and photoelectric emission, ^re- 
developing as the result of something which takes place 
within a layer of material considerably thicker t>-an .a 
monolavfer.  The maxima in emission, indicated bv the 
f.ioures, occtir after amounts of cesium have been deposited 
which correspond to several hundred monolavers. A 
considerable bulk of material is therefore involved,  This 
result was indicated by the initial work of Ij-ft. Koller-*-" 
and has been confirmed bv Campbell*-^, Sayama  and others. 
However, verv small amounts of cesium in excess of 
equilibrium can markedly affect the cathode as is evident 
from the results 
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In order to explore nore fully the suggestion 
that slow solid phase transformations are occurring in 
the photocathode several tubes have been prepared at 
150°C and 190°C in which cesium flow is interrupted 
several tiaes» The general characteristics of the 
phenomena observed are best illustrated by the data for 
FTU7,  190°C, and PT53, 150°C. 

In the fabrication of these tubes the following 
oxidation and cesium flow conditions were used: 

Tube       g. Atom        Cs Flow Rate 
       Oxygen             t ~mr       TTTIXTO^        -~77TXT6=K— 
PT53      0.90x10-5        6.56xlO°B 

The flow rates listed were computed usin* the molecular 
flow equation, and thus the rates are approximately 10$ 
high* The cathodes were oxidised to the second order 
colors, PT47 to a licht green and PT53 to the second 
order yellow. The detailed calculation of the (Cs/0) 
ratio as a function of time was not attempted because of 
the uncertainties introduced by the periodic cooling of 
the cesium source. 

The changes in the thermionic and photoelectric 
emission of Ptfe? when the cesium source was cooled at 
various processing stages are shown in Figs. 18 and 19« 
In the thermionic emission region before the first 
maximum, cooling the cesium source results in a raoid 
decrease in the thermionic and photoelectric emission 
as shown in Fig. l£A. ha  the first maximum is approached, 
cooling the cesium source results in an initial increase 
in both thermionic znd  nhotoel«ctric emission, followed by 
a decrease to a value lesn  than existed before cooling. 
Reintroducing cesium csusea the emission to increase to a 
second maximum followed by a decrease to the original value 
observed before cooling the cesium source.  In P'YLJ  the 
first maximum occurred at 375 minutes, Thus the curves in 
Figs» 1SB and C illustrate the changes in thermionic e~ 
mission in the region of this first maximum»  It is of 
interest to note that corresponding to the decrease in 
thermionic emission» the infrared emission decreases 
without mark»# changes in the \Fj__F2), i.e. visible, 
j-esoonse«  This suggests that there actually may exist two 
kinds of centers giving: rise respectively to the visible 
and infrared sensitivity, the latter being related to the 
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thermionic emission. 

As the second maximum in thermionic emission is 
aporoached, cooling the cesium source results in a 
rapid increase ill both the thermionic and photoelectric 
emission, followed by a slow decrease. The rate of 
decrease of emission beyond thetpeak value' decreases on 
aoproacbing the second maximum (eomnsre Fig. 1$ to Fig. 
19D). 

» 
Cooling the cesium source at 510 minutes (second 

maximum in thermionic emission at 500 minutes) results 
in an increase in the thermionic and photoelectric e- 
mlssion to a smble maximum value as shown in PI*. 19E. 
The momentary warming of the cesium source at 53l 
minutes produced an immediate decrease in the emission. 
Recoolinp; the cesium source restored the emission to 
the original value» Considering that the actual rate 
of cesium adoition corresponds to the deposition of less 
than 7 layers of cesium per minute on the cathode at 
190°C, the rapid rate of decrease of thermionic emission 
with warming of the cesium source is rather surprising. 
The cooling of the tube during the momentary opening of 
the oven door would contribute to a decrease; however, 
this must not be important since recooling the cesium 
source resulted in an immediate increase. Actually, the 
time required to place the moist cotton on the bulb is 
significantly longer than is required for its removal. 
Thus the amount of cesium required to depress tha omission 
of the "stable" surface at 190°C is very small. It is 
shown in Fig. 19S that this addition of cesium oracticaliy 
eliminates the F«j sensitivity; thus the long wavelength 
limit shifts toward the visible upon the addition of* a 
small amount of cesium. 

At 5h&  minutes the cesium addition was resumed, and 
within 2.5 minutes the thermionic and photoelectric e- 
mis^ion had declined to values less than existed at the 
second maximum in thermionic emission. Cesium addition 
was continued for aporoximately ten minutes and the cesium 
source recooled. The thermionic and photoelectric emission 
again increased to the maximum values, but at a slightly 
lower rate than at the previous cooling (10 minutes compared 
to # minutes to obtain maximum emission). The entire tube 
was finally cooled to room temperature, producing a further 
increase in infrared sensirivity as discussed In the follow- 
ing section. 
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The changes observed during the cooling of the 
cesium source at 150°C are illustrated by the data 
for PT53 as shown in Fig. 20. During the initial 
fabrication of PT53 the cesium source was cooled at 
0.57 (Cs/0) and 1.60 (Cs/0). In contrast to the 
tubes fabricated at 190°C, both the thermionic and 
photoelectric emission rapidly increased toward 
"stable* maximum values.' In addition the (F1-F2) 
response is observed to increase to a greater degree 
than the ?2 response. Thus there is occurring a 
significant increase in the photoelectric emission at 
wavelengths shorter than approximately 900 mpa, 

* 
A comparison of the relative photoerais^ions for 

the two (Cs/0) ratios is shown in Table VII, These 
data suggest that the spectral resDonse curves of the 
two surfaces, 0,57 (Cs/0) and 1,60 (CB/0), have the 
same shapes. 

In the preparation of PT51 at 150°C it was observed 
that, at 0»33 (Cs/0), coolinjr the cesium source results 
in a rapid decrease in emission whereas at 0.66 (Cs/0) 
the emission increases steadily to a limiting value. It 
is of interest to note that in Sayama's study of the 
vapor pressure of cesium over the Ag-0-.Ce surface at 
145°C, the cesium pressure was les3 than 10~10ram Hg 
during cesium addition for (C3/0) less than 1.2», 

The foregoing experiments become understandable on 
ths basis of the hypothesis that a thin layer of cesium 
collects on the cathode surface. As long as cesium 
flows into the photocell a steady state concentration is 
maintained on the surface because the reaction of this 
surface film with the solids on the interior is slow» 
According to this view the removal of cesium from the 
vnpor phase is not the slow step. Instead, cesium is 
rapidly adsorbed on the surface from the vapor» It is 
the subsequent reaction of the adsorbed layer which is 
slow. This view is supported by Sayama*3 measurements 
of cesium pressure within the ceil during the addition 
of cesium to a photocathode, The pressures obtained are 
so much lower than th* vapor pressure of liquid cesium 
(sever-4! orders of magnitude) that rapid removal of cesium 
from the vapor is clearly indicated» The observation, at 
190°C, that stopping the cesium flow causes first a rise 
and then a fall in thermionic emission strongly indicates 
the existence of an optimum concentration of adsorbed 
cesium. Departure from the optimum concentration, either 
above or below, causes a reduction in thermionic emission. 
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TABLE 711.    EFFECT OF CESIUM SOURCE COOLING 
OK RESPONSE  AT 150°C.     P?53 

(Cä/Oj  Star® *z/*\    F3/F1    Fi/Fl    P5/Fl    ^i*0 L±^t <Fi> 
Response 
{mm 10*) 

0.57      Before Cool 0.294 0.1C3 0.065 0.035 1.07 
After Cool    0.332 0.161 0.103 0.061 1.31 

1.60      Before Cool 0.262 0.115 0.07S 0.01,8 159.0 
After Cool    0.333 0.116 0.125 0.066 1Ö0.5 
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It seems necessary at this point to comment »sore 
fully on the terms "adsorbed cesium" and "excess cesium". 
If we think of a layer of cesiu» collecting on a 
particular oxide, such as CsjO, this does not mean that 
an "excess" Is formed beyond the stoichlometric ratio of 
two atoms of cesium to one of oxypren. There is no 
assurance that the solid compound encountered in these 
cathodes possesses a composition corresponding to the 
exact stoichioraetric ratio indicated by the formula Cs^O. 
Although we have no evidence to indicate a large departure 
from the formula Cs^O we have, at the same time, not 
established that small departures do not occur* We shall 
therefore use the term «xcess cesium to indicate an excess 
beyond that reouired for equilibrium rather than an excess 
beyond a stoiehio&etric ratio. We think of "adsorbed 
cesium" as constituting a surface layer of cesium deposited 
on a solid which may be, however, a non-stoichiometric 
coraoound. With this interpretation of "excess cesium" it 
must be pointed out that the amount required to constitute 
an "excess" may change ae reaction proceeds. For the 
equilibrium established will depend on the nhases present 
and as one solid phase is replaced \ry  another the equilibrium 
reached will also change. 

Whon the above mechanism was first discussed in Progress 
Report No, 6 it was thought that the only plausible mechanism 
for reaction with the adsorbed layer was by diffusion through 
an intermediate protective layer of C82O, C32O3 or some other 
oxide of cesium. It has since been pointed out that the very 
slow decomposition of silver oxide at 190°C may also 
contribute. In this case a reaction between oxygen in the 
vapor phase and adsorbed cesium would be responsible for 
reduction of the surface concentration of cesium. It should 
be pointed out that the decomposition rate of silver oxide 
is negligibly small in comparison with the rate of flow of 
cesium through the caoillary except possibly when the source 
is cool. At 150°C the decomposition rate is negligible 
under all circumstances. The reason for invoking this second 
possibility is discussed below. 

The increase in thermionic emission to a "stable maximum" 
bevond (Cs/0)el.7 at 190®C and beyond (C3/0)s0.6 at 150°C 
presents problems of interpretation which are somewhat 
confusing. In order to show the nature of the difficulty 
let us supoose, momentarily, that the rate of diffusion 
through an intermediate layer is the sole caune of the slow 
cathode reaction. Then both the rise'""and fall of thermionic 
emission in Fig. 19 would be governed bv th*8~same factor. 
At higher (Gs/Ö) ratios, and consequently at larger 
thicknesses of intermediate layer, the rate of reaction of 



the adsorbed tesiuun layer should be reduced. Consequent- 
ly both the rise and the subsequent decline In thermionic 
emission should be slower.  Inspection of Fin;, 19 
indicates, however, that the rate of rise in thermionic 
emission does not greatly change as the (Cs/O) ratio 
increases but the rate of decline becomes markedly less 
at high (Cs/O) ratios.  It is this fact, among others, 
which suggests that the rise and fall of thermionic e- 
mission are the result of the operation of twg factors 
one being predominant in the early stage of reaction and 
the second in the later stage of reaction. The suggestion 
that, a slow themal decomposition of silver oxide is 
involved was made in order to account for the second of 
the above factors, the concept of a diffusion controlled 
reaction being retained to account for the first factor 
above. Thus, ar, the (C5/0) ratio increases, a stage is 
ultimately reached at which silver oxide has largely 
reacted and the fall in thermionic emission no longer 
takes place. On the other hand as long as (Cs/0)<2 
some cesium oxide, containing more oxygen than CS2O, must 
be present (perhaps CS2O3) and the rate of reaction of 
cesium with this oxide is still slow. This reaction could 
still account for the partial reaction of adsorbed cesium 
which in turn accounts for the initial rise in thermionic 
emission on cooling the cesium source. The preceeding 
discussion has been concerned with interpreting the 
reactions at 190°C. At 150°C it is found that beyond 
(Cs/0)*0*6 thermionic emission rises to a "stable maximum" 
and does not decline when the cesium source is cooled and 
maintained cool for periods up to about a half hour. Very 
long periods have not been studied. This fits nicely into 
the above mechanism since the decomposition of silver oxide 
is negligibly slow at 150°C. For the sake or  clarity the' 
mechanism discussed above has been made mc ~e specific than 
is really necessary.  It is only necessary that two factors 
be oj>erative whose relative Importance changes with both 
(Cs/O) ratio and with temperature in the manner described 
above.  In particular it is obvious that a thermal 
decomposition of silver oxide and subsequent reaction of 
oxygen gas with the surface layer is not essential to the 
mechanism. The existence of a silver oxide below a 
protective layer of a higher cesium oxide would be equally 
satisfactory provided diffusion occurs through the inter- 
mediate layer. The data probably do not justify a more 
detailed interpretation. 

There is one more item which deserves consideration. 
Merely cooling the cesium source does not completely halt 
the flow of cesium although it is greatly reduced.  It 
might nevertheless seem possible that the rate of cesium 
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addition even with the source cooled reicht be sufficient 
to maintain the concentration or  adsorbed cesium at its 
optimum value especially in the later stapes of reaction. 
At 190°C, however, the cesium flow rate with the source 
cooled is only sufficient to introduce 0.01 cathode 
raonolavers oer minute. Other experiments, to be described 
later, shew that 0.01 monolayer is not enough cesium to 
markedly affsct photosensitivity even at room temperature 
where the reaction rates are negligibly slow. At 190°C, 
where reaction rate is rauch faster, this amount of cesium 
does not seea sufficient to account for the observations. 
At 150 C the flow rate with cooied source is about six 
times larger because a Isrger capillary was used in order 
to obtain a flow rate, with heated source, nbarly the same 
as that at 190°C.  This amount of cesium might be sufficient 
to influence the results but not enough to account for the 
whole difference between the observations at 190°C and 150°C, 

Since the above mechanism oropeses that a steady state 
concentration of adsorbed cesium is built up during cesium 
addition we might expect that the results would be influ- 
enced tc some decree bv changing the cesium flow rate. This 
was investigated with tube PT49 prepared at 190°C using a 
larger diameter capillary than for PTi*7. In the case of 
PT^9 th'i cesium flow rate was 33.#xl0-8moles/min. and 
3*5xlO'*5raoleB of oxygen were taken up on glow discharge 
oxidation,  The cesium source was cooled several times 
during cesium addition so the composition determinations 
are somewhat rough. Allowing, however, for the time during 
which the source was cooled and for oven warm up time, 
maximum thermionic emission was obtained at (Cs/0)*1.77. 
Tho time required was 1Ö0.5 minutes including the 21 minutes 
that the cesium source was cool.  The net time to reach the 
maximum was 139*5 minutes, correction being made for time 
of cooling of cesium source and for oven warm up time. 
Only one maximum was found. A first maximum such as that of 
Fig. 15 was not observed. 

Up to (Cs/ö)»0.Ö7 in PTi*9 cooling the cesium source 
resulted first in a rise in thermionic emission and then 
a fall similar to Fig;. 19. At (0s/0)s0.Ö7 a slow decline 
in thermionic emission set in only after the cesium source 
had been cool for 5 minutes while at (Cs/0)s1.17 no decline 
was observed even after 10 minutes. The latter observation 
was mane at a stage of processing rouehlv comparable to 
that for PT47 shown in Fig. 19C.  In Fig. 19C the decline 
in thermionic emission is clearly evident within 3 minutes. 
The difference here is probably due to the increase in 
.;.esium flow rate. The concentration of the adsorbed ^esixim 
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layer is undoubtedly much greater in PTL9 and moreover, 
the reduction of silver oxide probably proceeds farter. 
Nothine in this behavior contradicts the raecnanism 
oroppsed above« Cooling the cesium source for FT49 
after the thermionic emission maximum was parsed re- 
sulted in an emission increase of more than six fold 
whereas for PTfc.7 the increase was less than three fold. 
This again points to more cesium ir. the adrorheri lavcr 
of PT49 than for PTU7 as would be expected from the 
higher flow rate.  It was also found for PT49 that 
coolinr the cesium source caused a large inc ease ir F? 
response (two or more slightly beyond (CK/0)«1.8) but 
v»r.' little change ir. J^i-Pg*  ~n -Pc* *^e ^I~^2 response 
was nearly constant beyond (Cs/0)«1.5 whether the cesium 
source was cool or not. 'Hiis illustrates arain that the 
ndrorbed cesium layer chiefly affects the infrared 
response of tubes orenared at 190GC. Both visible md 
infrared resDonses are affected in tubes processed at 
150°C the effect or.  Infrared response heinsr more pro- 
nounced. 

We vjust also mention that other investigatorst   e.g. 
Campbell^0 and Sayama^l, hax'e remarked that thermionic 
emisrion increases on cooling the cesium source after 
maximum thermionic emission is passed.  They attribute 
this to the distillation of cesium back from the cathode 
into the source. Our experiments show, however, that 
thie cannot be correct ?ir.ce thermionic emission rises 
whether the cesium source is cooled before or after the 
maximum thermionic emission.  Moreover, SayainaTF~oesium 
pressure measurements show that the pressure in the photo-» 
cell is too low to permit back distillation.  The evidence 
in favor of slow cathode reactions is, in our oninion, 
overwhelming» 

In conclusion it seems worthwhile to describe a 
tentative chemical picture of a finished infrared-sensitive 
phctoeat.hode based on the results of the present section 
and those of Section 3»H*  ThQ results s^own in Fifts» 15, 
16, 1? Bugirest that Cs?0 Is essential for photoelectric 
and thermionic emission since the currents are small until 
the composition Cs?0-, is  passed ".r.d become email a^ain 
when the composition^correspondin?; to CsoO is substantially 
exceeded.  The results of the present nection show that, in 
addition, a very small amount of cesium (adsorbed cesium) 
has a nronounced effect on both thermionic emission and infra- 
red resnonse.  To obtain maximum infrared sensitivity this 
small amount of adsorbed cesium must be near the optimum. 
It is implied from the previous discussion that once silver 
oxide is completely reduced, at 190 C, then tais optimum 
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amount of adsorbed cesium is attained quickly on stopping 
cesiura flow and is retained for fairly long pex'iods even 
when the cathode is kept at 190°C. Moreover, if cesium 
addition is stooped near the maximum in thermionic e- 
misrion the (Cs/O) ratio in significantly less than 2, 
Hence for such a cathode some other oxide of cesium, ruch 
as Cs?0^, must be oresent. The picture then is of a 
cathode containing Gs?^» CSJCM^J, a slight excess of 
"adsorbed" cesium, and metallic silver scattered through 
the oxides which form the cathode. The fact that, on 
cooling the cesium source, tha thermionic enaction rapid- 
ly annroaches to an asymptotic velua_<•''->ich then remains 
nearly constant for considerable o^riods of time (at 190°C) 
suggests that equilibrium is reached. In order to account 
for the rise in thermionic emiscion on cooling the source 
it is necessary to assume that, one cesium oxide (CS2O3?) 
reacts with cesium to form CS2O which is known on chemical 
grounds to occur.  The implication then becomes strong 
that this higher oxide functions as a "regulator" which 
oxidises cesium to a sufficient denr°e to achieve, or near- 
ly achieve, the optimum concentration of adsorbed cesium. 
In other words the chemical equilibrium 

CszO^+Gstadsorbed) Cs20 

is established. The higher cesium oxide is probably not 
tho source of nhotoelectrons since a nhotocathode carried 
only to the composition GS2O3 does not exhibit either 
thermionic emission or infrared sensitivity. Cs20, mixed 
with silver and having adsorbed cesium atoms, is then 
indicated as tbe source of nhotoelectrons. nevertheless 
the higher oxide seems to have a useful function as the 
"resrulator" which fixes the amount o~ residual adsorbed 
cesium at the proper value to provide maximum (?) sensitivi- 
ty. On the basis of this view it is easy to see why 
silver oxide must be completely reduced.  For investigation 
has shown that the oxide produced in the glow discharge is 
a powerful oxidising agent oroba'-ly capable of reducing 
th^ cesium concentration to ruch a decree that concentration 
of the adsorbed layer is below optimum. Hence it must be 
completely removed (at 190°C) or the rate of reaction 
sloped down by lowering the temoerature (to 150°C). 

An obvious means for testing this nicture is to 
increase the (Cs/O) ratio for the nhotocathode beyond 2, 
Then it seems, at first sight, that infrared sensitivity 
would be permanently lost, if the above vie-«-- is correct. 
For the higher oxide would then be completely reduced rnd 
a lar.^e excess of cesium would remain on the cathode. 
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Whets this test is actually applied, however, a number 
of complicating factor« arise. In order to illustrate 
on* of these we consider the results obtained on tube 
PT53 fabricated at 150°C. It is evident, from Fig. 17 
that continuous addition of cesium to a photocell at 
I5OOC results in a low infrared response once the (Cs/O) 
ratio exceeds 2 and this seems to agree with the 
hypotheses outlined above. In PT53, howevert the 
addition of cesium was continued to a (Cs/O) ratio of 
2»$ where a semiconducting film collects on the tube 
envelope. Cesium addition was interrupted at various 
points and the tube was baked with the cesium source 
cool until thermionic emission rose. The tube wis then 
cooled, the spectral response determined with the Beckman 
spectrophotometer, and then it was heated again and cesium 
addition resumed» This was repeated ei«ht times six of 
these being beyond (Cg/o)*2. In each case the thermionic 
emission rose on baking and the spectral response curve 
obtained for the cool tube was typical of a good infrared- 
sensitive photoeathode. This behavior is certainly not 
explained by the simple hypothesis outlined above. When 
this experiment was first performed it Immediately raised 
the question of whether C53O might be the source of photo» 
electrons and it also raised the question of whether the 
hypothesis of CS2O plus a "regulating** higher oxide of 
cesium had any validity whatever. The subsequent experi- 
mental work has, however, tended to confirm this idea 
and to indicate that the rather unexpected results obtained 
with PT53 are due to two complicating factors. The first 
of these involves the reaction of cesium with the tube 
envelope and the second involves the formation of a volatile 
oxide of cesium when the cathode (Ca/O) ratio exceeds 2. 
Both of these phenomena are demonstrated by the radiotracer 
investigation (Section iv.l)s The manner in which these 
factors can cause complication is best indicated by the 
baking times required to recover thermionic emission and 
infrared sensitivity. The change in thermionic emission 
•*ith time after eooiine* the cesium source at (Cs/0)»1.6 is 
shown in Fig« 20®. Thermionic emission rises rapidly at 
first and then approaches a plateau within about 20 minutes. 
At (Ce/0)*2.82, however, thermionic emission rises almost 
linearly for a period of an hour after cooling the cesium 
source with no sign of approaching a limit* After an hour 
the thermionic emission was only 200 mm(10* range) at. 
(Cs/0)*2SÖ2 compared to 1000 mmtlO

5 range) at (Ca/0)il.6 
after 20 minutes. Lon» baking times are therefore required 
when (Ge/0)>2 end within such Ion *,  periods stibstantial 
reaction with glass or other tube alemsnta is possible and 
is known to occur (see Section fe.lj. When (Cs/0)>2 
reaction with a;lass is promoted because of the formation of 
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a volatile oxide# These considerations show that the 
cathode reaction is indie n».d by the behavior of 
thermionic and photoelectric emission within the first 
few »irmtes after cooling the cesium source, äxtended 
baking may, and usually does, have a pronounced 
influence on the photocathoda but th« chemical reactions 
which occur involve the transport of material away from 
the cathode and hence the results do not clearly indicate 
what is occurring in the cathode itself, The concept of 
a "regulator" which controls the amount of adsorbed 
cerium is aonarently not rendered invalid« It is merely 
that beyond (Cs/0)*2 the "regulator" becomes the photo- 
cell envelope rather than a higher oxide of cesiunj within 
the cathode itself. At the same time, however, the 
reaction rate becomes much slower. Because of these 
complications it has proved impossible to obtain a simple 
and clear cut proof of the idea that a higher oxide of 
cesium controls the cesium excess when (Cs/0)<2. Never- 
theless, this view seems to be in accord with a consider- 
able mass of data which has accumulated and which is 
described in subsequent sections. This discussion antici- 
pates to some extent the results of subsequent sections. 
It is mentioned here to indicate why, in subsequent 
sections, ao much attention has be-in devoted to the study 
of the baking process and why the results are so difficult 
to interpret, although they are apparently of practical 
importance. A number of examples which show the effect of 
extended baking are given in Sections 3»2, 3»3 and 3*4. 
These are usually nard to understand. 

3 • 13 Sffect of temperature on 
Photoelectric emission 

During the investigation of the development of 
thermionle and photoelectric emisbion at 150°C and 190°6 
a very interesting phenomenon was observed on cooling the 
equilibrated tube. After forming the "stable" photo« 
surface at the elevated temperature the tubas were rapid- 
ly cooled to room temperature, during this cooling process 
a merked increase in infrared response occurred. This is 
illustrated in Pig« 21 by the data for tubes PTI»7, PTJ,.* 
and PT&9 fabricated at 19C°C. 

During fabrication of PT47, PTi*g and PT49 the cesium 
source was cooled shortly beyond the maximum thermionic 
emission and the tubes equilibrated at the reaction 
temperature with the cesium source cool* 
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After the thermionic «mission and photoemission for 
PT47 becaae stable at 190°C> the entire tube was quickly 
cooled to room temperature by opening the oven door. 
During cooling there was a »arked increase in the Infrared 
response ae shown in Fig, 21A. In this figure cooling of 
the tube begins at 591 minutes» The Fe resoonse (\>880 vyd 
tripled when the cesium source was cooled at 190°Cj cooling 
to room temperature almost tripled the response a«ala. 
During this process the C?i~?2' response did not significant» 
ly change, and thus the changes in spectral response during 
cooling to room temperature are occurring primarily in th@ 
iafrar-ed region beyond ÖÖO SS^A* The cooled surface was 
characterised by a peak photoeraisalon wavelenp^th of 970 TS^ 
a long wavelength limit beyo.id 1500 a/% and a wavelength 
at half maximum photocurrent of 1075 m^% 

Tube PTM$ was prepared using the same glass envelope s- 
cathode and capillary used in the preparation of PTk?, The 
cesium flow rate was therefore the sane as for PTk7, name- 
ly 7.2xl0~s moles/minute. In the oxidation of PTi»Ö only 
0,93$xlO-5 gramatoras of oxygen waa deposited» With this 
extent of oxidation the silver gr<\in structure of the base 
was readily visible through the oxdde coat. During 
fabrication at 190°CS the cesium 3ource was cooled "after- 
passing the second maximum in thermionic emission, cooling 
the cesium source at 190°C increased the thermionic e- 
mission from 2000 to 5^50 mm (105 range) and increased the 
?2 response from 160 to 250 mm (105 range} without a very 
marked change in the F^ and ?j responses. This was 
undoubtedly related, in part, to the fact that the cesiua 
source had been cooled several times previously. During 
these previous operations a marked increase In the f^  and 
F5 responses did occur. Thus in PT48 cooling the cesium 
source finally produced a change in the spectral response 
primarily in the 775 to £80 m/a* region. 

After the emission at 190°0 with the cesium scarce 
cool had become stabilised, the entire tube (PT48) was 
cooled to room temperature"beginning at 231 minutes. The 
cooling in this case was slowed down by varying th© 
bherraostatic control. As sho-m in Fig. 21B a significant 
increase in the infrared response waa obtained on cooling 
to X55°S. Cooling the tube in the over« from 155°C to lhO°C 
resulted in a slight increase in the Fi and Fj> responses, 
The tube was then cooled to room temperature." Burin»-' this 
period thare was a further increase in the response*- The 
final spectral response had a maximum at 950 aj^ a long 
wavelength limit at 1550 mf» and the wavelength at half maxi- 
mum photocurrent was I0o5 m»»    In the fabrication process 
the thermionic emission before the tube was cooled was 
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5700 am 105 for PTJ,7, and 5450 mm 10* for PT46\ a 
difference of 4.k#« On cooling the tub«» to room 
temperature the spectral responas» of the surfaces 
were similar In shape but the integral sensitivity of 
PTU7 was more than three times larger than for PTlvg. 
This again illustrates the point that then is not a 
1:1 correspondence between the photoemi3slon and 
thermionic emission. 

In the preparation of PT49 the same cathode as 
for PTI+7 was used but the amount of oxygen deposited 
was increased from 1,71x10""* to 3»5xl0~? gramatgms an<g 
the cesium flow rate was increased from 7«2xIO-° to 
3Ö,8xl0**8 moles per minute. During the fabrication the 
cesium source of Pfk9 was cooled thrt^ different times 
after the peak in thermionic emission was passed, The 
thermionic emission maximum during cesium addition was 
525 nan (105 range) and before the fifth cool thermionic 
emission decreased to 150 as» (10* range). On cooling 
the cesium source, the thermionic emission increased 
rapidly from 150 mm to 1250 mm Cl05 range), with the F^ 
and ?2 responses increasing fro» #70 to 12*00 snd 190 to 
6J+0 mm {105 ranee) respectively. At 26k minutes {see 
Fig. 21C) the tube was cooled tö room temperature 
producing the increase in photoemission shown In Fig, 
2IC. At the elevated temperature, as shown in Pig» 210, 
the tube had not reached equilibrium emission» This 
photosurface on prolonged illumination through Pi and Pj 
filters at room temperature exhibited a "fatigue* effect. 
This "fatigue" produced the deei-eases in Pi. Fg, F-^ and 
Pj^ sensitivity as shewn at 279 minutes In Pig, 21C; 
During? the dark period there was a partial recovery of 
photosensitivity. This phenomenon was not investigated 
in detail since it was observed to occur to a measurable 
degree only at this stage of fabrication of this particular 
tube. The tube was then reheated to 190°C with the cesium 
source cold. During the heating the photoemission 
remained relatively constant to 134°C. Between 13h  and 
150°C the photoaraission decreased to the original i90°0 
values (see Pig* 21C). 

After reheating PTfc.9 to 190°0 cesium was added until 
the thermionic emission was just replaced by a conduction 
current and "the cesium source was recooled» The conduction 
current gradually decreased and the thermionic emission 
returned. The thermionic emission increased to a final 
stable value of 1050 mm 10? compared to 1220 durin.fr the 
previous cesium cool and 1600 mm 10? during the fourth 
cesium cool» This increase in photoelectric and thermionic 
emission at 190°C after introducing excess cesium is very 
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probably due to reaction of a volatile cesium oxide 
with the phototube envelope, The photoeaission as 
shown ia fable Till was »lightly less at 190°C than 
In the previous equilibrating bakes; however on 
cooling to room temperature, the emission increased 
within'-the experiment P. 1 error to the values Mravieusly 
observed for the unfatigued surface at room temperature. 
Prolonged illumination of this surface did not produce 
any fatigue effect i '~ -? ,-- 

The final photosurface in this case was character- 
ized by a maximum photoeraisaion wavelength of 920 mfa 
a long wavelength limit of 1300 sy*, and a half maximum 
wavelength of 1Ö15 m**'.» As discussed later, these emission 
properties are typical of a photosurface which has been 
exposed to excess cesiua and are comparable to the normal 
commercial massive cathode tubes. The integral sensitivity 
of this tube is comparable to that for PT47. 

The reversibility of the increase and decrease in 
photoeraisaion with heating and cooling is illustrated in 
Fig, 22 by the data for the second hake at 13GQS for 
PT5>. The tube PT55 was an x~ray phase identification 
phototube fabricated at 190°C« ^esiusa was introduced to 
slightly beyond maximum thermionic emission and the "stable" 
190°C photosurf ace formed. After cooling to room temperature 
and sealing the cesium source off, the tube was given its 
first stabilising bake at 130°C to react the slight excess 
cesium introduced during the seal off process, "the data for 
the baking of this tube (Fin. 22) clearly show that the 
change with temperature of photoelectric emission for a tube 
with"the cesium source sealed off ia reversible. The photo- 
surface was characterized by a lon£ wavelength limit of ap- 
proximately 1400 m^>, a half maximum photocurrent wavelength 
of 10?0 ay», and a maximum photocurrent wavelength of 960 K^ 
The spectral response of this tube after cooling to room 
temnerature from 190°C was identical to the response after 
the first bake at 130°C. 

An attempt, was mac'e to investigate the temper'-.ture 
affect using a commercial massive cathode which was 
characterized by a maximum photocurrent wavelength of 
910 cui* a long wavelength limit of approximately 1200 »Ä, 
and a half maximum photocurrent wavelength of 1030 m/*t» 6n 
slow heatin»; to 190°C the following changes were observed. 
Initially the photoeaoission Increased, the F3 F/4J and F* 
responses became constant at approximately 65*0 but the 
F^ and ?2  responses increased to maximum values at ap~ 
proxinately 115°C, From 115°C to approximately 150°C there 
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TABLE VIII.    CHANGE Hi RÜSPONSS- FOE PT49 
ON COOLING FRO« 190°C TO 
ROOM K./JPSHATUÄE 

Stag« h F9 F3 
nra 10^ 

h P5 Thermion!« 
ßffiasioa 

•„rrwntrr——-———% 
•%> 

After fourth Cs cool 1460 660 300 205 100 1600 

After fifth Cs cool HOC 620 260 160 90 1220 

At room temperatur« 
before "fatigue" 
after "fatigue" 

1640 

1660 

1000 

910 

550 

460 

405 

330 

240 

210 

After sixth Cs 
source cool 

1270 560 230 155 72 1050 

After cooling to 1600 1000 545 400 230 
rooia temperature 
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was a decrease in the response and an increase in 
thermionic emission. The change occurred primarily in 
th© ?i and F? resoonses, with only a small change in 
?3» ?kJPd <i*    As tn9 temperature increased from 150°C 
to 19Ö°C there was a steady decay with time and 
temperature in both the nhotoelectric and thermionic 
emission. Neither nhotoelectric nor thermionic emission 
was recovered on cooling to room temperature. It is 
clear from the above discussion that a permanent, 
irreversible change occurred in th® commercial photo- 
cathode on heating. This is very probably due to 
chemical reaction within the tube perhaps" resulting in 
th^ transfer cf cesium from the ohotocathode to the 
envelone or to a cesium ngetter" within the tube. Since 
the previous history of the tuba was not accurately 
known no further experiments were performed» It is clear 
that the above experiment on a commercially fabricated 
tube is not of any value in establishing the temperature 
dependence of photocurrent because of the complication 
introduced by irreversible chemical changes in the photo- 
cathode» The experiment is mentioned only to show the 
difficulty involved in obtaining reliable information on 
the effect of a variable on the photocathode« The 
possibility of a chemical reaction accompanying a change 
of temperature mast always be considered. It is primarily 
for this reason that no quantitative systematic study of 
nhotoeurrent as a function of temperature has been made.' 
A great deal o** previous experience was required before 
convincing evidence could be secured that chemical changes 
were not responsible for the temperature dependence of 
ohotoelectrie emission. The example provided by Ff55 
(Pip;. 22) conclusively shows, however, a temperature 
dependence of nhotoelectric emission which is not the re- 
sult of irreversible chemical changes in the cathode. 

3.14 Phptoactivation of 
thermionic emission, 

During the addition of cesium to a massive 
cathode surface using the oven system of tube fabrication, 
a nhotoactivation of the thermionic emission is observed 
to occur. This phenomenon could not be readily studied 
in detail without a^oraciahle modification of the 
equipment and consequently complete results have not been 
obtained. 
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The process of activation during the cesium i 
addition is illustrated in Fig. 23 bv data obtained 
durinc* the early stages in the cesiuai addition to 
?T/»9 at 190OCj On illumination of the cathode at ! 
7#.2 minutes (TS maxlnum at i#0,5 minutes) a marked '; 
increase in the thermionic emission occurred on s 

illumination followed by a decay during the dark j 
period to the original value as shown. The F^ response 
at this stap;« was 34.5 mm (ICK range). Cui-ve 2  in Fig» 
?3  shows the increase in thermionic emission which was 
obtained on cooling the cesium source at 104.&  minutes. 
To a degree the process of photoactivation has an effect • 
similar to cooling the cesium source. The process 
involved in the increase during ohotoactivation is not 
simple. Raising the collector voltage to a value 
sufficiently hi?;h to increase the thermionic emission 
at 190°C to a value equivalent to the combined photo- 
emission and thermionic emission does not result in an 
increase in the lower voltage thermionic emission. Thus 
the nctivation process does not involve positive ion 
bombardment of the cathode. 

In general, photoactivation is most marked during 
the early stages of the fabrication (i.e. low (Cs/O)) 
where the thermionic emission is relatively small.  As 
cesium addition i3 continued the thermionic omission 
increases and the observed contribution due to photo- 
activation tends to decrease. In addition. durJna; ex- 
tended baking: of +he cathoda, with the cesium source cool, 
photoactivation of thermionic emission appears to decrease. 
In the case of PT49 the marked effects observed may have 
been related to the high rate of cesium addition used 
compared to the other tubes studied (3^»ßxl0~^moles/minutes 
compared tO'vV.SxlO^moles/rninutcs). 

A.H. Taylor has investigated the effect of static 
charges on the tube wall on the photoemission characteristic 
of Sb-Cs surface in small cylindrical ohototubes havinn; the 
cathodes and anodes at opposite ends of a short «lass tubeSl» 
In these tubes it \<ms observed that the photocurrent could 
be limited at low voltagn by the accumulation of a static 
charge on the tube wall.  Illumination of the tube walls 
using an auxiliary light source resulted in a marked 
increase in photoeroission. This was explained hy the 
arsumotion that on illumination photoelectrons may be 
emitted from the tube walls and the accumulation of the 
static charge is reduced« It does not seem nrobable that 
at the co lector voltages used in the preparation of the 
nhotosurfaces used here that activation of the thermionic 
emission during Illumination is dependent to an appreciable 
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extent upon this effect. This possibility however has 
not been investigated in detail. Since on continued 
illumination the photoemission remained constant and 
ohotocurrent did not increase with increased voltage 
it does not appear probable that the effect is direct- 
ly related to the presence of gas in the phototube. 

3.15    gfftqtLJBf TQltqm MB 

thermionic, *!*a,#o» 

Durin» the course of investigating the 
development cf photoelectric and thermionic emission 
the variation of the thermionic and photoelectric e- 
mission with voltage was used to distinguish between 
thermionic emission and an ohmic conduction current. 
Generally, for convenience, the photoemis^ion was 
measured at 202.5 volts throughout the run and after 
cooling the tube to room temperature the photoemisalon 
(on illumination through filters) was measured at 202*5 
and 742.5 volts. Periodically during the cesium 
addition process the tube current (dark) was measured 
at a series of voltages with both reverse and correct 
polarity. This conclusively distinguishes thermionic 
emission from ohmic conduction* Since.the phenomena 
observed were reproducible, data were frequently taken 
only at a limited number of voltages, for example 7.5, 
202.5 and 742.5 volts. 

During the preparation of tube PT53 at 150°C 
numerous observations were made on the variation of the 
thermionic emission at various stages of processing. 
The change in changes in shape of thermionic emission 
V3» voltage curve for this tube during; the cesium 
addition is shown in Fig, 24A. In the early stages of 
processing, the current is primarily a conduction current 
as shown by the data at 31 minutes. As the cesium 
addition is continued the emission changes to a thermionic 
current as shown by the 44.5 minute curve and by the 
additional fact that reverse polarity current is nearly 
sero. The voltage dependence of thermionic emission near 
the thermionic emission inaxlrauffi is shown by the 164 and 
24# minute data. The linear increase in thermionic e- 
mission with increased voltage is characteristic of these 
tubes. The photosurfaces at room temperature In general 
have long wavelength limits greater than 1400 a^»snd a 
maximum ohotoeraission at approximately 9&0 a/*compared to 
1250 - 1300 m/fc-and 910 - 930 m^* respectively for commercial- 
ly available cells. After the maximum in thermionic emission 
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was passed, the cesium source was cooled and the "stable* 
150°C surface formed. The voltage dependence of the 
thermionic and Fj ohotoelectric response for this surface 
are sho\*n in Pig. 2J+B. It is interesting to note that 
photoeralssion is saturated but thermionic emission is not. 
At this stage, it may be noted, the reverse polarity dark 
current was completely negligible compared to correct 
polarity current. Thus there is not an appreciable 
conduction current contribution. In addition, tfasse 
characteristics a.re  not simply related to the tube ge- 
ometry since the tube used in the tracer and x-ray corapoe- 
ition studies exhibit similar characteristics, although 
the geometrical arrangements are quite different» 

Some variations from the behavior of thermionic e- 
raission described above are observed. During the early 
stages of cesium introduction, instances have been 
observed where the conduction, thermionic, and photo- 
electric emission currents increase markedly at voltages 
above 202.5 volte. These phenomena are undoubtedly 
related to the presence of a small amount of gas in the 
tube producing gas amplification. In certain tubes those 
effects could be related to the conditions of cesium 
addition since cooling the cesium source resulted in the 
emission changing to the normal behavior. In the cases 
where the effects could not be eliminated by the cesium 
source cool data obtained later in the experiment general- 
ly established the existence of a very small leak in the 
vicinity of the tungstan-nonex-uranium glass press seal. 
Results on such tubes are not considered reliable and have 
not been reported. Such effects were also observed when 
excess cesium was introduced into the tube curing 
fabrication at 150°C and 190°C. 

On rather infrequent occasions, cathodes have been 
obtained at particular processing stages which exhibit a 
high thermionic emission after cooling to room temperature* 
After standing at room temperature for a period of several 
hours this emission decreases to a low value and the 
current becomes a conduction current. The surface formed 
on PT53 after the third bake (1 and 2 at 190°C and 3 at 
150°C) exhibited a rather high background emission at 
room temperature approximately 45 minutes after removal 
from the oven. The thermionic emission characteristics 
and spectral response characteristics of this surface are 
shown in Fig. 2£A and B. It is to be noted that more than 
tripling the applied voltage produced only a 7*3$ increase 
in photoemission at 9#0 BMJU whereas the emission (dark) 
current Increased 141$. The final photoresponse after 
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room tsmperatur* equilibrium was established' (and the 
dark currant became »mall) was identical to that 
obtained while appreciable thermionic emission was 
present, The reason for thi3 behavior ia unknown» 

3.16 Oxide layer thickness 

The relationship between the Photoelectric 
response and the oxide layer thickness has not been 
investigated in detail. Such an investigation would 
possibly be of interest in connection with ^he 
determination of the relationship between the thermionic 
inri photoelectric emission. In this connection it is of 
interest to note some results obtained during the fabri- 
cation of P?47 and PT4Ö. In considering the results it 
is important to keep in mind the fact that the phenomena 
observed may not be considered as having general Validity 
SillS&ci jJgJEg extensive experiments are performed undejj* 
caref<ilXy"9ontroUsd" conditions. 

After the preparation of tube PT47 the tube was 
opened, the surface and capillary cleaned, and the tube 
reassembled for the fabrication of PT4Ö. It was hoped 
that by this procedure the fabrication process could be 
reproduced sufficiently closely So that the results 
obtained with the two tubes could be validly compared. 
During the oxidation of PT47, 1.71x10-5 gramatoras of 
oxygen were deposited on the cathode corresponding to a 
brilliant green color. In the case of PT46* 0.94x10-5 
gramatoms of oxygen were deposited. The cathode oxidation 
in this case was barely perceptible and the amount of 
oxygen deposited per unit area is comparable to the 
amount deposited during the oxidation of a 50$ transmission 
silver film to 90"' transmission (semitransparent cathode)» 
The following thermionic emission characteristics during 
fabrication were observed for these cathodes; 

PT47 SM 
Xst>  Maximum thermionic emission 

mm(105 range) 320   4Ö0 
2«d Maximum thermionic emission 

um(10? range,) 2300  2000 
Ge Cool maximum final thermionic emission 

mat HP range) 5700  5450. 

The shapes of the response curves after cooling to room 
temperature are indicated by the following data: 

ilkl    22M 
Maximum ohotoemission X 970   950 
Long * limit >1500 ~1550 
J Maximum photocurrentA IC75  10Ö5 
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On th« basie of the above result* the photosurfaces 
present in the two tubes seem to be similar. It is 
shown in Fig. 26 höherer that the spectral responses 
for th« two cathode3 differ markedly in the photo- 
electric yield as a  function of the wavelength.  The 
integral photoresponse of PT&Ö, the thin oxide surface, 
is considerably less than for PTij.7, This is also 
indicated bv the following data on photoelectric a- 
mission on illumination through filters: 

pl       ?2        *3        H       F5 
am (103 range)  

U3Ü 5W"~~3ÖC'      200 95 PT47 Before cooling tube 
After eooiing tube    1830 1120  610  M»5  270 

PTI*8 Before cooling tube    kdO      250   80   40   20 
After cooling tube     570  292  H8  105   58. 

During th» cooling of PT47 from 190°C to room .temperature 
there was a much more marked increase in the infrared 
response than occurred in the cooling of PTi+8. 

When the spectral responses of Fig. 26 are corrected 
for dispersion and lamp energy distribution they hegome 
somewhat similar to the results obtained by others*9, 30# 
Thermionic emission is not a good indicator of final 
infrared sensitivity. 

3.17 Tube geometry 

In the discussion of the development of photo- 
electric and thermionic emission during continuous cesium 
addition it was stated that the presence of two thermionic 
emission maxima is probably related to the tube geometry. 
That this is the case was indicated during the investigation 
of the fabrication of tubes for use with a radioactive 
cesium tracer and also tubes for use in the x-ray identifi- 
cation of solid phases. The phenomena are probably best 
illustrated by the observations made during the fabrication 
of x-ray study tube PT63*» 

The tube PT63X consisted of a semicylindrical silver 
sheet cathode which was mounted tightly against the tube 
wall so that only the front surface was oxidized. The tube 
geometry is shown in Pig. 12 Section 2.33. during glow 
discharge oxidation 2« 49x10"* * gramatoras of oxygen were 
daposited over a cathode area of 26 cm^. The cathode after 
oxidation exhibited a brilliant green color. The cesium 
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addition rat« was 1.53x10""? moles per minute and cesium 
was added to the gross (Cs/o) ratio 2„£. During cesium 
addition to the x-ray phase identification tubes it had 
bean observed that the reaction front proceeded with 
cylindrical symmetry from the base near the cesium 
source to the top of the cathode during the cesium ad- 
dition« This conclusion results from the observation 
of cesium color. Consequently during the cesium ad- 
dition to PT63X the apt>ear£snce of the cathode was checked 
periodically. 

In the majority of the tubes which have been Prepared 
using large area cathodes th* thermionic and photoelectric 
emission maxima occurred at (Cs/0)<1.9. During the cesium 
addition to PT63X the thermionic emission did not begin to 
rise at an appreciable rate until the gross composition 
exceeded 2.0 (Cs/0). In addition, the photoelectric e- 
mission maximum appeared at 2.0 (Cs/0). On cooling the 
cesium source at 2*1,  (Cs/0) the thermionic emission in- 
creased rapidly toward a maximum valuej and the F? photo- 
response doubled, After the thermionic emission nad 
increased to nearly the maximum value, the cesium addition 
was resumed. This resulted in an immediate decrease in 
the emission, the ?2 photoresponse and thermionic emission 
disappearing at approximately the same tiw.e. Cesium ad- 
dition was then continued until a conduction current ap- 
peared at 2.8 (Cc/0). These phenomana ere illustrated in 
Pig. 2?, 

The appearance of the cathode during the processing 
provides a basis for explaining the unusual behavior of 
the tube. After a certain extent of reaction with cesium 
the color of the cathode changes from a brilliant green 
to a f^rey black color. -fl**ter several minutes of cesium ad- 
dition to the tube a reaction boundary corresponding1 to a 
transition from a brilliant s;reon to a groy black color is 
farmed near the base of the cathode. On continued cesium 
addition this boundary moves toward the top of the cathode. 
At (C&/0)~2,0 a brilliant green band approximately 1 cm 
wide was still present at the top of the cathode3 During 
the ceiium source cool at {Cs/n)z2.k  the brilliar* green 
oxid« color disappeared .and the cathode acquired a uniform 
grey biaek color* The final photosurfac« was characterised 
by a long wavelength limit of approximately 810 m/A- and a 
maximum photocurrent at 650 m«,. The absence of infrared 
sensitivity indicates excess cesium on the ohotocathode 
(see Section 4.23 for further discussion of this tube}. 
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The observed phenomena may be interpreted in terms 
of the tube geoaetry. In the construction of the tube 
the cesium source inlet tube was so mounted as to pro- 
yide an exaggerated case of non-uniform bombardment of 
the cathode by the incoming cesium. The beam striking 
the cathode contained a higher flux density of atoms 
near the base of the cathode than at the top.  In ad- 
dition» at least during the early stages of the cesium 
addition, the ascomodation coefficient for cesius 
striking the surface must have been near unity as 
indicated by the observations described above. 

During cesium addition to PT63X. reaction occurred 
to produce a heterocenous surface which was character- 
ised by a high (Cs/u) ratio near the base, and a IQW 
(Cs/O) ratio at the top. Thus the thermionic emission 
plateau is the result of the slow migration of a low 
work function region from the base toward the top of 
the cathode. The width of the region increased as the 
top of the cathode wao approached due to the flow 
characteristics. On cooling the cesium source, in ad- 
dition to reaction of the cesium with the surface, a 
migration of cesium from the high (Cs'O) region to the 
low (Cs/O) region probably occurs. The rate of this 
migration would be determined by the vapor pressure of 
cesium ov«r the cesium oxide phasns nresent.  After a 
partial equilibration of the surface, the decrease in 
emission produced bv further cesium addition results 
from the formation of an excess cesium surface over the 
entire cathode area. 

It may be noted that an excess cesium massive 
cathode photosurface in general has a considerably lower 
phctoresDonse than at optimum sensitivity (see Section 
4.23)* ^n addition, the spectral response curve is 
shifted toward the visible portion of the spectrum.  The 
Fr response of PT63X cloisely parallels the behavior of 
thermionic emission durin» the cesium addition. The 
total photoresponse of the cathode relative to the 
observed thermionic emission is appreciably les'i than 
would be anticipated for a "uniform" cathode fabricated 
at 150OC. 

It is important to recognise that the distribution 
of cesium ever the cathode is not entirely determined 
by the flux of cesium atoms arriving directly from the 
capillary outlet and "sticking" to the cathode on the 
first collision. The walls of the phototube envelope 
undoubtedly reflect a considerable proportion of cesium 
atoms which ultimately reach the cathode. The totality 
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of cesium atoms scattered in this way nc doubt con- 
tribute to a rauch mor^ unifora cathode coverage. This 
contribution to uniform .coverage is not sufficient, in 
this exaggerated example, to overcome the nor,-uniform 
coverage provided by direct bombardment. The cathodes 
discussed in previous sections were»probably more uniform- 
ly covered because the capillary outlet, was more symmetri- 
cally located relative to the cathode. 

The radioactive tracer tubes are fabricated from 
silver bases formed by evaporation on glass discs* Hence 
the back surface of the cathode is shielded by glass (see 
Fig;. 1/,). In the fabrication o.f these tubes only one 
maximum in thermionic emission during cesium introduction 
is observed. 1 

It is also worth noting that in tube? having a nickel 
anode wire the wire is slightly oxidized during the glow 
discharge oxidation of silver, During cesium addition the 
anode wire develops thermionic emission and photo sensi- 
tivity. The «mission characteristics of the anode wire 
parallel the characteristics of the photosurface, However, 
only a single Maximum in emission 1B observed during the 
cesium addition.  The anode surface does not exhibit a 
large infrared response but the general behavior on cooling 
the cesium source is the same as observed at the cathode. 

Prom the forecoin-j; observations it is obvious that 
depending upon the tube geometry a considerable variation 
in the thermionic emission as a function of the tube gross 
composition may occur, Thua, if the thermionic emission 
characteristics are used to control the processing, and an 
unsatisfactory tube design is used it i3 readily possible 
to obtain a <-ube which after equilibration has a poor 
infrared response because of the presence of excess ce3iura. 
Baking of such a cathode does not recover the infrared 
sensitivity unless a sink for the excess cesium is nresent 
in the tube. 

It is to be noted that the above observations agree 
well with our previous statement that the slow step in 
cathode reaction with cesium is not the removal of cesium 
from the vapor phase.  The avidence indicates, in fact, 
that collision efficiency i« high* 

» 

3•lä Definition of a 
'M no rmaP^t übe 

As a result of the det«iled study of the de- 
velopment of thermionic and photoelectric emission during 
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the fabrication of «as'ivs silver cathodes a set of 
characteristics were evolved which describe the behavior . 
of a "nonsl* tube, "^hi? set of characteristics consti- 
tutes a convenient standard to which other phctoeathodes 
can be- romoarod. The term "normal" actually means a 
hi.o'hlv infrared-sensitive cathode. 

The "normal*' tube is character!red by the following 
behavior. During cesium addition the initial enrrent is 
a conduction current» When thermionic emission begins to 
develoo the white lirht resnonse quickly apoears and ie 
soon follovmd bv an ao^reciable ?2  response.  At n slirht- 
ly later stapje the F-j, F. , and FV responses anuear. After 
a period of addition, and before the maximum thermionic 
emission is reached, coolin,? the cesium source results in 
an  immediate increase in thermionic and photoelectric e- 
raission.  The emission, denerHin? uoor the £ros* tube 
eomnosition existent at that time, mav at 190°C decrease 
or increase to a stable maxi-nura, but at 15C°C will definite- 
ly increase to an apparently stable value. 

On further cesium addition a maximum in the thermionic 
emission is obtained. Cooling the cesium source at this 
coreoosit ion results in a rooid increase in the thermionic 
and  photoelectric emission to "stable" values. Or. cooling 
this surface to room temperature there occurs a marked 
increase in the infrared sensitivity of the cathode.  Pro- 
vided excess cesitun has not been introduced into the tube, 
the final ohotoeurface in terms o<* the ntnndard renditions 
defined in Section 2,13 is characterised by a spectral 
response havin» a Ion* wavelength limit greater than 1400 
a maximum photocurrent wavelength between 950 and 990 mu^ 
and a half maximum wavel.fm^th of »treat er than 1060 ra/*4 
These values may be compared +o the foilovrinr values 
observed with commercial cathodes; namely, wavelength limit 
1200 - 1300 mu*t  maximum nhotocurrent wavelen.Tth of 900 - 
930 rajfc and a half maximum ohotocurrent v/avetenjeth of 1000 
to 1036 ny*. 

In a number of our subsequent erp^rim^nt s we h^ve 
added «•«."ium fur  beyond maximum emi?rion and the final 
ohototube« frequently have low infrared sensitivity.  By 
continuously foIiovd.no: the emission durinr cesium addition 
and by periodically cool in r» the cesium source ws> can readi- 
ly reeofmi*e whether such tubes were normal at some inter- 
mediate stage,. 
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3.?- "Commercial" Fabrication of 
Massive Cathode Phototubes 

Thy commercial procedure ^r the fabrication of 
massive cathode phototubes i3 characterised *y sim- 
plicity of the oroee'-sing procedure. The procedure 
involves the oxidation of the silver cathode to the 
desired extent, evacuation, firing a Cs^rO^-Si pellet, 
and thon heat trantin* to produce the desired nhoto- 
surface. The excess ©esiu» present is removed by 
exhaust into the vacuum system, or by reaction with a 
suitable getter such as a lead «rlass pres~ seal or 
load oxide or tin oxide coating on the back of 1 he 
cathode. 

Ourinr»: the early stages of the project a phototube 
PT22<C w?.s fabricated usinj? a procedure which has some- 
thing in co:T>mon with that described above and which, for 
lack of better phrase, is described as the "commercial 
process". The detailed results obtained for this tube are 
presented in the foll.-'v-.dnp- sections.  It is *o be noted 
that the spectral responses in this case are specified 
for a 0,32 mm slit, a collector voltage of 65 volts, the 
vibratini» reed electrometer at low sensitivity, and a 
lamp voltage of 4.97 to 4«.99 volts. It must, be admitted 
that the fipace allotted to th° description of this cathode 
is out of proportion to its actual importance. This is 
done largely because it affords an opttortunlty to anoly 
the ideas developed in previous sections and also because 
the chan.tes which occur on prolonged baking are made 
particularly evident. Approximate corrections for dis- 
persion and lamp energy distribution have also been applied 
so that. th° effect of these factors en the coectral response 
is made more clear. 

3.21 Tube fabrication 

A description of the fabrication procedure for 
?T2i*JC has been presented in Section 2,3'i. The tube design 
is shown in Fig;, 10. The tube consisted of a semi- 
cylindrical silver cathode with a centrally mounted anode 
wire« A dry ice-acetone trap was attached to the tube 
usinyr approximately 6 mm bore pyrex tubing. After firing 
the Cs^rO^-Si pellet the tube was sealed off the vacuum 
system and the tr«?n cooled with a.  dry ice-acetcne mixture. 
Since, at ~6^°C^ the va^or pressure of cesium is of the 
order of ZxlO^'-mra Hg the trap is «equivalent to having the 
tube mounted on a vacuum system with an excess cesium 
getter present. After a determination of the spectral 
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response the tube was subjected t.o « series of bakes 
In a quarts tube furnace at 1#C - 200°C, The temperature 
of the tubo was measured bv nlaeinp a thermometer along: 
the side of the tube one* opposite the cathode surface. 
Th3 *-ran was maintained cold throughout the nrocessing 
except wh^n excess resium was introduced back into the 
tube. 

From the 1st to the 13th bake the tr^p was maintained 
at approximately -66°C<!  At bake 13 the trap was allowed 
to w*nn to room temperature and the residual cesium dif- 
fused into t.h» tube. After 21.  hours the spectral res^onne 
'•W9  remeasured and the tube rebaked (bakes Ik  through 19) 
with the trap again immersed in the drv ice-aceton« 
mixture. 

In Table IX are presented the following data for 
PT2LC;  (1) baking tirae at 1#Q - 200OC, {2} the final 
thermionic ©minion at the end of the bake, and (3) the 
spectral resoor,r.e characteristics uncorrected for dis- 
persion or thft lamp enerery distribution. The baking 
times used were determined by the changes which wers 
observed in the thermionic emission durin«? the brking; 
process» 

3.22 Spectral response 
c h a r a c t e r i a t iccT 

The increased spectral responses for PT2wi were 
corrected for quart? prism dispersion and are reoorted in 
terms of a 10 my*» band vridth relat-ive oho to response. The 
development o^ maximum photo sensitivity during bakes 1 
through 6 is shown in Fig, 2$,  In Fig. 29 is shown the 
decline in photoernission obtained on extended baking 
while Figs, 30 and 31 illustrate the effect of cesium ad-» 
flition from th« trap followed by baking. 

Initially, after the room temperature cesium addition^ 
the maxireum soectral sensitivity aoncarcd at 515 rs|£>. It 
will appear later that this is typical of a surface con- 
taining a large excass of cesium.  Durinrr th«? first bake 
the maximum shifted to 750 ny» and on the second shifted 
to the 900 m/M region» Durir.p- the second bake ths observed 
lon«r wavelength limit shifted from 1075 to 1425 rap. This 
operation corresponded to the 33 minute bake at 1Ö0 - 200°C. 
'/ith bake 3 through 6 there was a raoid increase in the 
sensitivity oxrer the entire range from 600 to 1500 v&&.    The 
growth of the peak in the 900 nut/ to 1000 m** range and the 
development of an inflection in the 750 -'#50 auk region are 
interesting to note. The inflections suggest that two 
types of emitting centers are present, a point which is 
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further discussed later. In addition, as shown xn Fig, 
28, the maxima» phot©sensitivity corresponds to shorter 
long wavelength limit and lower final thermionic emission 
than the surface (curve 5) which had the highest 
thermionic emission and had a long wavelength limit near 
1650 ay* 

At the maximum sensitivity the cathode had changed 
from a reddish grey-black color to a uniform dark grey 
brown. As the baking was continued there was a decrease 
in photosensitivity as shown in Fig, 29 and the cathode 
changed to an ivory color which became a silvery white 
by the 20fc*> bake. 

At bake 13» Fig, 30, cesium was introduced into the 
tube by warming the trap to room temperature. This pro- 
duced a very marked increase in sensitivity in the 600 - 
600 ml**region. The response after cesium addition is 
similar in wavelength characteristics to that oresent 
after the first bake. Baking after cesium addition caused 
the spectral sensitivity curve to shift toward the infra- 
red. 

Further baking of the tube resulted in the set of 
photosensitivity curves shown in Fig. 31, The erratic 
behavior of the photosensitivity after bake Ik may be re- 
lated to A  greater variation in the sensitivity per given 
area. This was not checked during the processing of the 
tube from bakes 14 through 20, In the case of the initial 
set of curves 1-12 the variation in sensitivity with the 
allowed positioning of the holder corresponds to approxi- 
mately a 10% variation in the total current. The form of 
the sp®ctral sensitivity curves, however, was invariant 
with respect to th area illuminated. This would indicate 
that the spectra* emitting surface was uniform in work 
function after each bake with possible variations in the 
volume and/or surface area of active compounds« 

In the production of aemitransparent photocathodes 
the amount of cesium to be added for the development of 
th» optimum photosensitivity is controlled by measuring 
the thermionic current during the introduction of cesium. 
After the peak in the thermionic emission is passed the 
cesium addition is discontinued. The tube is then baked 
at 180 - 200°G for a short additional time until therm- 
ionic emission passes through a second maximum, and it is 
then cooled to room temperature. In the preparation of 
PT2I|C the thermionic emission during baking was measured. 
In Fig, 32 the logarithm of the final thermionic current 
at the end of each bake is »lotted as a function of the 
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height of the infrared peak. It is interesting to note 
that the maximum sensitivity 6 and maximum infrared 
sensitivity curve 5 occur beyond the maxima in therm« 
ionic emission. The decay in the sensitivity with pro- 
longed baking of the tube was linearly related to the 
logarithm of the thermionic current. It was rather 
surprising that the slope of the decay curve for therm- 
ionic emission and photosensitivity was approximately the 
same as for the growth curve. The point 11 in Fig. 32 
corresponds to the maximum relative quantum yield dif- 
ference at 920 m^u between curves 11 and 12, Pig, 29. 

When cesium was returned to the tube at bake 13 
there was no marked increase in the thermionic emission 
compared to the first series of bakes and the thermionic 
emission was not correlated with the photosensitivity 
•characteristics of the tube. 

.23 Long wavelength 
spectral yield 

Since one factor of Interest in describing the 
Ag-O-Cs photocathode is the behavior of the long wave- 
length region, a set of curves were prepared in whioh the 
logarithm of the dispersion corrected photocurrent was 
plotted versus the wavelength for X>900 mju    These data 
are shown in Figs, 33 and $&. It is apparent that these 
data may be approximately represented by an equation of 
the form? . 

log (i) s KiX+Kj) 

where i is the photocurrent,X the wavelength, and K^ and 
K2 

ar* constants. 

After the first bake the slope Ki was -0,0114 per m/Uj 
decreasing after the second bake to «O*.00630 per mp*  and 
remaining essentially constant through the fifth bake. 
The fifth bake corresponds to the maximum sensitivity in 
the infrared. After the sixth bake the infrared sensitivity 
began to decrease and for the bakes 6, 7, and 8 the slope 
K^ was -0.00771, -O.OO722 and -0.009*$ P4?** m^ respectively, 
TKe slope after the ninth bake was relatively constant at 
-0.0114 per BJH Thus, after hake XL  the slope is invariant 
and corresponds to that observed after the initial bake 1. 
The condition which produced the maximum sensitivity in the 
far infrared is not recovered on introducing more cesium 
into the tube and rshaking. 
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FIG. 33» RELATIVE PH0T0CURRE8T 
PER 10 ft* BAUD WIDTH 
VERSUS WAVELENGTH FOR 
HAKES 1 THROUGH 12. 
PT2^C. 
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->.*. 3»2^ Pevelosaent of 
%' infrared resnonaf 

I In the Beckman DU spectrophotometer the light 
I source is an automotive type bulb (Mazda 2331) with a 
I tungsten coil filament operated at k«96 to 5,00 volts. 

The lamp color temperature as determined with a Leeds 
I and Northrop pyrometer was approximately 2k30°K., The 
I temperature could not be well defined because of the 
I different temperature existing within and outside the 

coil as well as cooling of the ends of the filament by 
i the support• As a roVjtf1 approximation the data given 
1 by Forsythe and Adams?" for the spectral distribution 

from a 115-volt 25«watt vacuum lamo at a color tempera- 
1 ture of 2530°K were used to correct the spectral 

sensitivity curves for the lamp energy distribumon. By 
multiplying the photocurrent by the wavelength tf relative 
quantum yield was obtained. To obtain an actual value of 
the quantum yield it would be necessary to know the 
energy actually absorbed by the surface as a function of 
the wavelength. The relative quantum yield as defined 
above i« plotted as a function of the frequency as shown 
in Fig, 35 for bakes 1 through 6, and in Fig. 36 for bakes 
6 through 12. It is interesting to note that correction 
for lamp energy distribution does not shift the position 
of the long wave maximum between 900 and 1000 rn^vby very 
much. It is also of interest that the inflections previous- 
ly noted become even more pronounced. 

The form of the spectral sensitivity curves suggested 
an alternative way for considering the data. The assumption 

fc-w   was made that the spectral curves for bakes 1 through 6 
corresponded to a composite of two functions. The first 
function was obtained by forming the mirror image of the 
infrared portion of the spectral sensitivity curve about 
the ordinate corresponding to the maximum sensitivity. This 
set of curves for bakes 1 through 6 is shown in Fig. 37 and 
for bakes 6 through 11 in Figs 3&» Subtracting those curves 
from the corresponding spectral sensitivity curves results 
in the curves for the second function as shown by the primed 
numbers in Figs. 37 and 3$« Thus by this procedure the 
development of photosensitivity may be described by two 
superimposed spectral distributions. It was rather sur* ' 
prising that reflection of the Infrared portion of the curve 
about the maxima results in the formation of a family of 
curves which in the red portion of the snectrum have a common 
origin. In Fig» 30 curves 9 and 10 appear to fall outside 
the original family as defined by curves 1 through 6 in 
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Fig. 37«  If the assumption is made that in 9a new 
phase for production of nhotoelectrons corresDonding 
to curve 12 is being formed, then the ^ata may be made 
more 3elf consistent.  The efrect of apnlying such a 
correction to bake 9 data is shown in Fig, 39. When 
the spectral distribution is corrected for a 12 type 
of sensitivity and the resultant curve resolved into 
two functions, the infrared function belongs to the 
family defined in Fig. 37 for bakes 1 through 6. 

For the initial growth and decnv in sensitivity 
with continued baking, the spectral distribution curves 
may be arbitrarily divided into three classes.  The rirst 
type, Class I, corresoonds to the development of a peak 
in the photosensitivity in the region of 900 - 1000 rruj* 
with a sneetral distribution function which resembles an 
error curve.  In this case the long wavelength limit is 
related to the position of the maximum sensitivity but 
the visible spectrum limit of the curve remains essential- 
ly constant at 675 m/s*.  The second type. Class II, 
corresponds to the development of a maximum at 75& - 7#0 m/v 
with a long wavelength limit at approximately 910 ma*  The 
third type, Class III, corresponds to the linear increase 
in the n'notosensitivity with increasing frequency from a 
long wavelength limit of apnroximately 1150 myu»  This final 
curve corresponds to the limiting photosensitivity after 
extensive baking.  The arbitrariness of this procedure is 
evident.  There is no theoretical justification for the 
assumption that Class I curves are symmetrical and this 
assumption makes the long wave limit for Class II curves 
entirely untrustworthy. The implication of different 
emitting centers is, however, so strong that even this 
rough separation is worthwhile.  The resemblence of the 
long wave maxima for Class II curves to those of Table IV 
Section 1.9 is very striking. 

The variation in the relative quantum yield with 
frequency after the introduction of cesium at bake 13, and 
after bakes IL,   15, and 16 are shown in Fig. UO.     The 
increase in emission in the visible portion of the spectrum 
with cesixxm addition is clearly shown in this figure.  The 
spectral distribution for the tube at stage 13 resembles 
that presented by Zaitsev and Khlebnikov?" for a thin-film 
Ag-O-Cs surface. The surface was nrenared Vy repeated 
evaDoration of Ag on the Ag-O-Cs surface and baking at 100- 
130°C in cesium vanor so that a surface is obtained which 
has its peak emission at npm-oximately 590 m/u* and a long 
wavelength limit at 1200 mj» 
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,„ For the spectral sensitivitv curves of bakes, XL, 
kj 15, 16 the assumption «as made that after the 1/jth bake 

a contribution of Class III correspondin£ to bake 12, 
Fig, 38, was präsent in the spectrum. The curves lh-1 
15', and 16'« Fie fcO, were obtained by subtracting 
curve 1? from 11*, 15, and 16 respectively, From these 
curves XL*, 15', and 16* the curves shown in Fig. 1>1 for 
Class I and Class II spectral sensitivity contributions 
were derived. Comparison of the data for the 6" bake to 
that for the lk^h bake. Fig;. UXt   shows that there was a 
decrease in the Class I sensitivity and an increase in 
the Class II sensitivity after the introduction of ad- 
ditional cesium and baking at 180 » 200^0. 

It has been stated that if the surface is baked to 
the ivory color and the spectral sensitivity has dropped 
to a low value, the white light sensitivity may be re- 
covered by an argon plow discharge in the tube followed 
by re-evacuation {see ref. Ik  P» 9M . The sosctral 
distribution for the reccvered tube would have to be 

• studied before any correlation with the results for PT2J& 
may be made. 

3,25 Discussion 

The interpretation of the data for ?T2i^  is 
complex because of the number of processes occurring 
simultaneously. In the first bake operation the excess 
cesium introduced no doubt reacts completely with silver 
oxide (AgxOy) to form (CsxOy) gross composition plus Ag, 
and a portion of the excess i3 distilled out of the tube. 
During the period of time when excess cesium is nresent 
there is also a transfer of oxygen away from the cathode 
(see Section i*«l) .  In addition, at 190°C the nreeinitated 
silver undergoes sintering and this probably influences 
the ohotocleetric response. At baking temperature cesium 
is al30 reacting with the pyrex glass tube envelope. 
Despite these complications several interesting points are 
established« 

The expression °^ t,<ne spectral response curves as the 
sum of curves of thre'» classes is obviously arbitrary. 
The suggestion of two different emitting centers contributing 
to the spectral response in roughly the manner indicated 
by Class I and Class II curves is, however, very strong 
indeed. This suggestion is not conficed to the particular 
ohotocathode described here. Many examples have been 
observed, a number of which are described in subsequent 
sections.  It has become possible to a considerable degree 
to control the proportions of Class I and Class II 
contributions and hence to understand the factors responsible 
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(see Section 3*L). "e have, therefore, become convinced 
that, the idea of at least two tynes of emitting centers 
is a valid one. We call attention again to the vex*y 
close "Similarity of the Glass II curves to the spectral 
resrwnses obtained by the investigators listed in Table 
IV Section 1,9» Allowance must of course be made for 
the fact that the long wave limit for Class II curves is 
quite unreliable because of the arbitrary manner in which 
the Class I response is determined. This point will again 
be discussed in subsequent sections. 

The sugeestion of two types of emitting center» (I 
and II) arises from the anpearance of the spectral response 
curves. These contain in some instances two maxima and in 
others a maximum and an inflection. The effect of the two 
ty~>es of centers is therefore oronounced and easy to 
recognise especially in comparing a series of related curves 
obtained at various stapes of a baking operation. It is 
evident from inspecting the response curves that centers of 
both tynes are contributing simultaneously to the sam« 
cathode, That centers of a third type, contributing in a 
manner indicated by Glass III curves, are also contributing 
to the same cathodes is not well established.  It is not 
easy to detect a contribution from type III centers by mere- 
ly inspecting the spectral response curves and, on the 
whole, the basis for this hypothesis is weak. The previous 
analysis implies that centers of type III are produced on 
extended baking and. once produced, are not completely re- 
moved on reintroducing cesium. That such centers exist is, 
of course, suggested bv the fact that curve 12 of Fig, 36 
cannot be clarified as either Class I or II or any combi- 
nation of the two. Since, however, a contribution of type 
III to other curves than 12 is not clearly mcrked in the 
response curves, we cannot consider that this idea is firm• 
ly established.  In Saction 4.32 the tyoes of spectral 
responses obtained under various conditions of preparation 
are summarised. The classification priven there extends 
that discussed above. 

That centers of two tyoes, and nerhaps a third, con- 
tribute to the spectral yield is strongly suggested by the 
data» Wh"3n, however, we come to consideration of the 
chemical changes which accompany the alteration in spectral 
response on baking, the interpretation is complicated by a 
number of factors.  In the first paragraph of this section 
It was Implied that cesium reacts completely with silver 
oxide to form a mixture of cesium oxides, *Et was the 
intention in nerforming the experiment to produce an initial 
(Cjj/O) ratio greater than 2 in the ohotoeathode.  At the 
time we did not realise how 3low the cathode reactions 
actually are mui  hence in the first bake it is quite possible 
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that the bulk of the cesium distilled into the cold trap 
leaving a {C3/0) ratio for the cathode which exceeds 2 
by little if a^y. If the ratio did exceed 2 then the 
subsecuent bakintr would undoubtedly orcduce Cs^O in the 
cathode which contains little if any excess cesium, W« 
cannot be sure, however, that the ratio of the number of 
cesium atoms to the number of oxygen atoms in chemical 
combination actually did exceed ~ and hence •' e data do 
not justify the conclusion that Cs2Ö (mixed   ,h silver) 
constitutes the photoelectric emitter. This point has 
been tested in a more clear-cut way with another massive 
cathode discussed in Section 3.32. The results of this 
subseouent experiment coupled with the results of Section 
3.1 and the x»rav study of Section h.2  make it virtually 
certain that Cs?0 (mixed with silver) is the infrared 
emitter,  Despite the fact thct the data on PT2WJ do not 
provide a clear-cut demonstration that Cs20 (mixed with 
silver) is the photoelectric emitter another important 
point is established.  After having removed infrared by 
baking it is found tint sensitivity can be partially re- 
stored by permitting cesium to distill back from the trap 
to the cathode. This immediately suggests that loss of 
sensitivity on extended bakinir is due to loss of cesium. 
This view also agrees with the results of Section 3.1 
which indicate an optimum cesium content at which infra- 
red sensitivity is a maximum.  It must be noted^ however, 
that the cathode sensitivity is not an accurately re- 
versible function of cesium content since infrared sensi- 
tivity is not. recovered when cesium is distilled back Into 
the cathode. None of the spectral responses of Fig. 40 
extend as far into the infrared as does curve 6 of Fig. 
3r>.  Moreover, the thermionic emission never rises to as 
high a value, after distilling cesium back to the cathode, 
as was previously attained.  These observations establish, 
therefore, that distillation of cesium away from the 
cathode is not the only change which accompanies extended 
baking»  Other» permanents changes have also taken place. 
This is hardly surorisin?.  It is obvir.us that extended 
baking at 190JC will lead to errain growth of botn the 
cesium oxides and precipitated silver.  If, moreover, the 
(Cs/0) ratio for the cathod.» were initially greater than 
2  than baking would result in the formation of a volatile 
cesium oxide (see Section /.1) and h°nce oxygen ts also 
transported away from the cathode.  In view of these facts 
the observation that reversibility of infrared sensitivity 
is lncomolete does not seem surprising. 
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3.3 Distillation Technique 
for Preparing C32O 

The work of Campbell20, Frescott and KellylS and 
Sayama21 indicate that CsjO is an essential ingredient 
in a highly infrared-sensitive silver-oxygen-cesium 
nhotoeathode. It seemed logical to suppose, therefore, 
that a cathode prepared in such a way as to contain CS2O 
would be infrared-sensitive. In order to test this idea 
several cathodes were therefore orepared by methods 
which differ from those commonly used but which .were of 
s\)ch a nature as to produce CS2O as the final product. 
The preparation is based on the fact that on heating 
(at 190°C) a suboxile of cesium for which {Cs/0)>2 cesium 
can be distilled out and the final solid is CS2O.  It 
must be emphasized that it is a proven fact that CsjO is 
the final product of such a process. The CS2O samples 
used in the crystal structure determination of Part III 
of this Final Report Series were prepared in this way 
and the identity of the product established conclusively. 
The amount, of imnurity doc-s not exceed. 0.1 mole percent. 
Photocathode PT2UC  of the oreceeding section was prepared 
for the purpose of testing the above idea but the test 
was not conclusive because, as stated in the previous 
section, we could not be sure that the cesium introduced 
had reacted with silver oxide sufficiently to make the 
ratio of combined cesium to oxygen atoms greater than 2 
before the cathode was heated to 190°C and the distillation 
begun. In this section the results obtained with two ad- 
ditional cathode-*, PT26 and PT35C, are described. In the 
case of PT35C there is no doubt that the (Cs/0) ratio 
exceeded 2 before distillation begun. In the case of PT26, 
a semitransparent cathode, the same questions arise as in 
the case of PT24C. The infrared sensitivity of PT26 also 
turned out to be low» -"'e now know, however, that this is 
due to the thin silver base used in the preparation rather 
than to any failure to produce Cs20 in the cathode. The 
results are, therefore, included since they illustrate an 
important point although not in quite the way that was 
anticipated before the experiment was performed, 

3.31 Semitransparent cathodes 

The semitransparent cathode PT26, described 
below, was prepared in such a way as to contain CS2O by 
first adding excess cesium to the tube and then, at 190°C, 
distilling out some of the excess into an attached cold 
trap. Several other semitransparent cathodes were pre- 
pared in a similar way, and also by other methods. The 
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results obtained for PT26 are typicel of the whole group. 

In the fabrication of PT26 the tube was first heated 
at 300°C until the final pressure became 2xl0-°ssm Hg. 
After evaporating a 25$ transmission silver film, the 
surface was oxidised by means of an rf glow discharge 
to 60$ transmission. This process, as was later shown 
(see Part I), corresponded to complete oxidation of the 
silver. A second silver laver was then deposited to trive 
a final transmission of 37#. The tub«? was then evacuated, 
the CsgCrO^-Si pellet fired, and the tube tipped off the 
vacuum system. The dry ice-acetone trap, which was sealed 
to the tube, was cooled and the tube baked in a manner 
similar to PT2JV, but at successively higher temperatures 
starting at 12CPC. The baking data for PT26 are summarized 
in Table X, 

The tube PT26 did not develop appreciable sensitivity 
in the infrared portion of the spectrum as shown in Fig. 
42.  After the first bake the spectral distribution maximum 
was at 595 ra/^and the long A. limit at #00 nyfc.  After the 
fourth bake the maximum had shifted to 710 m^and the long 
wavelength limit to 1000 mfM.    Following the fourth bake the 
sensitivity steadily decreased in the manner shown by cialves 
5 and 6 in Fig, 1+2. The cathode actually had a very low' 
sensitivity as shown in Fift« 43 where the relative quantum 
yields are drawn to the sane scale as those for PT2i*C 
described in the previous section. It is interesting to 
note that the form of curves 2, 3. and 4 are similar to the 
Class II curves obtained for PT24* after deducting the Class 
I infrared response curves, while curve 6 is similar to the 
curve obtained after PT24C had been given an extended bake 
to destroy the. infrared sensitivity. The introduction of 
cesium from the trap followed by further baking resulted in 
a further decrease in the sensitivity.  During the processing, 
as indicated in Table X, there apoeared +o be an increase in 
the thermionic emission. It is rather doubtful that the 
recorded current is due to thermionic emission. It seems 
nrobable th?t an ohmic conduction current along the tube 
envelope is involved. 

After a number of similar exnerim°nts, usinp; a variety 
of baking conditions, it was concluded that a j*:ood infrared 
3emitrnnsparent cathode could not be readily formed using a 
distillation technique for producing Cs20. This originally 
raised the question of whether or not Cs20 was the ohoto- 
emitter. Later experiments, however, demonstrated that such 
a distillation technique is a rather complex process involving 
among other phenomena a transport of a cesium oxide in the 
vaoor ohase when excess cesium is nres^nt (see Section 4.1). 
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This factor may account in nart for the low infrared 
sensitivity compared to that obtained for massive 
cathodes such as PT24C of the previous section.  In 
view, however, of the pronounced ef"act of silver base 
which was later discovered (see Section 3.51) it now 
seems likely that, the distribution of silver in the 
cathode is responsible for the low Infrared sensitivity. 
Since, as discu-sed in Section 1, both silver and Cs20 
are probably involved in nroducinr infrared sensitivity 
this is probably not surprising. Th«3 result obtained 
was, however, unexpected at the time the experiments 
were performed. 

In speaking of PT26 as having a low infrared 
sensitivity we are thinking in terms of comparing the 
tube with good massive cathodes such as PT2IvC or with 
commercial semitransnarent cathodes such as the PT25 
tube of Fig. 9.  •ftien, however, we comnare the sha->e of 
the spectre! response curves for PT26 with some of those 
given by the investigators listed in Table IV of Section 
1 we see that there is not much difference. In particular 
the shapes of the spectral resoonse curves of Fig. J+3 are 
rather similar to those obtained by Morozov and Butslov'^ 
in the study of wedge type photocathodes. This fact is 
further discussed in a later section. 

3»32 Massive cathodes 

As a result of the difficulties encountered in 
preparing infrared-sensitive semitransparent cathodes by 
a distillation technique it was desirable to establish 
whether or not a similar behavior occurred in the prepa- 
ration of massive cathodes. To illustrate thp nrocess 
^or massive cathodes the data for tube PT35 are used. 

Tube PT35 was a massive cathode tube similar in 
design to the tubes used in the composition studies 
previously discussed in Section 3.1« Unlike the tubes of 
Section 3.1, however, cesium was added to the tube while 
it was still attached to the vacuum manifold using a 
galvanometer to'vneasure the thermionic emission during 
cesium addition. The cesium flow rate was controlled by 
means of a 2.5 cm section of 2 mm bore capillary 
connecting the combination cesium source and trap to the 
tube. The flow rate is therefore considerably larger 
then those of Section 3.1.  After introducing excess 
cesium into the tube, the side tube section v/as cooled 
with a dry ice-acetone mixture.  The fabrication data for 
PT35 are given in Table XI. 
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*0' 
«in- The results obtained with PT35 may be conveniently 

described in terms of the thermionic emission and 
5-oectral response curves.  The results are as follows: 

3. 

U. 

During fabrication, cesium was introduced beyond 
the maximum thermionic emission as shown in Fig. 
hh.     -U though the tube was attached to the vacuum 
manifold duriup cesium addition there can be no 
doubt from the anpearance of Fig* hi,   taken in 
conjunction with the results of Section 3.1, that 
a (Cs/O) rati> greater than 2 was attained.  After 
sealing the tube off the vacuum system the spectral 
response under standard conditions had a maximum at 
650 m/A* and a long wavelength limit of 775 m/c (curve 
1 Fie;. U6). n 

Bakin* the cathode at 135°C for 1?0 minutes to 
distill exces- Cs into the trap did not result in 
the development of thermionic emission but. the 
response maximum shifted from 65O to 750 rryju and the 
ions- wavelength limit from 775 to 1070 mil* (curve 

ig. »^ r 2 U6) 

After rebaking at 135°C for 150 minutes no therm- 
ionic emission apoeared but the nhotocurrent 
maximum shifted from 750 to 775 «/*»and the long 
wavelength limit from 1070 to 1160 mu.-(curve 3 
Fig. k6). ' 

After the tube and trap had been at room temperature 
for 16 hours the resoonse was remeasurad.  The peak 
and Ions; wavelength limit had shifted back to 6#0 
and 900 mfurespectively (curve h  Fig. ^6).  The loss 

to the accumulation of a thin 
cathode at room temperature 

in sensitivity is due 
film of cesium on the 
(see Section J.hl). 

After rebaking at. 130ÜC for 30 minutes without 
developing ao^reciable thermionic amisrion, the 
oven temnerature was raised to 160°C.  The tube was 
then baked to constant thermionic emission at 160°C 
as shewn Ky the bake 3 curve of Fig. Z*-5-  The tube 
developed appreciable infrared sensitivity as shown 
by curve 5 Ficr, ^6.  Peak and lon=: wavelength limits 
were #90 and 1350 ryuu rer.nect.ively.  Mote the 
inflection near 750 myu/. 
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|  ^ <£. The tube wan rebaked at 169PC beyond a maximum 
|  '^.       -•  * jn thermionic emission as shown by the bake i   -- 

'.., \,\'•'•'. 'i"'\ : 'vf:tr--..curve xn Fig. 45.  There was an increase in 
[.. • '^"'' the ohotoemission but the peak, 'wavelength and 
* " ;'i -. "the long wavelength limit did not change. 
!-,.-   -'...:  •.'•••• : t* - - V ••""'v*..:"' ••' -        .    ':•.•-   .'••-..• 

^T'. After the trap and tuHo •>-;orP at room temperature 
;j'"    /HJ'  . _.~:J; L.-.!^....'v-;'..v?$r, :';for,7 days th<» soectralresponse-curve-'7..&i.^-~^—r~r 
Mi^^i^^^Ux^^-^-~^---^^: itiSHwas-Similar—to-Ahat'  ' ver tin off and  

\ >, operation L above (se«> Li^rion 3«'D. 

ft'. To equilibrate the surface with excess cesium 
;.' .- the tube and trap were bake^ at 100°C for 150 

minutes.  After this bake, the leakage current 
was"too large to determine the snectr??! resoonse. 

9.  The tube was baked for 210 minutes at 170°C to 
distill the excess cesium into the trsp.  The 
dotted curve in Fig, U$  corresponds to the 
leakage current through the tube produced by 
the excess cesium on the tube walls. The baking 

"~'~ was continued until the thermionic emission became 
stabilized.  The snectral response had a maximum 
at 790 rn;M#anri a long A limit of 1200 m/u 

10.  The tube was rebaked at 170°0 until the thermionic 
emission passed a maximum as shown by the bake 7 
curve Fig. i+5.  The snectrs.1 sensitivity of the 
cathode decreased but the maximum shifted from 
790 to #75 m/üyand the long X limit from 1200 to 
12 50 m/M.        ' 

The ^irst observavion on the data for PT35C concerns 
the hypothesis of two t-roes o*\ emitting centers for masr.ive 
cathodes which was advanced in Section 3.2. Curves 5 <?nd 
6 of Fifr. L.6 again strongly suggest that two tynes of 
centers are contributing to ohot.oelectric emission.  It 
must be noted, however, that maximum ohotoelactric yield 
is obtained at about 900 rryu/in curves 5 and 6 of Fig. ^6. 
Whereas the maximum obtained in bake 6 on PT2i+C (see Table 
IX) 11.-3 at 9^0 nyut  The trend shown in Fig. L6 suggests 
that further baking of PT35C, nerhans at hirher temperatures, 
would move the maximum further into the infrared.  It is 
found, however, that once a nhotocat^ode has been exDosed 
to a large excess of cesium it is not easy to_. at tain. the. 

~i'''r-"'•    high infrared sensitivity characteristic of the "normal" 
massive „athodes discussed in Section 3*1^«  Ir some 
exneriment3 on othe~ mas?ive cathodes, which had been ex- 
posed to large excesses of1 cesium, it was necessary to heat 
the tube envelope with a hand torch in order to achieve the 
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the desired state from one side *nd PT35C provides an 
example in which approach takes place from the opposite 
side.  The results obtained for PT35C strongly suggest 
that ^S20 is involved in the production of nhoto- 
electrohs on illumination with infrared radiation. We 
note, however, the very great difference between the 
results obtained for PT35C and those obtained with the 
semitransparent- cathode PT26 discus.-ed in the orevious 
section. This difference strongly suggests that Cc;>0 
alone is not enough" to ensure hich infrared sensitivity, 
a result which agrees well with Previous work as out- 
lined in Section 1. 

3.4 Baking and Excess Cesium 

In Section 3.1 we have outlined at some length a 
theory of cathode composition in which it is proposed 
that cathodes, nreoared to maximum thermionic emission, 
contain two oxides of cesium. One of these, CS2O 
(mixed with silver) constitutes the source of photo- 
electrons while tne otner (a higher oxide of cesium) 
serves as a "regulator" which at equilibrium fixes the 
concentration of "adsorbed cesium" at (or near) its 
optimum value.  (The term "adsorbed cesium" has been 
previously discussed in Section 3.1 and its significance 
will be further clarified in Section 3.7 after more ex- 
perimental results have been presented.)  If this view 
is correct then an important function of a baking 
operation is to establish equilibrium, or an approximation 
to equilibrium, in the cathode provided, of course, that 
the baking operation is not so prolonged or conducted at 
such a high temperature as to bring about extensive 
reaction with the glass envelope of the cathode. More- 
over, it was pointed out in Section 3.1 that the cathode 
reactions are slow even at 190°C and are no doubt very 
much slower at room temperature. As a test of the above 
proposal we have therefore performed several experiments 
in which very small amounts of cesium are added to the 
cathode at room temperature.  If (1) the cathode reactions 
are actually slow at room temperature and (2) the cathode 
contained the optimum amount of "adsorbed cesium" as the 
result of a oreceeding eauilibrating bake then the ad- 
dition of cesium at room temperature should reduce the 
infrared sensitivitv (due to exceeding the optimum 
"adsorbed cesium"combination) and the infrared sensitivi- 
ty nhould be recovered on rebaking the cathode since this 
re-establishes equilibrium between the higher cesium 
oxide, "adsorbed cesium", and Cs20, The results of such 
an experiment are given in Section 3.hi  below and the 
above predictions are confirmed. Moreover, the change 
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in snectral response brought about by a slight excess      .._ __ij: 
of "adsorbed cesium" is very clearly revealed.        '.',].•.•'-    "y 

In Section 3*J»2 are given the results obtained on 4' 
baking a series of cathodes in which equilibrium is 
apparently not established," probably because th9 rate :-'* 
of addition of cesium to the cathodes waa much higher 
than in the preparation of the ^athcde-mentioned 
above. The cathodes of Section "3.^2 are massive . 
cathodes but the method of ••preparation"i isi similar to 
that of senitransoarent cathodes, outlined in Section 
1.2, at least in the manner in which the extent of 
cesium addition is controlled. The results seem to 
have some oractical value in indicating the effect of 
baking on such cathodes. 

3»U1 Room temperature 
ds addition 

During the fabrication of cathode PT53, two 
experiments were performed which illustrate the effect 
of room temperature cesium addition on the Photoemission. 
In the fabrication of PT53 at 150°C the cathode was 
oxidized to a second order yellow color corresponding to 
9,£i*xl0-° fframatoms of oxygen. Cesium was added to the 
tube at a rate of 6,13x10-0 mole per minute at 150°C 
(7 cathode monolayers per minute) and at a rate of 
1.6x10-11 moles per minute at room temperature» Tube 
PT53 was of the type used in Section 3«! for the study 
o'f the development of thermionic and photoelectric e- 
mission. 

In the initial fabrication of PT53 the cesium ad- 
dition was discontinued shortly beyond the thermionic e- 
mission maximum and the tube stabilized at 150°C. After 
cooling the tube to room temperature the spectral response 
was measured and the cesium source was cooled over night 
with a dry ice-ncetone mixture.  No change in spectral 
response took place on standing.  This shows that the 
tube is stable as long as cesium is not. being added. The 
following day the cesium source was warmed to room 
temDerature anri th«3 change in spectral response with time 
determined*  The change in the spectral response during 
#5.75 hours of cesium addition is shovm by curves 2 
through 7 in Fig. 49«  After the response had changed to 
curve 7 the tube was rebaked at 190°C with the cesium 
source cool to five the final response curve 8.  The 
thermionic and photonlectric emission durin~ the 190°C 
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;? bake increased to stable maximum values» During the 
room temperature cesium addition the tube gross 
composition was changed from 1,609 to 1.617 (Cs/0). 

During bake 3 (at 150°0) cesium was added to the 
tube (PT53T to give a gross composition of 2.062» 
Äfter cooling the cesium source the photosurface was 
stabilised at 150°C and the tube finally cooled to 

•'.". room temperature. During cesium addition to this 
surface at room temperature the spectral response of 
the tube changed from curve 11 to 16 in Fig. 50. The 
tube was then rebaked at 150°G to constant thermionic 
and photoelectric emission with the cesium source 
cool. As shown in Fi??. 50 the baking resulted in the 
recovery of the original spectral response» The room 
temoerature cesium addition corresponded to a change 
of the (Cg/0) mole ratio ^rom 2.062 to 2.072. 

Before discussing the above results several 
features of the resoonse curves immediately after 
baking deserve comment. Curve 2 of Fig. h9  contains 
two maxima one at 750 m/A»and the other at 950 mjj* 
This again emphasizes the possibility of two types of 
emitting centers which has already bt>en pointed out in 
Section 3.2 in the discussion of tube FT2i.€ and further 
suggested by the spectral responses of Fig. i»6 for 
PT35C* ^e note in passine; that double maxima similar 
to curve 2 of Fig. 1^9 have also been obtained for other 
tubes with a relatively low (Cs/0) ratio (^1.0) and when 
such tubes are cooled to room temperature there i3 
generally an appreciable increase in (Fi-Fo) response. 
The reason for such behavior is not entirely clear. 

The spectral response for the cathode after the 
third bake (curve 11 Fig. 50} no longer has a double 
maximum although an inflection is evident in the vicini- 
ty of 750 ayu, thus suggesting that two types of emitting 
centers are still oreaent although the effect of one 
type is somewhat obscured by the predominance of the 
other. Curve 11 of Fig. 50 is typical of a rood infra- 
red-»sensitive massive cathode with a maximum at 9#5 rnxu, 
half maximum at 1115 «*, and Ion* wavelenfth limit of 
U50 ay». 

It has previously been pointed out in Section 3.12 
that tube PT53 repeatedly recovered hifrh infrared 
sensitivity on cooling the cesium source and cooling 
the tube throughout the composition range 1.6<(Cs/0)<2.8. 
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This is not due to the fact that CsjO is infrared- 
sensitive (see Section 1.23) bat is probably due to 
the fact that cesium collects on the tube envelop« 

;•• ; as well as the cathode so that the gross (Cs/O) ratio 
is considerably_greater than the'cathode (Cs/O) ratio. 
It- raust be emphasized that tube P753 gave no indi- 
cation-of beirt^ an abnormal tube. In particular no 
indication of a leak was obtained at any stage. So 
much data were accumulated on thi3 tube that a number 
of important points were established and hence the 
repeated references to the results throughout this 
re x>rt. 

The data of Figs. 19 and 50 clearly show hc-.v 
markedly a small amount of cesium can affect infrared 
sensitivity.  It is also evident *"hat infrared sensitivi- 
ty is readily restored by heating the tube to a low 
temperature for a short time.  As the results of Section 
3.1 show, the cathode reactions a**e slow even at hifth 
tenneratures and the rate of reaction o^ cerium must be 
verv slow indeed at room tenreratv-e,  The changes of 
Fig?. 19 and 50 are almost cert"l:ily due therefore to 
the accumulation of a layer of "adsorbed" cerium on the 
cathode r-urface. The recovery on bakin^ is easy to 
understand.  For the cathode still contains an oxidising 
ap;ent (a higher oxide of cesium) which reacts with 
adsorbed cesium at an anpreciable rate on baking. Thus 
reducing the concentration of adsorbed cesium to its 
optimum value.  The fact that the gross (Cs/O) ratio 
slightly exceeds 2  in one case does not render this 
argument invalid since a considerable pronortion of the 
total cesium is on the tube envelope rather than the 
cathode.  It is quite interesting that cesium addition 
tends *o affect the maximum at 950 ny** more strongly than 
that at 750 m^> In both Firs. 19 and 50 the response 
seens to approach to one with a maximum at 750 ny* and a 
Ion?: wavelength limit of 900 - 1000 HUH This is re- 
markably similar to the Class II response for PT21C 
(Section 3.2} and, moreover, the similarity to the long 
w^velenp-th maxima listed in Table IV is nuite clear. It 
is notable that several of the investigators listed in 
Table IV reoorted that •'"heir nhotocathodes contained 
excess cerium, e.g. 7> excess was reported by Frescott 
and Kelly.  This resoonse with a 750 mjj»maximum is 
frequently encountered and seems to soma decree unique. 
It must be added, however, that, the addition of large 
excesses of cesium, in other exneriments, shifts the 
resnonse maximum to a:,out 650 m/u and the long wavelength 
limit to #00 ra^w  Insnection of Figs. 19 and 50 shows at 
once why the accumulation of a thin layer of cesium on 
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the cathode during orocessing so reduces the infrared '•:. 

sensitivity, as discussed in Section 3.1, The X.i' 
[i.;     -•-;';:':, spectral response curves U  and 7 of: Fig. 2*6, for 
S' PT35*j| also become understandable at once in terms of. ;' 
I .^  these results. The theory mentioned in the introduction 
I; "-^,to: the ^resent section seems to be confirmed. 

|   . The change in photoemission at 900 and 1000 n^A»- 
| ' during the room temperature cesium addition to PT53 is    ;.:...- •-' '•'•••'*'••?•' 
I sho'.m in Fip. 51 as a function of the amount of cesium . 

added.  The infrared sensitivity is practically eliml- , 
nated before the equivalent of a cesium monolayer had 
been deposited over the interior surface of the tube 
(envelope and cathode).  It is thus apparent that a 
cathode stable at room temperature may not be obtained 
if any cesium source exists in the tube. 

The loss in sonsitivitv during the cesium addition 
to the high infrared-sensitive surface is even more 
clearly shown by the difference curves in Fig. 5k.  The 
progressive loss of infrared response corresponds rather 
closely to the gain obtained during the hifh temoerature 
distillation of excess cesium away from the nhotosurface 
discussed in Section 3.22. However, the two cases are 
not chemically equivalent.  The recovery on bakinp, the 
surface with a small amount of surface excess cesium is 

•    rat>id even at only 130°C. Where a large? excess is 
present, as in Section 3.22, the Photoemission may not 
be readily recovered by even prolonged bakinp; at low 
temoeratures {<vl30°C).  This difference is due to the 
fact th-'t the surface to which a small amount of cesium 
'•ras added contained an oxidizing a?;ent, namely cesium 
oxides higher than CS2O. When large excesses are uresent, 
removal of the excess requires distillation away from the 
surface to a trap or to the tube wall. 

3*42 Baking and infrared 
sensitivity 

The cathodes which have been described thus far 
have been prepared under rather carefully controlled con- 
ditions. The tubes for the most part were processed 
without completely sealing off the cesium source.  It 
is therefore of interest to now briefly consider cathodes 
preoared under conditions even more closely comparable to 
commercial processing conditions.  In this case cesium 
mav be added, while the phototube i3 still attached to the 
vacuum system, until the maximum thermionic emission is 
reached.  At this point the cesium source is cooled and 
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after the thermioniceraissipnpaases a second maximum 
the tube is cooled, (this method of control is. 
especially prevalent in the preiDaration^of seraitrans- 
parent cathodes.) After sealing office cesium source 
the tube is" Sealed off the vacuum system-. At this 
stage the cathode frequently exhibits a.low sensitivity. 

>*' and a spectral response which changes with time at room 'fj^'Q 
^.     • tera.peryt.ure. Consequently the cathode is given a 

^r"I;;. r'{;:.; , ;;'.' v.".stabiliwn?" bake in order to obtain constant re-srjonse. 
Since the tube remains attached to the vacuum line 
throughout the cesium addition it ia.„clear that 
composition is not determined. The only control is 

f exercised by measurement of thermionic emission. These 
I tubes are obviously much less well characterized than 

those of previous sections. 

[ The variety of spectral response characteristics 
| which may be obtained during the fabrication of such    
I tubes is illustrated by the data obtained during the 
\ oreparation of tubes PT36, PT37, PT1563-93 and PT15äS-9Ö. 

The first two tubes are massive silver cathode tubes 
,  formed on a base of sheet silver; whereas the lat.ter two 

are tubes formed on bases of thick evaporated silver film 
\ using the tube design of Pi*. 14. The fabrication data 

are summarised in Table XII, The results obtained are 
discursed below. 

1 PT36C. In the fabrication of PT36C cesium addition was 
continued beyond the first maximum in thermionic emission 
as shovm in Pig. 55» The tube was cooled after the second 
maximum was passed, the cesium source sealed off, and the 
tube sealed off the vacuum system. The snectral response 
of PT36C after seal-off (curve 1 Fig. 56) indicates the 
presence of excess ce°>ium on the surface. 

The tube was first baked for 60 minutes at 130°C, 
and then rebaked for 100 minutes at 130°C. The spectral 
response after each bake is shown in Fig. 56s The long 
wavelength limits after the bakes were at 1300 and 1350 m/A. 
respectively, the maximum photocur-ent at 905 m/t, and 915 m/x» 
and the half maximum currents at 1005 and 1030 ny*. respective- 
ly.  The change in sensitivity from immediately after seal- 
off to the first bake is shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 
56. This bake added a component of photoemission similar 
to the series obtained in PT35C. The suggestion of two 
types of emitting centers is again obvious. 

 _—^~ After bakiner the cathode for 24.00 minutes at 130°C 
the photosensitivity decreased to curve 4 in Fig. 56. The 
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maximum shifted from 905 to 675 m*** and the long wave- 
length limit from 1350 m<*, to 1150 m/H This spectral 
response correspond* to the one obtainedin PT21.C 
cÄifter lonar baking -a*-l60 - 190°C. ..._ 

FT37C,. For the cesium addition to PT37C, a cesium 
chromate-silicon channel (ACA part No. FZ 60Wwas'"'*" 
raoimted in a side tube with a large bore connecting 
tube to the nhotptube. The rate of add_ition„of cesium  
was-controlled by thiLÄeating current to the channel. 
The addition of cesium was discontinued at the first 
maximum in thermionic emission. When the cesium ad- 
dition was stopped the thermionic emission rapidly in- 
creased to a second maximum as shown in Fig. 57. The 
tube vras cooled immediately after-passing this second 
maximum« The spectral response, after tip off, had a 
maximum at 650 m/»» and a long wavelength limit of 
1150 nyt(Fig. 53). 

After the tube was baked to constant thermionic 
emission at 130°C, a good infrared-sensitive surface 
was obtained as shown"in Fi/*. 50. For this surface, 
the photoemission maximum was at 955 nyt, the half 
maximum wavelength at 107Ö ny», and the long wavelength 
limit was 1Z,50 m/*. 

The tube was then robaked to constant thermionic 
emission at 156°C. In order to obtain data for the 
computation of the thermionic work function, the therm- 
ionic emission at a series of lower temperatures was 
measured. This second bake resulted in very small 
changes in spectral response as shown by the difference 
curve for bakes 1 and 2 at the top of Fig, 50. 

The thermionic current is plotted on a log scale 
as a function of the reciprocal of the absolute 
temperature in Fig. 59. The corresponding thermionic 
work function was 0.51 ev. In the figure it is of interest 
to note that the point for the final thermionic emission 
at 1Ö5°C before cooling the tube lies on the curve defined 
by the lower temperature bake data. This fact suggests 
that the surface obtained on removal of the superficial 
cesium layer by baking corresponds to the high temperature 
thermionic emitting surface. Thus, considering the 
reversible loss of infrared sensitivity with increased 
temoer.iture, the interesting situation exists where the 
infrared sensitivity decreases *-d.th increasing temoerature 
while the thermionic emission increases markedly. 
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E&J-93. In the massive cathode tubes PT15$8.i93 and 
S-98» 

.:%... 

J88-96, the cathode was a thick silver film deposited 
on i «loroscope cover glass, which was then mounted on 
ä tantalum clip support (see Pig. 14). During the- fabri- • 
cation of PT15ÖÄ-93 the cesium addition was discontinued 
before the first maximum thermionic 'emission, After 
discontinuing the cesium addition, the thermionic emis- 
sion increased to a maximumand then rapidly decreased 
as. shown in Pig« 60» The spectral response after tip 
off (Pig. 61) is similar to that observed in PT36 and 
PT37. This distribution is interpreted as resulting from 
a thin layer of excess cesium on the cathode. The layer 
probably results partly from distillation of cssium onto 
the cathode during sealing off from the vacuum system and 
sealing off the cesium source. 

Baking the cathode for 1 hour at 125°G resulted in 
an increase in the photoemission. The spectral response 
measurement showed that the cathode was least sensitive 
at the bottom and the greatest at the top as shown by 
curves 1A. 2A, 3 A in Pig. 61. After a second bake of 1 
hour at I3Q0C there was a marked decrease in the infrared 
sensitivity as shown by curves IB, 2B, and 3B in Pig. 61. 
Thus a process was occurring during the baking operation 
which tended to destroy the infrared sensitivity during 
baking at 130°C. The conditions leading to this loss are 
not understood at the present. It has been observed that 
the time required to destroy the infrared sensitivity of 
cathodes prepared under carefully controlled processing 
conditions is quite long at 130°C. Considering the ex* 
perimental conditions it apoears probable that the decline 
on baking is the result of chemioal reactions at the 
photoaurface rather than a mere change in cathode micro 
structure. The variation In sensitivity with cathode area 
was related to the oxidation of the silver surface. Darin* 
the assembly of the tube, the cathode became heated so 
that the silver at the top recrystallized to a coarse grain 
structure while the bottom surface remained a smooth re- 
flecting film. The appearance after oxidation suggested 
that the depth of oxidation was greatest at the top of the 
cathode. 

 J-9&. In the glow discharge oxidation of the PT15$g-9S 
cathode!, 4,0x10*7 moles/car of oxygen (O2) were deposited. 
In the activation step, the cesium addition was continued 
slightly beyond the first maximum in thermionic emission as 
shown in Pig. 62.  The spectral sensitivity of the cathode 
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y/0 
after sealing off from the vacuum system had a rather 
flat peak extending from ?25 to 920 m^ as shown by 
curte 1 Fig. 64» Immediately after seal-off, the 
sensitivity maximum was at 910 raj», the long wavelength 
limit at 1300 mf<  and the half maximum photocurrent 
wavelength at 1020 nyfc, 

The thermionic emission versus time curves for^—  - 
the first bake of 98 minutes at 130°C, and the second 
bake of 100 minutes at 130°C are shown in Fig. 63. 
During the second bake at 130°C, the thermion-ire emission 
became constant and the tube was baked at a series of 
lower temperatures in order to obtain data for computing 
the thermionic work function. The change in sensitivity 
of the cathode during these bakes was rather small as 
shown by curves 2 and 3 Fig. 64. After the second bake 
the photocurrent maximum was at 930 ny*, the long wave- 
length limit at 1400 mMr and the half maximum current 
wavelength at 1078 ny*. The thermionic work function 
after the second 13CPC  bake was 0.84 ev. {1480 m*») 
determined from a graph of log I versus the reciprocal 
of the absolute temperature. The result may be compared 
to the observed long wavelength limit of 1400 n|ju(0.88 ev.). 
The true photoelectric threshold is at shorter wavelengths, 
but the actual difference in the two work functions is 
small compared to that for PT37C. In PT37C, the thermionic 
work function was 0.51 ev. (2420 m/ü , whereas the observed 
long wavelength limit was 1500 n»M»(0.83 ev.). Thus, 
corresponding to only a small difference in the observed 
long wavelength limits, there is a large difference in 
the thermionic work functions. 

By baking the tube at a series of higher temperatures, 
the infrared sensitivity was further increased as shown by 
curves 4. 5. and 6 in Fig. 64» The corresponding therm- 
ionic emission curves for bakes 3 at 160°C and 4 and 5 at 
18C°C are shown in Fig. 63- It is of interest to note that 
the thermionic emission in bake $ (1&0°C) had decreased to 
half the maximum value and was 2/5 of the final thermionic 
emission after bake 4 (180°C) but the photoemission after 
bake 5 was greater than for bake 4» This result also 
suggests that a 1:1 correspondence between photoemission 
and thermionic emission does not exist for this photosurface, 

The tube was then baked at 190°C until the rate of 
decrease of the thermionic current with time became small 
(curve 6 Fig. 63). This bake markedly decreased the 
photosensitivity of the tube as shown by curve 7 Fig. 64. 
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W-•:•-"'       -v     obtained after extended baking of the cathodes PT15&Ä-93 

| v" ;-,,^-:";"   -and PT24C.   -"- •   >.'%.    N, T 
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The spectral response curves f>is^PT15Sd-9Ö scaled 
to the same photocurrent at 700 m» are^shown in Fig« jS5» 

I '-V  • .   -     The change in the photocurrent during the bakings -~ 
~ r V .    .operations relative to the sensitivity after tip off is 

I   • '-•   ;;r/fi-:shovn in Fig. 66, From these figures, it is evident 
that the baking operations not only increased the number 
of emission centers, but also resulted in the production 

I       .-"       of new centers which contribute in the long wavelength 
' •    region beyond 900 m/* During the baking operation, the 

I' •'.•" long wavelength limit changed from 930 to 1450 nut. I       .:,.::-.:        _     ' I .    ......•.„„.. 

I   . Discusslot^ 

| In considering the significance of the results 
I obtained on the four tubes discus red above we must keep 
I in mind the fact that the cathode, and tube, composition 
( is unknown. Cesium added to each tube reacts, in part, 

with the cathode, in part with the tube envelope and the 
! remainder is pumped out into the vacuum manifold. How 

much of the cesium remaJjns on the cathode depends on the 
I rates of the cathode reactions relative to the rates of 
j the other processes. It is quite possible, and likely. 

that the cathode composition at which maximum thermionic 
emission is reached depends on the rate of cesium ad- 
dition. For according to the interpretation of Section 
3.1 the amount of cesium in the surface layer depends 
both on the rate of addition and the rate of the cathode 
reaction. Thermionic emission is greatly influenced by 
the anount of cesium in this surface layer. The rate of 
addition of cesium to the Dhotocathode was much higher 
for each of the four phototubes discussed above than for 
the tubes of Section 3.1. 

With these facts in mind we now consider the behavior 
of these tubes in comparison with those of Section 3.1 
which were prepared under more carefully controlled con- 
ditions. The first observation concerns the behavior of 
thermionic emission. From Figs* 55, 57, 60, 62 it is 
evident that immediately after interrupting the flow of 
cesium the thermionic emission rises, in agreement with 

i the observations of Section 3.1 on the preparation of 
~rjr2r__x.-.ir..;:35s—.;-     cathodes at 190°C. However, after halting cesium flow 

the thermionic emission rose to a maximum and then began 
to decline rapidly. This is the behavior observed in 
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Section 3.1 for cathodes, prepared at 190°C, before 
the second maximum in thermionic emission at (Cs/0)1fl.6' ; 
had been reached* In Section 3.1 thehypothesis waa ~- 
advanced that such tubes contain unreduced silver oxide» 
If this is correct, then all four of the tubes diseussed 
in the Dresent section behave as though they also .. 
contained 3ilver oxide. "This is further suggested by the 
fact that three out of the four tubes showed a pronounced 
decrease in infrared sensitivity on .prolonged baJSing  :V.-:.•- 
sometimes even at rather low temperatures. Moreover, the 
double maxima obtained in the spectral response curves in 
several cases are also compatible with a cesium deficiency 
ss pointed out in Section 3.41. On the whole, the data 
are in fairly good accord with the suggestion that the 
tubes are cesium deficient and, moreover, that phase 
equilibrium is far from established in the cathode. This 
mleht well be expected because of the high rates of cesium 
addition employed. These results further suggest that 
considerable care should be exercised in baking a photo- 
cathode prepared in the manner employed in the present 
section« Moreover, where massive cathodes are being ^re- 
pared by such methods, some additional cesium should be 
added when thermionic emission first rises and then falls 
on halting cesium flow. How far this should be carried 
can be determined, »with a given cesium flow rate, only by 
trial. The indications are,- however, that a more stable 
cathode can be obtained by means of this procedure. Infra- 
red sensitivity is also likely to be higher. With the 
discussion of these particular cathodes out of the way we 
now pass on to a more general consideration of the baking 
operation. 

Indications are strong that the primary function of 
a baking operation is to remove excess cesium from the 
cathode. In arriving at this tentative conclusion we 
have considered not only the data of the present section 
but also the results of baking a variety of cathodes 
discussed throughout the report. It must be emphasized 
that the above statement annlies to massive cathodes. In 
the case of semitransparent cathodes other factors enter, 
as discussed later. The above view has been stated in 
several previous sections without a detailed discussion. 
It seems appropriate therefore to review the evidence 
which favors it. In considering this evidence it is 
useful to groun the photocathodes to be considered into 
three croups as follows.  (A) Cathodes of the first group 
are deficient in cesium, i.e. (Cs/0)<2, and the cesium 
deficiency is so great that some cathode constituent 
remains which is capable of reducing cesium content of the 
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.ffifrarod-Sensslt.ivft ingredient below that required for 
m/axiarura 'sJisitivity.--1 It has been proposed tentatively 
that silver oxide is an; insuredient caoable of so 
•reducing the cesium content of the infrared-sensitive 
constituent.  (B) Cathodes for which (Cs/0)<2 but for 
which ths strong oxidizing agent, mentioned in (\), 
has disanoeared. These cathodes contain, however, a 
milder oxidizing agent (a higher cesium oxide) which is 
capable of oxidising excess cesium to CsgO. This is 
the "regulator" mentioned in Section 3*1*» High infra- 
red sensitivity is obtained with this cathode when phase 
equllibr5.um is established in the cathode.( (C) Cathodes 
which contain so much excess cerium, (Cs/C}>2, that both 
silver oxide and the "regulating" higher oxide of cesium 
have reacted completely. Excess cesium can be removed 
from such cathodes only by reaction with the tube wall, 
distillation into the vacuum manifold (or a cold trap), 
or reaction with some tube element other than the cathode. 
In the case or  both of the groups (A) and (B), excess 
ce3ium can only be present because a r-urface coatinp; of 
cesium has collected at low enough temperature so that the 
cathode reactions are too slov: to remove it.  In such 
cases, warming the tube to a relatively low temperature 
for a short neriod of time is sufficient to remove the 
excese.  If the cathode belongs to e;rouD (B) not much care 
need be taken in the baking operation and temperatures up 
to at. leart 190°C can be used for moderate periods since 
cathode equilibrium seems to be established. Excessively 
prolonged heatine mav, however, result in a droo in 
sensitivity due to reaction with the tube envelope. 
Examples of the effect of baking cathodes of group (B), 
containing excess cesium, for short periods are given in 
Section 3*41« Examples showing the results of baking 
cathodes of group (A) for short periods at 190°C are given 
in Section 3.12. The cathodes of the present section also 
orobably belong to group (A) and contain slight amounts of 
surface excess cesium which distills onto the cathode on 
sealing off the cesium source. An ex."mnle of a massive 
cathode of type (C) has already been discussed in 9ection 
3.32.  An even more striking example is discussed in 
Section U.23. It may be very difficult to remove excess 
cesium from a cathode of type (C) but it will usually be 
possible to do _so since a volatile oxide of cesium is 
formed when the combosit ion is such that (Cs/0)>2 (see 
Section k.l). There is usually some tube element which is 
reactive enough to remove this oxide from the cathode. It 
is to be noted, however, that oxygen is also removed in 
this case. Moreover, the rate of removal may well be 
variable and dependent on the extent to which tube elements 
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" have already been saturated with cesium. For cathodes 
4 , . of types {A} and (B) the amount of excess resiura is 
|" usually small if normal processing methods have beeo 

used. In the rasa of cathodes of type (C), however, 
large excesses may be nresent defending on the amount 
of cesium added. It may also be necessary to use 
rather hijth baking temoemtures. Usin.? these three 
classifications it is usually possible to-understand 
the results of a baking operation on a massive cathode 
sithou^jh the effect cannot be predicted unless the 
cathode comnosition and the manner of preparation are 
known« 

Tn the above discussion crept emphasis has been 
placed on removal of excess cesium bv baking and there 

[{ can be no doubt about the inreortance of this factor. 
Other changes do occur, however, in prolonged baking of 

ij a photocathode. These changes include the removal of 
Ji oxygen in the case of type (C) cathodes and grain growth 
(' of both metallic silver and cesium oxides undoubtedly 

j occurs. In the case of massive cathodes it has not 
proved necessary to invoke these factors to account for 

• large changes in infrared sensitivity on baking. Since, 
however, both metallic silver and C32O seem to be 

j, involved in producing infrared sensitivity, grain growth 
orobahly has an influence even though we have not been 

I     .. able to clearly demonstrate it. We believe that cesium 
'• content is a major factor, however, because the obser- 

i! rations of Section 3.12 show that cathodes prepared at 
\\ 190°C can lose sensitivity on halting cesium flow at 

small fCs/O) ratios and sensitivity is restored on 
resuming cesium addition. Moreover, for cathode PT21i£ 

j of Section 3.2 infrared sensitivity is nartially restored 
by adding cesium after prolonged baking had destroyed the 
infrared response. The fact that infrared sensitivity is 
only partially restored for PT22»C can be accounted for in 
a variety of ways as discussed in Section 3.25. 

3.5 Effect of Silver Base on 
Photoelectric Emission 

Two cases have been encountered in which a pronounced 
effect of silver base on photoelectric emission is observed. 
In the first of these cases the effect was unexpected and 
arose during the study of cathode composition using-.a~ radio-- 
active cesium tracer. The results are described in Section 
3.51« In the second case an attempt was m*ide to system- 
atically investigate the effect of varying the thickness of 
silver base by oreparing cathodes on silver film bases of 
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graded thickness, This investigation was not continued 
systematically to a conclusion because the first results 
Indicated that further studies of the baking process and 
of cathode composition were required before the results 
of such a study could be properly Interpreted. The 
orelirainary results are of some interest, however, and 
are reported in Section 3»52. 

3.51 Thick evaporated 
gjilver films"' 

The cathode used in the composition study was 
prepared on a base consisting of a thick evaporated silver 
film deposited on a microscope cover glass substrate |see 
Section 2.4). With this tube design (Fig. 14) it wasfex- 
pected that a typical massive cathode would be formed. 
This did not prove to be entirely correct. 

The results of the tracer study are discussed in 
Section 4.1« The effect of silver film thickness seem3 
important enough, however, to justify discussion in a 
separate section. The reasons are as follows. Much of 
the material discussed in proceeding sections was collected 
before the tracer study was begun. As the result of this 
work the hypothesis was formed that infrared sensitivity 
depended mainly on the cesium to oxygen ratio and equili- 
bration of the cathode by baking so as to remove excess 
cesium« Although we knew that, silver plaved a role in 
cathode sensitivity, nevertheless the consistent and 
apparently understandable results obtained with massive 
«wathodes tended to obscure the important role played by 
silver. The difficulties encountered in the preparation 
öf semitransparent cathodes were regarged as due, in all 
probability, to lack of control in the cesium addition 
step and to the fact that a fifty percent transmission 
silver film is one in which grain contact is likely to be 
poor. In order to avoid the technical difficulties 
introduced by this latter factor the tracer tubes were pre- 
pared on such thick silver films that grain contact could 
not be a problem. In performing the experiments, however, 
the important role of silver in the cathode was forcibly 
demonstrated. It was found that a step performed at the 
very beginning of the cathode preparation could so de».. 
,t ermine the character of the cathode that„no intermediate 
operation which we tried could produce an infrared-sensitive 
cathode except in a few, aopa#erft'ly^^c:C$ä^,t«ö^^"C'ffs'eT?^T^S$l*.-r": 

demonstration is apnarently conclusive.  In a number of: 
cases both thermionic and photoelectric emission were" 
followed out to (Cs/O) ratios as hich as 10 without any 
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indication of high infrared sensitivity. The behavior; 
of thermionic and photoelectric emission was entirely 
different from that described in Section 3.1 as loner 
as silver films of 10,0OOA thickness were used. Typical - 
results are described below but it seems worthwhile to 
again emphasize here the conclusive nature of the results. 
The fact that an operation at the very beginning of the•-..,„•' 

%gjithode preparation i       influence the outco«« is es» 
^si^lished beyond reaow«.»able doubt since a considerable 
iMpSber of tubes were oreoared each of which was followed 
^throughout the intermediate stages» Moreover, the 
composition of the cathode was determined in several 
cases using radioactive cesium tracers and it is es- 
tablished that the (Gs/O) ratio is not the determining 
factor since in subsequent experiments, using thick films, 
good infrared sensitivity was obtained at nearly the same 
tCs/O) ratio as those for which poor tubes were obtained 
using thinner films. Tynical examples are described below. 

During the early stages of the tracer study the 
evaporated silver surface was formed by the deposition of 
a layer approximately 10.000A thick in 15 minutes. During 
the fabrication of a series of tubes using; this surface 
very irreproducibla results were obtained. In a series of 
1/' tubes only two cathodes were obtained which could be 
considered as having good infrared sensitivity. 

Durlnrr the fabrication of these poor cathodes the 
thermionic and photoelectric emission did not follow the 
normal behavior for massive cathodes. 

The behavior of the poor cathodes prepared on 10.000A 
silver basps is illustrated by the behavior of PT659-42. 
During the glow discharge oxidation 13.2x10"' gramatoms of 
oxygen were deposited to give a uniform second order yellow- 
green oxide film. The tube current data for this cathode 
are shown in Pig. 67 and the photoelectric emission during 
cesium addition in Fig. 60. During the cesium addition to 
this tube there was actually no appreciable thermionic e- 
mission. The very small pbs«rved current (Fig. 67) is 
typical of an ohmic conduction current flowing between 
the electrodes. The cathode developed a large F^ response 
without appreciable F? as shown in Fig. 68. On cooline the 
cesium source the conduct ion current decreased rapidly but 
the F^ response did not change aporeciably. Finally, 
corresponding to.a rapid growth-in. the conduction current 
at aporoximately 160 minutes there was a decrease in the F^ 
response. Cooling the cesium source at 176 minutes resulted 
in a decrease in tne conduction current and an increase in 
the ?i  photoemission. In addition a small infrared response 
appeared which disapoeared on cooling the tube as shown by 
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the following data: 

.«••: 

Response after cooling Response after cooling 
urn source ,,,,.      .    tubä cesium source _  tuba 

P,     loTlSllÖ^range) 158 ramUOranTel 
Fo  63 •'  ^7 
Fo   1 0: 
Ff   1 0 
F5  0.2 _*-_.... !..• . ° -:•- ;,.,l-;'. 

These data suggost a long wavelength limit in the neighbor- 
hood of 900 rry*» before cooling the tube, a long wavelength 
limit near #00 mft after cooling the tube. The spectral 
response for PT659-k? after scaling off the cesium source 
is °hown in Fig. 69. It is to be noted that the photo- 
sensitivitv of the final cathode is very low. In general, 
the spectral response curves for the finished cathodes 
prenared on 10,00OA silver films were quite variable. In 
several instances appreciable excess cesium was introduced 
and on baking the cathode at 130°C surfaces were obtained 
'which had maxima at 600 - 700 nyu. with Ion«* wavelength limits 
from #00 to 1000 rryu During cesium addition, the absence 
of thermionic emission assured that th^ final cathode would 
not. have appreciable infrared sensitivity. It must be 
emphasized that, excess cesium was not responsible for low • 
infrared sensitivity. The tubes, like PT659~i+2, did not 
develoo infrared response at any intermediate stage and 
extended baking did hot lead to infrared sensitivity for 
the final photocathode. 

After considerable experimentation, in which possible 
sources of the difficulties were eliminated, the conclusion 
was reached that the troubles must rise from characteristics 
of the silver film and its oxidation. Consequently several 
cathodes were prepared in which the silver film thickness 
was increased several fold. During the fabrication of these 
cathodes the normal massive cathode behavior was observed, 
i.e. thermionic emission increased on cooling the cesium 
source and infrared emission increased on cooling the tube. 
Tycical of the spectral responses of these tubes are the 
following: 

Tube   Max. PSA Long X limit   } Max. PEX 
PT1533T122   950      135Ö" IÖIJÖ" 
PT15S8-130   920      1250 1020 

Subsequent tubas prepared using the thicker silver films 
(20,000 to W),000A) consistently exhibited a normal 
behavior during fabrication. 
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. ..*^'s: ftiaT a£g cussed in Part I of this Final Re tort Series 
the structure of evaporated silver films depends very 
markedly- on-the evaporation rate as well as heat 
treatment conditions, As the rate of evaporation is 
decreased the grain size of silver increases in a marmer '.'•.-.' 
similar to that occurring during heat treatment. Cbnse- . ,' 
guently a cathode, PT1$08-137, was prepared in which a 
60O0A silver film waa formed by a 10 hour evaporation 
.compared to.the 15 _ minute _.10_»0OQ A .film used, in the-.poor... irj.;.-; 
tubes» During the processing of this tube the emissive 
oroperties behaved in a normal mann"*'?'» "The spectral 
response of this cathode is particularly interesting 
since the final surface was quite transparent. As shown 
in Fip;. 70 the cathode after fabrication and bake ex- 
hibited on front illumination' a spectral response tynical 
of ^ood massive cathode tubes. On back illumination, 
however, the spectral response curve exhibits two peaks. 
one at approximately 750 nu», and a second 'near 920 m*«*  In 
addition there is a markedreduction in infrared reopense. 
Considering the thickness of the initial silver layer 
(about sixty times greater than for normal semitransparent 
cathode) it is, however, surprising that a more marked 
difference in response did not occur. The back illumi- 
nation responses are similar to those for frontal il- 
lumination of PT2J.C during the initial development of 
photoemission and during the final stages of decay by 
extended baking of the good infrared-älnsitive photosurface, 
(see Section 3.2). 7 

These results were briefly discussed in Part I of 
this Final Report Series. As was pointed out there the 
silver film thickness, 10,000A, greatly exceeds the 
critical thickness : t which silver grain mereine: takes 
place» We can make only one addition to the discussion 
of Part I. We have already referred, in Section 1.6, to 
the work of Kluge on photocathodes prepared on specular 
silver bases (thick evaoorated silver films). In later 
work Kluge*1" discovered that on reolacin» a specular re- 
flecting silver base by a roughened silver base the 
integral sensitivity is increased and, moreover, the long 
wave maximum in spectral yield shifts toward the infrared 
bv more than 100 m/*. We susoect that this result of Kluge 
is related to our observations outlined above. In the 
normal preoaration of massive cathodes (see Section 2.31) 
the silver base is roughened by means of a nitric acid 
etch before oxidation.  In the preparation of cathodes 
for the tracer exoeriments the nitric acid etch was not 
used since we did not wish to complicate the composition 
determination bv the addition of a new variable.  Instead 
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of a nitric äcid etch the repeated oxidation and thermal 
{>  . decomposition cycle served to roughen the surface, .*ith 

IOJOOOA silver ^ilms this was not, however, sufficient 
I to insure obtaining a highly infrared-sensitive cathode 
I although with thicker filns infrared-sensitive cathodes 

could readily be made. The precise connection with 
t Kluge fs work is not clear but it seems possible that the 
I two phenomena are related. Kluge*s hypothesis that 

roughening increases infrared (sensitivity because a 
I higher surface area creates more-active centers for cesium 

adsorotion (de Boer's theory) seems to us to be too simole. 
... On reconsidering the nroblem since Part I was written one 

additional fact has become evident, ^e have had far 
| better success with the preparation of nhotocathodes which 
I do not rest on a glass substrate.  It seems auite possible 
| that some chemical reaction with glasr,, or some imnuritv 

occluded in glass, could account ror these troubles.  It 
I would be worthwhile to alter the nature of the substrate 
| at fir^t oerhaps by rigorous chemical cleaning methods 
§ followed bv extended outgassing. It would also be worth- 

while to oretreat the envelope with cesium before 
evaporating a silver film so as to saturate the glass with 
cesium. This suggestion is along the sane line as those 
made in Part I although somewhat more specific. Until . 
these possibilities have been explored nothing definite can 
be said as to the reasons for the observations. Ther^ is, 

s  , however, evorv reason to believe that C82O is formed in 
;       1 all of the photocathodes whether they are highly infrared- 
l sensitive or not. and hence the presence of Cs20 is not in 

itself sufficient to insure hiprh infrared sensitiv!tv. 

I 3«52 Evaporated silver 
I wedge cathodes 

I The procedures used in the fabrication of the 
two wedge cathode tubes have been described in Section 

I 2.32. The results obtained with the-e cathodes are 
I described below. 

I During the fabrication of PT31 and PT32 the cesium 
I addition was not sufficiently well controlled and conse- 

?uently excess cesium was introduced into the tubes, 
he tubes were nrovided with a drv ice-acetone trap which 

was maintained cold during the baking operations and 
f suectnl response measurements. At the time these tubes * 
% were oreoared the effect of excess cesium on the photo- 
[ emission characteristics had not been worked out. The 
I spectral responses were measured usinp; the following 

conditions: lamp - 5.0 volts, slit 0.2 ram, collector 
I 
t 
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voltage -'6.5 volts and low electrometer sensitivity. 
The spectral response maxima_ wave'lengths- and lone; 
wavelength limits are shown in Table XXIT." In this 
table, and in the subsequent fisrures, the position in 
.centimeters-'gives +he point at which the measurement 
was made. These_.are distances measured parallel to 
the film surface, The film thickness is highest when 
the position in centimeters is hiebest, the original— 
silver film has a transmission of 505& at a position of 
2 cm, ..    .-, ;r::";  ' —c- 

The snectral distributions for these cathodes were 
defined by the distance in centimeters from the open 
end of the gold contact surface. The SDectral data for 
PT31W after tip off and the first bake(l60°C) are shown 
in Figs. 71 and 72. For PT31W the maximum sensitivitv 
after tip off occurred at 2.0 em. the region corresponding 
initially to 50# transmission. After bakinr at 160°C for 
1 hour the maximum sensitivity moved to 2.5 cm and there 
was an overall decrease in photoeraission ae shown. In 
Table XIII it is interesting to note that during the 
processing operations there was no marked difference in 
resDonse of the cathode as a function of position. Further- 
more it may be noted that under the fabrication conditions 
used it would be difficult to remove excess cesium from a 
phase having a relatively low cesium vapor pressure. 
Actually extensive baking of this type of surface produces 
a continuous decline in the photoresponse over all wave- 
lengths. The precise reason for this is not known. It 
would not, however, be surprising if the effects were re- 
lated to reaction of the cesium oxide with the glass surface. 

The spectral data for PT32W after tip off, the first 
two bakes, the silver evaporation, and the following two 
bakes are shown in Figs. 73 through 70. 

Several observations made during the fabrication of 
this cathode are of interest. As shown in Fig, 73 the 
surface after fabrication had a maximum sensitivity at 
2.0 cm the maximum emission wavelength being 700 m^wand the 
long wavelength limit 1100 nu» On baking the cat'ode the 
differences in sensitivity at 2 - 3.5 cm and at wavelengths 
longer than 300 nun/became less marked (see Fi^. 74).  After 
a second bake at x25°C the surface exhibited the variety 
of resoonses shown in Fig. 75, For the 3*5 and 5,0 cm 
positions there was an appreciable increase in the infrared 
response while the 2.0 and 2,5 cm positions lost sensitivi- 
ty, ^t this stage the spectral responses '*re somewhat 
similar to those obtained by Morozov and Butslov^. 
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-•After this second bake, silver was evaporated onto the |.; 
surface to give maximum photoemission. As shown ia^ ?£&<>  ~ 
76 this produced a decrease in the Iong wavelength limit    ^:; •  I 
hut an increase in the sensitivitv in the 600 nyi region, r^ ?    | 
In this figure it will be noted that the response does 
not vary in a systematic manner with original silver 
thickness. After baking for25 minutes at 125 Q with,the 
trap cold the set of response curves.shown in Fig. 77 
were obtained. This increase In photoeaission and the ^ ; '; 
ordering of the response curves is indeed amaging.  "_ 
Subsequently the tube was baked for 200 minutes at 152 C, 
However» the spectral responses were not measured until 
16 hours later. During this period of time, for the tube 
design used, the surface would become equilibrated with 
excess cesium. As shown in Fig. 70 the final responses 
for the region 1.5 - 3*5 cm were similar. This last set 
of data have no real meaning due to excess cesium on the 
cathode a fact which was not recognised when the measure- 
ments ware made. 

In considering the data reported above it is to be 
emohasised that the response curves are not characteristic 
of pure cesium. When cesium is .introduced into the tube, 
to produce a surface *vhieh has a definite excess of cesium, 
the maximum response occurs at approximately 550 ra^ and 
the long wavelength limit of 675 mf**.    These cathodes are 
further characteriaed by the presence of appreciable 
leakage current between the electrodes. For the fabrication 
conductions used in the preparation of these cathbdea it 
would be reasonable to presuppose that CS3O and possibly 
some CB^2  were present in the photosurf ace. Experiments 
described in the following section in connection with the 
x-ray study of photosurface composition indicate that a 
surface containing 0330 will exhibit a maximum near 650 m/ft» 
and a long wavelength limit of the order of 650 mp, 

The data on the effect of the silver evaporation    s 

illustrate the marked effects which may be produced by 
further silver addition to a semitransparent photosurface. 
Such phenomena, as discussed in Section 1, have been 
extensively studied by Asao2^. 

These exoeriments indicated, more than anything else, 
the importance of further study of the baking process and 
especially the importance of controlling the quantity of 
cesium added to the cathode. The experiments were performed 
before the study outlined in Section 3*1 had been made, so 
we were not by any means certain, at the time, that ex- 
tended baking would remove excess cesium from the surface. 
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4. "> Attention was therefore turned again to the study of 
|- ~~\ .-the baking operation and to the study of emission during 

-   cesium addition. Further work on silver film thickness 
T'^^--< S.::?r.r.^.Z»,--[.  wae done only much later in the cesium tracer study with 

the results outlined in the previous section. By the 
.*-..time this••afjlpl had indicated the decisive importance of 

:•:;,;•;/'*; silver base it was too late to resume the investigation. 

. „_„..*#£> 

•'••-: 

In conclusion, there is one further comment to be 
"made on the validity ofJthe idea that^we bäh reduce the 
effect of uncontrolled process variables by using films 
of graded thickness, thus permitting the study of the 
effect of thickness by making measurements at different 
positions on the 3ame cathode. This idea contains the 
implication that similar trends will be found even though 
integral and infrared sensitivities may vary from tube to 
tube. Inspection of Pigs. 75, 76, and 77 shows at once 
that this view is fallacious. It is also evident that the 
character of a photocathods can be completely altered by 
changing a processing step. In Section 1 it was pointed 
out on several occasions that description of the method of 
cathode preparation is essential in order to properly 
evaluate the generality of any specific investigation of 
cathode properties. This could hardly be better illustrated 
than by the results of Figs. 75, 76, and 77, It is also 
evident from these figures that the effect of a baking 
operation performed on & semitransparent cathode can hardly 
be due merely to the removal of excess cesium from a Dhoto- 
cathode although this factor is no doubt important. The 
diffusion and grain growth of silver are undoubtedly 
important in this case. This is in contrast to the case of 
massive cathodes prepared on a silver sheet base. 

From the results of this and the previous section it 
is clear that much remains to be done in studying the effect 
of silver base on the photocathode. This is, in our opinion, 
the most promising direction for future investigation. 

3.6 Photocathode Stability 

In the^litgrature relating to the Ag-O-Cs cathode 
references*8» *°» zz appear relating to ^fatigue" and 
"slumpage" of tha photosurface. The former term is applied 
to change in photo response of the cathode on illumination 
with or without applied voltage. The latter term is 
generally applied to changes occurring in the rurface as a 
function of time. Though neither phenomenon has been 
investigated in detail by us, some scattered data relating 
to these phenomena have been obtained coincident with other 
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j Nothing of genera.1 interest relating to fatigue has 
f 

been obtained in our work*? The light intensities used 
were apparently not hieh enough to induce any noticeable 
fatigue in the majority of our cathodes,. In one case a 1 
noticeable fatigue was obtained with a massive cathode I 

I and the phenomenon was studied briefly. On rebaking the f 
* /„   ;   r--l_ik

tt*>®» however, the effect disappeared so tlic„>esuits have"        I 
I * -- no general interest and will be omitted. Reference must *L 
# be made tc the 'above work for.;an account of this phenomenon. 

I The only case of "slumpage" encountered was with a 
1 tube, PT3, prepared during the early stages of the-„.in vest i- 
I gation. Obviously no conclusions of practical value can be 

reached on the basis of the behavior of one tube. >Tha i 
behavior of the tube is nevertheless of some interest; so 
the facts will be described. The results described in 

I previous sections show clearly that a possible cause of T wslumt>agen is the distillation of cesium onto the nhoto- \ 
cathode at room temperature. This factor is also discussed 

} in connection with the description of PT3. Photocathode 
\   .#' PT3 was a good infrared-sensitive seraitransparent cathode 

1 

which v*as prepared during the early stages of the project. 
After the Stabilizing" bake at 130°C (Aug 15, 1950) the 
photosurface was characterized by a selective maximum at 
920 my*» and a long wavelength limit of 1150 mjs* The spectral 
response determined 44 days later (Sept 20, 1950) had a 
maximum at 940 mauand a long wavelength limit of 1300 m/*% 
When the soectrnl response was remeasured on Nov 19, 1951 
it was found that the tube had "slumped". However, the 
spectral distribution maximum was at 920 m/4»with the long 
wavelength limit at 1275 - 1300 m/*„ The tube was then 
baked at 130°C for 30 minutes ana the infrared response was 
recovered, the maximum being at 925 nyfirand the lone wavelength 
li^nit at 1350 m/*4 The spectral responses before and after 
bake are shown in Fig. 79»" In Fig. 00 the ratio of the 
slumped photocurrent to the stabilized tube emisr-ion is 
Dlotted as a function of wavelength. The data in this 
latter figure indicate that beyond ÖQ0 nu»»the two responses 
differ primarily by a constant factor, the slumped tube 
current being Yl%  of the "stabilized" emission. This 
behavior agrees well with the assumption that a layer...excess 
cesium on the cathode is the reason for the change in 
sensitivity on standing. On baking the cathode this layer 
is removed. 

In the case of the massive cathode tubes which have 
been prepared, only minor changes in response with time are 
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observed provided equilibrium has been established. For 
example, the massive cathode PT1Ö which was fabricated 
on November 17, 1950, had a good infrared sensitivity 
characterized by an emission peak at 930 ny^and a long 
wavelength llrait of 16?0 miH    The spectral response was 
remeasured on November 19, 1951 and it was found that 
the maximum had shifted to 960 muuwith the longX lirait 
at 1750 ny* (0.700 ev.). After a half hour bake the peak 
shifted to 975 »/*• but the long wavelength limit remained 
at 1750 nyn* The changes in the photocurrent as a function 
_pf wnv  igth actually were very small (41$).   - 

3,7 Summary 

From the experimental results thus far described it 
is evident th.:t the compound C82O is, in some manner, 
essential to th* development of infrared sensitivity in 
the silver-oxygen-cesium photocathode. This substance does 
not constitute, however, the only essential ingredient. 
This is indicated by the work of Section 3.51 in which a 
pronounced effect of silver base is demonstrated. The 
cathodes having; low infrared sensitivity which were pre- 
pared on 10,000A silver bases (see Section 3.51) are ex- 
fected to contain CsoO and yet the infrared sensitivity was 
ow. Either CS2O did not, for some reason, form at all or, 

more likely, something in addition to €330 Is required for 
infrared sensitivity. The results of Sections 1.4, 1.5, 
1.6 suggest that silver, finely dispersed through the CS2O, 
mav be an essential ingredient. Whether this silver is 
dissolved in OsgO, forming a solid solution, or whether it 
constitutes a colloidal dispersion, or both, is not known. 
It seems, however, to be essential. According to the theory 
of de Boer22 the function of silver is to make the Cs20 
layer conducting, while according to Sayama  silver acts as 
the source of photoelectrons. We prefer to delay cement on 
this matter until Section 5» In some manner, however, the 
distribution of silver certainly affects infrared sensitivi- 
ty. 

It is also found that infrared sensitivity is greatly 
affected by small amounts of cesium. This effect is notice- 
able even at high temperatures as for example in Section 3.12 
where the effect of interrupting cesium flow is discussed. 
If, however, c. small amount of cesium is added at high 
temperature, e.g« 190°C, and the cesium addition is stopped 
then the surface quickly recovers because equilibrium is re- 
established and the excess cesium is used up by combination 
with a higher cesium oxide to form Cs20. At room temperature, 
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htCW«*«T,„jfriere the reaction rates are, low the addition of 
a very small amoiint of cesium to an. infrared-sensitive 
phötoeathodö very markedly reduces the infrared sensitivi- 
ty, fhi's effect persists until the eatnode is heated to 
re-establish equilibrium. Thus a very small amount of 
"adsorbed" cesium has a pronounced effect on infrared 
sensitivity. As explained earlier, there is no assurance 
that this "excess" is a stoichiometric excess beyond the 
composition Ce^O. For.it has nor been established that 
the" compound formed in Jfche cathode has a composition which 
corresponds exactly toT-s^O, although the results of Section 
h  show th^t it probably does not depart far from that 
composition. In any case a slight change in cesium content 
affects infrared sensitivity and hence a cesium impurity, as 
well as silver, must also be considered as a factor. 

Considerable evidence has been obtained that two types 
of emitting centers are contributing to "normal", i.e. high- 
lv infrared-sensitive, massive cathodes. This is suggested 
by the fact that spectral response curves which have maxima 
at 900 in» or higher also have inflections (and sometimes 
maxima) at 750 xtyb.     It seems possible that the emitting 
centers which produce the response with a maximum at 750 HIM* 
are Involved in the nhotocathodes listed in Table IV of 
Section 1.9. It is notable that almost all of the cathodes 
which are specular reflectors have spectral responses at 
750 H^or at shorter wavelengths. The highly infrared- 
sensitive cathodes with maxima at 900 myu/Or above are in- 
variably non-specular. This is clearlv demonstrated by the 
work of Kluge*«. This strongly suggests that the work on 
optical properties of cathodes which are specular reflectors 
(see Section 1) serves to characterise only one type of 
emitting center, namely that which gives rise to a spectral 
response near 750 icy««. The other type of emitting center 
being produced only in non-soeeular reflectors has not been 
studied by such methods. Further discussion is postponed 
until the cathode composition has be°n discussed. 
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4.  PHOTOSURFACE COMPOSITIQK 

From the discussion given in Section 3* It is evident 
that determination of the total cesium entering a photo- 
cell does not constitute a satisfactory? method of de- • 
termining the amount on the cathode. This is demonstrated 
by the fact that the (Cs/O) ratio (for the photocell) at 
which maximum thermionic emission is obtained depends on 
th« geometrical arrangement of the photocell elements. In 
order, therefore, to obtain a more direct measure of cesium •• 
on the cathode itself a radioactive cesium tracer has been 
used as described in Section 4.1 below. 

The determination of the amounts of cesium iik oxygen 
on the cathode does not, in itself, determine what molecular 
soecies are present unless the cathode is at equilibrium. 
Although, as pointed out in Section 3.1, photocathodes can 
be preo&red which seem to closely approximate to a condition 
of chemical equilibrium and which are highly infrared- 
sensitive it is not by any means established that the 
cathodes prepared by the normal routine methods, similar to 
those used in conmercial practice, are in chemical equilibri- 
um. In fact the results of Section 3.^2 suggest that 
equilibrium is not established in such tubes. It is of some 
interest, therefore, to have some means by which the compounds 
present in a photocathode can be directly identified. This 
was done by means of x-ray diffraction as described in 
Section 4.2 below* Unfortunately, constituents present in 
small proportion are hard to detect by x-ray diffraction and 
hence it has not proved possible to identify every phase. 
The dominant phases are, however, established. 

Section 4.3 below contains a classification of the types 
of spectral responses encountered in photocathode preparation 
and a discussion of their relation to the chemical composition 
of the cathode, 

4,1 Photosurface Composition 

The determination of bhe photosurface composition by 
the use of radioactive cesium was complicated in a number of 
ways. To obtain definite results considerable preliminary 
work had to bs done, Though the experimental techniques 
have been discussed in Section 2 it is desirable first to 
briefly review the problems encountered in order to clearly 
indicate the experimental basis for the photosurface compo- 
sition determination. 
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hmXl  General problems 

One of the first problems encountered was the 
development of a suitable tube design. The cathode 
surface area had to be accurately defined so that reliable 
measurements of the 55Cai^* concentration could be per- 
formed. Since the pressure change during glow discharge 
oxidation was used to calculate the photosurface (Cg/o) 
able ratio it was also necessary to utilise materials -of 
construction which did not oxidise to an appreciable ex- 
tent under-"the glow discharge conditions used.  After con- 
siderable work the tube design discussed in Section 2,L 
(see Fig. 11») wae evolved. The cathode in this tube con«» 
sists of a thick silver film (area 2.86 cm2) evaporated 
onto a microscope cover glass. Ths cathode cover glass 
was backed with a second cover glass to prevent the 
deposition of radioactive cesium on the back surface of 
the photocathode. Since, under the experiment conditions 
used, tantalum was not appreciably oxidized by the f-.low 
discharge, thir. substance was used to fabricate the metal 
components of the tube. 

After the development of a suitable tube design it 
was necessary to develop fabrication techniques which 
would reduce possible sputtering of silver during the glow 
discharge oxidation of the cathodf e This problem was 
solved finally by constructing an auxiliary vacuum system 
in which the surface could be repeatedly oxidised and de- 
composed to obtain a surface with satisfactory oxidation 
characteristics before the cathode was mounted in a tube 
envelope on another vacuum system. 

To establish the reliability of the oxygen pressure 
change for the computation of the (Cs/O) mole ratio the 
thermal decomposition of the silver oxide produced in a 
glow discharge had to be investigated. It was found that 
on heating the oxidized cathode tube to 190°G there was 
an initial rapid evolution of a small amount cf oxygen 
followed by a very slow decomposition of the oxide. The 
initial gas evolution was interpreted as originatine from 
the adsorption of a small amount of oxygen on the tube 
walls during oxidation. The slow rate of oxide decompo- 
sition was considered negligible for two reasons. First, 
the amount of oxygen evolved during the time required to 
prepare a cathode would be small compared to the amount 
deposited, Second, under the experimental fabrication 
conditions the cesium addition is started during the period 
of heating the cathode to' 190°C. After the addition of a 
small quantity of ces'ium it seems likely that a protective 
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i film of cesium is fox-mod which reduce« the rat« of de» 
| <   ;   • composition of silver oxide, On the basis of the data 

on oxide decomposition at 190°C (sfe Part I of this 
| Final Report Series) it was concluded that at 150cC 
I' the rate would be vanlshingly small. 

The determination of the cesium content of the 
final photocathode was performed by comparing the radio- 
activity of the cathode di3c to that of standard discs   _        f 
containing a known amount of the cesium tracer mixture        
used to prepare the pellet3. To develop the technique 

< for preparing and measuring the activity of the discs 
l considerable experimentation was recuired. The final 

procedure used is described in Section 2,k, 

!      The errors involved in the determination of the 
cathode composition are discussed at the end of Section 
2.h.    The maximum error in the calculated cathode (Cs/O) 

•, mole ratio is considered to be 15$ assuming that no 
oxvgen is lost from the cathode during tube fabrication. 
As stated in Section 2.1* the probable error is estimated 

i as about one third of this value. 

^•12 Tube fabrication at 190°C 

The cesium-oxygen phase diagram indicates that 
at 190°C the equilibrium phases which may form are as 
follows 
Cs2Ch(s) 
of the c< 
traversing the phase diagram from the oxygen rich side 
the CS2O2 phase is not readily formed. Assuming this is 
correct then it would be predicted that the cathode (Cs/O) 
mole ratio would lie in the range 0.66<(Cs/0)<2,00 if 
phase equilibrium is established and if Cs?0 is the electron 
emitting species. Furthermore, for the more sensitive 
surfaces it would be anticipated that the ratio would ap- 
proach 2.0 as a limit.  In the studv of the development of 
photoelectric and thermionic emission at 190°C it was found 
that the (Cs/O) mole ratio was of the order of 1.6 - 1.8 
for the more sensitive infrared cathodes. 

As discussed in Section 3.51 the thick evaporated 
silver cathode exhibited, during the early stages of the 
investigation, a very erratic behavior during the cesium 
addition. Much experimental work at numerous compositions 
and under a variety of conditions was necessary in order to 
locate the source of trouble. In view of the variefrv of 
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conditions used and the rather surprising" results final- 
ly obtained-it seems desirable to describe the results as 
they actually developed rather than to lump together the 
data on all nhotocathodes. This procedure is followed 
below, a description of procesrine conditions and results 
being given for each photocathodc and the reasons, which " 
orevailed at the time of the experimentation, being eriven 
in each case.  ....:   

Before proceeding to the discussion of results it is 
worthwhile to recall that if the cesium addition is con- 
tinued for a sufficient time beyond the maximum thermionic 
emission chere is first a large drop in the tube current, 
almost to aero, followed ultimately by a marked increase. 
This increased current, however, varies with voltage in 
accordance with Ohm's law and is, therefore, attributed to 
conduction by a surface film on the phototube envelope 
(see Section 3.D» An additional observation which throws 
some light on the nature of this film was made during this 
composition study and is also discussed below. The 
fabrication data for the 190 C tubes are summarised in 
Table XI7. The table headings are, for the most part, self 
explanatory.  In the remaining cases the headings will 
become clear from the subsequent text. 

Five non-radioactive tubes were initially prepared to 
develop tha fabrication technique. In the preparation of 
PT15Ö3-92 no cesium flow data were obtained since no 
restricting capillary was used. Consequently excess cesium 
was Introduced. The first four tubes were fabricated on , 
the vacuum system while the fifth was orepared usine- the 
oven svstem technique described in Section 2.12.  Conse- 
quently, reliable cesium flow data were not obtained during 
the fabrication o** the first four -cubes. 

During the fabrication of PT158&-93 (Tube No. 2) therm- 
ionic emission developed during cesium addition, increased 
rapidly to a maximum, and then decreased. The spectral 
response after tin off was characterized bv a maximum at 
690 and a long wavelength limit at o»9&0 By*>. Baking the 
cathode at 125°G for 1 hour shifted the maximum to a 
combination 750 - 900 m». response maxima curve with a long 
wavelength limit at 1150 -y*>     A second bake of an hour at 
130°C produced a marked 750 myk*maximum, an inflection point 
at 900 m>U'i and a shift of the long wavelength limit to 
1250 ruf*.    This surface probably was deficient in cesium 
since the cesium source was actually cooled before the 
maximum thermionic emission was reached« 
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Tube 1588-91 (No, 3) exhibited an abnormal behavior 
durin» cesium addition. The cathode did not have an-reli- 
able infrared sensitivity after fabrication and on cooxing 
the cesium source the current rose slightly and then de- 
creased immediately. The voltage dependence of the tube 
current was not studied in detail and therefore it is not 
possible to oropose an ex]3lanatioh for, the observed 
behavior«.. ••'^.;. T 

The following tube, 1588-9S, was the first successful 
tube made. This tube developed more thermionic emission 
than the other three and the emission doubled on cooling 
the cesium source. After tip off the spectral response was 
characterized by a flat maximum extending from 750 to 910 nyut 
and a Ion* wavelength limit of 1200 raM* After a series of 
5 bakes at 130°C, 160°G, and 180°C a final response was 
obtained characterised by a 955 nyv maximum and a 1400 nyw» 
long wavelength limit. On baking the surface for 153 
minutes at 190°C the sDectral response finally changed to a 
low integral response having a 650 nyi»maximum and a 1000 ny* 
long wavelength limit. This tube has been discussed In 
detail in Section 3.U2. 

The remaining tubes were fabricated using a fine capil- 
lary to limit, and measure, the cesium flow rate. The 
technique of Section 2.12 was used. The next tube, 158#-107, 
was made at 150°C. Because of an error in the cesium flow 
calculations excess cesium was introduced into this tube. 
After fabrication the response could not be readily measured 
because of the excess cesium introduced. After a 70 minute 
bake at I8O0C with the cesium source cooled in a dry ice- 
acetone mixture a photosurface v*as obtained which exhibited 
a 765 maximum and a 1250 raw* long \  limit. iSxees*^ cerium still 
remained in the tube. 

At this point the method of following photosenr.i+ivity 
using light filters (see Section 2.12) was Introduced. 
Furthermore radioactive cesium was used for the ren^i^ing 
tubes with the exception of 1588-115 and 158S-117. 

The first tracer tube, 659-16, did not develop appreci- 
able thermionic emission and the emission dropped on cooling 
the cesium source. Furth°rmore, only ?-\   response was 
developed to an appreciable extent and decreased markedlv on 
coolin? the cesium source. This behavior is, of course, 
quite abnormal. The tube was left in the oven overnight and 
in the morning wa3 in the conduction region. The cathode 
count gave a 0.28 (Cs/0) ratio which could not be understood 
since the ratio computed from the flow rate through the 
capillary was 10.71. It is to be noted that the flow rate 
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;"' In this case, and in all subsequent cases in the present 
... •' section, was computed from the intermediate pressure flow 

equation. 
I - "__ .  .       » -~ 
\ .Tube 659-19 was fabricated in a manner: similar to 
; 659-16 'Hut "the pe^jBKiiBIdi^ion was discontinued before 

the conduction region war reached.  This tube did not 
\ develop appreciable thermionic emission and the current 
! ... also decreased on cooling the ce slum-source"." ^his is.ap-ain 

abnormal.  After fabrication, the ^p°ctral response 
maximum was near 5-0 ny**with a lonr wavelength limit of ao- 

! proxim.-'tely 900 np«»  After baking for LO minutes at 130°C 
the maximum shifted to less than 500 mi*.and the lonp; wave- 
length llii* to Ö50 m/bi/while the photocurrent decreased by 

; a factor of approximately two at all wavelengths.  The (Cs/O) 
• ratio bv count was higher this time, 0.7^, and the (Cs/0) by 
! flow wn3 lower than the previous tube; namely, 2.65.  This 
i information seemed conflicting, the more cesiuin introdxjced 

the less the amount on the cathoda. 

The fabrication procedures were carefully considered 
at this point and everything seemed in order; however, the 
lack of thermionic emission could not be explained.  It was 
noticed that the silver oxide coat hsd a rather shiny 

' unoxidised appearance so in the next rube the silver was 
first oxidised r;nd then decomposed in order to better pre- 

/ pare the base surface for oxidation. In addition, 31.0x10-7 
\ gramntoms of oxygen was deposited in the next tube as 
f compared to 7.5^x10-7 in tube 659-19. 

The following tube, 659-29, showed that the modification 
of the procedures apparently improved the emission of the 
surface. On cooling the cesium source beyond the composition 
2.2 (Cs/0) the emission increased.  (In these tubes the 
cathode area relative to the tube wall area was small so that 
appreciably more cesium was required to react with the p-lass 
surface than for the tubes of Section 3.1. Consequently the 
(Cs/0) ratio by flow measured not only the cesium reacting 
at the photosurface but also included a considerable fraction 
contributed by wall reaction.) The final photosurface ex- 
hibited a response similar to commercial marsive cathode 
surfaces; namely, a maximum at 920 mytu a half maximum Photo- 
current wavelength of 1010 ay*, and a long X limit of 1350 rry« 
The (Cs/C) ratio for the photosurface determined from the 
cathode activity was 1.01 while the ratio determined from 
the rate of flow through the capillary was 2.23. Thus the 
ratio obtained by counting increased again and the flow value 
decreased. 

It had been observed that a rather large Pi response 
developed during the early stages of fabrication. Since the 
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initial oxidation step remiired a higher voltage discharge 
than after the surface had been oxidised and decomposed it 
was thought that possibly »puttered silver (or silver oxide) 
on the wall might be contributing to the odd behavior of the 
(Cs/O) ratios," "Consequently in subsequent tubes the 3ilver 
films were initially oxidized in an auxiliary vacuum system«. 
The oxide was then decomposed bv heating the disc prior to 
mount in «t Th the tube envelope. This oxidation-thermal- 
decomoosition cycle was repeated several tiroes if necessary 
to insure uniform oxidation.   -        

Tube 659-33 was prepared in this ma-ner and the cesium 
addition was continued until the conduction region was 
reached. ThfS' was done in order to obtain a complete e- 
mission curve to see the maxima developed and to again check 
the confusing result of the (Cs/O) mole ratio for thecathode 
decreasing with increasing amount of cesium added. "As shown 
in Figs. #1 and 82 the behavior durin« cesium addition was 
normal. The numbers alone the curve of Fig. 81, and in 
subsequent similar figures, give the cesium to oxygen ratio 
at, various stages as calculated from the rate of cesium flow 
through the capillary. This time the (Cs/O) ratio by count 
was 2.10 while the flow value was 5.45. 

In the following tube, 659-42, the oxvgen deposited 
was decreased by a factor of two. This tube during fabrication 
did not behave "normally". Thermionic emission did not 
develop and cooling the cesium source caused the observed 
current to decrease before the conduction region was reached. 
The final surface was characterized by a maximum at 615 m^c 
and a lone wavelength limit of Ö50 nyu*. a typical excess 
cesium surface. This tube had a (Cs/O/ ratio by count- of 
0o?9 and bv •'"low a ratio of 7.80. It was now concluded that 
the (Cs/O) by count versus (Cs./O) by flow mu3t have a maximum. 

To determine the influence of the cesium addition rate, 
the rate for 659-46 was decreased bv a factor of Ö; namely, 
from 64.14xl0""9 to 9.79xl0~9 moles of cesium per minute. 
During fabrication the emission characteristics were the 
same as for the previous tube but more F? response was 
developed. The final response had a peak at 630 nywand a 
long>, limit of 950 mj«. The cathode had a ratio of 0.57 (Cs/O) 
by count, and 8.1»9 by flow. 

On reconsidering the data it was observed that in the 
nrevious tubes which developed thermionic emission the initial 
oxide decomposition had been performed in the tube envelope 
whereas in the poor tubes the oxide decomposition had been 
performed by heating in air. The possibility was considered 
that the difficulties in tube preparation were due to 
contamination during the oxide decomposition in air, conse- 
quently the auxiliary vacuum system was modified so that the 
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cathode surface could be oxidized and then decomposed by- 
heat treatment in a vacuum.  ^ •''•,• 

This technique was used in fabrication of tube ^J_ .,-..' 
15^-111 but it did not change; the emission characteristics 

"."' during fabrication. The snectral response was practically ., 
flat from 370 to k2$ myuuwiih a Blicht peak at 370 ry». This-':' 
cathode "had' a (Cs/O) ratio by count of 0.#0 and bv flowf ef ' a1- 

only 1.57. It is possible that during the fabrication^of 
•:^ • this tube insufficient cesium was added. The behavior was 

so abnormal that it could not be decided when the flow 
should be stopped. :,-,-_,,_,._-_. 

Now since 15^^-9^ was a good non-radioactive tube and 
seven poor radioactive cesium tubes had been prepared, it 
was decided to again try a commercial Si-Cs2CrO^ pellet to 
see if the difficulties encountered were associated with 
the cesium Dellet preparation. Tube 15^^-115, nrepared 
with a commercial pellet, exhiMted the same behavior as 
the previous poor tubes. The current during cesium addition 
was primarilv conduction in character, and appreciable therm- 
ionic emission was not developed. The final (Cs/O) ratio by 
flow was 3»47, the spectral response maximum was at 635 ny*» 
and the long wavelength limit at 1000 BUM 

The data at this point were carefully examined and it. 
I was concluded that the trouble was related to the silver base, 

perhaps through the oxidation step.  To more nearly approach 
t the massive cathode tube characteristics it was decided to 

increase the silver film base thickness above 10,OOOA. This 
I effect was tested with a non-radioactive tube 15&3-117 which 

had a^out three tines more silver evaporated on the glasr 
disc than i- the previous tubes, 33,OOOA compared to 10,000A. 
Unfortunately during the fabrication the recorder was not 

I used so that complete thermionic emission and spectral data 
were not obtained. However, as shown in Fig. #3, this tube 

! had a normal spectral response, the maximum beiner at 950 rat. 
and the long wavelength limit at 1350 WM%    On sealinr off The 
cerium source the response maximum sliifted to 790 m/**arid the 
long X limit to 1100 nyu, due to the introduction of a small 
amount of excess cesium (see Section 3.^1). Thus increasing 
the silver thickness resulted in a pood tube. 

In the following tube the cesium flow rate was increased 
to U9»9xl0~9 moles/minute from the value of approximately 
10x10-9 used in the previous four tubes. The silver thickness 

.-         in this case was 20,000A corr.oa^ed to 10,000A in the earlier 
tubes. The tube behaved normally during the fabrication in 
the oven. Appreciable thermionic emission developed and 

! increased markedly on cooling the cesium source. The cesium 
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addition was continued until the thermionic emission 
maximum was pässecTas shown in Fig. 84. The corresponding 
oven spectral data are shown in 'Fig. 85. Ihe development 
of t\  resoonse at a very early stage (see Fie;, #5) was 
shown in later experiments to he associated with the 
deposition of a cesium layer on the tantalum clips sup- 
porting the cathode. This tube gave a cathode (Cs/O) 
ratio by count of a 1*49 and a (Cs/O) ratio by flow of 
2»79« The ppectral response curves before cesium source 
seal off, after seal off, and after an equilibrating bake 
are shown in Fip;. 86, i - 

Using a similar fabrication procedure, tube 1588-130 
was prepared using a 47.000A thick silver film. This tube, 
as did all subsequent tubes with a thick silver film, 
behaved 'normally" throughout the processing. The cesium 
addition was discontinued slightly beyond the thermionic e- 
raission maximum. The final spectral response, after cesium 
seal off and an equilibrating bake of 94 minutes at 150 C, 
had a maximum at 920 and a loner wavelength limit of 1250 ny». 
The cathode count, gave 0,80 (Cs/O) while the flow ratio was 
2.51. 

To obtain further data on the effect of the silver film 
structure on the emission characteristics, the tube 1588-137 
was prepared. In this case a 6000A silver film was deposited 
using an evaporation rate of approximately 600A / hour 
compared to the 10,Q00A in 15 tninutea used in the previous 
tubes. This resulted in a silver film with a very aggregated 
structure. This surface during fabrication behaved normally. 
The final cathode was semitransparent and exhibited a maximum 
at 935 m/u and a long wavelength limit of 1250 m/*. This tube 
has been discussed in Section 3»51« The couni on the cathode 
gave a (Cs/O) ratio of 1,23 while the flow data gave a ratio 
of 2.59» 

The data accumulated thus far defined a definite maximum 
in the (Cs/O) ratio by count versus (Cs/O) by flow curve as 
shown in Fig, 87. The points corresponding; to (Cs/O) by flow 
greater than 6,0 had, however, been tubes which did not behave 
normally during the fabrication. Consequently tube 1588-145 
was made in which the cesium source was cooled at the therm- 
ionic emission maximum to establish whether normal behavior 
was obtained. That such is the case is indicated in Figs, . 
88 and 89. Cesium addition was then continued to give ä 
final (Cs/O) ratio of 7.91 by flow. The final cathode count 
gave (Cs/0)s0,51 and the data fitted the curve defined by the 
tubes considered as a whole. 
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teristics of this tube (1588-145) during fabrication 
are shown in Pigs« 88 and 89 respectively. Dur in? the ., 
cesium addition into the conduction region an interesting 
observation was made. As shown in Fig. 90 the conduction 
current initially increased rather slowly and then final- 
ly increased rapidly. On cooling to room temperature the 
spectral response characteristics could not be determined 
because Of the large leakage current. In the case of '! 
tubes in which sufficient cesium is added to establish a 
small conduction current the film exhibits a positive 
temperature «©efficient of conduction characteristic of a 
semiconducting surface. With sufficient excess cesium, 
cooling the tube does not eliminate the leakage current» 
However, the resistance increases with time at room 
temperature due to the accumulation of the cesium on the 
photosurface. 

A possible interpretation of the abrupt change in 
slope in Fig, 90 is that the initial conduction film 
corresponds"to the formation of a semiconducting surface 
cesium oxide (CsxOy) film. This surface with the addition 
of sufficient cesium is changed to a metallic conductor 
corresponding to a large cesium excess. An alternative 
interpretation is that the film during the early stage» 
corresponds to discrete islands of excess cesium on cesium 
oxide which on cooling the tube aggregate and this pro- 
duces a positive tenmerature coefficient of conduction% 
the rapid increase with sufficient cesium then corresponding 
to the formation of a continuous film. On the basis of the 
available data a choice between these hypotheses is not 
possible. 

Before proceeding to the description of the tubes 
prepared at 150°C it is of interest to consider the possibili- 
ty of thermal decomposition of silver oxide at 190°C before 
reaction with cesium takes place. The thermal decomposition 
of thick oxidised silver films has been studied at 190°C. 
The data are given in Fig. 8, Curve C, of Part I of this 
Final Report Series. From this figure it is evident that, 
on heating the tube containing oxidized silver a very rapid 
initial increase in pressure takes place and thereafter the 
pressure increases verv slowly with increasing time. The 
question arises as to whether this initial pressure increase 
if» due to decomposition of oxide on the cathode or to de- 
sorption of oxygen from the glass wall of the tube envelope. 
The amount of oxygen evolved is equivalent to about 0.3 
raonolayer of O2 distributed over the tube envelope and hence 
it seems quite possible that desorption is involved.  If 
this is correct then the oxygen involved is not included in 
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thnt calculated from the pressure decrease on /slow discharge 
i japxidation because the same amount of oxygen is adsorbed 

**both before and after the glow discharge oxidation* The 
pressure deer-ease durin»  oxidation would then measure the 
amount of oxygen on the cathode. Oxygen desorbed from the 

\ .-••/•'"'-.—       tube walls is, of course, present to react with cesium 
f ,;,';>      entering-the tube but the bulk of the reaction product no  
|    :>J \     doubt collects on the walls of the tube envelope rather th«n 
I    '/„-.^  on the^cathode*No correction is reouired, therefore, in 
i order to obtain the (Cs/O) ratio for the cathode. For this 
| reason no correction has been made in the (Cs/O) ratios. 
r £"    . :-.-••'. 
*. 

i   I fc.13 Tube fabrication at 150°C 

I During tube fabrication at 190°C a3 described in 
I the proceeding section it was not possible to obtain a good 
| infrared-sensitive ohotosurface which had a cathode (Cs/O) 
I ratio of greater than 1.5. NOW at 150°C the additional 
f phase eouilibria, Cs30(s)-CS20( s) , Cs(£,)-C8^0(s) may be 
i established during; the tube fabrication. It was consequent- 

ly of interest, to determine whether or not the (Cs/O) count 
\ versus (Cs/O) flow curve had a maximum for tubes fabricated 
| at 150°C and whether a good cathode could be obtained having 
i a (Cs/O) ratio significantly greater than 2.0. Due to 

limitations of time less data could be collected at 150°C 
i      j than at 190°C6 

| The fabrication data for the six 150°C tubes which 
were nrenared are summarized in Table XV. The six tubes 
correspond to the preparation of t-ubes having gross compo- 
sitions, calculated by the intermediate pressure region 
cesium flow equation, of 2.98 to 10.9.  After the desired 
amount of cesi\im had been added the cesium source was cooled 
and the tube baked until appreciable infrared emission had 

| been recovered. In these tubes sufficient, cesium wa3 not 
j actually added to cause the conduction current to rise marked- 

ly. After the bake, the tube was cooled to room temnerature 
and the spectral resoonse determined* After the fabrication 
of tubes 158S-1Ö0 and 192 the cesium source was sealed off 
and the tube rebaked at 150°C to recover the infrared 
sensitivity lost by the addition of a small amount of cesium 
from the source. The other four tubes were counted immediate- 
ly after fabrication without a preliminary sealin? off of the 
cesium source and baking. This procedure was followed to 
reduce the time required to complete the procesring. 

••/ 

Ill 

In the preparation of tube 1588-1Ö0 the cesium addition 
was continued to a tube gross composition of 2.9Ö. This 
corresponded to adding cesium beyond the thermionic emission 
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maximum as shown in Flg.- 91» On cooling the cesium source 
there was a marked increase in the thermionic emission and 
a corresponding ^nereaee in the ?2  response as shown in 
Fig. 92, After sealing the cesium source off, the spectral 
response curve exhibited a maximum at 650 m/*» and a 950 m/A/ 
long X limit. Bakine at 150QC for 111 minutes resulted'in 

. a recovery of the infrared sensitivity as shown in Fip;. 93, 
.  The form of the spectral response curve after bake, is 

tyoical of a surface which contains some excess resiura. 
^^t;:;;"'--^^~Wl^""IuT'fiei#iit bakine; the infrared response would be 

improved and more cesium probably distilled from the cathode. 
This cathode was characterized by a 1,52 cathode (Cs/0) ratio 
determined by count comoared to 2.9Ö by flow« These date are 
similar to those obtained during tube fabrication at 190°C. 

Durinp the fabrication of the other 150°C tubes the 
cesium addition was continued beyond the.maximum thermionic 
emission» Actually, before the casiura source was cooled, 
the thermionic emission was practically zero for the time 
intervals shown in the last column of Table XV. Furthermore, 
the ?o  relative to F-* response was practically eliminated 
before the cesium source cool. 

The behavior of these excess cesium cathodes is 
illustrated by the data obtained during the fabrication of 
tube 15ÖÖ-19Ö. The thermionic emission and oven spectral' 
data for this tube are shown in Fig. 9k*    It is worthwhile 
noting that at the thermionic emission maximum the cesium 

. source was momentarily cooled and a marked increase in 
thermionic emission occurred. The cathode therefore behaved 
"normally". As shown in Fig. 9k the thermionic emission and 
the infrared responses were nearly zero from 100 to 133 
minutes. Cooling the cesium source at 133 minutes resulted 
in a gradual return of thermionic emission. Before the 
thermionic emission had reached a stable value the tube was 
cooled to room temperature and the tynical increase in the 
infrared emission was obtained. In these excess cesium 
cathodes there is also an appreciable increasa in the (F1-F2) 
response so that during the cooling crocess the increase in 
sensitivity is not related entirely to a shift of the response 
curve maximum toward the infrared. The spectral response is 
shown in Fig. 95» The (Cs/0) ratio for the cathode, obtained 
bv count of the cathode, was 1.59 while that obtained from 
the flow measurement was 5»06. 

For the tube fabrication conditions used it was not 
possible to obtain a surface for which the (Cs/0) cathode 
ratio exceeded 2.0 by a significant amount. The cathode 
versus flow (Cs/0) ratios, as shown in Fig. 96, do not fall 
on a smooth curve as was observed at 190°C. This mi^ht be 
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..ßfÜP...the small amount of data obtained or to differences 
.-4 ih;processing. The spectral response curves, on the other 

hand» do indicate that excess cesium has not been complete- 
ly removed. Comparison of 'theeathode {Cs/O} ratios with 
those obtained by flow show that considerable proportions 
of the added cesium collect elsewhere thaii on the cathode«" 

',.',   C •:kmXh '•'•- Interpretation of ; .>? •.;   -: 
^>- ;     '-tracer composition data   ".t~% 

i 

••'?*>•" 

In the present section we wish to interpret the 
| results of the two proceeding sections and to correlate 
I the data with the results of Section 3 and especially 
t Section 3.1« 

| '              The first, and most obvious, fact which requires 
| explanation is the maximum in the graph of cathode (Cs/O) 
I ratio against the (Cs/O) ratio for the photocell (see Fig. 
5 #7). According to this figure, the addition of cesium 

beyond a certain point results in a loss of cesium from 
| the cathode. This might be accounted for in a number of 
I way3, three of which are as follows.  (1) From the cesium- 
I oxygen phase diagram the addition of cesium to CggO results 
'. in the formation of a liquid solution of CS2O in cesiuu* 
I This liquid solution might spread over not onlv the cathode 
I /          hut also the support wires and the tube envelope• This 
* •-          constitutes transport by capillary action.  (2) It is known 
I that under certain conditions a surface layer may possess 
s mobility in two dimensions (surface gas) and hence spread 

rapidly in such a way as to establish equilibrium by 
I transporting material to the tube supports and to the wall. 
| This constitutes transport by surface flow.  (3) Finally 

the possibility exists that a volatile compound is formed 
I when cesium is added to Cs2Q. There is no such stable 
; solid compound at 190°C but some species (such as C83O) may 
I be sufficiently stable to diffuse through the vapor phase. 
! This mechanism constitutes transport through the vapor phase. 

The experimental evidence strongly favors the third of 
the above mechanisms although the other two are not complete- 
ly excluded. The first piece o** supporting evidence com^s 
from the Ag-O-Cs cathode cesium vapor pressure studv 
performed hy Sayama^l. He measured the cesium pressure in 
a phototube during the process of cesium addition and found 
it to b*5 extremely l^w until the (Cs/O) ratio exceeded 2.0. 
Beyond 2.0 (Cs/O) the cesium pressure began to rise sharply, 
although remaining far below the vaoor pressure of liquid 
cesium» Between 2 and 2.5 (Cs/O) the ionisation gauge, used 
in the pressure measurements, behaved normally, i.e. in the 
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.  mantirr expected for cesium vapor. Beyond 2.5 (Cs/O) the 
•-{ •. - pauste characteristics began to change. Sayama pointed 

out that the gauge behavior strongly indicated some 
other substance thai cesium in the vapor and suggested 
CsoO as a possible species. This study, it is worthwhile 
to note, was performed at lk5°C. >,^r 

.: :--r; -   The third hypothesis is further suonorted bv some- 
experiments performed by-Dr. Khi-Ruey Tsai which   . ..- ; 

;.;".';, .conclusively demonstrate that oxygen transport may 
accompany cesium transport. Dr. Tsai found that if a small 
closed tube containing C37O2 at the bottom end is partially 
immersed in a hot bath (120 - 130°C) that cesium collected 
at the cool end and CsrO was left at the hot end. However, 
during this process a thin layer of solid CsgO formed above ;; 
the bath surface. Actually there was a continuous film of 
oxide extending from the Cs^O in the bottom to slightly 

[ above the bath surface. These oxides showed a gradation of 
t colors from dark red to yellow. A clear region of glass 
I remained between the yellow deposit and the cesium at the 

top. The identity of the remaining phase was conclusively 
established as CsjO by means of x-ray diffraction powder 

I photographs.  In this experiment oxygen transport was shown 
to occur from the bottom to the region above the bath surface 

1 although the mechanism is not established. 

In view of these supporting experiments it seems highly 
\     ' likely, (a) that transport occurs through the vapor phase, 
\ and (b) the movinc soecies contain oxygen. Thus the data of 
I Fig. 07 on cathodes nrepared at 190°C seem to be accounted 

for in a highly satisfactory way. 

i When we consider the experiments at 150°C in the lirrht 
I of the above discussion several factors appear which require 
i explanation. The first of these concerns the fact that 
i cathodes prepared at 150°C by introducing very large excesses 

of cesium into the phototube still have high infrared sensitivi- 
ty while such cathodes prepared at 190°C have very low infrared 
sensitivity. This is almost certainly due to differences in 
the bakinr operations in the two cases and to the differences 
in silver base. At 190°C an ohmic conduction current apoears 
at lower (Cs/O) ratios, for the phototube, than at 150°C, This 
is verv clearly shown vv comparing Fig;s. 15 and 17 for cathodes 
prepared at 190°C and ISOoC respectively. By the time, there- 
fore, that cesium had been added to a photocell at 190 C to 

! such an'extent that the (Cs/O) ratio was üarge the conduction . . 
I current was so large that spectral response measurements were 
I impossible. These tubes were usually not baked lon<r enough 

for the conduction current to be reduced. This was the case 
for example, for tube 15^^-145 (see Figs. S#, #9, 90). A large 
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•t.. excess of cesfua» wns.\ added ,i4i"this ess» and the conduction 
• {  ,v       v current was so large that it' seamed, at the time, hopeless 

to TpjiKelfche tube long enough' to distill excess -cesium from  
\; the cathode to the wäll and to reduce the conduction current. 

„. -- ^we now know,.of course, that this could probably have been 
done but at the time this did hot seem evident.' Another 
example is furnished by the tube, prepared at 190°C,     —•,'-.• 

):'": corresponding: to the peak point of Fig. 07. This tube» 
\  :       \. 659-33, pessed through an intermediate stage of high infra- • 
i--0-   -Tp -.ir.'---^   red ."sen-sit ivlty as shown by Fig. £2, The tube was not baked, 
• \        t-r       however, after stoppln* the cesium flow for a Inn,«: enough 
v'" period to restore infrared sensitivity by distilling cesium 
I from the cathode. We now know that, ti is could be done but 

this was not clear at the time the tube was nfenared. Some 
of the tubes prepared at 190°C by adding large excesses of 
cesium were baked for considerable periods with the cesium 
source cool but these tubes were those preoared on thin 

I silver bases (10.000A) and hence they did not develop infra- 
I red sensitivity for an entirely different reason. At 150OC, 
\ on the other hand, the high ohmic conduction currents did 
I not develop until the (Cs/O) ratios v.'ere higher. Moreover, 
f; by the time these tubes were prepared it was known that 
\ infrared sensitivity could I * restored to a tube containing 
i even a large excess of cerium by prolonged baking. This was, 

therefore, done for the 150°C tubes and the final tubes had, 
I as the result, rather high infrared sensitivities.  In brief, 
I  / the processing methods used in preparing the 190°C tubes were 
\     \ more uniform than those used on the 150°C tubes, chiefly 
? because the preparation method was less well understood at 
; the time. This probably contributes to the fact that the 

curve for (Cs/O) bv count versus (Cs/O) bv flow is smoother 
for the 190°C data than for the 150°C data. 

In view of the fact that a smooth curve with a well 
marked maximum is not obtained at 150°C when (Cs/O) by count 
is plotted versus (Gs/O) by flow can we conclude that a 
volatile oxide is also formed at 150°C7' The answer is that 
more careful inspection of the data strongly indicates the 
formation of a volatile oxide even at 150°C, The argument 
is as follows.  In the first place the cathode (Cs^oT ratio 
for the 150°C tubes never exceeds 2.0 by more than experi- 
mental error no matter how much cesium is addeü to the tube. 
--Moreover, the photocell to which the greatest amount of 
cesium was added, (Cs/O) bv flow »10.9, the cathode (Cs/O) 
ratio, 1.27, was lowest. Thus, although scatter in the data, 
due to variation in processing conditions, tends to obscure 
the maximum, the data are compatible with the view that the 
largest excesses of cesium tended to reduce the amount of 
cesium on the cathode. This tends to be supported by the 

1 fact (see Table XV) that the ratio of moles cesium on the 
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; cathode to that on the backing disc shows a general 
\. u^ tendency to decrease as the (Cs/0) ratio for the tube 

,. (Obtained by flow^ineasurement) increases. This ratio 
of cesium on cathode to that on the backing disc de- 

} creases from 650 to IX  for tubes fabricated at 150°C. 
l  These data are also consistent with the transport of 
| cesium to the tube envelope by means of a volatile 

cesium oxide. We conclude, therefore, that even though 
CS3O solid is stable at 150°C the solid probably has an 

"-', '..'•   Ippreeiable v&por pressure.       — :v,..;,.:..^: ;__-\Jii., 

t 

1 

It is also of interest to compare the results ob- 
tained in this section with those of Section 3*1. For 
the tubes described in Section 3.1 the maximum thermionic 
emission is obtained when the (Cs/0) ratios by flow %T%i\ _,_ 
between 1,6 and 1.8. On the other hand, for the tracer 
tubes prepared at 190°C the (Gs/0) ratios (by flow) at 
maximum thermionic emission are larger. For example, in 
Fig. 81 the maximum comes at 2.9, in Fig. 8J+ at about 
2.6, and in Fig. ÖS at about 2.3. This difference is 
probably due in part to the different cathode areas rela- 
tive to the tube envelope areas. For the tubes of Section 
3.1 the cathode areas were aporoxiraately 22 cm*_and the 
area of the glass envelope approximately 113 cm . For the 
tracer tubes of the present section, however, the cathode 
areas were 2,86 cm2 and the glass envelope areas ap- 
proximately 80 cm2. The ratio of envelope area to cathode 
area is 5 and 26 respectively in the two cases. If, there- 
for, cesium reacts with the glass envelope to the same 
extent in the two cases we might expect that the proportion 
of cesium on the wall as compared to cesium on the cathode 
would be only one fifth as great for the tubes of Section 
3,1 aa for those of the present section. The proportion of 
cesium on the wall to that on the cathode for tracer tubes 
prepared at 190°C is shown bv the following table. The 
data are taken from Table XIV. 

Tube     (Cs/0) Flow (Cs/0) Count Cesium on Wall 
 '  ffesium on tfathode 
-g i§72i rai ———rei  
15 2.79 1.49 0.88 
16      2.51      0.80 2.U 

ave.     TX5 TTI3 T727 
The proportion of cesium on the wall to cesium on the 
cathode was computed by using the fact that the (Cs/0) ratio 
by flow gives the total cesium entering the tube to oxvgen 
on the cathode. All of the above tubes were prepared bv 
adding cesium until maximum thermionic emission was anproxi- 
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aately reached. If we suppose that the amounts of cesium 
L per unit area on the wall and cathode respectively are   '-T ..-•-•-—-•-- 
; the same for these tubes as for the "tubes of ••"Section' 
3,1 at comparable stages of processing then we Conclude;-: 

Ä>" that the proportion of cesiuav on the wall to that-: : 
oh the cathode for the tubes of Section 3.i-is approxi- 

'...'...- mately 0.25 at the sarae stage. If we use this figure to 
correct the data of Section 3»1 so as to obtain the 
§"" afhode cesium to oxygen ratio we find for this ratio: ;; : 
^SftolitJ at maximum thermionic emission. ^is%is: ;n " ^, / 
Stilt higher than the cathode (Cs/0) ratio of 1.13" foWd 
for the tracer tubes prepared at 190°c but the discrepancy 
is reduced. The agreement is probably as good as can be 
expected since we have assumed that cesium is uniformly 
distributed over the glass envelope of the + ube. This is 
probably not a valid assi^pfcion since the glass used in 

• making metal to glass seals for introduction of the lead 
wires in the tube is not the same as for the remainder of 
the envelope and differences in the rate of reaction with 
cesium are to be expected. This point can be checked by 
makin» use of the data obtained on the backing disc by 
determining the activity of the disc with a Geiger counter. 
The ratio of tne number of moles of cesium on the cathode 
to that on the backing disc is given in Table XIV. As- 
suming that the same amount of cesium per unit area is on 
the tube envelope as on the backing disc these data can be 
used to calculate the ratio of cesium on the wall to that 
on the cathode. If this is done for the same four tubes 
as those above the following results are obtained. The 
amount of cesium on 

m. x.          Cesium on Cathode  Cesium on Wall       ,   .* 
^fc«   Cesium on Disc   Cesium on Catnod'e<Calculated) 

_g 5^71 i57o6- 
15 52.52 0.50 
16 22.68 1.15 
17 50.62 0. 

ave. Ü !$ 

the wall compared to that on the cathode has the same order 
of magnitude as the measured value computed above from 
(Cs/Oj count and (Cs/0) flow but is lower by an amount, 
which exceeds experimental error. This can only mean that 
the p^lass envelope of the tube reacts with more cesium per 
unit area than does the glass backing disc. This becomes 
even more pronounced when large excesses of cesium are 
introduced into the tubes. Consider for example tube 18 
of Table XIV. The (Cs/o) ratio by flow for this tube is 
7.91 while (Cs/0) by count, is 0.57. The ratio of cesium 
on wall to cesium on the cathode obtained from these figures 
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Is 12.3» On the other hand, for tube 16 the ratio of 
f cesium on cathode to that on the backing disc is 6.99. 

If w» assume that cesium per unit -area on-the wall is 
the same as that on the , bacj&ftg..-jüsc we obtain (cesium-  . 
on wall/cefslura on cathode J*3*7» - There is more than 
three times as much cesium oh the wall than would be ex- vr 
pected if the amount\of cesium per unit area reacting with— 
the wall JLs,the same as for the backing disc. This means 

--——-        that either the wall is uniformly more reactive than the 
^^.z^:-^:^-^^-^-u..-:^::^LS^!QT$-m3re  likelyy^t hat some portion-öf the wall such 

as the glass in the vicinity of a metal to glass seal is 
more reactive. We must also remember that the backing 

-ip; Iodise has been more thoroughly cleaned than the tube enve- 
lope. Although the whole tube was thoroughly outgassed 
by heating to /*00°C before preparing "the photocell this 

> would only remove volatile impurities. A thin layer of a 
nonvolatile imnurlty on the tube envelope would not be re- 

I 'moved by this procedure and such an impurity may well re- 
act with cesium. The glass backing disc; on the other 

1 hand, wa3 thoroughly cleaned by chemical methods before 
mounting in the tube envelope and was outgassed in addition. 
This may be a significant factor.  In this connection it is 
of some interest that, the tubes of Section 3.1 were more 
thoroughly cleaned. For the cathode was etched with dilute 

• nitric acid and rinsed with distilled water before pre- 
paring the photocell. Thus both cathode and tube envelope 

|  / were chemically cleaned before th« outgassinp; operation. 
Moreover, several of the tube envelopes of Ssction 3.1 

| were used over and over again so that the tube walls no 
| doubt became saturated with cesium.  Under these conditions 
f    _.        less cesium may have reacted with the wall Huring orepa- 
j, ration of these cathodes. Considering all of these facts 

the agreement between the data on the tracer tubes and 
r those of Section 3.1 is probably as good as can L" expected. 

i As stated above, the amount of cesium found on the 
i glass wall in the present, section is, for tubes prepared 
1 to Maximum thermionic emission, 1.27 times that on the 

cathode. This is roughly the same as was found by Prescott 
and Kelly*-*. However, the cathode (Cs/O) ratio obtained by 
the tracer studv is 1.13. This is the average for four 
tubes.  Prescott and Kelly found 2.1 for this ratio. The 
difference is probably due to differences in nrenmration. 
Prescott and Kelly apparently added more cesium to their 
cathodes than was the case in the tracer study. The ratio 
found in the tracer study certainly does not, however, 
agree with the idea that the cathode consists only of C82O. 
In fact CS2O2 ralffht seem at first sight to be indicated. 
However, CS2O2 ^s not- pound in the x-ray study described in 
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-the next section so thiir vi^ cart,b^^x'claded at once,  y 
It seeras probable that, two oxides 6f cesium are present * 
iir«TWB^~ÜlT.hc>a^l~^'ne of which is CsoOr-and the other a 
higher cesium oxide, perhaps CS2O3 although a_ definite   " - 
identification has not been made. If cesium had been 
added somewhat beyond maximum thermionic emission and 
the tube baked to restore infrared sensitiTFFy the" 
cathode (Cs/o) ratio would probably have been higher. 
For cathode 659-33 the cathode (Cs/O) ratio is 2.17"the 
highest obtained for any cathode. Unfortunately, this 
cathode was not baked long; enough to restore infrared 
sensitivity although it seems very likely that this 
could have been done.  If this had been done, however, 
a volatile oxide of cesium would have distilled from 
the cathode so that the (Cs/O) ratio bv count would seem 
to be less than 2 even though the cathode mifrht have 
contained only CS2O. This arises because of the loss of 
oxygen which is not taken into account in the calculation 
of the (Cs/O) ratios by count which appear in Table XIV, 
Fie. 87 and other places in this section. In view of this 
fact we mie^ht well ask how accurate is the (Cs/O) ratio of 
1.13, obtained for cathodes wrepared to maximum thermionic 
emisrion? This is hard to answer. Inspection of Fig. #7 
suggests that the volatile cesium oxide is not "ormed until 
the actual cathode (Cs/O) ratio exceeds 2. However, we 
know that, the cathode reactions are slow.  If the rate of 
addition of cesium to the cathode is high than the pile-up 
of cer.ium at the cathode-vapor interface may produce a 
local excess of cesium beyond the ratio (Cs/0)a2. Under 
these conditions the volatile cesium oxide may be forming 
and distilling away even during the early stages of cesium 
addition in which the overall (Cs/O) ratio for the cathode 
does not yet exceed 2. Loss of oxygen from the cathode by 
such a process would make the (Cs/O) ratios, by way of count, 
of Table XIV lower than the actual (Cs/O ratio for the 
cathode. This probably occurs to some extent but we do not 
think that, this is a major factor for the following reason. 
Maximum thermionic emission is reached for the tubes of 
Section 3.1 before the (Cs/O) ratio for the whole tube 
becomes 2. Hence at maximum thermionic emission the cathode 
(Cs/O) ratio must have been less than 2 unles« a very large 
proportion of the oxy»en on the cathode had been removed in 
the form of a volatile oxide so thst very little remained on 
the cathode. Nothing about the appearance of these cathodes 
suggests such behavior a^d hence,we conclude that the (CR/O) 
ratio is actually less than 2 at maximum thermionic emission. 
Si-nilarlv the (Cs/O) ratio of 1.13 obtained in the tracer 
study is probably not much in error although it is conceiva- 
ble that it might be low by a small amount. 
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In the case of tracer cathodes prepared at 150°C the 
cathode (Gs/O) ratios for good infrared-sensitive'tubes 
is considerably greater-than the 1,13 obtained for the 
tracer cathodes nreoared at 190°£v- This is -probably due 
to the fact that, at 150°C, cesium was add§d to well beyond 
naxi-^runi thermionic,.emission and the_tube haked to restore 
Infrared, sensitivity»      '       ?¥H*-  "'<•• 

t •*, 

( 

^C-^&Xt-is--ie^ident from the-above -data -that detenemination 
of the cathode (Cs/O) ratio is not sufficient to determine 
the compound formed in the cathode. In order to unambigu- 
ously identify the compound formed an x-ray diffraction 
study was undertaken as described in the next section, 

4»2 Cathode Phase 
Identification 

One of the primary objectives of the Ag-O-Cs cathode 
investigation has been the determination of the actual 
phases present in the photosurface. This required the 
development, of a method for the identification of solids 
in very thin films. Both electron and x-ray diffraction 
methods were considered. Electron diffraction has the 
advantage that even a thin film scatters sufficiently to 
provide an easily photographed diffraction pattern. The 
chief disadvantages are (a) that the electron beam mav 
damage the specimen, and (b) that metal equipment is used 
with both the beam,and specimen in the vacuum chamber thus 
increasing the chanoe of contamination. The problems as- 
sociated with either introducing a prepared Dhotosurface 
into an electron diffraction camera or fabricating the 
surface in the sample chamber are complex because of the 
reactivity of cesium and cesium oxides. The performance 
of definitive experiments would not be easy. 

In the case of x-ray diffraction the sitüat?o?riT*"'~*' 
reversed. The specimen may be prepared in vacuo in a e-lass 
vessel and illuminated from the outside through a thin 
window. However, scattering from thin films is very small 
on direct x-ray illumination at right angles to the film, 
too small in fact to show up diffraction lines on films as 
thin as those of interest here even after a U&  hour ex- 
posure. Two methods of avoiding this difficulty were con- 
sidered. The first involves illumination at glancing 
-incidence. This seems feasible but troublesome to do with 
the readily available equipment. The second method in- 
volves scraoing a sample from a considerable area and 
loading into a fine glass capillary tube with thin walls. 
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,-           The. capillary consents are then characterized by x-ray 
' -r-         . -J^i-t' action photor;r-3phs. Application of the latter _  i 

|            ;. t^chniaue to the study- of the oxide phases present in 
--*;.   ^tsW1 discharge oxidized thin silver films-indicated- 
- —;•-!--pearly that the method could b°_.uaed-in the study of 

. .. -%\,-i^"^the actual, photpr-urface.. This method seemed- vy ;;far 
' - .,        better suited to the investination and hence has &*+»:• ' , 

i'      . ••:, .•  used..,-..  ••-:-^-^;„:;.;^- :;;-:;"-'-•'" ..  „...., _.._,-... •,:.;:•.;.,...• •• 
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•-*  Three types of cat.hQdes. have been studied by x--rav-   -—     •-? 
diffract"on methods; namely, (a) good infrared-sensitive: 

-. surfaces fabricated at 190°C, (b) cesium deficient (GsÖfc^-r* ; 

cathodes fabricated at 150°C, and (c) excels cesium 
cathodes fabricated at 150°C, The results of these 
investigations are discussed in the above order.        ,.j 

U.21 Maximum thermionic 
emission - 190°C surfaces 

To determine the ohases oresent in infrared- 
sensitive surfaces, prepared at 190°C to maximum therm- 
ionic emission, two phase identification tubes PTJ+2 and 
PT55 were prepared. Tube PTk2 was prepared on the vacuum 
system while PT55 was fabricated using the oven system of 

i Section 2.12. The cesium was added in the case of PT/,.2 
1 to the ther lionic emission maximum while in PT55 the ad- 

\ dition was not discontinued until a stable 190°C surface 
was obtained. The tube designs used in these experiments 
have been described in Section 2.13. 
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j 
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The behavior of these cathodes during fabrication was 
tvp'ical of the 190°C tubes.  During the oxidation step the 
silver v/as oxidised to a second order yellow in the case of 
PT42, and to a second order yellow red in PT55, corre- 
sponding respectivelv to the deposition of 1.94 and 
3.23x10-5 gramatoms of oxvgen. The changes in the spectral 
response during the processing are illustrated by the data 
for PTk2 in Fig. 97.  In the cass of the cathodes to which 
cesium in excess of 0S2O was not added the photosensitivity 
at the top was lesn than at the bottom (Curves 1 and U  Pig. 
97).  This difrerence has been attributed to a cesinm 
molecular beam effect associated with the tubo geometry 
(see Section 3.17). 

"^-J The^x-Tay1 diffraction" samoles from "the "cathodes of" 
tubes PT2»2 and PT55 were obtained by scraping the most 
sensitive regions of the cathodes. This process in the 
case of PTU2 shifted the response as shown in Fig. 97.  The 
small change in photosensitivity which occurred indicated 
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the removal of only a small fraction of the photosensitive 
| J{ species. In the scraping of Fi'55 the drop was more marked, 

actually the 960 ny*. sensitivity was decreased from ap- 
proximately 500 to 1#0 mm(10" range).  The spectral re- 
sponse's of t^ese cathodes did not change significantly in 
shape during the process of obtaining the x-ray diffraction 
photographs. A precise check was difficult because of the 

| problems inherent in remeasuring the response? at exactlv      ...,. & 
L-:      -     the same- position with the equipment used. It is worth- 
| while to note that after scraping the cathode surface of 

both PT4-2 and FT55the spectral response maximum was shifted 
j to 9h0  myu; compared to 960 and 950 m«/, respectively, before 

scraping. 

* 

The x-ray diffraction and spectral response data for 
j the 190°C tubes are riven in Table XVI. The x-ray dif- 
\ fraction rings for the samnle from PT5"> were sharp and well 

defined. The diffraction rings for PT/i.2, on the other hand, 
had a snotty appearance which indicates the presence of 
rather large 0^0 ci yrtallites. Intensities am estimated 
only for the rings from PT55.  Interplanar spacings (d/n) 
are given in Angstroms. The formula for the solid phase 
giving rise to each diffraction line is included in Table 
XVI together with the interplanar spacing for the pure 
substance.  In the case of PT55 all of the lines are ac- 
counted t'or as due to either CS2O or silver. In the case 

, of PT2f2 two weak lines at d/n»2.85 and 2.J+7 are unidenti- 
fied. The regaining lines for PTÜv2 are accounted for as 

1 due bo either C82O or silver. Moreover, rather large 
crystals of Cs20 are apparently formed. 

It seems evident that CS2O is the dominant oxide 
I phase in a highly infra^d-sensitive cathode prepared to 

maximum thermionic emission at 190°C. We are unable to 
j detect a higher oxide of cesium in these cathodes. Neither 
j was anv unreduced silver oxide found. The results of the 
I   proceeding section show, however, that the cathode cannot 
I contain CS2O alone since the cathode (Cs/0) ratio is 
\ substantially less than 2. The explanation--for -the failure 

to find the higher cesium oxide is probably as follows. 
The cathodes were not uniform due to the placing of the 
cesium capillary inlet relative to the cathode. Some areas 
of the cathode contain more cesium than others. Samples 
were taken, as explained above, from the areas having 
highest infrared sensitivity. These, however, are probably 

  the areas containing, the greatest proportion of CSJJO.  If - 
the overall composition of an area were such that (Cc;/0)sl.7 
and the oxides present were CS2O and C32O3 then 90 mole 
percent of the mixture would be CS2O. A small amount of 
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C30O3 might escape-detection. ' There is another fect& 
which also makes the detection of CS2O3 diffucult^-^Caro- 
la probably the outermost phase so that any CagQ^ v 
crystals present are probably coated with a laf^fbi 
CS2O. Since cesium compounds adsorbed CuK^ radiation 
jrath^r strongly the diffraction by CS2O3 would be    - 
weakened by the,,outer coating of« CS2O and thus a small 
amount could .escape detection.    „ ?i  

U,22    Cesium deficient 
T50°C phötosurfaces   

Since the thermionic emission maximum during 
cesium addition at 150°C occurs at amroximatoly the same 
tube grosn composition as at 190°C it v;as assumed th*t 
the phase identification results obtained at 190°C also 
apoly to this surface. One marked difference between 
190°C and 150°C tubes is the formation of a "stable" 
surface at low (Cs/o) ratios during fabrication at 150°C. 
During fabrication at 190°C, the decrease in emission 
which occurs or coolie* the cesium source at low (Gs/O) 
ratios is consi lered to arise from the presence of un- 
reduced silver oxide in the photosurface (see Section 3.1). 
To obtain more definitive data on the characteristics of 
tubes with low (Cs/O) ratios, a series of four x-ray dif- 
fraction tubes were prepared at 150°C with a final erross 
tube composition of (Cs/0)sl.O. 

During the fabrication of the cathodes PT57, 59, 65— 
and 6tf several interesting observations were made on the 
effect of the tube geometry on the photosurface formation. 
The three cathodes -vere oxidized in the glow discharge to 
give the following oxygen contents: 

••' 

• 

- 

>s: 

—. 

=~ m 

PT57 
59 
65 
68 

gramatorn 0 
1.95x10-5 
3.36x10-5 
2.57x10-5 
3.36x10-5 

 Color 
2nd or^er yellow 
2nd order gold yellow 
2nd or(-»sr. red green 
2nd order dark green 

On the addition of cesium to the photosurface it was 
observed \,mt  the color of the top half of the cathode T,'as 
unchanged after sufficient cesium had been introduced to 
give a <rro3S composition of (Cs/0)=1. The bottom half of 

_ the_cat hode.,...however,, hue--changed to a grey black color 
while at the center therV-was a transition region of grey 
black fading into the oxi3r<% color. On coolin«r the cesium 
source at 1.0 (Cs/0) the~£hcrmionic and photoelectric e- 
mission rose to "stable" values. On cooling the tube to 
room temperature the photoelectric Response increased, the 
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r~~_      effect being most Marked for the F^ and F? responses,. * 
Thus the increase in response during cooling of tfi^Se 
cathodes occurred predominantly in the wavelongth region 
of less than 900 mjM    The st>ectr«l response of PT57 at 
the bottom (grev black), center (transition cplorj, and 
top (yellow) of the cathode after fabrication, and after 
the equilibrating bake following cesium sourre seal off 
is: shown in Fig. 9$. It is worth -noting in this surface 
that shapes of the spectral response curves of -the-cathode-..  

)  —— are to a rather large extent independent of the position 
illuminated though narked differences in the integral 

! _    „       sensitivity occur.  It is clear from Fie. 90 that the 
I cathodes are quite non-uniform. This nonuniförmity is 

more pronounced for oathodes with (Cs/0)rl than for any 
i others which have been encountered. 

The'apparent decrease_in the response at the cathode 
i center on baking shown in fig. 9# is not very significant 
j because of the rapid change in response occurring in the 

color transition region. It is difficult to locate the 
same spot in remeasurin? the spectral response. If the 

i cathode had not been e;iven an equilibrating bake before 
j cooling to room temperature there would have been a more 

marked variation in response characteristics from too to 
I bottom. 

(   \ 

Since these cathodes represent ptood examples of cesium 
deficient tubes it is of interest to Dresent the data in 
detail for PT59 and PT65. The tube PT59 exhibited a 
variety of response characteristics during processing which 
are typical of PT57, 59 and 6#, whereas PT65 resembled the 
good infrared-sensitive tubes. In the +ube assenblv process 
small differences actually exist in the positioning of the 
cesium inlet tube relative to the photosurface and conse- 
quently it would not be anticipated that the actual Dhoto- 
surface formation conditions would be reproduced from tube 
to tube.  It was not feasible to fix this variable in 
these tubes bv repeatedly usintr the same envelope and 
capillary.     :. 

The behavior of the thermionic emission and the oven 
spectral response during the initial fabrication of PT59 
is shown in Fig. 99. On cooling the cesium source there 
was a marked increase in the thermionic emission to a 
maximum followed by a decrease. Simultaneously, in this 
ease, there occurred a marked decrease in the photo- 
resoonse.  On cooliner the tube to room temperature the 
photoemission increased primarily in the (F^-Fj) region, 
indicating change occurring at wavelengths less than 900 iw 
After fabrication, the base region (prey black) of the 
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cathode exhibited a double maximum response as shown in 
Fig. 101. The responses at toother positions were 
similar in shape but with a marked reduction in the 
photoemi'ssion. After sealing off the cesium source the 
response at the bott om of the cathode corresponded to 
curve 2 in Fi*. 101 while at the top of the cathode the 
response corresponded to curve 5. Thus the introduction 
of a small amount.of cesium during seal off resulted1in 
an elimination of the 700 ny*/ maximum.  ." '''' •*•—  

During the equilibrating bake of PT59 at 150°C the 
thermionic and Photoelectric emission became stabilized 
ao shown in Fig. 100. Again on cooling the,,tube there 
was a marked increase in the (F1-F2) response» After 
the bake the spectral response at the bottom of the"cathodo 
corresponded to curve 3 in Fig. 101. In this case a 
definite maximum in the 900 -1000 m/** region was developed. 
Scraping an x-ray powder sample from the cathode did not 
appreciably alter the response characteristics. Approxi- 
mately three weeks later; after the x-ray diffraction ex- 
periments were completed^ the spectral response at the 
bottom region had changed 00 a double peak curve as shown 
by curve l*  in Fig. 101. The cause of this shift has not 
been investigated. It is possible that the change is re- 
lated to the slow decomposition of silver oxides present 
in this surface. A detailed study of the stability of 

O cesium deficient, surfaces over a long period of time wa3 
not performed. 

The behavior of PT65 during the initial fabrication 
is illustrated by the data presented in Fig. 102. Cooling 
the cesium source in this case resulted in an increase 
in the thermionic and photoelectric emission to stable 
values. Cooling the tube resulted in an increase in both 
the (tx~^Z^  an(* ^5 responses similar to that observed in 
the fabrication or 1.6 - 1.Ö (Cs/o) tubes (see Section 
3.1). The change in the tube characteristics durinp the 
equilibrating bake at 150°C is shown in Fig. 103. The 
spectral response characteristics after fabricaticn and 
after bake are shown in Fig. 104. During the baking 
operation the response at the cathode base did not change 
appreciably but a marked increase in the sensT&iyity at 
the top (red) portion of the cathode occurred. After 
scraping the central region of 'he cathode to remove an 
x-ray sample the spectral response at the base shifted to 

• ; curve 3 in Fig. lOi.. No marked change in the response 
characteristics occurred during the following 3 day nerind 
in which x-ray photorrraphs were prepared. 
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FIG. 102.  IIITTAL FAHRICATIOH PT65 - 150°C. 
THERMIONIC EMISSION ASD OVEN 
SPECTRAL DATA. " 
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i The x-ray diffraction and spectral response data for 
?  *' PT59 and PT65 are summarized in Table XVII. The x-ray 
\ photorraphs for PT57 prcved to be unsatisfactory due to 
[ a contamination of the sample by iron. During the initial 
f oxidation and heat treatment of this tube the razor blade 
$ was appreciably oxidised. This oxide, on reaction with 
I cesium, resulted in the formation of  an iron film which 
| did not adhere to the blade. Consequently the sample 
\   consisted primarily of iron and silver, the percentage 
| of other phases bein*> too small to-detect* in the tubes 
-: with (^s/0)sl it was difficult to obtain a sample in which 
i there was a sufficiently hich concentration of other 
I phases, relative to the silver, to give characteristic 
\ diffraction lines which could be identified. 

; As shown in Table XVII the predominant constituent 
of the samples from PT59 and PT65 is silver. The samole 

[ in PT59 was removed primarily from the top, anoarentlv 
) unreacted rerion, of the cathode.  In this case a nair of 

diffraction lines apoear at 2.7L. and 3.02A. This oair of 
lines may be related to the CuK^ and Cu!<y| reflections from 
the 2.72 line observed in the silver oxide pattern.  The 
relative intensities of the other silver oxide lines are 
too low to be readily detected, ^ince the presence of 
lin°s with d/n>3.1 could not be readily established, be- 

• cause of the hietfi background scattering, the phase re- 
snonsible for the lines at 2.57, 2.52, 2.46, and 2.11 

1 could not be unioualy as-i^ned. The cesium oxides Cs20. 
CS2O3, and CsOg do not have diffraction lines near 2.75A 

£ ana consequently the presence of silver oxide In PT59 is 
\ established. 

For ease of comoarison, the diffraction lines (with 
d/n between 3.(" and 2.0) for several oxides of cesium are 
piven below. 

Cs?0 Cs2,02(?) CsoO-i '•• CsO? 
d/n(I) '  d/ntl) d/n(I) d/nfl) 
2.91(100) V^OIAOI Ottso) 2.39(&0) 
2.6MD 2.1,1(20) 2.47(10) 2.22(60) 
2.13(3) 2.11(40) 2.14(60) 
2.12(25) 2.02(20) 

The relative intensities are in each case referred back to 
the strongest line in each substance as 100. The intensi- 
ties do not permit, any comparison of the scattering oower 
of one substance with that'for a different substance. 
X-ray diffraction lines priven for""Cä'202 were not obtained 
by observation on the pure substance.  Instead, these are 
lines found in a C82O sample which had been exposed to a 
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TABLE XVII«     CESIUM DBFIClIfrPHASE 
IDENTIFICATION TUBES 150°C 

ft f. 

Tube Data 
Tub« (Cs/O)    Stage      Max.  PEX LongX Limit h Max.  PEA. PE at .Max. 

Flow                            in/*.             fflM* rnyö* mälO6 

PT59      1.0 After Fab.  700/900     'TÜÖ 1045 2 7?23         ^~ 
After 150OC 
Bake     750/930   1300 lOtfO 36A6 

PT65  1.0 After Fab.  950    1250 1050 260 (Bottom) 

After 150°C 
Bake       945    1300      1060    260 (Bottom) 

$15 (Top) 

»60 (Botti 
16 (Top) 

Diffraction Data1»2 

Interplanar Spacings __ Phase  
PfF     »M Formula     d/nil)  Sadlation 
flZaili   äMD  
3.02(1) AgxOy 2,72(100)^ 
2.74 2) AgxOy 2.72(100)* 

:?) 2.60(5)     2.62(5) Ag(?) 2.36(100)f 
2.57(0.5) 
2.52(0.5) AgxOy 2.51(25-50)* 

2.35(10) 2.35(10) Ag 2.36(100)«» 
2.21,(1) 2.24(1) Ag 2.04(40)? 
2.11 1) 2.11 1) 
2.05(5) 2.05(5) Ag 2.04(40)* 

1. Background intensity too hi*h to observe diffraction lines 
at d/n>3.1. 

2. The values of d/n for the diffraction lines of PT59 and 
PT64 w^re calculated usinp; the wavelength for CuK^ 
radiation (1.54A). In those cases in which lines actual- 
ly arise from the diffraction of CuK^ radiation the re- 
corded d/n will be high by 10%. The values of d/n given 
for the various phases are the actual interplanar 
spacings in Angstrom units. 
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f slight excess of oxygen. The above data are taken from 
Table II of Section 1.1, except that relative intensities 
have been changed to a scale of 100 a$t explained abo^e. 

JL .„.__.  __   M I.£ -' 
Those diffraction lines given in Table ^CV11 which  _ 

cannot be iientified as arising either front-silver or 
from silver oxide are at d/ns2.57, 2,46 and 2.11 for 
PT55 and at d/n«2.46 and 2.11 for PT65. Since there is 
no line for either PT59or PT65 at-d/n«2.91 it follow« 
that the proportion of Cs20 must be small. The line at 
2.46 mierht'WTOs either to CS2O2 or CS2O3. The line at 
2.11 might be due to CS2O3. However, CS2O2 is not ex- 

I eluded because the diffraction lines for this substance -- 
£ are observed only as "extra" lines in impure samples of 
1 CS2O. Since Cs20 has a line at 2,11 it cannot be told 
! whether C32O2 might also have a line at the same d/n. 
I The line at 2.60 for PT59, at 2.62 for PT65, coincides 

with that expected for the fi  reflection from the 2.36 
I interplanar spacing of metallic silver. The intensities 

seem too hi^h, however, for the line to be explained in 
I this way. Some other phase is probably contributing. 
\ CS2O2 has a strong line at 2.60 and Cs^Oo has a strong 

line at 2.64. Wither of these two oxides could be re- 
sponsible for the intense lines at 2.60 and 2.62 re- 

l spectively for PT59 and PT65. No decision can be reached 
I at present between CS2O2 and CS2O3 as the oxide phase. 
I  1 As stated above, the samples are hot well suited to the 

detection of oxide phases because of the large proportion 
of metallic silver. 

The fact that Cs20 could not be detected in PT65 is 
interesting since this cathode has high Infrared sensitivi- 
ty at the bottom portion. It seems likelv that CS2O is 
present, in small quantity. Because of the nonuniformity 
of the cathodes prepared to the ratio (Cs/0)sl the x-ray 
data are hai-d to interpret. 

J>.23 Excess cesium 
1^0°C photosurfaces 

The ^reparation of cathodes at 150°C which contain 
excess cesium is of particular interest in connection with 
the question of whether or not CS3Ö i3 a good infrared 
emitter. This question could not be settled bv either the 
flow or tracer composition experiments in an unequivocal 
manner. Definitive results were obtained from the x-ray 
diffraction characterization of two excess cesium cathodes 
PT5Ö and 63. 
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-dpW— In the fabrication of PT5Ö, excess cesium was 

JT "T^-"^^~--^*itrodtte«i Ht 150°C to a tube gross coniT>osition of ap« 
•^. .\. ' :"~- ":m"m"j^K/XbMf.9lä 2,U  (Cs/O). The cathode, after a 25 minute 

equilibrating bake at 150°C with the cesium source cool, 
developed a small F2»response which increased appreciab- 

«?? .......  . ly when the tube was cooled. The snectral response before 
and after the seal'öff"of" the cesium source is shown by 
curves 1 and %4n Fig, 106. On bakinrr the cathode at 
150°C the therÄonic emission and infrared sens-itivity was 
recovered as shown in Fig« 105. Aftet^this-bake the    •'"' 
cathode exhibited appreciable infrared sensitivity as 

f,;      shown by curves 3 and•••"L  in Fig. 106. ^ ^   — 
I    • .-.  '•>-• m 

In the fabrication of PT63 considerably greater care 
waB exercised in the preparation of the tube for mounting 
on the vacuum system. After assembly, the tube was re- 

| peatedly rinsed with distilled water to remove any soluble 
materials which may have been deposited within the 

I envelope during the assembly operation.  It is important to 
note that the tube was rinsed with distilled water just 
before sealing to the vacuum system and beginning the 
fabrication process* Thus any film of soluble solid 

f distilled onto the cathode' or envelope is removed. During 
i the fabrication of this cathode, excess cesium was intro- 
\ duced to pive a tube gross composition of 2.3 (Cs/0). On 

baking the cathode for U0  minutes at 150°C, after cesium 
source 3eal off, no thermionic emission developed and the 
conduction current became stabilized at 0,6 mmdO* range) 

; at 150°C. This did not significantly change the spectral 
response as shown by a comparison of curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 
107. This cathode was then baked for an additional 125 
minutes at 150°C and then cooled to 130°C and baked fqr 
another 200 minutes to facilitate the establishment of 
equilibrium in the photosurface. During this second bake 
the conduction current at 150°C was 0.62 mm(105 range) and 
decreased to 0.30 on cooling to 130°C. During the process 
of baking no appreciable F2 response was recovered. The 
F^ response at the end of *he second bake was 127 mm(lo5 
range) compared to 0.17 mmilO^ ran^e) for ?2*    ^he response 
curves after these baking operations and the further 

I             processing of the surface are shown by curves 3, U,  and 5 
in Fig. 107» It is apparent that the photosurface in this 

I tube is characterized by a maxiuura response of 650 ra^ and 
a long wavelength limit of <v#50 ny. The thermionic e- 
mission data for PT63 have already been discussed in Section 
3.17 (see Fipr. 27). The fact that, the tube could be baked 
without restoring infrared sensitivity is probably due -to——• 
the fact mentioned above, that the tube was rinsed with 
distilled water just prior to oxidation of the 3ilver base. 
The tube walls, being clean, probably did not react with 
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excess cesium. 

n 

~~" The x-ray diffraction data are summarized for both 
%  photocathod*s~in Table XVIII. It is tt> be noted, as 

described in the table, that interplanar sMcTäijgs" were 
 calculated from the- line positions on the photograph's"~~" "*' 

usinjr the wavelength (1.5UU- for CUKQ^ radiation. In  
some instances,; due to the .use of unfiltered radiation, 
the linos are actually due-^to diffraction of CuK^0 
radiation. In such casas 'iihe interplanar spa^ines, d'n,. 
will be 10$ too high. ' Since the x-rav diffraction photo- 
graphs contain both diffraction rings, due to powder 
scattering, and soots, due to single crystal scattering;, • 

H  relative intensities are not reported. Included in 
Table XVIII are the interplanar spacings for the solid 
phases which produce diffraction lines at, or very near,, 

& to, those which-AT« observed. The interplanar spacings 
*>  priven for these substances are those actuallv observed 

for the pure substances. The radiation (<* or /&) dif- 
fracted frora the planes, whose spacings are given, In order 
to produce the corresponding lines for the cathodes PT5Ö and 
PT63 is also indicated in the t^ble. When the dif- 
fraction lines due to <* radiation from one set of planes 
coincides with the ß   radiation from another then the 
observed line may be a superposition of the two. An 
exception is the diffraction line at d/n»3.Ö5 for PT63. 
This is due to CuK^, radiation.  (See Section 2.33 for a 
description of the method of identifying reflections due 
to CvKp  radiation). 

The powder diffraction pattern for PT5# unequivocal- 
ly establishes the presence of CsyC  Since unfiltered 
radiation from a copper targe; x-iay  tube was used to 
prepare the photographs, numerous sinp-le crystal dif- 
fraction spots appear as the reflection from crystals which 
were properly oriented. These spots for the most part 
arise from Cu% and CuK£ scattering as indicated by 
the Laue streak structure produced hy the 15° N 

oscillation of the sample. These soots are, in the case 
of FT5Ö, associated with isolated crystals of Cs?0. This 
is indicated by the fact that the strong cs;>0 lines, at 
d/n values of 3.43 and 2.91, exhibit a relatively high 
density of CuKqn single crystal snots. Thus the single 
crystal reflection observed at 3.79 is to be associated 
with the CuK^ reflection from the 3.i*3 spacinp of CsoO, 
There is no conclusive evidence for the presence of Cs^O 
in PT58. * 

The powder diffraction pattern of PT63 unequivocally 
establishes the presence of both CsoO and CS2O in this 
cathode. The presence of a strong CuK^ powder line at 
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TABLE XVIII* CESIUM EXCESS  PHASE" 
IDSWTIFICAIION  TUBES 

- 150°C        ,.-..   jfc. 

v  2.:,--: a — Tube Data 
^         Tube  (Cs/O)       S-täg©    Max.  PS* LongX Limit,   i Max.PE* PE at Max. 

Flow •';J%;'••;?•-•• : ro/v _5M?*_„ a/*- ramlO8 

1 
I 

( ) 

725 <v2.fc~;A/fter Fab., 
"After 
150°C Bake  890 

PT63 *2.8 After Fab.  640 
125 rain.1500C 
+200 min. 
130°C     650 

920 

1200 
800 

ay»- 
795 

985 
715 

810 725 

45 

138 
35 

32 

Diffraction Data 
The interplanar spacings, d/h, are in Angstroms and were calcu- 
lated, for PT63 and PT58, assuming the wavelength for the CuK* 
line 11.54A). In those cases in which the line is due to CuK^ 
radiation the tabulated d/n will be too. hisrh by 100. The 
interplanar spacings given for the possible phases are actual 
values for the pure solids. The type of radiation is indicated 
in each case. The letters S and P indicate single crystal 
ST>ot9 and powder lines respectively.  (See text for further 
explanation). •  
Interplanar Spacing Possible Phases     
PT63 FTO -  üi^r ggjEZZZZ A3    Z 
S+? 3.85(») 
S+P 3.45 

P 3.17 
S 3.14 
S      3.00 

P 2.92 

S+P 2.62 
S 
S 
S 

2.53 
2.42 
2.38 
2.36 
2.29 
2.27 

S+P 2.13 
S 2.09 

P 2.04 
S 2.01*» 

P 1.99J 
S 1.92 

1.81 
1.80 
,1.76 

S    -3.79 
S+P-3.34-3.43 

P-3.19 

S    -3.02 
S+P-2.93 
S     -2.72 
StP-2.63-^.59 

fS    -2.44) 

P-2.3t 

P-2.27 
-2.19 
-2.13 
2.09 

P 2.04 

S   -»1.87 

3.80(100)* 
3.37(10)«* 

2.^7(15)/» 
2.68 50)^ 
2.87(15)* 

2.68(50)«* 
2.54(2)<* 
2,18(10)^ 

2.28(10)* 

2.10(5)* 

1.89(15)* 

S 
S 

1.80 
1.77 

Ss Single Crystal Spot. 
P« Powder Line 

3.43(100)* 
3.16(25)* 

2.91Ö00)* 

2.64(1)«* 

2.18(3) 
2.13(2 ¥\f 

2.18(3)* 
2.13(25)ot 

1.99(20)01 

1.80(10)« 
1.80 10V* 
lt76J2QigLM 

2.36(100)^ 

2.36(100 >* 

2.04(40)^ 
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I 3.65A establishes the presence of C8-jO. The three powder 
I  f diffraction lines at 3.1+5, 3.175. anü 2.92A exhibit the 
'• Intensity distribution characteristic of £1^0 and have ...as:,. 
£ intensity comparable to the 3.05 line. In addition to '•-:-;• 
I the powder phases C32O-CS3O there are some rather large 
I      ... single'crystals*of CsoO present as indicated by the  ' •--• 

» anoearance of- single crystal reflections superimposed oh' 
—the GS3O powder pattern; If large single crystals of 

—;.__ Co^O were present to an aporeciable extent it would be 
f. anticipated that at least one reflection would, be obs&CyM 

I-. on the 3.17 or 2.9? lines_as obsj^^ed__^__P^Ö0    ~W^-    ^ 

The x-ray diffraction results for the excess cesium 
£•-- cathodes provide; several interesting conclusions. Con- 
! sidering the technique used in the processing of PT63 it 
j . would aopear certain that Phase equilibrium between Cs20- 

. C33O was established. This surface is characterised by a 
, maximum at 650 m^ and a long wavelength limit at Ö00 - 

900 nyu The fact that further cesium addition to this 
I surface does not readily alter the response characteristics 

Indicates that the- response may validly be considered to be 
characteristic of C33O. In addition the presence of large 
single crystals of Cg-jO in PT63 and Cs20 in PT5Ö suggests 
that digestion of the surface in the presence of excess 
cesium may contribute to the formation of rather large 
single crystals. Supporting evidence for the occurrence 
of this process is provided by the observations made by 
Dr. Khi-Ruey Tsai on the preparation of single crystals of 
C82O and C83O. 

, It was pointed out in Section 3.1 that as cesium is 
added continuously to a photocathode the thermionic emission 
passes through a maximum when the (Gs/0) ratio reaches about 
1.7. At (Cs/o) ratios beyond 2 the thermionic emission 
becomes very small. If, however, the addition of cesium is 

I stopped beyond (Cs/0)z2 and the tube is baked for a suf- 
ficiently long period the thermionic emission rises and 
infrared sensitivity is restored. This might be due to the 
fact that cesium is removed from the cathode bv reaction 
with the wall on baking and this hypothesis has been ac- 
cepted throughout this report.  It is also po-sible, however, 
that CsoO might be an infrared emitter which reouired pro- 

f longed heating for activation. The results on PT63 con- 
clusively disprove this latter hypothesis since the tube was 

I baked for considerable periods of time without ever de- 
t veloping infrared sensitivity. At the sane time, the x-ray 
I   .--~- data show conclusively that the cathode contains £330. On 

the other hand PT5Ö is a tube to which excess cesium was 
added and which, on baking, recovered infrared sensitivity 

: and in this cathode only C82O could be conclusively identi- 

<•: 
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 _ftJ&jd*—-the implication therefore becomes strong; that 
cesium wa? distilled away from the cathode on baking 

-; PT5Ö but not on bak-ing ;PT63. We attribute this to the 
\ fact'that rT63 was rinsed with distilled water just 

\ before sealing to the vacuum system. The tube was then  V 
outgassed at tOO°C, in the usual way, and fabrication 
of the photöcathode was begun. We believe-that a thin 

: layer of soluble solid was removed from the tube 
•~   Jr--'——«»««le^-HÖurin^^p rinse with distilled Kvfcer. Tube 

PT5Ö was not treated in this way and hence the wall 
Ä     reaction with cesium was probably extensive. 

r The special treatment which was given to PT63 
came about in an effort to improve uniformity of oxi- 
dation« It was observed during the course of sealing 
in the lead wires which support the cathode and provide 
electrical contact that a thin film of a white solid 
collected around the cool portions of the glass. The 
solid distills out of the tube in the subsequent out- 
gassing at i*00°C and it was thought that the substance 
had been removed from the tube. It wan found, however, 
that oxidation of the silver sheet cathode was quite 
non-uniform and several oxidation-thermal decoraoosition 
cycles were necessary before uniform oxidation could be 
achieved. This was in contrast to the tubes described 
in Section 3.1 for which the cathode usually oxidised 
uniformly on the first trial. It was finally recognized, 
however, that in the tubes of Section 3.1 the same glass 
envelope, capillary, and cathode were used over and over 

j by removing the oxides f -ora the previous experiment by 
rinsing with dilute nitric acid and then with distilled 
water. The cathodes of the present section could not, 
however, be re-used. It was found bv trial that the white 
solid, mentioned above, was water soluble so the tube was 

^ rinsed with distilled water just before mounting on the 
vacuum system. When this was done it was found, for 

j several successive tubes, that the oxidation changed marked- 
ly. Uniform oxide coats were obtained on the first trial. 
Re-examination of the results of Section 3«1 also 3howed 
that difficulty with uniform oxidation was also occasionally 
encountered the first time that a new cathode and tube 
envelope were used but not thereafter. It seems likely that 
it is important to rinse the tube after the tube elements 
have been sealed in and the glass blowing, except for the 
final seal to the vacuum system, ha3 been completed. The 
whole process developed in an effort to improve uniformity 
of oxidation. It was found, however, that tubes treated in 
this way, and to which excess cesium had been added no 
longer recovered infrared sensitivity on moderate baking. 
The implication is strong that a solid surface layer, which 
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        could react with cesium, had been. remove . The cathodes 
used in the tracer study of Section &*4|3*ere not treated 
in this way and hence the extent of reaction of cesium 
with;the tube wall is orobably"greater than for PT63. 
It must be mentioned that reaction with the wall probably 

*       still occurs in a tube prepared in the manner öf PT63. 
-The reaction is^ however, slower. It was observed in one 
case that -infrared sensitivity could be restore! by 
flaming the tube wall with a hard torch. ,4 

It is fortunate that a means was found to reduce 
the extent of trie wall reaction since the data on PT63 
thrn show conclusively, that C83O is not a photoelectric; 
emitter in the far infrared even when subjected to pro- 
longed heating at moderate temperatures. 

lf.3 Chemical Composition 
and Spectral Response 

It seems worthwhile at this point to briefly 
summarize the types Of spectral responses which are ob- 
tained when photocathodes are prepared under various con- 
ditions. In most cases the conditions of preparation 
have been related to the chemical composition bv methods 
described in previous sections of the report. Attention 

( is restricted to massive cathodes since it is onxy in 
this case that the effect of silver base is reproducible 
enough to permit the effect of varying (Gs/O) ratio to 
clearly manifest itself in the cathode spectral response. 
The soectral responses listed below have not been corrected 
for dispersion or for lamp energy distribution, like the..—-, 

 other- spectral responses given in this report except in 
Section 3.2 where approximate correction for these factors 
has been made. 

In order to indicate the relation between chemical 
composition and spectral response it is convenient first 
to consider the response for a photocathode prepared at 
190°C by slowly adding cesium to maximum thermionic e- 
mission. • Next we consider the spectral response of a 
cathode to which excess cesium has been added and finally 
the spectral response of a. cathode which has been over- 
baked so that infrared sensitivity is lost. 

At 190°C the maximum thermionic emission "stable" 
photosurface is obtained on the addition of cesium to a 
tube, of the same design as in Section 3«If to a gross 
cor. position of 1.5< (Cs/0)<2.0. On cooling the cathode 
to  ^m temperature there is a marked increase in the infra- 
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red sensitivity forA>90O ny*. The soectral response 
cf the ,final,surface is characterized by a lone wave- 
length" limit of greater than 1350 m/s* a photoemission      
maximum of 950 -—990 ra^ and a wavelength half maximum 
photocurrent of greater than 1050 myiii A typical 
response curve for this Photosurface is shovm by the 
solid curve of Pie;. 10Ö.  It is observed experimental- 
ly that the magnitude of the photocurrent at the 750 nyuü 
ffiflection is variable relative to the emission at 
900 - 1000 my«  This fact suggests that the surface 
contains two types of emitting: centers contributing 
roughly in the manner shown bv the two dotted curves in   .&i 
Fig» 108. Spectral response IA ha3 maximum ohotoe-      |F~ 
mission at 950 - 990 ra/uand a lone wave limit of greater 
than 1350 ray* while response IB has a maximum at -750 ly* 
and a long wavelength limit of approximately 1000 nu*. 
These response curves IA and IB correspond respectively 
to the Class I and II responses of Section 3.2 except 
that IA and IB have not been corrected for dispersion 
or lamp energy distribution. 

X-ray diffraction studies of photocathodes prepared 
to maximum thermionic emission demonstrated that Cs2Ö 
was the dominant oxide phase present (see Section Z1..2I). 
Considering; the conditions under which the surface was 
formed it is reasonable to suppose (l) that cesium oxide 
CS2O is the surface phase and (2) that CS2O contains 
little if any excess cesium. 

Since excess cesium was not introduced into the tube 
the photosurface must contain higher oxide phases than 
Ca20.  This is indicated not only by the (Cs/O) ratio in 
the photocells obtained in Section 3.1 but also by the 
cathode (Cs/0) ratios obtained in Section fc.,1. The ob- 
served differences in behavior during the fabrication of 
tubes at 190°C and 150°C and the tracer composition studies 
of this surface suggest that no appreciable silver oxide 
remains.  The surface most probably corresponds to phase 
equilibrium between CS2O and CsgOo. At a iCs/O) mole ratio 
of 1.7 the surface would connist of #9$ CS2O by volume 
which is equivalent to 90 mol percent Cs20. Under the 
conditions of fabrication used CS2O would be present as 
the surface layer while the CsoC-i would be an interior 
layer. 

The addition at room temnerature of very small amounts 
of cesium to this photosurface readily eliminates the IA 
response {see Section 3.Ü). On baking the surface at 130°C 
the infrared response is quickly recovered. This rapid 
recovery is due to the oresence of the higher oxides in the 
photosurface.  During the bake the excess cesium reacts 
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with the c^2°3 to form more CE20. 

The excess cesium photosurfaces II, III,vand IV, are 
"characterised by the following?; response characteristics: 

Surface Wavelength at Maximum  lione Wavelength 
-      __ Photoelectric Emission     Limit  

II "  <940 m/" <L3«50 ra/* 
III 750 is*  «vlOQCXay* 
IV 650 mi* 800 m/* 
V 545 m^ 675 mV. 

The spectral response curve for photosurface II is shovm 
in Fig. 109, while III and IV ohotoresponses are shown in 
Fig. 110. 

X-ray diffraction studies of tubes, to which cesium 
vras adaed until (Cs/0)-2.8, indicated that the dominant 
?bases present were Csj>0 and CsoO (see Section 4.21). 
his ohot.osurface is characterized by a spectral response 
having a maximum at 650 nytu and a long X limit near 600 ny*. 
Considering the process of forming this photosurface at 
150°C it is reasonable to assume that the £330 forms a 
r.urface layer. Thus photosurface IV can be considered as 
tynical of Cs^O. 

On distillation of cesium away from the photosurface 
IV the response corresponding to photosurface III is 
quickly obtained.  Further*baking with the removal of excess 
cesium bv distillation into a cold trap or reaction with the 
tube envelope results in the gradual production of photo- 
surface II. A clue to the chemical change occurring in the 
**irst step above is provided by some work of Dr. Khi-Ruey 
Tsai on the preoaration of Cs^O by heating C83O.  It was 
found in this work that heating C03O in vacuo led to the 
formation of a solid residue whose color was black. X-ray 
diffraction ohotoprraphs showed that the residue was Cs^O 
and the black color was presumably due to a small residue 
of excess cesium. Long continued heatin«? in vacuo was 
necessary in order to remove this residue of excess cesium 
and nroduce the tynical pale orange-yellow crystals of Cs20. 
The significant fact for the present discussion is that the 
last trace of excess cesium \s difficult to remove. Ex- 
tended heating in vacuo is reouirad. This suggests that 
photosurface III is associated with the formation of CsjO 
containing a slight excess o<* cesium. This seens to accord 
with +he observed fact that the addition of a small amount 
of cesium to an infrared-sensitive cathode at room 
temnernture results in a photosurface III response. To 
shift the response to IV reouires a considerably larger 
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excess of cesium. 

A-s stated above^ ohotosurfaoe III can be converted 
|. - to II bv means of extended baking, at 130 - 150°C, oro- 
k vided that a cold trap, or something: similar, is present 
I to adsorb the cesium distilled from the cathode. To 
1 convert, this nhotosurface to the good infrared surface I 

it is necessary to have a good cesium getter in the 
I ----- phototube.  In the case of tubes which did not contain 
I appreciable amounts of the white solid formed during 
1 tube envelope 3eal off it was very difficult to Proceed 

from curve II to I.  It was, however, possible to re- 
| cover the infrared response I by selectively flaming the 
i tube envelope while maintaining the cathode at aporoxi- 
I nately 190°C. This process presumably resulted in the 

recovery of the infrared response by reacting the excess 
cesium at. the hot. tube wall. In view of these observations 

• it seems likely that in going from photosurface III to II 
J to I only a relatively small amount of cesium need be re- 

moved. This small amount, is, however, difficult to remove 
I and it becomes progressively more difficult to remove it 

as the reaction proceeds. 
[ 
I In the case of the cesium deficient 150°C tubes 

(|Cs/0)<«*»1.5) no new types of response curves are observed. 
\     ,  . Frequently, however, it is observed that the contribution 

( of the IA response is smaller than the IB thus producing 
* two maxima in the spectral response for such a tube. 

It is interesting to note that spectral response IB 
in verv similar to III, The above observation that IB is 
favored over IA in cesium deficient tubes seems at first 
si^ht to sugrest that IB and III arise from different 

; emitting centers despite the apparent similarity in shape. 
For response III is definitely associated with a small 
excess of cesium in CS2O while IB, being favored in cesium 
deficient tubes, is apparently associated with a deficiency 
of cerium. There is, however, another possibility. That 
is, that the centers giving rise to response IA are very 
sensitive to small variations in eesium content either 
above or below some optimum amount. The fact that response 
IA is sensitive to small excesses of cerium seems es- 
tablished conclusively.  That it is sensitive to cesium 
deficiency is less well established but is compatihle with 
the data» This has already been indicated bv the data of 
Section 3.2 which shows that the contribution of the IA 
response is reduced relative to IB on extended baking (see 
e.g. curves 6, 7, £ of Fir. 29).;, JHojQKCflsE,  ven more ex- 
tensive baking also affects Che contribution of the IB 
response (see curves 9, 10, 11, 12 of Fi*. 29). 
The idea that the centers of type IA are more sensitive to 
small excesses or deficiencies of cesium than are the 
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1       t centers of tyo» 13 is a verv attractive one which would 
account for much of the experiment a1 work which has been 
done on massive cathodes.  It is not difficult to orenare 
cathodes with responses of type IB.  It is more difficult 

\ to -wytJSfe cathodes with hirh response of tyne IA. Much 
|- more careful control is reouired. 
> 

| On extended bakin? the spectral sensifivitv of a 
£Ood infrared surface, I or II, decreases to spectral 
response V of Fifr. 111. Further baking of this surface 
finally results in a complete loss of the visible and 
infrared response. As noted in Section 3.2 the com- 
position of this surface is unknown.  The nature of the 
chemical reactions which may occur at the surface during 
extended baking has not been Investipated. 

In the nreceedins; discussion no attention has been 
oaid to the role of silver in the cathode since we wish 
to post none the discussion of this factor until the next 
section.  It is to be understood, however, that silver 

j in tho cathode plays an important role and it may well 
be involved in all of the responses considered in the 
present section. 

One additional, and rather special, tvpe of photo- 
\ cathode is occasionally obtained which is worth noting, 
I  I although it has not been possible to reproducibly prepare 

such cathodes.  The type of spectral resoonse involved is 
indicated by the results obtained for PT1ÖC. 

In Fit. 112 the spectral response of PTltfC is compared 
I to the Class I infrared surface.  It is anoarent that the 

surface has an anpreciably hirrher sensitivity at wavelengths 
[ greater than 1200 ny* than the photosurface I.  PTltfC was 
I actually preoared under rather poorly controlled con- 

ditions while mounted on the vacuum system. The Cs2Cr0^-Si 
£ pellet was mounted within the tube envelope.  After firing 

the oellet tho tube was baked at 180 - 190°C until the 
\ thermionic emission maximum was oassed.  After tin off the 
; sensitivity was low but a short bake at 130°C resulted in 
I the stable infrared-sensitive surface.  This type of infra- 

red surface x-;as also formed at ono stapre in the preparation 
of PT22J.C .  The surface is characterized bv a verv hi<*h room 

\ temperature dark current approximately a hundred fold 
j greater than the normal cathode.  As stated earlier, we do 
| not know how to reoroducibly prepare such cathodes. 

•i 
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5. CONCLUSION. SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FURTHBR WORK. 

The results of the experimental work performed under 
the present contract are presented in full detail in pre- 

' oeeding sections. In the present section the connection 
between the present work and previous work is pointed oTSfc 
where the connection is understood. Some brief conenents 
on the present status of the theory of photoelectric e- 
mission are also made and a few suggestions for future 
work are made. No co.-uplete summary of work tinder the 
present contract is attempted. 

The chemical constitution of photocathodes is now 
understood much better a3 the result of the present in- 
vestigation. Our conclusion that CS2O is an essential 
ingredient of an infrared-sensitive photocathode agrees 

I with the previous conclusions of Campbell^0, Sayama21, 
; and Prescott and Kelly-*-8. The conclusion of Campbell, 
\ and Sayama, that maximum thermionic emission is obtained 
i when the cathode (Cs/O) ratio is equal to 2 is not, how- 
1 ever, confirmed in the present invest!nation. Using 
I three different photocell designs we have found that 
ji maximum thermionic emission is obtained at three differ- 
i ent (Cs/O) ratios for the photocell, i.e. no. of atoms 
£ of cesium entering the cell (but not necessarily ending 

{ ; on the cathode) to no. of atoms oxygen on cathode. The 
differences are tmdoubtedly due to the proportion of 

I cesium on the tube walls relative to the cathode. When 
the cesium source is so placed that cesium atoms strike 

t the cathode first, them the proportion on the wall is no 
doubt reduceo and the (Cs/O) ratio for the cell is more 

f nearly equal to that for the cathode. It seems doubtful, 
I however, that cesium can be entirely kept off the wall 

by such a procedure despite the high collision efficiency 
and hence methods which depend on the measurement of the 
amount of cesium entering a photocell cannot accurately 
provide the (Cs/O) ratio for the cathode. The cathode 
\Cs/0) ratio, found in the present work by using a radio- 
active cesiuss tracer, is considerably less than 2 for 
tubes prepared to maximum thermionic emission. Because 
of the sensitivity to tube geometry it seems likely that 
the cathode (Os/O) ratio at maximum thermionic emission 
will vary from one experimental arrangement to another. 
The experimental results strongly suggest that these 
cathodes contain more than one oxide of cesium. The oxide 
CS2O has been conclusively identified by x-ray diffraction 
but the other oxide has not been definitely identified. 
It Is tentatively suggested that CsgO^ is the other con- 
stituent in cathodes prepared to maximum thermionic e- 
miasion. 
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Extensive experiments have been performed to study 
I the effect on infrared sensitivity of variations in 
I (Cs/O) ratio. These experiments surest that chemical 
x equilibrium is established in cathodes which are pre- 

pared by the slow addition of cesium to oxidized silver. 
During the addition of cesium the cathode reactions are 
fslow but when the cesium flow is stopped the cathode 

approaches within a fe\> minutes (at 190°C) to a steady 
I state in which thermionic emission and ohotocurrent 
| become constant. This is interpreted as meaning that 
' equilibrium is established in the cathode between C32O 
I and G*2®3*    Cathodes prepared in this way have high 
I integral and infrared sensitivities comparable with good 
I commercially available cathodes. If small amounts of 
I excess cesium are added to such cathodes at room temper- 

ature, where reaction rate is negligibly 3low, infrared 
sensitivity is greatly reduced. This is no doubt due to 

I an adsorbed cesium layer. On warmine the tube to a low 
temperature (130 to 150°C) for a few minutes infrared 

1 sensitivity is res+ored.  This is internreted as due to 
the fact that CS2O3 reacts with the adsorbed cenium 
layer thus converting it to Cs^O'. It appears that equi- 
librium is re-established.  It has not, been verified 

* that eauilihrium approached from the opposite direction, 
by first adding oxygen to the cathode and then heating, 

.. '.All restore infrared sensitivity.  In speaking of a 
( cathode "equilibrium" some caution must be exercised. 

Due to the extreme reactivity of cesium a slow reaction 
r of cesium with the glass envelope of a photocell takes 

place at the higher Wnperatures. Extended baking at 
I high temperatures may, and usually'does, cause further 
I changes to occur in cathode sensitivity. These are re- 

garded as due to the fact that cesium content of the 
cathode undergoes further changes as the photocell ap- 

\ proachee equilibrium with the tube envelope. The in- 
\ terpretation is not completely clear-cut because long 
\ baking times are reouired and we cannot tell what might 

be distilled from a tube envelope on long heating even 
i though the envelope was originally outgassed at a much 

higher temperature. 

The above discussion indicates that hirh in**r?.red 
sensitivity can be obtained in a cathode which might 
reasonably be expected to be at equilibrium.  High 
sensitivity can also be obtained, however, in cathodes 
which are certainly not at equilibrium. A considerable 
number of cathodes have been prepared to maximum therm- 
ionic emission under conditions in which cesium is rapid- 
ly addrd%  When the cesium flow is halted the thermionic 
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emission rapidly rises and then begins to decrease. If 
the tube is cooled to room temperature just beyond this 
second maximum, thus stopping further cathode reaction, 
then the cathodes prove to be infrared-sensitive. "If, 
however, these tubas are baked even at rather low temper- 
atures the infrared sensitivity may at first rise some- 
what» due to further reaction which adjusts cenium content 
to its optimum value, but rather soon the sensitivity 
begins to decrease and this continues until infrared 
sensitivity is entirely lost. It has been suggested   <- 
that these cathodes contain unreduced silver oxide and 
establishing equilibrium in this case leads to a poor 
tube* It seems probable that many commercial cathodes 
are of this type. Considerable care must be exercised in 
baking such cathodes. From these experiments it is entire- 
ly clear that equilibrium is not essential to hish infra- 
red sensitivity. The results have been interpreted as 
meaning that the presence of CS2O in a cathode is not 
enough to insure high infrared sensitivity. A small 
quantity of cesium is also important. This small quantity 
must be adjusted to its optimum concentration. It must be 
emphasized that it is not known whether the optimum content 
of cesium in CspO is in excess of the stoichiometric ratio 
of two cesium atoms to one oxygen. The optimum misht be 
above, equal to, or below the stoichiometric ratio. It is 
known, however, that the amount of cesium involved is very- 
small compared to the total cesium in chemical combination 
in the cathode. In speaking, therefore, of an "ootirnum 
cesium content" it must be recognized that the question of 
whether Cs20 in the cathode is a stoichiometric compound is 
left open. Since x-ray diffraction lines from the sensitive 
layer of the cathode correspond well with those of bulk 
samples of ^32© containing less than 0.1% of excess cesium 
it follows that the (Cs/o) ratio must be nearly 2. Very 
small departures from this ratio might, however, markedly 
affect photoelectric emission. 

It was shown during the course of the radioactive 
cesium tracer study that a volatile oxide of cesium is 
formed when the cesium to oxygen ratio for the cathode ex- 
ceeds 2. This may be important in cases where photocathodes 
are prepared by first addinp; large excesses of lenium and 
then distilling the excess from the cathode.  In such a 
process oxveten as well as cesium is transported from the 
cathode. It is interesting that Campbell20 came to the 
sane conclusion during an early stage of his investigation 
but later changed his mind. His first conclusion was the 
correct one. 
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It a^neors that, the simple idea that infrared sensi- 
tivity is associated with 0*20 in the-cathode and with an 
"optimum cesium content" is sufficient, when account 
is taken of reaction vrith the tube wall and slowness 
of the cathode reactions, to correlate the various 
observations which have been made on massive cathodes. 
The chemical behavior of such cathodes is at least 
qualitatively clear. When, however, alterations are 
".ade in the silver base on which cathodes are prepared 
a new factor makes itself felt. Conclusive evidence 
has been obtained that the silver base markedly affects 
the final cathode.  It seems nrobable that the effect 
occurs at the oxidation step but the precise na+ure of 
the factor involved is not known. From the discussion 
of previous work given in Section 1 it seems definitely 
established that silver has a pronounced effect on infra» 
red sensitivity. The silver referred to is apparently 
that which is finely dispersed«through the cathode, 
although perhaps not. an atomic dispersion (i.e. solid 
solution).  Such finely dispersed silver may be produced 
by the reaction of silver oxide with cesium or by evapo- 
ration onto a cathode followed by heating as in the case 
of Asao's work^3. It is known that the silver oxide pro- 
duced during the flow discharge oxidation of silver is 
not purely Ag20. Other, more highly oxidized oxides, are 

• also proceed "in considerable Proportions.  The composition 
of the silver oxides produced is no doubt sensitive to 
processing conditions including the condition of the silver 
base.  The proportion of "precipitated" silver, obtained 
by reaction of silver oxide with cesium, which appears in 
thp final cathode is o^ some interest.  Extreme limits can 
be set by considering two alternative cases.  In the first 
case we assume that the oxide formed is AejO. Then on 
jmnlete reaction with cesium to produce Ag and Cs^O a 

ca'horie vrould be produced containing 2&fL  by volume of Pre- 
cipitated silver (ignoring voids).  If, on the other hand, 
the oxide produced is Ag2^3 (the most highly oxidised 
oxide known) then after cesium addition precipitated silver 
would constitute 10ft by volume.  The actual volume percent 
of silver in the final cathode probably lies somewhere 
between these extremes.  It seems quite possible that 
variation between these limits would have considerable 
effect on infrared sensitivity.  In order to fully charac- 
terize the cathode it would be necessary to measure the 
amount of precipitated silver in the cathode and to obtain 
some estimate of particle size. We have not been able thus 
far to devise any means for achieving this objective 
although its importance is obvious.  In order to success- 
fully perform such measurements it would apparently be 
necessary to further develop the chemistry of the silver 
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oxygen system. This would require a great deal of pre- 
liminary chemical investigation not related to cathode 
preparation. The problems involved are undoubtedly ex- 
tremely difficult and tedious. We have not attempted 
to fully explore this area nSince the time involved 
would be excessive. In view, however, of the results 
which have been obtained we must accept the v^ew that 
the presence of CS2O with optimum cesium content is not 
in itself enough to insure high infrared sensitivity. 
Prom the work reviewed in Section 1 it apnears that 
finely dispe-i»a.ad—silver in proper proportion is also 
es-ential and other, as yet unrecognized factors, may . 
also be involved. 

The preceedlng discussion has, to some extent, re- 
lated the composition study of the present report to 
the researches of previous workers. There remains some 
comment concerning the comparison of tha spectral 
responses obtained here with those of previous workers. 
We have previously pointed out on several occasions 
that the spectral responses obtained in our work seem, 
for highly infrared-sensitive cathodes, to be represent- 
able as the superposition of two spectral response 
curves and thus two different types of emitting centers 
are suggested. One of these has a maximum at about 
750 mf*> and the other at about 950 mf»*,  the latter being 
sensitive to small variations in cesium content. When 
the spectral response curves are roughly corrected for 
disoersion and lamp energy distribution, as in Section 
3.2, the shape of the response with its maximum at 750 ny*> 
becomes closely similar to several of the response 
curves obtained by the investigators listed in Table IV 
of Section 1.9. The correction for dispersion and lamp 
energy distribution is rough but it seems adequate to 
justify at least the tentative proposal that the 
spectral response is equivalent to those obtained by 
several investigators listed in Table IV. The (uncor- 
rected) response referred to is curve IB of Fig. 10S. 
There is some reason to think that this identification 
may be correct. Prescott and KellyI8( for example, re- 
ported that their cathodes contained excess cesium. We 
would expect, if the excess is not too large, that a 
response curve of type IB would result. Asao ^ also re- 
ported a considerable excess of cesium. Under these 
conditions a response of type IB, or even IV (Fig. 110} 
if the excess is high enough, might be expected. In 
other cases the composition is not reported. These 
considerations suggest thr.t the investigators of Table 
IV are studying the behavior of only one of the two 
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I tyDes of emitting centers which are involved in infra- 
red-sensitive cathodes. Investigation of optical 
oronerties of cathodes, reported in Section 1, always 
involve the preparation of specular reflecting cathodes 
and tinder these conditions centers of type IB seem to 
result, at least in the work listed in Table IV.  It 
would appear, therefore, that nost of the investigations 
discussed in Section 1 are concerned with emitting 
centers of type IB. Thus centers of type IB give rise 
to a volume photoelectric effect rather than & surface 
photoelectric effect etc. as described in Section 1. 
We mip;ht well ask, therefore, whether centers of type 
IA (Fig. 108) also give rise to a volume photoelectric 
effect. The answer here is not definitely known. The 

f difficulty involved in the study of centers of type IA 
are very clearly illustrated by the work of Kluge^o. 
He showed that much more highly infrared-sensitive 

•f cathodes could be obtained on rough silver bases than 
\ on specular reflecting; silver bases. These highly 

infrared-sensitive cathodes are not, however, snecular 
reflectors and hence the techniques of Section 1.6 
canrot be applied in a test of volume vs. surface photo- 
electric effect, Thi3 greatly complicates matters so 
that a definite statement is not possible at this time. 
It has been demonstrated that photoelectric emission by 

("• centers of type IA is suppressed almost completely by 
jj'   " the addition of very small quantities of cesium at room 

temperature (see Section 3.^1). This suggests at least 
a surface sensitive component. However, it has also 
been shown that reducing the extent of oxidation (and 

?• hence formine; a thinner cathode) reduces the contribution 
of centers of both types IA and IB. Thus the volume of 
sensitive material is important. This does not conclusive- 
ly show that a volume photoelectric effect is involved. 

t For two cathodes of different thickness do not neceasari- 
l ly contain ^articles of the same size. On the other hand, 
| this observation certainly must be accounted for before 

any proposal can be accepted which regards centers of 
type IA as leading to a surface photoelectric effect. In 

;; fact, we doubt that a surface photoelectric effect is in- 
| volved, although a definitive proof is lacking. The 
| effect of small amounts of excess cesium may be due large- 
| ly to alteration in work function although again, this is 
|; not. proven. Due to the extreme sensitivity of centers of 
I type IA it is difficult to perform definitive experiments. 
I It must finally be stated that, despite Klure's work, it is 
I not established that cathodes containing centers of type 
I IA are necessarily non-specular reflectors,, One of the 
I most sensitive commercial cathodes which we have ever 
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tested, a "lighthouse* tube of British manufacture,    .__ 
was seraitrarssparent and seemed on superficial 
examination to be specular. .^..._ , 

It seems worthwhile at this point to comment - 
briefly on the effect on photocathodas produced by  4/ 

• impurities introduced through the vacuum system.   -". 
}->* A vacuum Bystem has been usedin cathode preparation 

in which a mercury diffusion,pump and an efficient        .->-•*   I 
cold trap was employed (tracer experiments). Another —^~—   " »1 

; "*; vacuum system has also been used in which an efficient 9 

(three stage) oil diffusion pump was employed without 
a cold trap. Cathodes propared under comparable con- 
ditions in those two systems had comparable infrared 
sensitivity. All kinds of difficulties have been 

I encountered in the preparation of photocathodas but i 
]— none of these could even be traced to the effect of q 

impurities from the vacuum pumps. Slight amounts of 
such impurities must, however, have been present. It 
is belAeved that the cathodes were not sensitive to 
such drapurities for the following reason« The photo- 
cathodes studied here contain considerable quantities 

; of sensitive material. Moreover, a volume photoelectric 
effect is involved certainly with one type of emitting 
center and perhaps with the other. Impurities from 

, vacuum pumps are serious in the study of phenomena which 
1 are affected by amounts of impurity of the order of a 

( monolayer or a fraction of a monolayer« The present 
i cathodes are no doubt sensitive to amounts of impurity 
I of the order of a monolayer at rporo temperature where 

chemical reaction takes place at a negligible rate. 
I When heated, however, to moderate temperatures (130 to 
^ 190°C) the reaction rates become faster. Thus the 

effect of a small amount of surface impurity is over- 
come by the shift in equilibrium which occurs at the 
higher temperatures. The surface is thus restored by 
chemical reaction to its. original condition (or nearly 
so) at least insofar as factors governing infrared 
sensitivity are concerned. This applies, of courss, 
only to equilibrium cathodes originally prepared by alow 
addition of cesium. It may also apply to other cathodes, 
however, if the baking temperature is not too high. It 
must be emphasized that t 3loppy vacuum technique cannot 
be tolerated and was certainly not used in our work. 

I Excessive precautions beyond those discussed in Section 
I 2 are, however, apparently unnecessary in this work ex- 

cept, perhapa, under unusua^ conditions in which the 
! cold photocell remains attached to the vacuum line. In 

conclusion it must be stated that Octoll-S was used in 
the oil diffusion pump. The situation outlined above 
might not prevail if a silicone oil were used. 

i 
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We must now consider briefly the status of theories 
of the photoelectric effect in silver-oxygen-cesium 
photocathodes. The original theory of de Boer is still 

*s*+9  alt.hc accepted by many investigators^*, although evidence has    *•' ~i**$W& 
accumulated which casts doubt ön its general aprclicahili- 
tyV According to de Boer's theory (see Section 1,L)  thg. ^ 

I .Source of photoelectrons is an adrorbod laver -'of'cesitt&jg«. 
;atoms on Cs20. The cesium atoms which are most strongljr 
bound (at "active spots" or. the surface) contribute to  :.: 
ph^&osensitivity furthest in the infrared. If too large 
an "amount of excess cesium is added, so that multi-lavers     ,    % 

¥ of cesium collect or. the surface, then infrared sensitivi- 
; ty declines because the photoelectrons then oris-inate in ~* 

essentially metallic cesium which is known to have low *; 
sensitivity in the far infrared. According to de Boer C 

j silver, or some other metal, must be mixed with a thick 
"intermediate layer" (CS2O) in order to provide electrical 
conductivity so that external photoelectrons can be re- 
g laced from the base metal. On the basis of this theory 
S2O containing finely dispersed silver and a small 

j optimum amount of excess cesium are required for high 
sensitivity. At first sight this seems to a^-ree very 

j well indeed with the conditions which we outlined above. 
I However, this theory seems to require a surface photo- 
>• electric effect and this Joes not agree with an accumu- 

lation of data which indicate a volume photoelectric 
i effect. Thus the relative importance of the mechanism 

(  » proposed by de Boer is open to question. The proposal is 
a plausible one on theoretical grounds and seems, to ac- 
count for a low work function.  It seems quite likely 

- that some contribution to the photocurrent must be made 
I through de Boer's mechanism. There is considerable doubt, 

however, that this contribution is the major one. In 
I S&yama's theory of the photoelectric effect?! the source 
t of photoelectrons is assumed to be the finely dispersed 
I silver in the cathode. Sayama's argument is quite rough 

at best and seems to be weakened by the work of Borziak 
who determined the optical constants for the cathode. 
The situation is, therefore, in confusion. A major 
objection to de Boer's theory would be removed if some 
modification could be found which provided for a volume 
photoelectric effect. This would not, however, comoletely 
remedy the situtation as long as photoelectrons originate 
from cesium atoms distributed through CS2O since we would 
be hard pressed to account for the fact that CS2O (without 
silver) is not sensitive in the far infrared^ ;Photosensitivi- 
ty at shorter wavelengths might be accounted for in this 
way but not at lonper wavelengths. We find it hard to 
believe that poor electrical conductivity could completely 
account for the difference. Some further modification 
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which directly involves silver in photoelectron production     -,~ 
would be an improvement since, thereby, many of the 
desirable features of Sayama's theory could be rescued. 
During the course of preparing this resort such a modifi-  ~-   ~'\ 
cation of de Boer's theory has suggested itself. The       --*    -J 
conception came too late to permit a quantitative '% 
development of its consequences so it can only be briefly  _..      ] 
outlined as a highly tentative proposal which seems |gp.   -:.••.;M-gl       ;| 
least to justify further and more quantitative theoretical 
consideration. *fc -.-•* '•• - "' 

This proposal is based on de Boer's observation that 
a dielectric layer tends to take up alkali metal (including 
cesium), on heating in the vapor, much more easily when 

dielectric 
de Boer to 
metal in 

the intermediate layer (C32O) results in disruption of 
the structure so that internal cracks etc. are available 
at which cesium atoms, may be internally adsorbed. This 
mey, however, be accounted for in another quite different 
way. In order to see how this comes about let us consider 
the various steps which might reasonably occur on adding 
cesium to Ca?0 containing finely dispersed silver. The 
work function for silver is greater than the Ionisation 
potential for cesium. Hence it seems reasonable that 

1 electrons will tend to be transferred from cesium to silver. 
! This leaves an adsorbed layer of cesium ions on the surface 
i and charged silver particles on the interior. Since 

electron mobilities are high this charge transfer must be 
fast. An electric field is thus established which favors 

I the forced diffusion of ions in the lattice of C&20 so 
\ that oxide ions tend to diffuse to the surface or"cesium 

ions move to the interior, or both. This diffusion is 
favored by high temperatures, of course» When equilibrium 

\ is re-established the surface charge will have been at 
[ least partially neutralized the overall effect being that 

cesium ions have moved into the interior of the Cs20 
crystal. There is now an excess of cesium ions on the 
interior of the crystal and these ions must either occupy 
sites of the lattice at which there are ion deficiencies 
or they must occupy interstitial positions. The degree to 

I which cesium ions penetrate the lattice will depend on the 
\ availability of positions which they can occupy without 
|. excessive distortion of the lattice. The lattice of CS2O 
I is. however, well supplied with interstitial positions 

which lend themselves to such occupancy. Crystalline CS2O 
I has a layer type lattice (see Part III of this Final Report 
I Series). Sach layer can be regarded as a sort of sandwich 
1 in which a sheet of oxide ions is included between two 
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sheets of cesium ions. Each layer is ideally electrical- 
ly neutral. These layers are stacked together to form the % 
crystal. Adhesion between layers is not high as indicated 
by the shearing disorder observed in the x-ray investi- 
gation of CS2O (see Part III-). This has been further 
verified fry calculating the Coulomb interaction between 
layers/. Moreover, the minimum distance between two cesium 
ions i# adjacent layers is substantially greater than 
twice the ionic raMius of cesium. Thus the layers are not 
very c"losely_ packed* The interstices between layers could 
be occupied by cesium-ions without major lattice distortion. 
Hence it «seme very likely that diffusion of cesium ions 
into the interior of C35O can take place to a considerable 
extent. Thus at equilibrium we visualize the cathode 
interior as containing charged colloidal silver particles 
and extra cesium ions distributed through the lattice in 
sufficient numbers to make the whole system electrically 
neutral» The situation is pomewhat similar to that which 
prevails, in a colloidal dispersion in an aqueous electro- 
lytic solution. This picture would account in a very 
satisfactory way for de Boer's observation that inter- 
mediate layers containing dispersed metal take up cesium 
more easily than those without dispersed metal. Now, how- 
ever, the electrons are attached to silver and the 
mechanism for ohotoelectric emission involves the ejection 

r. of electrons from charged silver particles. Considered in 
( a Durely qualitative light this view has much to recommend 

it. In the firrt place it probably describes the Internal 
situation in a cathode more accurately than does de Boerfs 

&&     model. In the second place it involves silver explicitly 
in the mechanism of photoelectron production. In the 
third place it accounts for the fact that excess cesium is 
taken up largely because silver is present. It is hard to 
account for excess cesium in the cathode under the conditions 

I of preparation if we assume that only pure CS2O is involved» 
For experiments on bulk CsaO (without silver) have shown 

I that it retains only very slight excesses of cesium when pre- 
pared under conditions approximating cathode preparation. 

i With finely dispersed silver present, however, it no doubt 
\ retains more than in the absence of silver. In the fourth 
] place a volume photoelectric effect is accounted for. Or 

at least a volume photoelectric effect is simulated since 
I the charged silver particles are distributed throughout the 
I cathode. Actually the ejection of electrons from a particu- 

lar silver particle involves a surface photoelectric effect 
but the "surface" involved is the silver-CsoO interface and 
not the geometrical area of the cathode. Finally, this 
theory must, in order to be successful, provide for a low 
work function, i.e. the minimum change in energy accompany inn; 
the ejection of an electron without residual kinetic energy. 



That such ca# be the case is best illustrated by a 
tharmodynamic argument. In de Boer*s theory photo- 
electrons ar®^ ejected from strongly adsorbed surface 
cesium atoms. Let us suppose that ee3ium is added to 
a cathode until the interior becomes saturated so that 
the^addlt-ion of further cesium results in adsorbed cesium 
.atöwi^pfttjn "W"hot  lose their electrons to the interior. 
*e then have equilibrium established, i.ev further trans- 
fer of electrons increases the free energy. Hence the 
free energies, or more accurately the chemical potentials, 

•of the-electrons in metallic silver (charged) and ad- 
sorbed cesium atoms must be equal since otherwise 
equilibrium could aa-e^-be. established. The free energies 
for electrons differ from the energies" by an amount 
equal to the absolute temperature times the entropy. But 
the entropy of electrons in a metal at room temperature 
is very nearly zero. Hence the electron energies, as 
well as free energies, for adsorbed cesium atoms and 
charged silver particles are very nearly eonal. Unce this 
condition has been achieved the energy change accompanying: 
the removal of electrons from adsorbed cesium atoms must 
>re nearly equal to the energy change accompanying the, re- 
moval of electrons from the charged silver particles.  If, 
therefore, de Boer's theory predicts a low v.'ork function 
for the ejection of electrons from adsorbed cesium atoms, 
which it does in a clear and convincing manner, then the 
work function for the ejection of electrons from the 
charged silver particles in equilibrium with adsorbed 
cesium atoms must be equally low. By means of this simple 
argument it becomes clear that the chief virtue of de 
Boer's theory (low work function) is retained while at the 
same time a volu.v^ photoelectric effect is accounted for. 
Moreover, since the electron ejection now comes from 
charged silver particles the attractive features of 
Sayama's theory are also retained.  In order to correct 
Sayama's theory it is only necessary to alter the optical 
constants to those which have been observed in treating 
the interference of lig'^t within the cathode and to recog- 
nize that the rate of nhotoelectron production depends, 
not upon the rate of absorption of photons in the cathode, 
but only upon the rate of absorption in the charged silver 
narticles. Since the evidence is already strong that light 
interference alone cannot account for the selective 
maximum in photoelectric yield the replacement of Saya-na's 
optical constants by the actual ones will probably not 
change the fact that the selective maximum in photoelectric 
yield arises from light absorption in silver. The 
qualitative arguments given above are not by any means 
sufficient to establish the validity of the proposed model. 
They do seem sufficient, however, to indicate that the 
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proposal deserves further study. Possible extensions of 
i this proposal are numerous. Electrons might be trapped 

at silver atoms interstiaily dispersed through the 
•cathode. We rägard this as-;-IE;^fÄiB:fi^«a^.oi

,_$hf^J,in? 
f      dispersion" referred to above. Other foreifrji atoms also 

deserve consideration. Since hothinq; definite can be 
done about these possibilities at. present we shall leave 
the matter at this point. 

' ••- ••"••-"' -Mr,-. . . * " & 
' -----    •; Several facts concerning: cathode behavior are not 

accounted for. In the f>?st 'place- no clear-cut proposal 
.«-- can be made as to the difference^ between the two tvoes 

Of emitting; centers. Moreover, the photoelectric yield 
is temperature dependent. This niprht be due to temperature 
dependence of electronic mean free path since a volume 
photoelectric effect is involved. This involves the 
assumption t.hat it is the probability of escape of an 
internal photoelectron which is temperature dependent. 
This is invoked to account for the fact that Photoelectric 
yield increases as the temperature goes down. Other 
explanations might also be concocted but none can be proven. 
Further discussion does not seen profitable. 

There remains the final matter of appraising the 
* status of the problem and pointing out the areas where 
I further work seems desirable. We believe thr.t by far the 
I V most important factor to be studied is the effect of silver 

base on cathode properties. The most valuable type of 
| study would be one in which some variable directly re- 

lated to the presence of precipitated silver in the cathode 
4 could be continuously followed as a cathode is prepared. 

This will not be easy to do and we have no explicit 
proposal to make at this time. The quantitative determi- 

I nation of the amount of precipitated silver in the cathode 
I is also of interest. This could be done if some means 
|  * . could be found for determinir.fr the amount of silver w^ich 

reacts on oxidation. This could be done if quantitative 
means were developed by which the oxide formed could be re- 
moved and the amount of silver determined by analysis. 
This would involve, however, the destruction of the cathode 
and, moreover, the analytical method would require 
considerable investigation. The analysis could, however, 
unquestionably be achieved although considerable develop- 
ment would be required. If the chemical properties of the 
oxidation products and their chemical composition were 
better known then x-ray methods could be applied in 
continuously following the cathode silver oxide content, 
although the technique ^-vould not be easy to develop and a 
great deal of purely chemical prelirainarv work would be 
required. We do not know how to stud-"- the influence of 
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silver base tu a straight forward manner. As the matter 
n«w M-anderthe effect of silver .base, is of first im- 
^rtS^ but the investigation of,this effect is a very 
difficult problem-* 

M-; 
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